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CHAPTER SEVEN

EL VCRGONECSQ EN RALACIC. SHAME.

"aacr,
quo sabe huraillar los altos
y enoalzar a los huaildea."

(El varrror.zoso en nalacio. Ill.xxvii



^ C>

ml vergonzoco on ralacio is one of i'irso's beet known cocedios.

:A number of interesting studies have been written cn it, and there
1

is little I can add to them. I include it among the plays I am

examining in this thesis merely to show that it fits into a pattern

which can be discerned in a number of Tirso's plays. I shall there¬

fore touch briefly cn two of its aspects: its social thesis and the

figure of the timid lover.

since hi ver.->:onsoso is one of Tirco'c early plays, it is clear

that he was interested almost from the beginning of his dramatic
2

career in exploring the problem of social relationships." The way

in which his handling of this theme develops is interesting in a

3
number of ways. The portrayal of hlreno is naturally of crucial

importance here.

The sccial elevation of the "shepherd" is one of the central
!

features.of the comedy, ;■rem a lowly position which he abandons,

urged on by his inner conviction that he is destined for nobler

things, ho rices steadily in the social scale until he becomes t;.-

husband of a Duke's daughter, discovering immediately afterwards tbi-

he is himself the sen1- of a duke. The story follows a traditional

pattern often found in literature (Gil Vicente's Don Dttardos is an

obvious example), and it obviously has all the elements of romance,

but it is interesting to note that the revelation of Direro's real

identity comes after the love-tryst, which emphasises the fact that
I

the match is a socially unequal one. The Duke, of course, is at
L

first furious:

MAGDALnNA: ml Cielo y araor me lion dado
esposo, aunque humildo y pobre,
discrete, rr.oso y gallardo.

DUvvUd: i'jio dices, loca? ifretendos
que te mate?

MAGDALDNA: hi eecretario



'

qua mo dicte por maestro
os mi ecposo.

D'JQUL: - Cierra cl labic.
I Ay, desdichada vojenl
Vil, ipor un honabre tan bujo,
al Cond© de Vasconcelos
decprcciae?

M&GDALLNA: Y& le ha igualado •
a mi calidad amor,
que sabe huraillar los altos
y etcalaar a los humildes.

DUqUs: itareto la nuertei
Ill.xxviii. p.i+96a.

But his anger turns to joy when Mirono turns out to be the sen: of

Don i fldro do Coimbra. There is more than, a- touch of irony in this:

the person is the same, only his social status has changed, or, core

accurately, is revealed. The ircny is underlined when the Duke

produces exactly the same reaction on discovering that ierafina has

given herself to the "secretary", Antonio, who also turns cut to bo

nobleman. Whereas the point the play makes is that the name should

befit the person, for the Duke, the person should befit the name.

Dtutus is all.

Yet, in the play, status is not a primary but a secondary facte

dependent upon character. As has been rightly pointed out, the
5

search for identity is the basic theme of the play. The revelation

of hire-no'o social identity is only a reflection, so to speak, of hi

discovery of his psychological and, more important, his moral ident-'

a confirmation by society that he is worthy to.be Magdalene's busbar

Cn one level, it is love, the basic motivating force cf the pi:

which has brought Magdalena and Kireno together. Love introduces th
of

psychological motivation underlying the actions of aost^the charact:
It provides.Lagdalena not only with a reason for and an explanation

her actions, but also a justification for them. Twice does the

mention this. Firet, in the dream-scene when she encourages Mr©no¬

te be a bit bolder:



CKAGDALbJIA: j « dl; cas la designs lead
que hay, senora, entre los dos
ir.e ncobardn, — Amor, &no es dios?
-

, senora. - l ues hablad;
que bus abaolutao loyes
oaben abatir monarcao,
e igualar con las absreas
las coronas de los reyos

Xll.viii. p.l+Sla.

And again:-

[MAGDALLNAsj AMas que so quo os causa celos
el Lcnde do Vacconcelos?
- Raceme desesperar;
quo as, cenorc, vuestro igual
•y heredoro de Berganza.
- La igualdad y semejanza
no esta on que sea principal,
o hurr.ilde y pobre ol amante;
cino cn la confcrmidnd
del alma y la voluntad.

Ill.viii. p.tfha-b.

-econdly, when she has to face her irate father:

Ya le ha igualado
a mi calidad amor.

Ill.xxviii. p.TSoa.

Thio is so because love is a basic principle of the whole universe:

CiMAGCALilMAsJ Decidrae, Atenoic amor?
iDe que os poneis Colorado?
Aque verguenza os ha turbado?
Responded, doja el tcmor;
que el amor ec un tribute
y una deuda natural
en cuantos viven, igual
desde el angel hasta el bruto.
si eoto es vardad, A para que
og avergonzaie aci?'

Ill.viii. p.i*80b.

But her love is not bestowed unworthily. It ic Hireno's noble

action in refusing to betray the man he has succoured which makes

Rdgdalena notice him. The function of most of the action in which

Mireno is involved in the first act is clearly to illustrate his moral

nobility. He is prepared to defend Buy, exchanges clothes with him,

sends him to Lauro who will protect him, and refuses to give the Luke

any information which rr.ay lead to Ruy's arrest. This nobility of



character proves the soundness of his aspiration to social nobility,

which he will at the end achieve. That this elevation is part of th

divine plan is indicated by the religious overtones of the comedy,

of which the quotation at the head of this chapter (not to mention

the names of some of the characters) is only one example. Often,

biblical and religious references are used for comic effect. Thus,

Juaaa humorously tells Antonio:

Paso; que ticnos telle de casarme
con el Papa, segun estas sin seso.

Zx.ix. p.bo-fa.

And Tax-so, overcome by fear, moves from the fleshpots of igypt to:

si me cucigar; y hago un Judas,
sin haber Judas lacayo,
Ano he de llorar y temer?
Hoy me cuelgan del cogollo.

I.xiii. p.b52a.

Throughout the play this religious atmosphere persists delicately

but evidently enough in the background in both the language and the

situations. Casalduero has drawn cur attention to this in his artic

where he points out that Kireno'r. social elevation has l-eligicus

associations, and this is delicately underlined in the following ccr

exchange:

NaGDALNNA: ASois noble?
MIRHKO:. Creo

que si, cegun lo que veo
en mi honrado natural,
que muestra mas quo hay en mi.

MAGDALbliA: AY daran las obras vucstras,
si fuere menester, muestras
que sois noble?

.HIRING: Creo que si:
nunca de haeellas deje.

KAGDALHNA; Creo, decis a cualquior puntoj
Acreeis acaso quo os pregunto
articulos de la fe?

II.iv. p.b59a-b.

The theme of social rank being divinely conferred as. the reward of

virtue is taken up again bv Tirso in Ventura to de Dips, hijo. a poi

to which 1 shall return later.



Closely linked to the these of the search for identity in

1 verscny.ono is the associated these of appearances versus rc-alit

Its basic manifestation in the play id, of course, disguise,

Caaalduero, Glenn and Ayala have all drawn attention to the

importance of disguise and dress in this play. Here I would only

stress the obvious point that there is a direct correlation be twee:

identity and disguise. As in HI amor medico, the assumption of

disguise reveals the true personality." This is so because, at the

beginning, "normal" dross, as is clear from the way the play devel

is only a sort of disguise, a cocoon out of which the true person

must issue. As Casalduerc points cut, on referring to Mireno's

soliloquy in I.xi, it is the master of the horse who adorns it wit

rich trappings. Thus Mireno, Lau.ro, and buy shed their pastoral d

Hireno'c disguise turns out to be his real dress, his courtly clot

bring out or accentuate his innate nobility, while Tarso's newly

acquired "calTsas" only make it evident that he is a country buapki.

Perhaus in connex'ion with Serafina'n disguise, a minor audit

may be made to Caealduero's words; "La estetica del denaciaicnto y

del Larroco se declara en la represontacioa do Lerafina: para ser

bucn actor lo importante no cs sentir, sino saber fingir." (pp. cjZ

At the same time, it is significant to noj;a how often in this play
I

the borderline between feigning and actuality becomes blurred.

orafina is acting, but the part she is acting is real enough. It

is clear that Gerafina's disguise brings out her masculinity, and

symbolic connotations of her male disguise are made even clearer a

the end of the rehearsal when she says:

LLRAFINA: Ven, Dona Juana; que quiero
veotirrae sobre cote fcraje
el mxo, hasta que sea tiempo
de representor.

Il.xiv. p.T?2a.



Ac we realise, the play is one in which Antonio-Dionis, also,will

take part.

The play-acting motif, like the disguise motif, is linked to

the underlying theme of appearances and reality. That these last

should bo made to correspond, in fulfilment of the divine plan, is

one of the aims cf the play. The motif is again present in Magdalene.

feigned dream: here all that is feigned is the state of dreaming; the

"dream" itself is real. F. Ayala has commented on the subtlety of
n

this device, (condemned as childish elsewhere, ) in his article

previously mentioned, where he stresses the parallelism and contrasts

between this scene and Serafina's rehearsal. In both cases, the

fiction is a convenient way of circumventing social conventions which

inhibit the free expression of one's personality. From Oerafina's

comments such as:

. JUANA: ique aquesto de veras haccs?
ACvue en verte as£ no te ofendas?

ULBAFINA: Fiestas de Carnestoiendao
' todas paran en disfraces.

Desacme entretener
deste raodo; no te asombre
que apet zca el traje do hombre,
ya que n lo puedo cor.

JUANA: Parececlo de manera,
que me enar.oro de ti.

Il.xiv. p.it67b.

one would be inclined to suspect that her acting is as deliberate

and as conscious an F.agdalena's "dreaming". The dream scene also

tells i*ireno how he should act. One wonders whether Caldorcn's use

of the dream in La vlda e a nucHo owed anything to Tirso's use of the

device in his plays, a device which I shall again discuss in my

8
analysis of Hari-Iiernandos la -rallega.

The points made above conerning the relation of persona to perse

should throw some light on the Antonio-Oerafina intrigue. Olonn has

brought out tho contract established by Tirso between f'.ircno and



Antonio, although hie judgment on Antonio as a self-indulgent nan,

intent only on satisfying his pleasure and his lust seems to mo a

bit too harsh. Casalduero's view seems more tempered and just.

Antonio is motivated by love of beauty; like Mireno, he is conscious

of hie own deficiencies - especially after his rejection by Cerafinu.

The deception he practises on Serafina is, of course, wrong, but it

is a fiction which, as Casalduero says, allows him to achieve "la

.finalidad de su vida" (p.107). It is also significant that his
%

"lie" coincides with the truth about Mireno. Both sisters, then,

love "Don Dionis", which creates for the Duke a moment of excitement

at the end. But this makes it clear why no name but D. Dicnis would have

dene for Antonio's lie. The nana is at the end to be assigned to

the person whom it designates in reality. Antcnio-Dionis is no more

than a fiction. That aerafina surrenders to a fiction is her

punishment. Eut her mercurial temperament, referred to by Casalduero,

leads us to hope that she will love Antonio. Not for nothing is she

called berafina, and Antonio, too, has humbled himself in order to

attain her love. At all oventr, it is through a fiction (Antonio',

deliberate deception of Derafina, berafina'e 'self-decoption bora of

narcissism) that these two characters must find fulfilment, as

Cacalduero points cut, berafina finds her punishment in her flaw,

but in her punishment, too, lies her salvation - her escape from

sterile self-love.

There is another asjact of the play which I would touch on

briefly. Love is the basic motivating principle in the play. And

it is love which provides us with one of the core delicate satirical •

touches in the play. Attention has already been drawn to this by

Casalduero when he says with reference to Torso's comment on Kireno'n

love, "hocho do verguenza, lo cual, partiendo del refran, eirve para



alcjnr esta figura del ambiente petrarquista ideal del ocar y toner

y cituarlo en la socicdad ideal madrilcna del XVII. ~.s el gracioso
as

el quo aludo al rofran y vernos^como el-amante petrarquista ec lc-vo y

delicanamente carlcaturizado. Caricatura que bacta para hacorla surgir

con que se coloque lu figura indiVidualmenta abstracts del 21V

italiano en el medio social del Barroco ecpanol" (p."02).

Indeed, firco's treatment of love in this play consists of the

juxtaposition, of the courtly ideal and the Christian social ideal of

the seventeenth century. This reveals both the absurdity of the

former £ind the inadequacy of the actual social attitude. I have

already touched on this last when disclosing Kireno's social exaltation.

The gentle ridicule of the courtly ideal provides the literary satire

in the play.

The courtly ideal expected the lover to be both bold and timidj

as Caealduero says. That, of course, in his amorous relationship;

for ISireno is by no means lacking in audacity either in his ambitions

or when questioned by the Duke. Cut in his relationship with Fagdnlcna,

he is singularly timid. Various factors contribute to this. There ic,
e

first, the natural male timidity in romantic love, identified by G.

roncini and E. Caldera in their articles in otudi tirsir.ni. This is

the psychological factor. Next, there is the social factor, which ic

very important. Mireno is conscious of his social inferiority, which

he admits to himself:

0<IIRENQ:j Fero mi bajaza
no se puede porsuadir
que vuele y llegue a eubir
al Cielo de tal bellesa.

aii • p.^Gla.

Magdalena, too, recognises this factor, as we have seen, and tells hir.

to disregard it. And their marriage infuriates the Duke. Finally,

there is the "nobility" of Nireno'n love, pointed cut by Casalauero,



v<%

tut a nobility conditioned by the courtly love conventions. Ey these,
0

Hireno is required to serve and worship the woman he loves, hope to

receive favours and at the sane tins hope he will not. The lady's

complementary attitude is to encourage and simultaneously discourage

the suitor. This perversity is intended, naturally, to egg him on;

but Hireno takes Magdalena's discouragements too seriously, which can

only be explained by his own sense of inferiority and the fact that he

is not expert enough in courtly ways to interpret the message correctly.

As a result, he acts unnaturally find exasperates Kagdalena.

This means that the feminine Magdalena must assume a much more

active or aggressive role than is norm liy to be expected from the

Petrarchan woman. To overcome Kireno's perverse shyness is a task

which exercises her ingenuity. Her coquettish discouragements bein ;

counter-productive, she has to be ever more explicit in her encourage¬

ment and more liberal of her favours. Even the dream-scene still

leaves Hireno doubting, and she has to chido him in the lesson-scene,

which bears a certain reseablanc to the "swearing scene" in ■' arta in

piadosn. Thus the delicate courtly balance between male boldness and

timidity and female reticence and generosity is disturbed, and we get

a slight shift towards caricature. Hut this deviation from the

literary ideal is an approximation to a more realistic one: the

love-affair is not a game, and it ends in Hagdalena's direct

invitation to Hireno.

'ill© mirror reflection, so to speak, of this relationship is to

be found in the Antonio-Jerafina relationship. Ilere, again, there

is a shift towards extremes. Antonio, under the nominal cloak of

b, Picnic, is more bold than timid; Herafina is more prone to withheld

her favours than to grant them, hut again the relationship is a

serious one and it nicely balances the other. As has been pointed



cut, Aerafina finds her punishment in her own flaw. This is the

irony of her fate.

A few words on the structure of the play would perhaps not

come amiss. It has been criticised in the past as faulty, and even

more modern critics tend to see a certain lack of unity in the play.

That these have judged the play by unsuitable criteria has been made

clear by CasiJduero's brilliant analysis of its structure. Several

critics have drawn attention to the similarity between come features

of 1 voygonzoco and tho® of other plays of Tirso's.I would only

add a few observations here.

The first act of hi vergonaoso has met with Hartzenbusch'o

disapproval: ho would have preferred the play to begin at I.xvi.

Canal aero has demonstrated tho thematic connexion between the open!

scenes and the rest of tho ploy. It is clear that the harmonic

structure rather than the fable itself is what we ought to con¬

centrate on. As I have been trying to argue, it is an essential

feature of Tirso's dramatic technique to use an asyndetic plot-

structure in order to force the mind to concentrate on the thematic

motifs of the play. In so far, therefore, as the first act of

-■■1 ver ;cntoso can, on the level of the intrigue, bo regarded as

background exposition, with tho intrigue proper beginning in Act II,

the structure of this play follows the came pattern as that of

■1 rnor r'dlco. But in both plays, the apparently irrelevant scenes

arc of fundamental importance in the harmonic structure of tho play.

They introduce motifs which it is tho business of the play to develo

and explore: the motifs of love, deceit, misconstruction (and a con-

1 1
sequent jumping to conclusion), search for identity, end so on.

The social exaltation of the hero and the foundation of social

nobility on virtue are themes which are developed, more explicitly



perhaps, in Ventura in de bios, hi.jo. But whereas the development

of the plot in -1 vergongoso is carried along, on one level at least,

by psychological motivation (i.e., love) and the conventions of

romance, these arc rejected in Ventura te do ... in order to draw

attention to the workings of Providence, which, as Casalduero has

pointed cut, remain in the background in hi vergcnacsc. The

continental atmosphere of romance in fJ. yorr.onr.oso is replaced by

.the highly ironical handling of tho mora satirical Ventura t: -s

where the efforts of Cesaro, for example, are consistently counter¬

productive.

There is thus a significant difference between .1 vergenzoso

and Ventura to da ..«namely, the fact that the social thesis in

the former is attenuated, and from this point of view, La. Blanca'o

comment is apt. The early hint that Mireno is noble - cf. Torso's

words:

Trujole su padre oqui
pequeno, y bien sabeis vos
que murmuran mas do dos,
aunque vive y anda as£,
que debajo del eaynl
que le cirvo de cortena,
se en&ubro alguna noblcsa
con que se henra i ortugal.

I.vi. pp.M+^b-V+^a.

- moans that tho emphasis is on the process of self-discovery, proper

to the romance, in which the prearranged order is to be discovered.

The artificiality of tho ending is part of the artifice of the play and

tho world'It rdLccts, and arouses our wonder at the ultimate justice

of things. In Ventura te de .... the emphasis shifts to the process

of self-creation: tho need to prove oneself worthy cf one's position,

see n as tenuously present in w.1 vorgonnoso by Casolduero, is much

stronger here. Otcn has to win through to nobility: it is not there¬

to be claimed; rather is it to be merited. In Cton's world, more



realistic, loss ideal (the palncioAecnue opposition bo rightly

stressed'by Cacalduero in verronsoso is absent in Ventura to

C' , «,3 where the Luke'a court is as much a centre for intrigue as

it. in'a symbolic judgment-place), there is no "hidden plan" necescar

:t•be discovered. There is the need, but it must be earned. There

on order, but it must be with effort imposed. There is a harder col;:

to this play, set in a harsher world, Perhaps one nay discern here

hint of a shift towards a more pessimistic view in the later play,

where humane are co perverse that Qcd must intervene in order to ens

that justice in done. (This in the sane view w« find in hi hurls.'or

h.; v; lis *)

The theme of self-creation, more "realistic", more socially

oriented, was obviously more attractive to Tirso* It is this

problematic form of drama, more obviously concerned with social

rroblo;.-i3, with which ho was mainly concerned in his final period:

!■': r-udencia on la teujer. An tor.a ('.arcin. Ventura ta de ..aro

obvious examples* But the note had already been sounded in earlier

plcys.

I should like to add a few brief remarks, here on two other

•playsJ .--1 custigo del pcr-seouo and its sequel, Culor- calln. crtoryn,

Tnro ikrroja, in a highly interesting esnhy, remarks that timidity in

fi nan, in a heterosexual relationship, io generally ridiculed: "For

even in the plays of Tirso de Molina we find another figure, that cf
'

rt"".r.'--r> on nalrcio. which shows how in a young can an ©xcecsiv

-ense of shame mo not highly esteemed by raany wcr.cn, who made a

13mock of him," ' This remark is ever, truer of "1 ens tiro and its

ccruel* Whereas in hi ver.gon^noso Kireno does in the end win
i. . ————i—>..* .... mm



—■ I ^

i>;.,dalcr,a, thanks to hor direct invitation, Hodrigo loses the

Countess Diana in J1 enstigo because of his own hesitancy (hence

his nickname,"el peneeque")• In Cuion calls., otcrra, he very nearly

loses Curora, but, made wiser by his earlier humiliation, wins a

Marchioness as his wife. In these plays, then, and especially the

first, the figure of the timid lover is clearly satirised.

But, as in hi vergonsoso. there is another element in the

hero's timidity: thia is his awareness of the woman's superior social

status. This leads to his loss of a Countess in hi car.tiro. Two

points arise from this. First, this loss is only a temporary setback,

for, in the sequel, as I have mentioned, he betters his fortunes by

carrying a Marchioness. Secondly, ho is not the only one in -.1 car,tiro

who is frustrated: Diana, also, who loves him, is obliged to carry

Casinirc, whoa she does not love, but sins the invitation was to be

given to hint who loved her more than himself, she was obliged to

accept as her husband the recipient of her letter. In other v?or4c,

she has unwittingly set a trap for herself, Bhe is punished twice

over: she loses the man che lov a, and has to marry a man she does

not love.

There is an interesting point here, but to see all the implications

it will be necessary to try and dite ml cartigo. Kiss Kennedy has

argued that ( uien calla, otorgn wan written between December, 1619 o id
15

March, 162^, and probably in 1623* It was produced by Clmedo, who
16

was in Madrid in 1621-162j. ' This therefore supports Miss Kennedy's

dating. W. Ii. Wilson, in his article, assumes that Ml cast if.-o %ao

written not many months before". Da. Blanca, however, argues that tho

play was written in 1613-1' . There is one fact which may help us to

date the play with some degree of accuracy. It vao produced by Herokia.



How, according to Cotarelo (pp.2C6-7)» Keredia was net an outer

after 161?. aince 'i'irso left for -anto Dcningo early in 1616, the

t nanaa ad < uoir, for ...1 cast!go would, seem to be early 1616 or la to

« But we cun perhaps narrow down the probable period of

composition still further#

In i.ulen calla, otorpa, Chinchilla refers to the fame of

.1 castlgo,

Yo la vl en Guadalajara
representor a Balbin;
y en salicndo con sue calsas,
hecho lacayo Chinchilla,

' eubioscne la rcostoza
a las narices, y estuve
por darle una cuchillada.

l.vii. p.1L20a.

This eay refer to a Iter performance of Tirco's play, but if it doe

refer to one of the early ones, it must have been to a period when

Balbin was not an autor. Like Horedia, Balbin was autcr between
17

1£C3 and 1615. Cn April 8th, 1o15, permission was given to Here

to be autor for two years, but not to Balbin. It may be that LI

cartlgo was staged some tine between April, 1615 and early 1ol6 if

Balbin joined lieredia's company for a time. (I have no evidence wU

would confirm this. Later on, Balbin was again autor,) In any car,

it seems reasonable to assume that /■! car tiro was written before eu

1G16, probably in 1G15»

The terminus a quo seems to be provided by internal evidence.

ference to Cervantes*

Don v.uixote in I.x.

In the first place, there is an obvious rej;

"vela s o,1enr-lr-res and the second part of
18

p * (;86b . ° Cecondly, there is a clear reference, in Il.viii. p.7C»1b
19to Lope's LI parro del hortelano (1613).

But Tirco does not only mention Lope's play. He seems to be

deliberately establishing a connexion between the two plays, vho



woman courted by Hodrigo is Diana, a Countess who is not over fond

of men. the is in love with her secretary. Both ore conscious of t

rsocVal barrier to their love, and this interferes with their relatic

ship, The secretary keeps another girl an a reserve, in case his

marriage to the Countess does not take place, while Diana tries to

keep them apart, ao she, too, adopts a dog-in-the-manger attitude.

These parallels seem deliberate. Why have they been established?

That the two plays resemble each other was noted by Wade, who,

however, being core interested in determining the literary sources

of Tirso's comedy, plays down the significance of these parallels,

It seems to ae that the full import of the resemblance is seen if .

we consider the themes cr "points" of the plays instead of seme cf

the situations which enter into the construction cf the plot of

A cantlgo.

Ac is well known, the ending of Lope's play is a ekl'- cn the

conventional ending in which a surprise "discovery" ensures a happy

ending. This is the ending Cervantes uses in La gitaniila and I.e.

linetre fregona. Gil Vicente also uses it in Don Duardos. And

Tirso uses it in LI vergonaono It seems that Lope's

ending, on the one hand, may be connected with Eodrigo Calderon's

" iscovory"in 1o12 that he was the bastard son of the Duke of

• ••lba Ca point whose Implications I shall lock at again in ay analys

of .;.a clocclon per la virtue), and, on the other, with the type of

ending found in i-l vergor. oso. The conclusion ccemc inescapable

that -d. civ-tiro is a sort of "reply" to Lope's play. The two

authors seem to havo been playing a sort of game. Let ma elaborate

briefly on that.

In ml vorgonsoso, Tirso stresses che importance of personal
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merit and moral virtue, iiireno is rewarded with the daughter of

a Duke us his wife and with the discovery that ho, too, is the son

of a Duke, which, at the same time, resolves the social problem,

aha ending is artificial and proper to the romance.

In j.1 porro. Tcodoro is intellectually and, to some extent,

morally superior to his rivals, here, he genuinely loves and is

loved by Diana. The triumph of love moans a conscious flouting of
I

social conventions. A solution is also found through an unexpected
,

"discovery", hut this is a fiction. It is an invented discovery.

In i-l c«stiro. we get the same situation as in al nerro.

hut Tirso's later play seems to be a burlesque of Lope's (itself a

burlesque of the type of play such as -1 vergcasopoj. In -1 c T:." ••• ,

both the hero and the heroine play a foolish game with each ether: they

do not deserve each other. Therefore both are frustrated, but the

implications are interesting.

These is an unwitting "revelation" of identity. Diana learns

that her secretary, Oton, is Don Dodrigo Giron, who belongs to one

of the noblest families in Spain. This knowledge at first seems to

be enough to solve their problem (and would have solved the problem

in .-1 -erro): she would lose nothing socially by marrying Kodrigo.

";f it turns out not to be sufficient. Though there has been a

.:r,a revelation, it lias been of no help, and the game between

..ourigo and Diana continues. The ending ensures that social decorum

is scrupulously maintained: Casiniro is a Count. Propriety triumphs,

ut that is a punishment for both Diana and hodrigo.

it seems, then, that there in a development of a theme from

xrso1 c 1 vergenzono. via Lope's -1 aerro. to Tirso's *1 ca.'ti.-o and,

idtor, v.i.cn calls. otorgn. I have been able only to trace out hero
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the bare outlines of this development which needs further study.

It is possible, nevertheless, that there is an additional element in

.irso's development of the figure of the shy lover, noted by 2.

Caldera; this is the inter-action between Tirso and Lope. That would

seem to be another reason for thinking that Caldera's argument may

need some modification.
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chapter eight

el islahcClico and

i;gto si !,ud es neggciar.

absurdity.

Toda melancolia
ingeniosa, os un rarao de mania,
y no hay cabio que un poco,
si a Ilaton damoc fe, no toque en loco.

(^1 rnelancolico. II.i)



(a) 11.I melancolico

El malancolico, published in Tirso's Primera parte, had for

long been considered one of his early plays. Da. Blanca, following

Cotarclo, assigned it to the year 1611, on the assumption that it

contained a reference to the prematica against coaches issued in
1

that year. Miss Kennedy, however, put forward a strong argument
2

for considering hi melancolico a late play, dating it c. 1622-23*'"

The cumulative evidence she puts forward is compelling, even though

one must bear in mind the reservation that El melancolico may have

been an early play which underwent considerable textual revision to

give us the play as we have it., Perhaps the only point (and one

which carries very little weight) which woulld make one hesitate ove

the dates suggested by Miss Kennedy for the play is the absence

of any satire of the culto poets. There is a fairly long passage

written in culto style, viz., Rogerio's description of Leonisa when

he fell in love with her (I.x), but the tone does not seem to me to

be that of satire or parody. However, in the absence of any strong

evidence for an earlier date, I shall accept Miss Kennedy's dating

as valid. The fact that the play was put on by the Valencianos als

suggests that it is a late one, and, as I shall indicate in my

analysis of Anar por arte mayor. Tirso's late style is characterise

by its serious use of the culto style.

The aspect of El rnelancolico with which I am principally

concerned is the satire contained therein of social conventions

regarding class.. This is effected by stressing the absurd and

ridiculous nature of the situation in which the protagonist, Roger!

finds himself. The clash between the demands of love and those of

social convention, which is one of the central aspects of the play,



has been indicated by isr. Varela Jacome and Dr. A. C. Paterscn.""5

Th'is social satire is also linked to the satire of a literary con¬

vention. These are the points which I propose to develop here.

The opening scene of the play introduces the vestigial sub-plot,

viz., the love-intrigue between Firela and Carlin. It fades out after

the end of Act II, when Firela, her mechanical function fulfilled,

seems to be cast out of the play because of her moral flaws - her

betrayal of her friendship for Leonisa, her willingness to be suborned

by Tilipo (which is linked to a sort of misguided friendship for

Leonisa), her blackmailing of Carlin. The latter soldiers on to the

end of the play, but, for the last act, he is without a mate (or

even a thought of one, for that matter). But while the sub-plot

fizzles out, it does, while it lasts, cast light on the implications

and problems of the main plot.

Carlin's humorous courting of Firela sounds the principal motif

of the play: love and social precedence. In the burlesque pastoral

tone with which the play opens - half realistically rustic, half

artificially pastoral -, his anecdote about the donkeys presents us

with an embryonic version of the story to come and its central

problem: love at first sight, the perfect "courtesy" of the burro,
4the honesty of the burra - and the resulting impasse. The suffering

that results at once foreshadows, on the farcical level, the physical

beating Carlin is to receive before the act is out, and, on a more

serious level, the emotional and spiritual suffering which Rogerio

and Leonisa have to undergo. The absurdity of the impasse created in

the main action is brought about, ironically, by the fact tint

Rogcrio and Leonisa hold to a view of "perfect" love. In order to

examine the implications of this for the plot, it will be necessary to

look briefly at these characters.



El rnelancolico has long been singled cut for special

commendation on the grounds that it is a play with a "character".
5

Hartaenbusch states this quite firmly. Da. Blanca agrees with

him, although she would stress Tirso's pov;ers of characterisation

somewhat more strongly. Miss Kennedy, too, concurs. On the other

hand, IS. Caldera senses something mechanical, artificial in the

portrayal of Rogerio: the latter is drawn, so to speak, too much

according to textbook rules. The truth, as is generally the case in

such situations, is probably somewhere between these two views.

There is little doubt that Tirso has laid much stress on

Rogerio'a character. But the obvious consequence of this should be

noted: there is very little purposeful surface action in the play;

most of it is desultory. That is because the action is, to a large

extent,, internalised: the real action is psychological, not physical,

and the purposeless acts reflect an internal] state of mind. 'The
■ :. ■■■'■ |

explanation for that is the fact that Rogerio's will is paralysed,

the sources of action have dried up. Hence his melancholy.

Late Romantic criticism, which lasted well into this century,

sought character above all in drama. The warm praise given to

*■1 melancolico. which not only has a "character", but also a

melancholy one, is easily understood.^ But if the commonsense view

that drama is action is adopted (a view at least as old as Aristotle
n

and more recently defended by E. Bentley ), the plot of El melancolico

seems to be particularly sketchy. This is a point to which I shall

return later.

The dominant feature of Rogerio's character is his melancholy,

which gives the play its title. Almost invariably in Tirso, the

standard cause of melancholy is unrequited or frustrated love, and



this play is no exception. Curiously enough, there is little or no

sign, of Kogerio's melancholy in Act I, the exposition. It is in the

second act that the melancholy Ilogerio appears. To the puzzled

Duke, his father, he gives two main reasons for his melancholy: his

unexpected luck has put him in the same category as opulent fools,

and at the same time has frustrated his personal ambition to make

himself, that is, to owe what he is to his own merit and efforts

<11.i).

But these, as Rogerio immediately afterwards confesses, are

sophistical rationalisations: he does not resent his good luck:

ROGERIO:
_ Todo esto es, Leonisa mxa,

con sofisticas razones,
buscar necias ocasiones

para mi melancolla.
Si yo no te viera el dia
que perdi mi libertad,
fuera esta prosperidad
el colmo de mi contento:

ya sin ti, sera tormento
la mas regia voluntad.

Il.iii. p.235b.

lie is melancholy because he is in love and his newly acquired social

status makes its fulfilment impossible:

[RCG.SRIO:j Perdite; ya no es posible,
en desiguales estados,
dar alivio a mis cuiaados,
ni ver tu rostro apacible;
pues. amar un imposible
sera etemo padecer;
no amarte, no puede ser;
pues, amarte, y no esperar
padecer, y no olvidar,
es morir y no poder.

Il.iii. p.255b.

(Here we see the beginnings of firso's new, "Calderonian" manner,

Which I shall consider at greater length in my chapter on Amar nor'

arte mayor.) The son of a Duke, he can no longer marry the

peasant-girl, Leonica. It is thus the frustration of his love which



brings out his melancholy.

Rogerio is, of course, susceptible to melancholy precisely

because he is intelligent and learned. This is important, because

it throws some light on the nature of his predicament. There is a

constant stress on Rogerio's great learning from the beginning. He

is introduced indirectly at first, the audience being prepared for

his entry by Leonisa's and Firela's discussion of him in I.ii. The

quality they emphasise most is his great learning. The fantastic,

Gargantuan scope of his education is made clear when he at last enter

with his supposed father and teacher, Pinardo (I.iii). As the latter

here points out, there is nothing which Rogerio does not know.

But, Pinardo insists, he is not yet a perfect, i.e., a complete,

man. While the rational side of Rogerio has been developed fully,

his emotional side has remained dormant, if not stunted. This lattc-r

should also be developed, and Pinardo quotes

argument:

Plato in support of his

[PINARDO:3 Si el filosofo admirable
11amo animal racional
al hombre, Platen, su igual,
le llama animal sociable.
SI que no es comunicable
no es hombre, segun I'laton,
y siguiendo su opinion,
te hara tanta sequedad
bruto por la voluntad,
aunque hombre por la razon.

I.iii. p.22^+b.

The crucial role of love in the development and perfection of man

is thus stressed. At this point, Pinardo urges Rogerio in practise on

the village girls:

[PINARDO:] y un discreto, si lo ignores,
llamaba a las labradoras

espadas negras do amor.
I.iii. p.22ifb.

This attitude has ugly undertones, the least offensive of which is th



social arrogance of class. Rogerio, too, is not innocent of such

arrogance, but his contempt for the village girls is a question not

so much ox social pride as of intellectual conceit:

ROGHRIO: Aqui, senor, no hay sujeto
en que lograr esperanzas,
ni cntre groseras labranzas
mi amor halla igual objeto.
5i me tienes por discreto,
y amor es siailitud,
ipor que culpas la quietud
que en mi libertad desprecias?
Ads bien que serranas necias
rnalogren mi juventud? '
Viva el alma libre y franca,
pues en su estudio me alegra.

I.iii. p.22^.

•Besides, Venus and Minerva are incompatible:

ROGBRIC: Bntre el amor y el desden
raal la ciencia se conserva,
porquo Venus y Minerva
jamas se llevaron bien.
Ojos que hermosura ven
contra pasiones confuoas,
no hallan a su dano excusas,
pues su ocupacion distinta,
deshonesta a Venus pinta
y virgenes a las i-iusac.

I.iv. p.22pa.

Rogerio'a attitude soon undergoes a drastic change when he fails

madly in love with the villana. Leonisa:

RCGHRIO: Ms precipitado
amor. Vine, vi y perdi
la libertad, no el cuidadc.
Ya juzgare por mejor
potencia la voluntad
que el entendimiento: Amor
de su noble facultad

hoy me ha hecho profeecr:
desde hoy cursare su escuela.

I.x. p.227b.

Bo drastic, indeed, that the violence of his passion amazes and even

frightens finardo, who argues that Rogerio is not to go from one

extreme to another, but to love in moderation. He should not take hi

love too seriously - it is, for iinardo, only a technical emotional
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exercise (I.x).. But Kogerio is too far gone: he cannot love by

halves. Ironically, at the precise moment at which he gives his

heart to Leonisa and promises to be hers, the Duke, his real father

(as it turns out) has other plans for him.

These,principally, are his transfer to the court, his

legitiinisation, and his marriage to Clemencia. The first means only

a separation from Leonisa, and is but the first test to which his

love will be put. The second two are much more severe ones. With

kogerio's new life, there begins a conflict which, as Dr. Peterson

has stated, by putting his love to the test, teaches him about the

true nature of love - love as Christian charity.

Hero, I am more interested in the nature of this inner conflict,

the particular form which it takes in the context of the play. It is,

at bottom, a conflict between those two fundamental aspects of iaan,

the rational and the emotional. While learning characterises the

"animal racional" that is man, it is love which perfects him as an

"animal sociable" by awakening his soul. Jf the fundamental necessity

of love is postulated, there arises a genu e conflict in the wise

to subordinate reason to passion? It turns out, at the end of the

play, that there was no real conflict between these two. This may

seem to suggest that the conflict was artificially set up so that

iiogerio's love could be tested. I shall return to this presently,

but first I should like to examine the causes of the inner conflict.

P.ogerio, to perfect himself, falls in love. But when ho

reveals to Pinardo that the woman he loves is their vassal, Leonisa,

Pinardo is disturbed. He warns Hogerio not to take his love too

seriously, especially since Leonisa is his social inferior:

man, which can be formulated thus: how can the wise man bring himself
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[PINARBQ: J y el amor que agora adquieres
en cosa tan desigual,
de tu noblo natural
te ha de hacer quo degeneres;

I.x. p.228b.

However, Rogerio tosses this warning aside: for him, the distance

between a caballero and a villana is not too great for his love to

bridge.

Yet, when he becomes a Duke, Rogerio, in spite of precedents,

cannot allow himself to marry Leonisa. In this decision, his

intellect plays the crucial part. Yet there is more than a hint of

intellectual arrogance in his self-esteem:

[RGGLRIO:) Si yo de Pinardo fuera
hijo, cual pense, y te anara,
cuando a mi ser te igualara,
poco tu suerte subiera.
Soy Duquc: iay, fortuna fierai
tormentos con honras das:

ya yo so que igualado has,
midiendo araorosas leyes,
los pastores a los reyes;
mas yo soy sabio, que es mas.
In cuanto rey, no era mucho
llevarme de mi pasion;
en cuanto sabio, es accion
en que mi deshonra escucho.

II.iii. pp.2J5b-236a.

At the came time, while refusing to marry Leonisa, because of her

social inferiority (or, rather, his newly acquired superiority), he

is also unwilling to marry his social equal, Clemencia, because he

still loves Leonisa and means to be faithful to her.

This highly intellectual approach to what is a vital problem

lends Rogerio in an insoluble dilemma. For most of the time he refuses

to question the pre-eminence of reason. This is why his "wisdom" is

continually stressed in the play. He firmly persists in using his

intellect as his guiding force. In II.iv, his refusal to be annoyed

by Lnrique's insults and his dignified response to them is a clear

example of that. Another, perhaps even more interesting,example is



found in the episode of his "homework" on the court suitors he has to

deal with in Ill.ii-iv. He gets his secretary, Filipo, to obtain

information about the suitors so that he can deal justly with them.

This allows him to impress his audience enormously, and one suspects

that this episode may have been intended as an object lesson in king¬

ship for Philip IV. Compare the following lines:

ROGLRIO: Prctendo saber las faltas

que tiencn los pretendientes
de mi corte y.de mi casa;
que aunque es bien premiar 3ervicios,
no sera razon que se haga
rnenos que cor/fcuficiencia
de las partes.

FILIPO: La ignorancia,
sonor, y poca noticia
de algunos prxneipes causa
que sin meritos se den
injustamente las plazas.

Ill.ii. p.2^90-

Yet, in spite of his enormous intellectual control of himself,

Rogerio's passions at times threaten to get the better of him. The

enigmatic words he addresses to Filipo in I.vi, soon after the scene

with the suitors, provide one instance when his strong passions (in

this case jealousy) seem to break through his iron control. The

speech, though enigmatic, contains a sinister threat:

ROGERIO: Filipo, la juventud
tambien es enfermedad:

disposiciones. curad,
eangrareisos en salud. •

Cox-ales que adornan cuellos,
no generosos, villanos,
afrentah los cortesanos:

ios dellos.
iio

sangre muestraij, sangr,
FILIPO: Cenor, la que los per

gusta.
KCGLRIO: Yo soy vuestro amigo:

que os sangreis dellos os digo;
no aguardeis. que os sangre yo.

Ill.vi. p.252a.

iogerio recognises immediately afterwards that his passions are hard

to control:



KCGiuRIO: For mas quo callar procuro,
habla mi desasosiego;
que en fin, donde amor es fuego,
brotan celos, quo son humo.

Ill.vi. p.2p2b.

Therefore, when Filipo spills ink instead of sand on the letter he

has written to Slemencia, it is further proof of his enormous self-

control that he does not use that as an excuse for inflicting a

severe punishment on Filipo in order to give vent to his feelings of

jealousy.

But there are obvious limitations to an intellectual approach

to life. In contrast to an early play like La eleccicn par la virt

where there is an exaltation of learning, in a number of later plays

Tirso seems to express a certain disillusionment with learning:

amor medico and Ventura te de Dios, hi.jo. analysed in earlier

chapters, are obvious examples. This disillusionment seems to be

present in ml melancolico as well.

There is, without doubt, a positive side to Pogerio's intellectua

approach to life. The conflict which it provokes allows him to learn

something about love: the social obstacle to his marrying Leonisa mean

that this love must be a Platonic one, spiritual and unselfish, i.e..

non-possessive. For love of Leonisa, he must be prepared to make

what is for him the ultimate sacrifice and marry Clemencia. When he

shows . be is ready to do so, Leonisa's supposed father conveniently

dies so that she can discover that she, too, is of noble birth. The

obstacle has been an artificial one, imposed arbitrarily by the

dramatist, and, consequently, the final solution is not an organic

one.

hut the obstacle can be seen as less artificial and more organic

if we consider the negative side of Rogerio's intellectual approach to



life. It is.this which leads him into one absurd situation after

another and which, simultaneously, prevents him from realising the

absurdity of these situations. Take, for instance, the "ultimate"

sacrifice lie is willing to .make because of his love for Leonisa.

Tliis is noble, but, at the same time, it is, paradoxically, absurd:

it entails marrying a woman he does not love and, more important,

being untrue to Leonisa to whom, all through the play, he has

considered himself engaged.

Cnce this ultimate absurdity is perceived, Rogerio's earlier

actions also appear equally absurd. It is absurd for him to argue

that his change in status makes it impossible for him to marry

Leonisa, whom he was prepared to marry while he was only a caballero

His argument is based on the assumption that social position or

status (the "dream" of Calderon's famous play) is an integral part

of the individual, and that personal relationships are controlled by

social factors. This argument is based on a misapprehension of valu

and of the nature of reality. For Rogerio, appearances are more

important than reality, status and social honour more important than

love and honesty in personal relationships. Ironically, it is

precisely because of the importance which Rogerio gives to the

intellect that he thus misconstrues reality and thinks he has

incontrovertible proof of Leonisa's love for Filipo. do the wise

Rogerio will not marry Leonisa, nor will he marry Clemencia. But he

vail not allow Filipo to court Lconisa either. lie is content, to set

g
for a perpetually hopeless love and melancholy. Such a pure, non¬

sexual, Platonic love may be all very well in theory, but in practis

and in reality it is little more than an absurdity. Love between a

man and a woman (and this is love as passion, not friendship: Rogcri



description ox Leonisa in I.x proves that) is not intended to be an

unnatural, disembodied, ethe^l phenomenon.

That it is not, in any case, is proved by the fact that Rogerio

is capable of experiencing intense jealousy. His love is, therefore

possessive - aggressively, but also absurdly so, since we realise

that it is of the dog-in-the-manger variety. To prevent a marriage

between Leonisa and Filipo(and anticipate the possibility of her

falling in love with Filipo), Rogerio takes his rival with him to

court, ostensibly to honour him, in reality to separate him from

Leonisa. This we may agree is cunning, born of jealousy, but hardly

thc action of a "sabio".

An apparently, disinterested, noble act of generosity is

promised when Rogerio, convinced that Lecnisa returns Filipo's

affections, decides to marry her to Filipo. But is this anything mo

than self-pity, we wonder. He dramatises the nobility of his gestur

hut as he says the words, he knows that he cannot consent to its

[ROGERIO:3 Casarlos mahana intento,
y mostrar cuan sabio soy,
pues venciendome a mi, doy
corona a mi sufrimiento.
Bsto dice el pensaraiento,
mas no el amor en que excedo
a la ley que admito y vedo.

Ill.viii. p.25hsL,

His jealousy, too, is without foundation. Seeing Leonisa and

xilipo struggling over her necklace, he jumps to conclusions. He

deduces from the evidence that they are in love. But he, the wise

Rogcrio, is deceived. It is Leonisa who points out how fallible his

reasoning is:

ROGERIO; Direis que le aborreceis:
corales vi yo por trueco
de eslabones, que, dorados,
yugo son' de vuestro cuello.

LsONISA: Tarabien yo vi que os llamaba
Bretana sabio y discreto,



sin merecer este nombre,
quien preciandose de serlo,
es tan facil en creer.

ROGLRIO: . £Los 03os cuando mintieron?
LEONISA: Cuando no los rige el alma,

ni alumbra el en tendimiento.
Ill.xvii. p.2>7».

.aid surely this is the point of the play. Rogerio the wise is far

from being wise, because he depends too much on his intellect. His

blind confidence in its infallibility makes him ignore the desirability

of subjecting its workings to dispassionate, intellectual scrutiny.

..nd yet ho seems unaware of the extent to which his intellect is

influenced by his emotions. In this problem of love, the limitations

of the intellect are clearly revealed. In Rogerio's misinterpretation

of the struggle between Leonisa and Filipo in Ill.xviii, as in his

refusal to marry Leonisa because of his change in status, he is

committing the error of paying too much attention to external appearance

and not enough to inner reality.

Thus it is that Rogerio's ultimate professed self-sacrifice is

his greatest, absurdity, compounded in that it comes after he has been

disabused of his jealousy and has again promised to marry Leonisa.

He should have realised earlier that the real mark of a disinterested

love would have been to sacrifice his own false sense of social decorum

by marrying Leonisa. That would have been true humility and true love.

But Rogerio loves himself too much. This is not to say that his final

act is without nobility. But the trick he devises fools no one, and

hardly does credit to his intelligence. The emphasis is on the

ridiculing of Rogerio.

Perhaps it is convenient to point out here that Rogerio, unlike-

i'iirono in B1 vergonzoso and Rodrigo in LI castigo del penseque and

its sequel, is not shy in love. His hesitations spring not from a

sense of his own inferiority, as is the case with the other two, but



from a sense of his own superiority, or, rather, the inferiority

of others. In this play, it is Filipo, rather, who is the hesitant

one, Rogerio, for all his learning and'wisdom, accepts society's

conventions unquestioningly. Thus his dilemma arises from what he

sees as a choice between two goods. The dilemma would be tragic

if Rogerio were less blind. Consequently, I should hesitate to group

Rogerio along with Mireno and Rodrigo, as Caldera does.

If Rogerio's ignorance in the midst of so much learning

surprises us, so does Leonisa's passivity. In one crucial respect,

namely, her lack of initiative and determination, she is unlike the
9

hcrcine one normally associates with Tirso. If we would look for an

exemplary, pure love in the play, we should look to Leonisa's love

for Rogerio.

The opening scene of the play, set in the country, is, as I have

said, ambiguous in tone. This means that Leonisa can be seen both

as a rustic peasant-girl and as a pastoral shepherdess. It is in her

role as a Neo-Flatonic pastoral shepherdess that Leonisa gives us a

striking description of love which helps to bring into focus the

central problem of the play. Her companion, Firela, is arguing that

Rogerio is wise, proud, and noble: therefore Leonisa would do well to

forget him and love someone who is her social equal:

[FIRLLA:3 Ftuiere a quien te quiere bien
e imposibles locos deja,
que del brocaao y sayal
nunca se hizo buena mezcla.

I.ii. p.22>a.

Leonisa replies magnificently:

LEONISA: iPues que imports que este el fuego
cebado en la tcsca lena
o en la dospreciada paja?.
iPor eso es razon que pierda
su inclinacion generosa
y que el subir no apetezca?



Pues 6que iraporta que mi amor,
cebado en alma grosera,
.humilde cujeto abrace
si experimento en. mx mesma
que, a pesar de mi ser tosco,
subir al valor intenta
de Rogerio, noble y rico,
que es centro donde sosiega?
Todas las almas, amiga,
son iguales: la materia
de los cuerpos solamente
hacen esa diferencia.
Alma noble me dio el Ciolo.
Ro te espantee si con ella
el amor, fuego con alas,
intenta subir y vuela.
A Rogerio he de adorar.

I.ii. p.223a-b.

To her, what really matter are love and the soul, which is love's

province. Love is one of those human experiences, like birth and

death, which cut across all social classes and prove the common

humanity of all men. In a sense, it even transcends birth and death,

since it is a quality of the immortal soul: it is one of the ultimate

realities which man has to face. Love, then, is what encourages

Leonisa to aspire to Rogerio's affections, for she, too, has a noble

soul •

The events of the play do indeed prove the nobility of the soul.

Leonisa, for all her theoretical boldness, seems prepared to accept

the dictates of social convention, but that is so only because she

is led to believe that Rogerio means to marry Clemencia. Yet she will

be constant and love on. Leonisa, much more than Rogerio, is interested

in perfect love in all its manifestations. In Il.xiii, she upbraids

Pirela for debasing the love of friendship - "friend", on Leonisa's

lips, is a word full of meaning:

LLCillLA: i ..ue desvarios,
Firela, te descompcnen,
o la lealtad, o el juicio?
&Tu eres mi amiga?
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FIRL'LA: For serlo

esposo te solicito
igual, ya que no a tu estado,
a tu pensamiento altivo.

Il.xiii. p.2'+-3b.

he then proceeds to describe her own love, pure and perfect, seeking

not its own:

CLEONISAs], Mi amor es solo potencia
del alma, que no apetito;
y el amar por solo amar
es perfeccion, si es martirio.
Que se case o no Rogerio,
ni con Clomencia compito
ni se amortiguan las llamas
de mi amor perfecto y limpio.

II.xiii. p.2^3b.

Ironically, it in because she tries to recover her necklace from

Filipo in Il.xviii, convinced that to allow him to retain it would
\' • .. ' '

constitute a blot on her love for Rogerio, that she gives rise to

Rogerio's suspicions and jealousy.

The fact that Leonisa's love for Rogerio is "perfect", leads to a

situation similar to the one familiar in the pastoral novel. An

impasse is reached. The crucial difference in the play is, of

course, that this impasse is not brought about by unreciprocated love,

but by Rogerio's unwillingness to compromise (as he sees it) his social

honour:

CRGGLRIO:J Mi amor no quiere a Clemencia,
ni mi nobleza a Leonisa.

III.xvi. p.256b.

This is not to say that Leonisa is wholly passive. At the end of

Act III (xvii to end), she does make an attempt to reassure and

disabuse Rogerio. The latter creates a scene of jealousy, thus

himself going against the round advice he had given cut in Ill.iv,

and at the same time, contributing to endangering the life of Leonisa.

The latter does finally succeed in aiming his jealousy - ironically



by taking her necklace iron Filipo and putting it around his neck.

Rogerio might nov/ well regret his earlier condemnation of Filipo's

effeminacy (which we, of course, know was primarily a manifestation

of jealousy). Leonisa's initiative is not wholly successful, however,

for she is imprisoned. It is now Hogerio's turn to demonstrate his

perfect love: but his trick for securing Leonisa's release deceives

no one, and it is only the revelation of Leonisa's real identity which

prevents an unhappy ending.

The love of the main characters is thus a "perfect", pure,

spiritual love. It is," perhaps, purest, most unselfish in Lecnisa.

Rogerio, too, affirms the perfection of his love:

RGGLRIO: Yo te he querido, Lecnisa,
con el amor mas perfecto
de cuantos su deidad honran;
vi tu mudable sujeto;
dejame, y ama a Filipo.

Ill.xviii. p.259a.

But, as I have suggested, it is inferior to Leonisa's, principally

in that it is too selfish. Rogerio, for most of the play, thinks too

much of himself: there is too much of self-love in his love. Another

mode of self-denying love is presented in Clemencia: she loves Rogerio
10

passively, silently, knowing that he loves another.

The effect of portraying this type of suffering, "perfect" love

ic curious in dramatic terms. The passivity of the characters is

evident: they all suffer from a virtual paralysis of the will. While

the real obstacle in the play springs from Rogerio's character, from

his inner conflict which derives from a misapprehension of values and

a misconstruction of the evidence of the senses (both ironical in a

wise, learned man), no other character has the determination and

initiative required to break the stalemate of wills and actions.



All suffer in silence, waiting for a sort of miracle, one night

almost say, which does occur to bring the play to an end.

The point the play is making seems to be that such perfect,

i'latonic, spiritual love has severe limitations and is productive of

mere unhappiness than happiness. Rogerio's final solution, is quite

absurd, for, reduced to its simplest terms, it means that he is

prepared to marry Clemencia because of his love for Lecnisa. This

may be Neo-Platoniom or Christian charity (though, ironically, it has

been brought about by Rogerio's initial failure to understand truly

the nature of Christian charity). Cut it is not life or love as

ordinary humans understand them. Hence the need for an artificial

solution, almost in the pastoral tradition. The discovery that Leoni

is Clemencia's sister allows the old Duke to arrange a marriage

between Leonisa and Rogerio, and at the same time removes the sole

objection Rogerio had to a marriage with Leonisa. But the ending is

all the same ironical: Rogerio, even from the socially conventional

point of view, would have lost nothing and done no wrong had he

exercised true Christian charity and married Leonisa thinking that

she was a peasant girl, but one whom ho loved.

These, then are the dramatic problems posed by LI melancclico.-

On the surface the play might appear to be unsatisfactory, not becaus

it is carelessly constructed (one might say quite the opposite),

but because the ideological premises of the play do not and cannot

perrr.it an organic solution, unless Rogerio undergoes a conversion.

Rogerio's character, too, no matter how interesting it may be as a

case-history, is also a stumbling block. This is not to say that the

play is a failure: its lack of dramatic viability is precisely the

point' it is supposed to make: the apparent failure of the play is

really the practical failure of a conventionally "perfect" love in a



human situation,. That this failure is deliberately created by Tirso

is indicated by the consistent burlesque of dramatic conventions in

the play (which I shall touch on when I discuss hsto si one es

norociar)« The play satirises both a literary and a Gocial convention

by demonstrating their absurdity. But the majority of Tirsian heroine

arc real women of flesh and blbod who will not wait for time and

fortune to favour them.

(b) hsto si oue es negociar.

In ray analysis of hi raelancolico. I suggested that in that

play Tirso was drawing attention to the limitations of a so-called

"perfect" love between a man and a woman by illustrating the absurdity

to which it can lead. It is this literary idealisation of human love

(which can ultimately be traced back to Platonic and Neo-Platonic

philosophy) which Tirso takes delight in deflating. I suggested, too,

that this "perfect", spiritual love was really the frustrated love

ox a nan and woaan for each other, and that the frustration could

be attributed to kogerio's subscription to false values. Because of

the philosophical premises concerning the nature of perfect love, the

conflict born of Rogerio's love for Leonisa and his unwillingness to

marry her, a conflict essentially social in nature, could have no

organic solution.

In -abo si que es nenociar. the refundicion of J1 raelancolicc.

an attempt has been made to re-cast the play so that an organic

solution to the conflict is possible. The main problems remain the

same, but the emphasis is shifted slightly in order to underline the

fundamental absurdity of Rogerio's dilemma. The philosophical premise



too, are, altered, which allows Leonisa, like the majority of Tiroo's

heroines, to resolve the problem by the exercise of her initiative

and will.

In assuming that Esto si que es negociar is Tirso's, I have

followed all Tirsian critics. While this play is published in the

opgunda parte and does not carry Tirso's "signature", to to speak,

(as does For el sotano y el torno. for example), the fact that it so

closely resembles El melancolico makes it unlikely that Tirso would

have included among the plays by other authors one which would be such

a flagrant plagiarism of his own hi melancolico. There is the

possibility, if we admit that hi melancolico is the later play, that

the plagiarist was Tirso, but that would make us question his veracity

when he asserts that he is not a plagiarist. At the same time, Miss

Kennedy has commented on the obvious bad humour revealed in the last
I

lines of El melancolico: '

CARLlN: !AltoI Vayan
por otra para Carlin,
que esta comedia se acabs
sin bodas. Tirso la ha escrito:
a quien la juzgase mala,
malosj ahos le de Dios,
y a quien buena, buenas Pascuas.

Ill.xxvii. p.26pb.

Could Tirso be referring here to an author who was so dissatisfied

with 11 melancolico that he re-wrote it as Msto si que es negociar?

The closing llne3 of the former, as I have suggested in my analysis

of 1 or el sotano y el torno could have been written in the course

of a revision, which would have been effected after the composition

and.staging of w;to si que es norociar. This can only remain a

speculative question at the moment. In the absence, therefore, of any

positive evidence to the contrary, I shall take it that Jsto si...



I have also assumed that Esto si our es negociar i3 the

r:fundiclon of El mclapcolico. While the majority of critics have

thought so, Kiss Kennedy suggests that.51 melancolico may be the

later play. This is just possible, but, because of the technical

superiority of Bsto si que es negocinr and the bringing into clearer

focus of the central issues of the play, it seems to me unlikely.

The main point of a refundicion is, after all, the re-casting of an

earlier play in order to produce a technically superior one. But

it must be borne in mind that this may not always be the dramatist's

aim,

I shall now examine some of the differences between El nelancolico

and Bnto si que es negociar in order, first, to stress that the latter

play is technically superior to tie former, to identify, secondly, the

shift in emphasis fi'om El melancolico to Bsto si que es negociar,, and,

thirdly, to suggest that this shift, depending as it does on the

creation of an absurd situation through the use of disguise, has

Something in common with Tirso's later comedies such as La colosa

dc si misma.

Hartzenbusch, while recognising the importance of the

characterisation of Rogerio in El melancolico. regards Esto si ...
11

as the sujerior play on technical and stylistic grounds. Da.

Elanca de los Rios, following Hartzenbusch, affirms that Esto si ...

is the refundicion of El melancolico. v/hich, though less finished,

is superior to the former in its characterisation of the protagonist;

she also values it highly as an autobiographical document by virtue

of its audacious satire of the rich and the foolish and of the unjust
12

law of the mayorsago*

First, I should like to indicate several small, but significant



features which, by showing Lsto si ... to be the more unified and

tauter dramatic structure, would indicate that it is the later play.

The most obvious difference is that Leonisa, and not Rogerio,

is the protagonist in Lsto si .... In £1 rnelancclico. as has been

stated, the idealised love between .Leonisa and Rogerio leads to an

impossible situation. Leonisa is a very passive creature, prepared

to love even if her love is unrequited. Apart from pointing out

to Rogerio his error, she never makes fun of him. Lven her disguise

in the final comic scene is a poor trick engineered by Rogerio to

secure her liberty. But the satiric potentialities of this episode

are realised in Msto si ,»..

This accounts for the enormous development of the Margarita

episode in hsto sx .«.. where it is initiated in the middle of Act II

and used to create the crisis as well as to effect the denouement.

This is fully consonant with the orthodox technical use of disguise

in drama, but its implications go further, as I shall argue later.

Closely connected with the Margarita episode is the fact that,

Lsto si .... the revelation of Leonisa's true identity comes only

after Kogerio's personal decision to marry her, come what may. In

bl tr.elancolico. this revelation leads to the Duke's decision to marry

Rogerio to Leonisa (Ill.xxii) though Rogerio himself is prepared to

marry Clemencia to secure Leonisa's release from prison. In this

play, too, Clernencia's reconciliation with Leonisa is too forced

and abrupt, and the whole episode of the discovery is artificial,

although, as I have argued, necessarily so.

A further consequence of making Leonisa an aggressive female

protagonist is the subordination of Rogerio to Leonisa in Lsto s£ ...»

whereas in mo:.t respects he towers over the other characters in

C. mo]-incclico. In fact, Rogerio, the grave, wise, almost omniscient



man of hi melancolico is deflated and ridiculed in hsto si ...

This ridiculous aspect of Rogerio is already present in /.I melan-

£olico, although it is not systematically exploited.

j.-nrique, on the other hand, plays a more important part in

-into bx ... by virtue of the fact that he joins forces with the

scheming Leonisa in order to solve the problem of who is to marry

whom •

■ Similarly, the sub-plot dealing with the love-affair between

Filipo and Leonisa is more closely woven into the fabric of

into si que es negociar. Leonisa's feigned marriage-preparations

force Sogerio into a ridiculous situation and also set the scene for

the solution. This incident helps to underline the social satire

of the play.^
Thus there is no doubt that the changes help to produce a more

tightly-knit structure. This v/ould seem to indicate that hsto si

que es negociar is the later play. But, at the same time, there is

also a shift of emphasis in the theme of this play.

Perhaps that is why some critics are not entirely happy with

s-to si ... in spite of its technical superiority. Da. Blanca says

that c,l s-lancol Icq, a psychological play, is converted in Esto cZ , ..

into a "linda novela escenificada", a "vulgar comedia novelesca".

•«nd she seeks some additional reason for this not entirely happy

change. Rightly, I think, she rejects the hypothesis put forward by

Ilartzenbusch. But her reasons, while perhaps more interesting,

constitute an over-statement of her case. Bhe regards El melanccllco

as too obviously autobiographical. Its attacks on the concept of

hereditary nobility, the law of the nayoraggo which led to "la

sorvidumbre y despojo de bastardos y segundones" were unacceptable to

the public and were therefore toned down in Esto si «... But this
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seems to contradict Da. Blanca's own statement that "No era Tirso

horabre que ce dajaee imnoner por nadie" (Vol.II, p.701b). Nor are

the changes satisfactorily explained by Da. Blanca's hypothesis of

a reconciliation between Tirso and the Girones.

Miss Kennedy's suggestion, based on the view that the satire

of opulent fools is central to Ml mclancollco. is suggestive, but

docs not secvjto be entirely convincing. This satire is clearly an
important aspect of the play, but Tirso did not need to re-write it,

merely in order to include a passage of topical satire. The satire

of opulent fools does not seem to me to be thematically central: its

organic function lies in the fact that it heightens the irony of

the situation in which the limitations of Rogerio's wisdom are

exposed. He, who makes such scathing remarks about opulent fools

and the social conventions which favour them, turns out to have limited

reasoning powers, because his intellect is handicapped by the con¬

ventions he previously despised but now passively accepts. Guch

an ironical' treatment of a protagonist is, of course, a recurrent

feature of Tirso's plays.

The problem which confronts Rogerio is adumbrated in HI molancclico

and developed in Bsto si .... A consideration of the way in which it

is developed indicates that there is a case for arguing that in the

latter social satire is a central feature and that this satire has

wider implications than it does in the earlier play. We can perceive

a shift from the exposure of the absurdity of an idealised form of

love (in which a social convention is only a convenient obstacle) to

a ridicule of this convention through the ridicule of Rogerio's

actions. The social obstacle, which is almost an excuse for the

exploration of one form of love in Ml melancolico comes to the fore

in to si que es negociar.



In this play, Tirso sets out to ridicule Rogerio, who, suddenly

transferred to a higher social class, is led by his learning to adopt

blindly a conventional set of values which require him to give up

the woman he loves:

CROGLRIC:J Arneos hijo de Pinardo;
hijo del Duque, no puedo;

y es forzoso confcrmarme
con el estado presente.

II.iii. p.7l6a-b.

These values are false since they are contrary to nature: Rogerio

claims that:

Hijo de un Duque, troco
la suerte mi an.or

I.ix. p.71Jd.

But he is unable tc love Clemencia. How absurd these conventions

are is shown by the fact that he is prepared to love Leonisa-

; rgarita and marry her because she reminds him of his Leonisa.

ouch a marriage would, of course, be technical adultery. Rogerio

objects to Lnrique's marriage to Leonisa for just such a reason:

CROGLRIO:J pues si ha de ser Margarita
mi esposa, y a esotra imita,
quien della esta enamorado,
de mi esposa lo estara,
porque es semejanza amor,
y ofenderois vos mi honor
si esa permision se os da,

III.ix. p.758a.

Here, the disguise of Leonisa has become symbolic, and Rogerio is

prepared to take the shadow for the substance:

dividido mi amor crece

adorando mi interes
en mi serrana lo que es
y en la otra lo que parece,

II,xx. p.729a.

Rogerio is brought to his senses and taught true wisdom by

Filipo. The latter, an hidalgo himself, is eager to marry Leonisa,



for he recognises her true worth. Marriage to Leonisa cannot be

a stain on his nobility: "no mancha al mar una gota / de tinta"

(Jll.i. p.73Ca). Furthermore, as F'inardo points out:

Pobre y serrana es Leonisa;
□as en tal deaigualdad
la virtua es calidad.

Ill.i. p.730a.

Leonisa has compensatory virtues that are more lasting than skin-de

beauty:

CPINARDO:] y cuando haga ejecucion
la vejez de su hermosura,
no envejece la cordura,
ni cansa la aiscrecion.
Ln esta el cielo la dcta,
y esta suple lo demas.

Ill.i. p.73Ca.

That is why Filipo realises that Leonisa will make him a worthy wif

LDe que roble
no sale una imagen bella
que el mundo depues adora?

Ill.i. p.730a.

And love is what can create this "imagen soberana" (Ill.i. p.730b).

Kogerio's eyes are opened: he agress with Filipo that

el.alma es quien da nobleza;
la virtud es calidad.

Ill.i. p.731a.

In his soliloquy in Ill.ii, Kogerio realises how stupid he has been

Porque soy Duque, desprecio
prendas que, aunque en la corteza
contradicen mi grandeza,
son de inestimable precio.

Ill.ii. p.731b.

;Ho would have seen what Filipo saw "si mi amor no fuera necio". He

now realises her full worth:

el cielo ha encerrado en ella
discrccion de mas valor

que la calidnd mayor;
y es ignorante bajeza
despreciar por la corteza
lo que es noble en lo interior.

Ill.ii. p.731b.
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hogerio now sece a justification, based on nature, for his marriage

to Leonisa:

(This horticultural image, it may be noted in passing, is a

favourite one of Tirso's.)

In hi melancolico. as I suggested, the social problem is not

resolved organically. A happy discovery enables the Duke to marry

.ogerio to Leonica, whereas this discovery in Esto si ... comes only

after Rogerio, held to his promise, finally determines to marry

Leonisa at all costs. The social aspect is stressed when Rogerio,

finding he has to choose between obeying the dictates of love and obeying

those of society, chooses love:

It is, in fact, a choice between life and death. Although not as

sentimentally heroic or pseudo-heroic as the melancholy Rogerio's

would-be self-sacrifice on the altar of a marriage with Clemencia

(one differentiating feature of the Rogerio of hsto si ... from the

Rogerio of ..3. r.olancolico is the former's reluctance to dramatise

his situation), this choice is, perhaps, even more of a sacrifice,

since it is formulated in extreme terras. Thus the revelation of

Loonisa's real identity in Kgto si ... can be seen as a symbolic

reward for Rogerio. But the letter's conversion is not wholly the

0 soy burbaro, o ignoro
que amor, hortelano astuto,
en saaonado tributo,
si la voluntad es hu'erto,
estima en mas el enjjerto
de dos nlmas, que ofro fruto.

Ill.iij. p.731b.

Bu esposo tengo de ser,
aunque el patrimonio rico
pierdo que en Bretana adquiero,
y otra voz, viva estos riscos.
So que he de perder la vida
luego que pierdo el arrimo
que hasta agora la sustenta;
y snsi el menor dano elijo.

III.xv. p.7'+2a.
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recult ox intellectual persuasion. He must be made to realise

how absurd his attitude is. Leonisa plays a vital part here.

The love of Rogerio and Leonisa in LI melancolico is so

passive that no real conflict is produced. If their love cannot be

fulfilled, they resign themselves to unhappiness and self-sacrifice.

Such an impossible love is all well and good as the subject for

pastoral novels and for sonnets where the Petrarchan woman is set

on a pedestal and worshipped from afar. Eut it is cf no use for a

xlesh-and-blood woman like the Leoniea of Lsto si .... The aggressive

Leonisa, then, can be seen as a burlesque of the passive Petrarchan

woman, and, in particular, the passive Leonisa of LI melancolico.

But if the latter is burlesqued, what is the underlying reason?

This is to be sought in social conditions. A woman may be content

to be set on a pedestal and idolised because of her femininity, her

beauty, her virtue, etc. But in real life such idolising is rare,

and often has nothing to do with choosing a wife. Hen base their

love on int.ores; they want a wife who is rich, or noble, or both, and

they are ready to abandon one woman when a better one turns up.

' social conventions as they exist arc detrimental to sound human

relationships and hostile to emotions. Rogerio, by bowing to the

demands of his social class, has rejected and thus efferfbd Leonisa:

[LEONISA:] Poraue Clemencia nacio
Duquesa, ies bien que me impida
ser de Rogerio querida?

II.iv. p.7?6b.

This is unjust:

vence mi competidora
porque nacio con noblema;
y yo, que en fe y en firmeza
la venzo y mi amor abono,
que compitan ocasiono
fortuna y natui-aleza.

II.v. p.717a.



Therefore, Leonisa, wounded in her self-esteem and affronted, will

challenge society. She explains the problem:

iComo, siendo labradora,
sei-e de un Duque mujer?

II.V. p.71?a.

She exalts her Titanic efforts to scale the heavens:

Yo, que de mi esfera salgo
con mejores pensamientos,
animando atrevimientos,
merezco mas, pues mas valgo.

II.iv. p.716b.

hut, unlike the Titans' efforts, hers is not one of brute force,

an achievement requiring the piling of mountain on mountain in order

to scale the heavens. On the contrary, her art is very deft and

subtle, and of the essence of femininity, One determines to show

the absurdity of Rogerio's stand, and of the social conventions

which hinder their marriage by ridiculing Rogerio's proud wisdom.

Leonisa has recourse to disguise, which creates an absurd com-

plication - Rogerio is engaged to two women simultaneously - in order

to show how the existing clash between nature and society is absurd an

also immoral. Rogerio's marriage to "Margarita" would lead to

spiritual adultery. The situation itself leads to moral and social

confusion: is Rogerio to marry two women? Cr is he, like the dog in

the manger, to prevent Leonisa from marrying Filipo, and "Margarita"

from marrying Lnrique, and yet marry neither? He is being unjust not

only to Leonisa by rejecting her for an aristocratic Leonisa, i.e.,

"Margarita", but is also unjust to "Margarita" by loving her not for

herself but for being a Leonisa-substitute.

The use of disguise is also symbolic of social attributes; it is

equivalent to cortes,a. ' It can be put on and taken off, and has

nothing to do with the intrinsic worth of the real person. Not only

can it hide one's real, inner nature (Leonisa, although apparently a



eerrana, is of noble birth and also noble in character), but is also

hostile to love. That is why Firela and Carlin comment cynically

on the ornate dress of "la heruana Duca":

FlitJLA: Trabajo tendra quien la ama,
con tanta ropa y botxn.

i.v. p.707a.

And Carlin adds:

£1 que la llegue a abrazar,
por fUerza se ha de picar,
segun la guarnecen puntas.

I.v. p.7G7b.

Furthermore, a person is not to be judged by what he or she wears:

CAKLlN: Dad al diablo la mujer,
que gasta galas sin suma;
porque ave de mucha pluma
tiene poco que comer.

I.v. p.707a.

Rogerio, for all his learning, finds himself in a thoroughly ludicrcu

situation. He loves Leonisa, and also loves "Margarita", not for

herself, but because she wears a different dress, i.e., her corteza
15

is different. Yet she is really Leonisa..

As has been already pointed out, real wisdom is imparted to

Aogerio by Filipo and bnrique. Rogerio, now brought to his senses,

will marry Leonisa. But he has more than once been brought near to

tragedy. Because of a false generosity and unquestioning obedience

to convention, he is prepared to sacrifice his own happiness and

that of Leonisa by allowing her to carry Filipo. But then, to avoid

losing Leonisa, he'gets himself engaged to her after having promised

to marry her "shadow", Leonisa-Margarita, in a weaker moment. It

is only our knowledge that Leonisa and Margarita are one and the same

person which allows the situation to remain on a purely comic level:

but it is potentially tragic. Fortunately, the.real Margarita

appears. This solves Rogerio's problem: he has been taught his lecso



To eun up, one may say that if a refundicion almost invariably

is bettor constructed than its source-play, thee fact that -a: to si ..«

is technically superior to hi melancoiico and also seems to echo

situations found in the latter would indicate that it is the

rofundicioa of 11 raelancolico. secondly, the technical changes seem

to be due not only to a wish on Tirso's part to write .a better con¬

structed play but also to a desire to bring into clearer focus a

critical view of a social convention. In thematic terms, this means

that there is a shift of emphasis from the satire of a literary

convention to the satire of a social convention. And, finally, the

way in which this satire is effected, namely the manoeuvring of the

learned Rogerio into a frankly absurd situation through the use of

disguise (the absurdity of Rogerio's situation being adumbrated in

■1 melancolico. but the satirical use of disguise to underline the

theme being a new addition in bsto si ..♦). seems to place this

comccly during the period of composition of some of Tirso's late plays,

which are characterised by their subtle irony and strong sense of the

absurd.

The element of social satire coming to the fore in Ssto si ,..

raises a number of interesting points. Firpt, we can discern a
!

straight line of development leading from tie early hi vergonzoso

to the later plays analysed in this chapter. Miss Kennedy's dating

of -1 melancoiico and hsto si ... is, of course, crucial here; but if

it is accepted, Caldera's attempt to establish the chronological order

or Tirso's plays cn the basis of a development of a character seems

to call for modification. A crucial factor in his argument is his

view that Rogerio's character(in hi melancolico) is lacking in

subtlety and too schematic in outline. This, by any view, is e



questionable interpr ;taticn. Another of Caldera's points is

that Tirso moves away from the court-country opposition to a more

courtly type of play. This may well be possible, if the date I

assign to Amur por arte mayor is correct. But it seems to me that

such a change, if it does take place, is later than Caldera implies,

and cannot validly be used as a criterion for dating the plays he

discusses. The view I suggest avoids such difficulties by seeing

a thematic development as the basic explanation for these various

treatments of the shy lover. The basis of this thematic development

can be soen as an increasing preoccupation with social problems. In

the later plays, these are presented in sharper focus, with a greater

degree of social realism, which contrasts with the strong romantic

element in hi verr-onzono.. That Tirso's social preoccupation is not

itself u late development will be shown in the examination of the

next play.
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CHAPTER NIN3

LA JSLECClCN POR LA VIRTUD.



That la eleccion por la virturi is one of Tirso's early plays

seems certain. Da. Blanca de los Bios draws attention to a document

of 19th September, 1612, discovered by her, in which the autor, Juan

Acacio, acknowledges having received Sisto quinto along with two
-J #

other plays from Tirso. This play is undoubtedly La eleccion nor

la vlrtud. More recently, G. U. Wade has suggested that the play

was written in 1u12 or late 1611 as part of the aiebration of the

wedding (in 1612) of Juan Alonso Enriquez de Cabrera and Luisa de

Sandoval y Padilla, the groom being one of the Colonnas, and,
2

therefore, a distant relative of Pope Eixtus V. Tirso was given to

writing about the Mendozas, to whom the Jandoval family was related,

Cotarelo's dating of this play (1622) must therefore be rejected.

I shall return to this later.

la eleccion por la virtud is essentially a historical-religious

play rather than a comedy, although Tirso's free handling of his

material can be said to blur somewhat the distinction between these

two genres (especially so in the sub-plot of the play). However, I

consider it important to discuss it here for two main reasons: first,

because this early play of Tirso's provides us with an example of

the episodic structure which he uses frequently in his career, and

of which La prudencia en la mu.jer and Ventura te de Dios. hi.jo arc

good instances; and, secondly, because the theme of the play

(indicated by the title) is one which, with modifications, recurs

constantly in Tirso's theatre: this is the thesis that the individual'

position in society is to be determined by his intrinsic worth.

What is remarkable about this play is its fiercely critical

and condemnatory tone and implications. The main criticism is

directed against the conventional attitude which regards lowly birth
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as a bar to advancement of any sort. An inevitable result of this

is that certain members of the nobility and the clergy (who, in the

play, are clearly drawn from the nobility) are presented in a very

bad light indeed.

In the play, this attitude is scrutinised in two spheres:

ecclesiastical in the main plot, secular and social in the sub-plot.

The two plots are inter-connected in a number of ways. They are,

of course, related thematically, i.e., both deal with the straggle

of individuals against this social convention. That the main perrons

concerned in both plots are brother and sister, members of the same

family, helps to strengthen the inter-relationship of the plots.

Finally, while the problem in the sub-plot is resolved through the

exercise of Sabina's will and initiative, its final, happy ending

depends on the events in the main plot. On the other hand, the

stronger "story-line" in the sub-plot undoubtedly helps to give the

mere episodic main plot a tighter overall unity and coherence.^
The main plot is episodic in structure. As a whole, it deals

with what is presumably the first part of Sixto's career, which

culminates in his being made a Cardinal.^ {The second part, dealing

with his career as Pope, was to be the subject of a sequel, announced

at the end of La eleccion por la virtud. but has either been lost or

remained unwritten). The three acts constitute definite stages in

his career. The first act, which presents the situation and hints at

the problems to come, can be graphically represented as an unbroken

ascent. The second and third acts, however, follow a fall and rise

pattern: in ei ch of the latter, Sixto's fartunes decline before they

rise to a higher level, the low point of each being well marked, the

high point coming towards the end of the act. It will be clear that

tills fall and rise pattern is also characteristic of La prudencia



en la mu.iar.

The fall and rise pattern is reflected in the emotional moods

cf bixto, Ieriods of despair, defeatism, and dejection alternate

with periods of confidence, trust, and optimism. The former are

brought about by the machinations of envious enemies. Eut all

obstacles are swept away by divine intervention, often in the form

of miracles. Compare, for example, the way in which, to i-'ray Abostra's

exasperation, Cixtus is appointed preacher in Rome (Il.iii), and the

miraculous transformation of the letter of condemns tion and accusation

into one of praise and commendation (II.xv).

such divine intervention is, of course, only to be expected in

View of the circumstances. That its necessity is hammered home in

the play is curious, and I shall touch on this later. But what is

more pertinent from the point ox view of what goes on within the play

itself is the fact that such divine intervention must be seen as

God's protection and favour extended to his faithful servant. If

oixto is truly Christian, he must not' resist evil, but depend on

God's protection. But we seem to como up against a difficulty here.

The miracles, etc. in the play are God's reward for virtue. But how

virtuous is Sixto? A curious factor emerges if we look at his

character more closely.

One of Gixto's most stressed virtues is his filial piety, a

virtue which he shares with -nrico of XI ccndenado por desconfiado:

[oIXTG:J Que el padre, despues de Dios,
la joya es de mas estima.

I.i. p.32Ab.

This is "la piedad en que me fundo" (I.i. p.JZ^b.). The second

scone presents a family meal: the symbolic overtones of harmony are

evident. Again, this scene nay be compared with the parallel one in

~I condcmdo, where Anareto does not eat the food anrico offers him
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(Il.iii). In a sense, Cixto, like anrico, also deceives his father

by keeping hi's studies a secret. Rut unlike inrico, he does not do

so in order to conceal a sinful activity. Gixto's solicitude and

respect for Pereto continue throughout the play, oven at the end

(Ill.iv), when he is a Cardinal, he is not too proud to kneel before

his father and hold the stirrup for him to dismount:

CIXTO: Yo, padre, os tenare el estribo.
IJmIAC: Hijo, aguurda que ya abajo.

iUn Cardenal ha de hacer
tal cosa?

CIXTG: Ci por honraros
me honra el Cielo de este mc io,
no es mucho, mi padre caro,
que teniendoos el estribo
estribe en el mi descanso.

Aquesa. mano me dad,
(De rodillas)

PURCTO: Levanta y toma los brazos,
que no es justo que a mis pies
este- un Oardenal postrado.

SIXTOs Ci como soy Cardenal
gozaro. del trono eacro
de San Pedro, ya os he dicho
que os be^sara arroaillado
esta venerable diestra.

Ill.xiv. p.372a-b.

Sixto's concern also extends to his sisters. That is why, for

example, he invites Camila to do the washing for the monastery:

CIX'TC: Jamas lo que te quiero se me olvida,
Camila amada. Porque no hay quien lave
la ropa en el convento, ya sabida
vuestra pobroza, si gustais quisiera
que fuereaes desde hoy su lavandera.
Ceis reales os daran cada sernana

y de comer, que asi lo ha prometido
el Padre guardian. Venid manana

por la ropa.
II.ii. p.3^2b.

And, at the end of the play, he undertakes to look after Cabina's son.

As is evident, his affection and concern for his family is intimately
•

J

linked with Ms pride in his humble origins. Far from trying to

reject or escape from his family, ho almost aggressively parades

his lowly origins:



[SIXTOjJ quisiera
enviar por rai padre y mis hermanas,
y el mismo dxa que me vea Roma
hecho do vil pastor, pastor do ovejas
de la Iglesia catolica, ese dia
quiero que entro mi padro venerable
triunfando en Roma, no como sus Cesares,
sino vestido del sayal grosero
en que nacio, porque la envidia sepa
que cuando, a su pesar, eotoy mas alto,

'

de la humildad me precio de Montalto.
Ill.vi. p.362b.

I shall return to this presently.

Another aspect of Sixto'3 character is his nobility. He is

quick to forgive his persecutors and forget their offences:

[SIXTOsJ que si Fray Felix tuvo de vos queja,
ya yo soy Caruenal, y no Fray Felix,
y no es razcn cuando me veis tan alto
que a Felix vengue el Cardenal Kontalto.

Ill.vi. p.363a.

Allied to his moral virtue is his intelligence. Sixto is higibLy

intelligent and loves knowledge. Through knowledge he is determined

to rise:

[SIXTO:] La ciencia es mi enamorada,
por letras he de valor.
5AltoI A escuelas, que he de ser,
aunque pobre, Papa o nada.

I.ix. p.33^a«

His learning is constantly stressed in the play:

LivGDULFC:] Goce vucstra habilidad

Fermo, aunque viviendo vos
ha de haber dificultad
en distinguir dqlos dos
cual es la Universidad;

II.i. p.3H1a.

In short, virtue and intelligence are united in Sixto. These

factors are important for the thesis of the play. For Sixto, the

biological facts of birth and death arc levelling factors and underline

man's basic equality. Man is to be judged by those qualities which

appertain to the immortal soul:

[SIXTO:J old en lo que repara
del mundo la suerte avara;



porque entre el tosco sayal
nace la invidia aortal

y ae causa osta inquietud;
que hasta la raisma virtud
quieren que sea principal.
iQuo diferencia el Cielo ha.ce,
(decid, encinas y robles)
entre villanos y nobles,
que tanto los satisface?
Llorando uno y otro nace,
y con las mismas senales,
cayados y cetros reales,
lloran tambien al salir:
que en el nacer y morir
unos y otros son iguales.
Uo abate al roble la palma
por ser sus frutos mejores,
que las dotes que hay mojore;
son solo dotes del alma.

II.xi. pp.351b-352a.

In the play, therefore, moral virtue and intellectual ability are t<

be rewarded:

ChCDULFO:] que yo os prcmeto de hacer
que cnsalce Gu Gantidad
vuestro humilde y pobre sor
y hcnre vuestra habilidad.

II.x. p.y^+lb.

It is thus a fundamental assumption of the play that nobility is to

be determined by the merits of the individual, and is consequently

something to be acquired:

CRODULFO:J que aunque la nobleza pueda
iluctrar a quien la hereda,
al que la gana de nuevo
ensalza el mundo y alaba;
pues pore te mas so aventaje,
comienza en el su linaje,
y cn otros el suyo acaba.

Il.iii. p.;&3b.

Gixto's humble origins, therefore, in addition to being a

convenient historical fact, are a thematic necessity. Kis humble

birth provides a spur to his ambitions:

[3IXTC:] dispuseme, a pesar de la pobreza,
estribo vil de inclinaciones nobles,
a seguir del astrologo el consejo.

I.v. p.332a.
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But it is, simultaneously, the factor which serves to trigger off

the hostility of society.

The criticisms in the play are directed primarily against the

attitude of envious members of society who place obstacles in the

way of oixto's progress. Fray Felix is hated by the members of his

Order not merely because of his severity, but because, as the

Fraile says, they resent "que los gobierne / un pastor de las grutas
S ' ■

de hontalto" (Ill.vi. p.362a). They also argue that his having been

a peasant disqualifies him from holding exalted potitions in the

ecclesiastical hierarchy. Fray Abostra puts the case to Rudolfo:

CABOSTBAsJ iiara semejuntos puestos
corao el pulpito romano
es bien hor.rar a un villano,
y dejar tales supuestos
como hay en mi religion?

RODULFO: Fray Felix es noble y grave;
Italia y el rnundo cabe
las letras y erudicion
de Fray Felix.

ABOdTRA: Las ovcjas
que ayer le virr.os guardar
le deben oalificar.

Il.iii. p.3Aj5b.

Cixto himself sums up the reasons for his persecution thus:

Ilaceme contradiccion
la envidia, por vor en mi
humildad en el linaje,
letrao en la juventud,
premio y honra en la virtud,
y llaneza en el lenguaje.

II.ix. pp.350b-351a.

This contamination of religious by unworthy, secular values surprises

the Pope:

ALuego en la religion y su pobresa
tambi^n miran en sangre y en nobleza?

III.vi. p.362a.

And he decides to proclaim openly the values which are considered vital

in the Church:

Luego quiero, Fray Felix, consagraros
publicamente, pcrque toaa Roma



mire el premio que tienen en la Iglesia
la Virtud y las letras.

Ill.vi. p.j62b.

This sordid atmosphere of envy, hatred and intrigue contrasts

strongly with the initial idyllic innocence and basic equality of

country life. .It is Pereto, the prougpl, even arrogant, peasant, who

stresses the fact that social status is not a major consideration

in the country:

Porque aqui, todos sentados,
no hay menos ni mas honrados:
todos comedos al fin,
sin quo nos este el ruin
contandonos los bocados,
como en el palacio estan.

x.ii. p.j?2ca•

In the university, also, Felix is esteemed for his intelligence,

while his origin is considered of no consequence:

hdTUDIANTii 2o: que ho de decir
quien es, y sin que lo vede
su poco nonbre y estima,
con todos hemos de hacer

que a Fermo le haga oponer
a la catedra de prima.

I.xi. p.339a.

These scenes are no empty idealisation of country as opposed to court.

They are intended to emphasise the contrast between what is and what

ought to be.

As I have said, the obstacles which envy and class hatred put in

the way of sixto's ecclesiastical career are swept away by divine

intervention. The miracles in Il.iii and II.xv leave Fray Abostra

and the friars in a ridiculous situation. The honours the lope

confers on bixto mean- that God's justice is also ensured on earth.

But perhaps what is interesting is the way in which Sixto reacts

to persecution. Tirso, to make his thesis plain, presents ^ixto as

a victim of the envy and oppression of society. As a result, the

situations Tiroo chooses to dramatise are not really dramatic in



themselves. At times, we are left with the impression that ~isto

is too passive. We are told about his severity, but we are never

really shown the energetic, decisive man Pope Sixtus was to be -

a man full of energy and reforming ideas, though rather precipitate

and high-handed in his actions. All this is only hinted at in his

ambition and his sense of grievance at being unjustly persecuted.

Tirso leaves us in no doubt, it seems, that Gixto is ambitious.

!' studies so that he should rise, and, from the beginning, he sets

his sights on the Papal throne: "Pues que, ino puedo ser Papa?"

(I.ii. p.32?b). And this is re-affirmed later on in even more

positive terms:

SIXTQ: Pontifice soy de burlas;
pues Pedro de vuestra barca
he de regir el tirr.on,
porque he de ser Papa o nada.

I.xiii* p.1b.
f

Sd.xto, in fact, is sure that he deserves advancement and,
ultimately, the Papacy. His confidence in his fate is strengthened

by omens and prophecies all through the play. It is the mathematician'

prophecy, as he tells Gabina in I.v., which first stirred his

ambitions. And, from that moment, Sixto sees signs and omens

confirming the initial prophecy. There is the incident of the crown

of St. Gregory unwittingly placed on his head in I.xiii; there is

the phrase, "0 Papa o nada", overheard by Sixto in I.vi; there is the

apparition, in a dream, of Pome and his discovery of the tiara in

II.xi; the tiara again falls into his hands in Il.xvii, and so cn.

These signs, especially in the last two acts, occur when he is

discouragc-d, nd, in accordance with the passivity I noted earlier,

tempted to give up in despair.

This is perhaps unfortunate, for it has led Vossler to suggest -

quite understandably - that Sixto is vaguely superstitious: he

7refers to his "confianza supersticiosa en un glorioso porvenir."

While one must admit that Sixto seems to set too much store on signs,WW i



I do not think that Tirso intended to portray the future i:ope Sixtus

V as a superstitious man. The treatment of Sixto is quite serious and

nowhere can one perceive an ironic touch such as would rouse our sus¬

picions. It can also be argued that, at that period, a belief in

omens was not unusual. Eut I shall return to this presently.

Sixto's conviction that he is worthy of advancement leads to

his despair when he is faced with obst cles. Though not devoid of

ambition, he seems to be driven perhaps more by his sense of destiny

(or even by his destiny), for he is too ready to complain instead of

fight, Then he is suspected of having stolen the tiara, his reaction

illustrates this J

SIXTOj iCielos, paciencial
&Que enredos, que confusion
rendir mi paciencia intenta?
ique borrasca, que tormenta
derriba ssi mi opinion?
<LYa me tienen por ladron,
cusndo me juzgo por dueno
de Roma? if or tan peciueho
gusto, afrentas, cielos, talesl
Bospierto me dais los males,
y los bienes cuando sueno.

iAy de mi, ccmo ha ealido
el vil pronostico ciertoi
Ya experimento despierto
lo que me engano dormido.
Las tres coronas han sido

aqucstas que mis quimeras
creyo gozar verdaderas.
iAy desdichada ambicion,
de burlas mis dichas son,
y mis desdichas de verasl

Il.xiii. p.353b.

Just before, ho even seemed to be reproaching Heavens

SIXTO: J Qua el Cielo
cuando mas honra me trata
en la vulgar opinion,
por la vil persocucion
de la envidia asi me abatal
Huyendo de su malicia
vengo al sacro tribunal
del juez pontifical,
que solo do. su justicia
espcro lo que me niega
la envidia en mi religion.

II.ix. p.350a-b.



And when Ascanio offers to help hira, Sixto's reply saacks too much

of a smug self-satisfaction:

SIXTG: De mi .

voy satisfecho, sehor;
no he menester protector,
mi inocencia hable por mi.

II.ix. p.351a.

But the incident of the tiara seems to have taught him a lesson.

When, in Il.xiv, he learns of Gabina's 'dishonour", (another instance

c" the inter-relationohip of plot and cub-plot, for Sbina's die-

honour is another of Gixto's burdens) he also complains bitterly of

fortune, but with his concern for his father, a subtle change cornos

over hira. He realises that he is being tested:

[dIXTO:] Pero aunque tanta venganza
a la invidia doy, no intento,
porque crezca el pensaraiento,
que desrnaye la osperanza;
que ci el Cielo solicita
contra mi dosdichas tales

y, con un tropel de males,
todos I03 bienes rae quita,
sin el]os mi dicha pruebo,
que, pues por tan varios raodos
Dio3 rae desnuda de todos,
es por vestirrae de nuevo.

Il.xiv. p.35Vb.

And he no longer scorns help from others:

Yo voy a Roma; alii tbngo
_al Cardenal protector,
y de su ayuda y favor
mi felioiuad prevengo.

Il.xiv. p.3DVo.

By the end of the soene, fixto's words even contain a gleam of

optimistic humour:

Bstos trabajos celebran
mi nueva felicidad;
que la virtud y verdad
adolgazan, mas no quiebran.

Il.xiv. p.355a.

In the third act, the emphasis shifts to the cub-plot, and we
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see less of Sixto. But he seems more mature. He answers Ascanio

with dignity:
De un pastor

naci, pero no es ultraje;
quo el mas soberbio linaje,
que a mayor noble2a aspira,
si el principio suyo mira

' hara que el orgullo abaje.
B1 rio de mas corriente,
que hace ilustre su ribera,
amansara su crecionte
si el principio considers
que le da una humilde fucnte.
La fuente cogiderad
de vuostro linaje honroso,
y estimareis mi humildad;
pues sois rio caudaloso,
porque os veis en la rnitad
de vuestro curso opulento;
que si yo conformc intento
no os igualo y rnenos soy
con ser rio, es porque estoy
cerca de mi nacimiento.

III.v. p.361a.

He seems a more positive character. Ho generously pardons his former

enemies, as we have seen. In the final scene, the opening motifs

recur:

LL FAFA; Vamos, que quiero que Roma
vea lo que han alcanzado
las letras de un pastor pobre.

SIXTC: Los que a sus padres honraron,
premia el Cielo de esta suerte.

Ill.xiv. p.3V'3B.

Only his ambition remains:

[SIXTQ:J Animo, inclinacion dichosa y alta;
subi, que un escalon no mas os falta.

Ill.vi. p.3C2b.

However, in the final scene, it is Chamoso who takes up the motif:

[CHAKOoG:] Yo se que habeis de ser Papa,
que cuando eradea aochaco
do teta, todos los dias
aeciades: "teta, papa".

Ill.xiv. p.373b.

The aspects of Lixto's character which 1 have just discussed,

via., his apparent px-ide, his ambition, his belief in signs, and his



despairing passivity stand in curious contrast to his moral virtues

and his intellectual achievements.

To take his passivity first. This is part of his Christian

virtue. Hut it produces a difficulty which has led Vossler to make

the following remarks:

an la concepcion de-Tirso, cono cn la de todos
los creyentes, los santos y las santas no tienen,
no deben tener, nucha individualidad. HI hombre
santo es "vas electionis" o "medium divinura", y
por eso, poco susceptible de amor propio ni do
intei-eses mundanos, sensuales y bajos. HI verdadero
si 'to suele realizar en la comedia mas bien una

figura representativa y teatral que un personaje
dramatico; pues en lugar de el actuan fuorzas
divinas . . .

supernatural intervention, although almost obligatory in La cleccicu

por la virtud, proves to be a technical embarrassment. Potentially,

there is a strong dramatic conflict possible between Sixto's goodness

and the opposition he has to face; but his very trust in dod, which

is supported by divine intervention, cheats the play of its conflict

and wo are left slightly frustrated. For example, in Il.iii, Cray

Abostra attempts to prevent Sixto from being elected preacher in the

Vatican. We note that this provides no conflict for dixto himself.

The emphasis is thrown on Fray Abostra's selfish ambitions, his envy,

contempt, hatred and irrational prejudice - which are frustrated by a

miracle. As a result, the social conventions, attitudes and prejudices

which'stand in Sixto's way are stressed. So, too, are their

ludicrous ineffectiveness. This is obviously Tirso'e intention,

but the way in which he carries it out does not produce in the main

plot a real dramatic confl-ict.

I do not think that the use of the deus ex machina. if it is

thematically and organically relevant (as it clearly is in La elac .ion

per la virlud) is in itself a dramatic weakness in the construction of



a plot. Tirso seems to use it quite successfully in Ventura te

do Dios. hiio and La nrudencia en la mu.ier. The real weakness in

I
La eleccion seems to me to lie in Tirso's unskilful handling of some

of the technical elements in the main plot. jThis brings me to the

discussion of Hixto's apparent pride, ambition and "superstition".

The fact that this is a biographical and historical play

means that there is a fundamental difficulty to be overcome: there•is

inherent structural unity in the story. The incidents in sixtc's

life chosen for dramatisation necessarily produce an episodic plot,

which is rendered even more so by the length of time covered by

the action. The linking of the incidents is achieved by a variety

of means. There is, first, the overall chronological progression.

But this is in itself weak. It is strengthened by the fact that it

is linked to the progress Sixto makes in his ecclesiastical career.

The sub-plot, as I have said, also helps to produce a grc\ter sense

of coherence. The inevitability of Gixto's advance is stressed by

what may be regarded as largely formal devices and it is in the

use of these, I think, that we come upon the main weaknesses in the
t

play.

'what I wish to suggest is that Tirso, in this play, is

employing a technique akin to the "direct self-explanation" which
8

Lchucking has analysed in Shakespeare's plays. I have in mind

principally those passages which seem to suggest that Sixto is an

.over-arabit.ious and superstitious man. I do not mean that he is not

presented as an ambitious, proud man, too conscious, perhaps, of his

deserts and rather resentful at the suffering he has to endure

(until he fully accepts that they are part of his trial). Hut, at

the came time, it seems licit to argue that the excessive emphasis

placed on the attention oixto pays to signs and omens and his



confident belief that he is to be Pope are in large part formal,

cataphoric devices which suggest to, and indeed remind, the audience

that the action of the play is building up to dixto's election as

Pope. They constitute some of the formal devices (like Sixto's filial

piety, which he seems to parade deliberately, and his intellectual

achievements) which help to strengthen the structural unity of the

play. If they are seen in this light, the unlikeable aspects of

ito's character are considerably reduced or softened.

The rea3 question is, of course, whether these aspects of

ixto's portrayal car readily be recognised as largely formal devices

and not primarily information about his moral character. From a

reading of the play, it is clear that this is not so, and it is, I

suggest, principally in this failure to establish a clear-cut distinction

between genuine aspects of character-drawing and formal structural

devices that the main weakness of the play lies. The fac; that the

vehicle for both of these aspects is bixto's speeches creates a

confused reaction-in the mind of reader (and, I suspect, spectator),

tnc way of avoiding this difficulty would have been to have other

characters than bixto stress the inevitability of the progress of

his career (as Chamoso does, e.g., at the end of the play). Tirso

seems to have realised this when he wrote Ventura te de,.t. .

To take one example, Oton is never seriously and obsessively

conscious of his ventura and his deserts; though he does refer to

the former, it is generally in order modestly to play down his own

achievements. It is Cesaro's concern with Oton's ventura which

brings out the real importance of the latter.

The main plot, too, could have boon improved by making the

opposition to iiixto less diffuse. A similar problem may be

discerned in La prudencia en la mu.jor, although here the fact that
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the main focal point of the opposition to the Queen for much of

the time is Den Juan helps to formulate the dramatic conflict more

strongly.

To return to La eleccion. the principal weaknesses of the main

plot seem to have been avoided in the sub-plot. This is, of course,

a real sub-plot and not just a secondary action.

If the main plot deals with social prejudice in ecclesiastical

circles, the sub-plot deals with the secular aspect of the same

problem. Not only does it .provide the indispensable love-element

in the cornedia, but it is technically much better constructed than

the main plot. There is unity, coherence and logic in its develop¬

ment. The time factor does not influence the sub-plot adversely.

In fact, it is even highly probable that Tirso was forced to compress

the time duration of the main plot in order to adjust it to the sub¬

plot. This is a curious instance of a partidal subordination of a

main to a sub-plot, but one senses that the dramatist in Tirso was

more attracted by the way in which the social problem could be

presented in the sub-plot, for it is here that we catch a glimpse

of the fralle malicioso.

In the sub-plot, also, the conflict arises out of the problems

created by social barriers. Conventions which specify that classes

are to be kept separate are an impediment to the fulfilment of love.

Or rather, society refuses to give its consent to a marriage which

il pressure and threats,

man because he affirms that

is, already consummated. In spite of sod

Pereto refuses to marry babina to another

she is already Cesaro's husband. However, Prince Fabriano (the

secular equivalent, so to speak, of Fray Abostra) is equally obstinate,

.arid the two lovers are in danger of becoming sacrificial victims of

irrational social prejudices..



As usual, the comedia takes the stand that love is to be set

above, and can even reconcile, class differences:
' SABINA: i'Zs rauy noble?
CnSAR0: Soy Ursino.
SABINA: Y yo villana.
CiiSARO: AAmor no ajusta

desiguales muchas veces?
SABINA: Cuando su llama asegura.
CnSARO: Luego iguales los dos soiiios.

I.x. p.3368«

Pereto confirms that the union of the nobility and the peasantry

is not degrading but natural and beneficial:

aunque no perdiera naaa
vucstro Principe, per cierto,
en juntar su sangre noble
con nuestra humilde, que al doble
es mas sabroso el engorto
que junta la noble rama
al tronco aspero y grosero,
y amor, como es jardinero,
mas estos engertos ama.

IH.i. p.358b.

Pereto does not himself advocate such a union: he is content to be

a peasant. But he recognises that the moral law, sanctioned by

religion, is superior to social conventions, and thus he will not be

bought off. Alejandro reveals the cynical attitude of the upper

classes when he half-heartedly argues:

y una pobre labradora
pierde poco en ser gozada
de un Principe ...

Ill.i. p.357a.

hereto is not un^pware of the practice at the court:

que en la corte es cosa usada,
por mas que el vulgo lo note,
el remediar con un dote
una mujer deshonrada.

Ill.i. p.338b.

But he regards this as an insult, nor does he think that one can

offer one's honour for sale.

This debate, however, offers no solution, nor is Fereto

intimidated when his house is destroyed. The situation seems to be
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leading to tragedy until Sabina (for Cesaro is in prison) takes the

natter into her hands. The actual solution is quite simple: Cabina,

in disguise, succeeds in giving a rope.to Cesaro who uses it to escape

from his prison.

But there are a few important details which need to be stressed.

We seo that ~abina and Cesaro. are by no means passive characters.

It is largely through Cabina's determination and initiative that

Cesaro manages to escape and join her. A. A. Eeathcote says that she

is chiefly interesting for her wit, but then goes on to say that she

is "strangely wooden and out of place in La eleccion por la virtud.
9

Being the sister of a future Pope, we expect differently of her."

I should rather be inclined to say that it is the pressure of society

which has forced the lovers into a technically immoral situation.

Moreover, ^abina is definitely not out of place in the play. It is

precisely her wit which makes her such an important character. It

also seems to me that Heathcote over-emphasises the similarities

between the Sabina-Cesaro situation and those in hi burlador.

Mari-h'ernandes la gallega. and hsto si que es negociar. The

resemblances are perhaps less important than the differences. 'Tine

main differentiating factor is, of course, the character of Cesaro.

Cesaro is characterised by his tenacity of purpose, his firm

resistance to pressure from his father, family and the conventions

ox his class. Unlike Don Martin, of Don Gil, he will not be led
►

astray by his father, and refuses to marry Gctavia, preferring to

suffer imprisonment instead. So obedience to one's parents, as

usual in Tirso, is to be subordinated to the moral law when the two

come into conflict. Cesaro if, in fact, noble, and acts accordingly.

His words to Cabina stress this:



Fia do mi, que soy noble,
y que lac palabras tuyas
por ser tan castas y honradas,
el oro de mi fe apuran.

I.x. p.558a.

It is in Cesaro and not in the majority of the other nobles that

true nobility is to be found.

The contrast between the main and the sub-plot is now clear.

By remaining within a situation that is fully within a human contexi

Babina and Cesaro are obliged to be more active than Sixto. Since

they must depend on their own resources, they are thrown into
\

direct conflict with thoir environment. Divine, religious values

exist, but they exist within this world in the shape of absolute

values and standards against which men are tested.

The main point of the sub-plot is to demonstrate the absurdity

of the Prince's stand, and, consequently, of the convention to whicl

he and Cixto's persecutors adhere. In the main plot, the strength

of the convention is broken by direct divine intervention. In the

cub-plot, Sabina's initiative succeeds in providing Cesaro with the

means for escaping from his prison, but at the same time, Fabriano

himself is ridiculed: thus the problem is treated satirically. In

Ill.viii Fabriano is worsted in a debate by the wit of the only

lately despised peasant, who proves to be too clever for him.

'.'ithout realising it, he gives judgment in favour of the vence.jos

and thus condemns himself. Ilis anger and exasperation at being

outwitted only make him more ridiculous. Sabina, with incisive wit,

drives the point home:

Pues que son vencejos todos,
y estor- dos se quieren bion,
casaldun, que las altivas
noblezas son espantajcs,
y todos, altos y bajos,
nacimos de Adan y Adivas. (10^

Ill.viii. p.367s.
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She points out to him the absurdity of his own position and his

self-contradictory behaviour:

Vos el preito sentenciastes;
si vos misrao os condenastes
un asno sois, con perdon.

Ill.viii. p.367a.

In addition to the social implications of the sub-plot, the

importance of love, is also stressed. ~abina's subtle logic, which

convinces the Prince, affirms that love is more important than the

social status of the lovers. Marco Antonio's conversion also stresses

this. Through love, he sees in Camila what Cesaro sees in dabina,

and, so far from killing Cabina, actually decides to marry her sister.

Cne particular point needs stressing: this is the attitude of

the nobility towards the lower classes, that is, the general problem

which is illustrated in the particular cases of bixto and Sabina.

In the main plot, we are presented with envy, hatred, and even, in

III.v., the threat of violence made by Ascanio, who sees Sixto as a

danger to his ambitions to becoming a Cardinal.

Violence, latent in the main plot, breaks out in the sub-plot.

In the play, the point of departure is the traditional theme of the

opposition between country -and court. The idyllic tone of the opening

is meant to contrast with the sordid atmosphere later in the play,

loaded with prejudice, hatred and violence. The Horation theme thus

leads to an examination of a social problem. While Cesaro is noble

morally as well as socially, he only serves to emphasise the black

colours in which the nobility are painted and against which ho stands

out as a shining exception. The wilful, gratuitous violence dene to

Pereto and his family by Prince Fabriano and his fellow-noblemen

provides a quite explicit comment on the latter which goes beyond

satirical criticism to outright condemnation.



Therefore, Cotarelo's assertion, accepted by Da. Blanca,

that this play was staged in the Royal Palace in 1622 has quite

remarkable implications. This is not merely because Da. Blanca's
v H%<i •' ' ■„ •%' '•••' •' • "» V a.'?..-' .'"i ■ . ■ '■"*1
date of 1612, supported by Wade, seems conclusive. That this play

should have been staged in the Royal Palace some ten years after

its composition is curious.

However, it appears that Cotarelo may have erred in supposing

that this play was the one performed. The list of plays he refers

to in the "Catalogo razonado" of his edition of Tirso's plays is

that in the fourth volume of Lope's plays ir Autores er,nancies.

The title La eleccion por la virtud does not occur in this list.

Cotarelo is more specific on page 159 of bis book: Tirso do ' olir.a.

Invrstigacionos bio-bibliograficas. where he makes it clear that

the play he lias in mind is La mllarror-a eleccion de Can Pio V,

which does appear in ,the list. It would appear that Cotarelo

has confused Pius V (who does appear in Tirso's La eleccion) with

Cixtus V. It seems, therefore, that Tirso's play was not one of

those staged in the palace.

At the same time, there are some curious points which must be

noted, but for which I am unable at the moment to offer an

explanation. La eleccion was first published in Tirso's Parte

tercera (Tortosa, l6j7+), which contains a large number of late
11

plays. What is more interesting for my immediate purpose is the

fact that numbers 5, 6, and 7 °f this parte are, respectively,

La eleccion nor la virtud, Ventura te d* Dios, hi.jo. and La prudcncia

en la mu.jer. All three plays, as I have pointed out, have episodic

structures, and in all there is a certain amount of outside inter¬

ference in the plot (divinely motivated, directly or indirectly) in

order to ensure that real (divine) justice is done.



All this may be no more than coincidental, but other points

suggest that there may be more to it than mere coincidence. These

throe plays are clearly tendentious. The view they advance is that

genuine merit should be rewarded, and envy and illicit ambition

thwarted. The political import of La prudencia en la rnu.jer, pointed

out by Kiss Kennedy, is also to be borne in mind.

Before I develop that point further, I should like to draw

attention to some textual feature;, which suggest that Tirso may

have had La eleccion in mind when writing Ventura te de Dios, hi.jo

and, also, LI melancolico and Lsto si que er negociar.

There is, firstj the metaphor of grafting, to which I drew

attention earlier on. It is a favourite image of Tirso's.

Significantly, perhaps, it recurs in Lsto si cue es negociar:

CKOGKRIOj} 0 soy barbaro, o ignoro
que amor, hortelano astuto,
en sazonado tributo,
si la voluntad es huerto,
estirna en mas el enjerto
de dos almas, que otro fruto.

IXI.ii. p.731b.

This metaphor appears again in Tirso's defence of the Lopean

coKiedia in the Ciparrales. a passage which Kiss Kennedy suggests

was written in 1620-1621.

La eleccion seems to have some points in common with Ventura

tc dc ... as well. The following exchange in La eleccion recalls

Cesarc's persecution of Oton:

A5CAKI0: De perseguille vos nacio su dicha.
FRAILK 2o: Mil veces perseguido venturoso,

que tan seguro del peligro escapa.
DLCIO: Persigale otra vea, y harale Fapa.

Ill.vi. p.365u-b.

In both these plays, the name "Cesaro" is used, and there occur

references to the Colonna family.
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More important, perhaps,, is the fact that the theme of

La cleccion is virtually the same as that of Ventura te de ....

In both virtue is rewarded. Both protagonists are obedient to

their fathers, forgive their enemies, and are noble of soul. The

main difference lies in the sceptical attitude towards learning

present in Ventura te de .... Tirso's handling of his material

also differs in the two plays. La eleccion is much more serious, as

is to be expected. In Ventura te dl ... a subtler form of irony can

be discerned.

What all this seems to point to is that the theme of La eleccion

and, perhaps, the play itself were in Tirso'fe mind around 162C-1622.

If this play was indeed staged in the Koyal Palace (and if Cotarelo

is correct in assuming that the two titles belong to the same play -

a point about which I am sceptical), the reasons are not obscure.

As Vt'ade has pointed out, La eleccion was probably written in 1611-152

as part of a wedding celebration. But it may have been revived in

1621-1622 for two main reasons. The first is that the year 1621

was the centenary of Cixto's birth. (The play gives the date as

14-th December, 1621 [I.v. pp.331b-332aj, which may mean that any

revival of the play would have been towards the end of 1621.) The

second is that this date may even have served as a pretext for the

revival of the play for political purposes.

Da. Blanca has suggested that there may be a link between the

composition of the play and Lodrigo Calderon's "discovery" that he

wa the bastard son of the Duke of Alba, recorded by Cabrera de Cordoba

on 20th September, 1612. This would seem to suggest that plays such

as this, (Lope's LI villano en su rincon and, perhaps, LI nerro del
12hortelano) are connected with the event. The exaltation of the

lowly, virtuous peasant would then acquire added topical significance.



The political events of 1621 would, of course, in Tirso's eyes,

provide an equally significant background for the theme of his early

play. Now, there is evidence which suggests that early plays were

revived later by palace factions for political reasons. An

interesting example is Lope's Carlos V en Francis, which, curiously

enough, is included in the list of plays performed in the palace in
13

late 1622, to which Cotarelo referred. Tirso's play would, if

revived, be seen now, not so much as an exaltation of a lowly

peasant^ as an exaltation of true virtue and merit in the teeth of
envious opposition. That such a revival may have been staged is not

impossible, although there seems to be no convincing proof in favour

of it. In any case, the implicit condemnation of the nobility end

their abuse of their social position is clear. In the next chapter

I shall suggest that Tirso even extends the scope of this criticism.
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Amor por arte mayor is, it seems, a late play, and a remarkable
1

one at that. In a number of ways it harks back to some of Tirso's

earlier works. In structure, it resembles Don Gil. The background

to the action resembles that of El amor medico. Lope, like Gaspar,

is forced to flee, leaving behind the woman he lcvcs, who marries

another man. Both men, in love with other women, allow themselves

the right to criticise the "fickleness" of their former loves - Lo2->e

in Il.viii p.1186, Gaspar in II.i p.98'+. Da. Blanca's machinations

bear some resemblance to Jeronima's: both pretend to be the tercera

of a former love; both make similar accusations of infidelity and

fickleness to the man, they love. Da. Blanca, too, is a typical man-

hater, like so many other women in Golden Age drama; and, like Tisbea

of LI burlador, kerafina of El vergonzoso and Jeronima of LI amor

medico, she is reduced to love. The fundamental absurdity of the

situation, too, in which Elvira and Lope love each other and express

their mutual affection by pretending to hate each other and love
. ' • ■- . . i .

Ordono and Elanca is typically Tirsian. The abuse of power and

situation which we have seen in La eleccion por la virtud recurs in

this play. The scene in which Elvira and Crdoilo wrangle over a

partridge (I.vi-vii), which gives rise to Lope's jealousy, recalls a

similar scene in El melancolico where Rogerio's jealousy is aroused

when he sees Leonisa and Filipo struggling to obtain possession of

the former's corales (Il.xviii-xx).

Yet, for all these echoes of earlier plays, Anar por arte mayor

is distinctively different. The tone and style are quib different

from the ones we normally associate with Tirso. This play seems to

be essentially a court play. The Tirso of Amar por arte mayor is,

in fact, more Calderonian than Lopean. In Calderon is influenced by

Yiroo, which seems probable, this surely is the Tireo who influences



him. At the same time, we cannot discount the possibility that the

younger playwright may also have influenced the older.

The new manner of Tirso can be noted in the studied artificiality

of the structure. The parallelism and symmetry noted in earlier

plays appear here perfected and employed with fine delicacy. Consider,

for example, the situations in Ill.xii, xiv, where it is precisely

the artificially contrived symmetry and parallelism of the plot-

structure which allow Llvira and Lope to employ ambivalent language.

The number of characters, too, is small by Tirsian standards, and

almost all of them have organic roles in the play, the only real

exception being Garcia, who in fact is merely one of the King's

attendants (I.vii. p.1175). We have a further move towards dramatic

economy.

But, above all, the new manner is most apparent in the style.

What we recognise as a Calderonian note is struck in the long,

opening speech by Tello. The long, intricate periods and the pro¬

fusion of "learned" metaphor and simile, used seriously, are far

removed from Tirso's earlier style. The exposition in the opening

scene (which requires a silent, attentive audience from the start -

there is no question here of imposing silence on a noisy audience,

which suggests that this play was not conceived primarily for the

public theatre) is narrated, not presented in action as it often is

in the earlier Tirso (LI vergonaoso. LI amor medico). There is, of

in this play. The

this is reflected in

course, less "typically" Tirsian stage-actioi

conflicts are essentially internal ones, and

the language of the play. The Calderon-like formulation of an

internal dilemma is easily recognised in this play: note, e.g.,

Lope's soliloquy in II.xi:
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Remato
la for tuna con mi seso;
echo el resto a sus rigores:
ino fuera mejor, temores,
acabar conmigo preso?
hi dona Llvira ine trata
con desprecio, he de perder
la vida; si llego a ver
amor en mi hermosa ingrata,
el rey ha de aborrecerme,
la infanta ha de perseguirme:
mudable, en efeto, o firme,
voy, desdichas, a perderme.

II.xi. p.1lS9a-b.

Phrases which we consider typically Calderonian abound: Lope mentions

a "confusa ilusicn" in III.ii.p.1196a, and says a bit later:

i(^uereis sacarme, desdichas,
del golfo en que desespero?

III.iii. p.1198b.

buch expressions are not, of course, confined to Lope. Llvira's

soliloquy expressing her dilemma, in Il.xiii p.1190, is equally

"Calderonian". It may be noted here that there are considerably more

soliloquies in this play than is normal in Tirso - another so-called

Calderonian feature: two occur in Act I Ciii, v); six in Act II - or,

XJerhaps, five, since II.vi is not really a soliloquy (iv, vi, ix, xi,

xiii, xviii); and four in Act III Ci, iii, viii, x).

The artificial, courtly style is standard. Note, e.g., I.i, and

Blanca's remarkable lyrical soliloquy in I.iii. This does not mean

that Tirso 110 longer satirises the excesses of the Gongoristic stylo.

Bermudo lets himself go in a splendid piece of burlesque in II.v:

mas usiria, muchacha
brillante, esplendora, armina,
candor, crepusculo, araago,
aroma, coturno, pira;
usiria que enjaulando

■'" el copete cue entroniza
solapa una ratonera,
de tanto mono tarima,
iya en esa edad grunizon?

II.v. p.1185a.

But, by this play, Tirso is clearly attracted by the dramatic possibilities



of the culto style, stripped of its excesses. (The mannered style

in this play is, of course, also to be noticed in Tirsc's prose.)

I cannot here do more than call attention to this new, Calderonian

manner in the late Tirso, which clearly requires a separate study.

I shall now pass on to the examination of some other aspects of the

play.

I have suggested that the formal structure of Don Gil de las

calzas verdes can be best likened to a set of Chinese boxes or to a

series of concentric circles of diminishing radii. A moment's

reflection makes it clear that symmetry and parallelism are the

inevitable concomitants of such a structure. We are, of course,

familiar with the secondary intrigue in the comedia which centres

around the gracioso and parodies the main action: the one in Tirso1s

t-:nri-I-Iernandez la gallega is a striking example, in that the sub-plot

is a close and systematic parody of the main plot. Tirso is also

given to using symmetry and parallelism in plays of more orthodox

construction, as, for example, in Marta la piadosa. Such features are

indicative of a certain care in construction and would seem to go

against the traditional view that Tirso was indifferent to the

niceties and even basic requirements of plot-ccnstruction. However,

the "telescopic" form referred to above is a distinctive one in

Tirso*s theatre and reappears in Amar por arte mayor.

The outer frame or circle of the plot is provided by Lope's

coming into conflict with King Sancho over Isabela. Lope is obliged

to flee to Asturias where he falls in love with Hlvira, and this

begins the action proper of the play. At the end of the comedy,

the reconciliation between Lope and Lancho brings the action round

full circle, thus ensuring an overall formal unity.

The struggle between two persons for the possession of a third

3



object or person is the basic motif on which the plot is constructed,.
n

The main action of the play, which deals yith the clash between Lope

and King Ordcno over Llvira, is a reflection of the situation which

constitutes the outer frame of the story. The secondary action is

a further reflection of the initial situation, in that it presents

the struggle between the Infanta Dlanca and Llvira for Lope's affections.

Obliquely, Ordono's attempt to marry his sister to the Duque ae

Vizcaya against her will makes the Duke an indirect rival of Lope's

for the Infanta, a situation which is paralleled by the fact that the

Infanta of Navarre is an indirect rival of Llvira's for Ordono.

finally, on the symbolic level, the scene in I.vi-vii, where Ordono

and Llvira wrangle over a partridge is once more a repetition of the

main motif. The central couple, Lope and Llvira, through being the

common factor in all of these incidents, form, so to speak, the

centre common to all the circles. Formal structural unity is thus

secured by a central group on whom ail the situations are hinged, and

a common motif on which a number of variations are played. 'The

opposition of morality to power ensures dramatic tension.

The central problem of the play is the presence of obstacles,

in the forms of King Qrdono and his sister, to the love of ^Ivira

and Lope. As we have seen, this love is the direct result of Lope's

clash with Lancho. The structural reasons for the introduction of

the earlier love and conflict will be discussed later. But the new

love-affair leads to another and similar conflict between King and

vassal, with the added complication that Doha Blanca has designs on

Lope.

In their attempt to indulge their passions, Grdoho and Llanca

abuse their power and authority. Ordono, falling in love with Llvira,

orders her to forget the man she loves:



0RD0F3Q: Dona Elvira, despedid
al que, en vuestra voluntad
huesped, honrais satisfecha;
que no cabremos los dos,
siendo, como decis vos,
para mas que un alma estrecha.

ELVIRA; Aun no se si en eila cabe
quien su dueno intenta ser:
mire, icomo ha de caber
un reyl Que tengo con Have,
sehor, mi alma, dije yo.

0."DOR0: £Y abrirla un rey no podria?
KLVIRA: A no ser descortesia,

os respondiera que no.
I.vii. p.1176b.

Later on, when he suspects that Lope loves Elvira, Ordoho practises

what virtually amounts to emotional blackmail on Lope; he confers

favours on the latter, which he then carefully points out, should

Lope not be fully aware of his debt to his King:

[0RD0n0:J A ponderaros
vine lo que me debeis;
porque cuando libre esteis,
deudo, vasallo y amigo,
de la suerte que os obligo,
merceaes deserapeneis;
por mayordomo mayor,
mi casa, Lope, os recibe.

II.ill. p.1182a.

Then he explains to Lope how he can repay this debt:

ORDOUG: Prenda en mi corte teneis

que os sacara de deudor.
Baste esto, si pretendeis
cumplir con vuestro acreedor.

Il.iii. p.1182b.

Ordoho.'s generosity has been, in fact, an attempt to bribe Lope.

We also note that Lope and Elvira are virtual prisoners in the

palace. Act II opens with Lope in prison; he is set free physically

by Ordoho, but is made a moral debtor, and cannot be really free until

he has paid off his debt - with Elvira. By being made "mayordomo

mayor" he is also confined to the palace, where Elvira is being held.

The latter, by being appointed lady-in-waiting to Blanca, is brought

to the palace so that Blanca's blandishments ana Ordoho's wooing may



persuade her to love the King:

BSRMUDO: iVive Dios, que lo entendi
dese modo desde el aia
que trayendola a palacio,
para obligarla despacio,
de su hermana la confxai

torque es la privanza tal
con que dona Blanca la arna,
que aunque vino a ser su dama,
mas parece que es su igual.

II.i. p.1181a.

blanca, however, is not only an advocate of her brother's cause,

but has her own axe to grind. It is to her advantage that Llvira

should marry Ordono, since she herself is in love with Lope. Tirco's

treatment of Blanca is, as is to be expected, interesting. When we

first meet her, she protests against the violence done to her liberty:

[BLANCA:] Bien pudo
un consentimiento mudo

/ quejarse en mi de la ley
que introdujo la costumbre
en las de mi calidad,
pues contra la libertad
dan al alma pesadumbre.

• •••••••

iTriste cosa que hayan dado
las coronas inhumapas
en desterrar sus hcrmanas

por sola razon de estadol
I.ipL. pp.1l69Ml7Ga.

Regretting tliat the individual freedom of a ruler is severely curtailed

by political obligations, which may at times go against personal

inclinations and desires, Blanca envies the absolute freedom of the

wilds, the complete self-sufficiency of the phoenix:

[BLANCA:] A(cuien imitaros pudiera
gozando entera exencion
de ajena jurisdiccion,
por mas grave, mas severa?

• •••••••

iFeliz Narciso en amcres

que no adnitio compania!
ireliz el Fenix tambien

que privilegia desvelos,
y jubilado de celos,
solo a si se quiere bienl

I.iii. p.1170a-b.



...lie contrasts the liberty of the phoenix with the servitude of the

princess:

[BLANCA:J ' I Que rr.ucho que en dicha tanta
envidie a una ave una infanta,
esta esclava, aquella reina?

I.iii. p.1170b.

Her confessed envy of Narcissus is revealing: Blanca is self-centred,

the can think only of herself. But she is soon to discover that true

love is directed towards others, in other words, that man must live

in society; and Blanca must then learn that gregarious living demands

a measure of self-sacrifice, which increases with one's social

responsibilities, which, in turn, depend on one's position in society.

But, at first, Blanca moves only from her desire for absolute freedom

to her love for Lope. Her egocentric attitude leads her to exploit

her position end power in order to gain her own ends. She pretends

to Lope that she is acting on behalf of the abandoned Isabela. But

she gradually reveals her true intention. Lope is to love Isabela,

but to reserve a place in his heart for another woman, i.e., herself:

[BLANCA:] Querelda; pero advertido
de que hay dama que se enoja
si la amais demasiado.

Templarse en vos su amor puede
con tal limite, que quede
lugar desembarazado
para otra que mas os ama.

Ill.ii. p.1198a.

Veiled threats are not absent either. After I ope, to satisfy the

King, has "pretended" to woo an angry Llvira, Blanca's parting speech

makes her intentions clear:

BLANCA: Mucho, Lope, 03 debe el rey
si son fingidas las muestras
de amor que Llvira no admite.
Mucho tambien Isabela,
y yo mucho mas que todos;
pero si son verdaderas
(que para fingidas, Lope,
vi mucho espiritu en ollas),



^s-
que os guardeis de mx os aviso,
porque al paso que agradezca
puntualidad en servirme,
castigare inobediencias.

Il.xvii. p.119'+b.

Few authors indeed have managed to reproduce so well those perversely

ambiguous speeches Cthe despair of lovers) in which women manage

to say yea and nay simultaneously.

A direct, open conflict between rulers and vassals is avoided

because an ambiguous situation is maintained throughout. To avoid

coming to grief, Lope and blvira must circumvent the obstacles to

their love with the utmost care and discretion. They hit upon an

ingenious trick which allows them to express their love for each other

while ostensibly expressing their affection for the King and Princess.

At this point, one reason for making Lope come into conflict with

Lancho over an earlier love-affair becomes apparent. Blanca has

exploited this for her own purpose, although Lope is only momentarily

puzzled by Blanca's news of Isabela's "arrival" in Leon. Eut he

goes along with Blanca's game, for this allows him to lull the King's

suspicions, and also to decisive Blanca into believing that he loves

her. Gn the other hand, the fact that Ordcno and Blanca have

promised to marry the Infanta of Navarre and her brother respectively

in order to end the war between Navarre and Leon is a conveniently

ambiguous factor which Lope and Llvira can exploit. The ambiguous

speeches prepare the way for the climax which comes with the exchange

of written messages: Llvira's letter to Crdono contains within it a

message for Lope, while Lope's letter actually has three different

messages for three persons! (JIT• uii-xi).

The climax of the play is thus produced by a brilliant display

of ingenuity and technical virtuosity. It will be clear that such a

climax is best suited to the telescopic structure of the play, providing,



co to speak, the apex of the cone. The parallel with the "Gil

cluster-point" in Don Gil is obvious.

Ordorio and Blanca are clearly the victims of an outrageous

burla. King and Princess are not only frustrated in their pre¬

tensions, but ridiculed. The fact they they are deliberately

deceived by Elvira and Lope also means that they have been affronted

by their vassals. But ultimately, it must be admitted, they are not

so much the victims of the deception practised upon them by the two

lovers as they are victims of self-deception. They deceive them¬

selves into believing that the power and authority vested in them by

reason of their position in society, (and, consequently, the obedience

to them required of their vassals) can ho exploited for the satisfaction

of their own selfish desires and passions, even at the cost of

violating the rights of their subjects and negating the responsibilities

of King to subject. It is only because they are blinded in this way

that they can be deceived, to their ultimate discomfiture and shame,

by an outward show of submission, acquiescence and obedience. The

old opanish formula of "obodezco pero no cumplo" is excellently

illustrated here.

The trick played by Lope and Elvira is, of course, a potentially

dangerous one. This is consonant with the ambiguous tonality of the

play. There is a perceptible change in tone during the course of the

play. In the first two acts, especially, there are dark ana troubled

undertones. As I shall suggest, this is probably due to the nature

and implications of the theme. That may help to explain why the

third act is emotionally low-keyed. Even so, tragedy is never far

away. Towards the end, Ordono discovers that Isabela is married in

France. His previous defiance of Gancho (due not so much to his

refusal to surrender Lope as to the selfish reasons underlying this -

r
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refusal) brings the two nations perilously close to v;ar, but

tragedy is iivoided, thanks to the good sense of the reformed Sancho,

who reveals the true state of affairs to the King and thus brings

about the "reformation" of Crdcno and Blanca.

The entrance of Gancho seems, from one point of view, arbitrary.

We ere not prepared for the fact that Elvira has written to him,

asking for his help. But, in terms of the structure of the play,

Sancho's intervention here balances his intervention in the earlier

affair. It was he who disrupted the social harmony at the start, and

it is he, now a reformed man, who comes to restore it at the end.

With his arrival on the scene, the various circles which form the

plot are completed. This is the second main reason for the existence

of the Sancho-Lope-Isabela intrigue. Both Kings have to learn self-

control through the frustration of their selfish desires. Sancho's

self-mastery makes it easier for Grdono and Blanca to dominate

themselves. The marriages between the Kings and the Infantas, which

ensure international peace, reveal that they have grown aware of

their duties and obligations. Blanca herself, who had erstwhile

rebelled against a marriage "por rason de estado" on the ground that

it violated her liberty, and who was yet prepared to ride roughshod

over the liberties of her vassals, is made aware of her duties to

her subjects and to the state. Her conversion, effected in two

stages, is complete: she is no longer a man-hater, nor is she a

wilful, irresponsible Frincess.

On the other hand, there is also a point to the arbitrary ending

of the play. W. Kerr, in his book, Tragedy and Comedy, discusses the

arbitrary nature of the happy ending in comedy. It is deliberately

arbitrary to call our attention to the pessimism inherent in the

comic view of life. "Substitution, compromise, resignation - of



such stuff ir. our merriment made" (p.61). Compromise and resignation

are necessary, because in comedy (as often in real life) they are the

alternatives to despair. "Within coraedy", says Kerr, "there is always

despair, a despair of ever finding a right ending except by artifice

and iragic. ... There is something about comedy that has no future."

Cp«79)« Thus "To be comic, the ending must forcefully call into

question the issues of 'happiness' and 'forever after'. Comedy is

not lyric, not rhapsodic, not reassuring; putting its last and best

foot forward, it puts it squarely down in dung." (p.79). This view

of the arbitrary comic ending seems to me to bo very pertinent to the

ending of Amar por arte mayor. There is compromise and resignation,

because they are the only alternatives to violence. Tirso, in this

comedy, has brought us to the edge of the tragic pit, and cur final

merriment is tinged with hysteria. The hint is subtle but not for

that any less meaningful. The full implications of this, especially

for Tirco's audience, will, X hope, bo brought out by the points X

now propose to make.

The abuse of regal power and authority is, of course, the theme

of Arear por arte mayor. This theme is treated in a number of Golden

Age plays, of which the most famous is the tragedy, La .strella de

Ti 11 a. In Tirso's play, a tragic ending is avoided by a delicate

managing of passions which, throughout the play, constantly threaten

to get out of hand: Llvira, offeirfed by the accusations of the jealous

lope in I.viii, has him arrested and imprisoned. Later, in Il.xiv,

..lvira's jealousy again breaks out in dangerous fashion (and the

unflattering reflection on the King who is in a woman's power is net

to be missed):
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[LLVIRA:] tengo a Ordono en mi pod'er,
y como Xe hice prender,
le hare cortar la cabeza,

Il.xiv. p.1191a.

Nov;, just as the structure of the play is reflected in the

climajic device of the use of letters which contain several messages, •

it seems that the theme of the play can likewise be interpreted in

different ways, the first interpretation being in terms of the

story itself, i.e., at a purely artistic level, and the second, in

terms of the historical implications, literary as well as social, of

the story.

We note, first of all, that some incidents in Amar por arte mayor

seem to recall similar incidents in the anonymous La L.qtrella de devilla.

The main situation is similar in both: a King loves one of his subjects,

who, because she loves another man, refuses to accept the King's love.

In both plays, the King attempts to abuse his power: while this is

largely limited to threats in Tirso's play, it leads to Busto's

murder in -La Lstrella. In the latter, the King attempts to bribe

Bucto by conferring favours on him; in Amar por arte mayor. Grdono

frees Lope from prison and makes him "mayordomo mayor". In both

plays the King's designs are frustrated, although the endings differ.

Finally, there seem to be other echoes of La Lstrella in Tirso's

comedy: Tello tells of Lope's refusal to draw his sword in the King's

presence:

C'TifLLO: J Bien pudiera retirarse,
o a no estir su rey presente
vestir de nuevos esmaltes
el siempre temido acero,

• ••••*••

No lo hizo por leal,
ni lo otro por turbarsc.

I.i. p.1l68a-b.

Busto, of course, attacks the King, pretending not to believe he is

the King. The confrontation in the tragedy comes when Busto prevents



the King from gaining access to Lstrella's room, while in the comedy,

it is the King who surprises Lope in Isabela's room, whereas Busto

is murdered, we learn that Sancho's resolve to kill Lope was

frustrated in the nick of time:

[TBLLO:] Aplaudioles el enojo
de don Sancho y por que acaben
de una ves celos y envidia,
resolviendose en matarle,
lo hiciera, a no darle aviso ,

amigos ...
I.i. p.1168b.

Lope, in I.viii, refers to the suborning of judges by the King:

LOPE: iQue maravilla, si el juez
admite reales cohechos?

I.viii. p.1179b.

At the end of the third act of La Kstrella we recall that the King

tried to persuade the. judges to let Lanchobff with only a token punishment.

These similarities are pointed out, not in order to prove any deliberate

borrowing by Tirso from La Bstrella (although, as I shall later point

out, there seems to be some connexion between the two plays), but to

suggest, first, that they are recurrent situatiore in a certain type

of play, and, secondly (and more important), that they may be references

to events and situations which actually took place. In any case, it

seems reasonable to assume that there are echoes of La Bstrolla in

Tirso's comedy. (We may bear in mind that a King Bancho appears in

both plays, and also that a Don Gonzalo de Ulloa appears in la

u.-hrolla de ..'ovillai Vie meet him again, of course, in Tirso's

G1 burlador de Gevllla.)

It has often been suggested that some of'the incidents in the

plot of the anonymous la Kstrella seem to be references to actual

3historical events. In fact, the close resemblance between the

murder of Busto at the King's orders and the murder of Juan Bscobedo

in 1578 and, more pertinently, that of the Conde de Villamediana in



1622, supposedly at the instigation of an outraged and jealous

King, the resemblance, also, between Busto's attack on the King while

feigning ignorance of his identity, and the drubbing supposedly

administered by the Duke of Alburquerque to Philip IV and Clivares

when the former attempted to seduce the Duchess, seem to indicate

that the play was intended as an attack on Philip IV*s irresponsible

philandering and his abuse of power. In view of this, it is no

surprise that the play is anonymous, and that even such stylistic

analysis as has been attempted has been of no help in establishing

its authorship.

Furthermore, a curious feature is that a number of Golden Age

plays with similar or related themes seem to have been composed durin

the period 1622 to 163% Anibal points out that La Bstrella may have

imitated Lope's Servir con mala estrella (published 1615^« This is,

admittedly, an early date, but the theme of abuse of regal power seem

to have become especially popular with Golden Age dramatists in the

early years of Philip IV's reign, Leavitt, following Cotarelo, argue

that La Kstrella seems to have been composed in 1623. A.nlbal, in

his article mentioned above, also argues that the fiestas referred to

in the play were most probably those held in honour of the visit of

:>er, 1623), This argumen

be pointed out. The

the'Prince of Wales (7th March to 9th Septem

is convincing, although a further detail may

play opens with Lancho's entrance into Seville, and much is made of

tlxe/setting of the play in that city. In view of the generous praise

accorded Seville and the detailed references to it, it seems highly

probable that the play was written to bo performed initially in

Seville. (In passing, we may bear in mind two points here: first,

Tirco, in various plays mentions and praises Seville; secondly, setti

is often very important in Tirso: compare la celora. Por el sotr.no an
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El cm;or medico. to name three obvious ones I have analysed in this

thesis. The exploitation of setting is a feature of Tirso's dramatic

art.) how, early in 162*+, Philip IV made his first visit to

Andalucla, and the highlight of this trip was his visit to aeville.

Ho arrived in that city on Thursday, 28th February, 162b, and his

official entrance was on the first of March. His arrival caused a

great stir in Seville, the inhabitants of which were favourably
7

impressed by the King. Philip left Seville on March 13th. La

mstrella de .Jevilla, then, may have been composed in 162'i, perhaps

just fter Philip's departure from the Andalusian city. If this is

indeed the case (and circumstantial evidence lends support to it),

La ,.strclla must clearly be seen as a vitriolic attack on the

philandering of Spain's monarch, his abuse of regal power, and the
8

connivance at this of Olivares.

There are a number of plays by Calderon which deal with more or

less the same theme. The earliest of these would appear to be Amor,

honor y poder. which was first staged in the royal palace by Acacio

Bemal's company in 1623.^ That the King who attempts to abuse his

power is Edward III of England links the play with the visit of the

Prince of Wales, although the implication of the theme must have made

the compliment a dubious one. The King's attempt virtually to bribe

stela and her family, his appointing them to palace posts to ensure

that Estela be within the King's power, the frustration of the King's

initial attempt to seduce Eetela after entering her room, even the

disguised Infanta's visit to Enrico in his prison clearly resemble

situations found in La Estrella. The names of the heroines of the two

plays are also virtually the same. The play is, of course, a comedy,

and the wish that the Prince of Wales and the Spanish Princess be

happily married is reflected in the ending.



The theme recurs in Kaber del mal y del fcien. though the

King's attempt to make Hipolita buy her brother's life by surrendering

to him is subordinated to the main theme of the hazards of the urivado1

10
life. Hipolita's refusal to believe that the King could abuse his

power in this way seems to be an echo of ha Nstrella. But in

Calderon's play, the King is not painted in black colours, nor is

there any intention of passing judgment on him. The Conde states

explicitly in Act I (perhaps this is Caldcjron's anticipation of

criticism):

Que es soberana justicia \
ml Key; y aunquo yerre, vos
No lo habeis de remediar;
I-orque nadie ha de juzgar
A los Reyes, sino Dios. (11)

At the same time, the King must awaken to his obligations:

CRKY:j porque mas ouiere
Quien llega a querer de veras
hi honor de lo que ama,
Que el fin de lo que desea.

III. p.138b.

A little tag in Act II of Aaber del mal y del bien. Garcia's

accusation of Alvaro: "iAlcahuetico me sois?"f leads us on to a third
» 12

play of Calderon's, hi secreto a voces. In Act III of this latter

play, also, Fabio, hidden under the table, eavesdrops on Federico and

hnrique, and exclaims in an aside: "iSigan, oiganl / iAlcahuetico es

13mi amo?" According to Cotarelo, this play can be assigned to 1oQ2.

This date is rather late for my immediate purpose, which is to draw

attention to the fact that a number of plays, all dealing with the

theme of the abuse of power, can reasonably be assigned to the period

1o23 to 1631. But there are a number of points to which it would be

useful to draw attention. Calderon's play, as has been pointed out,

is a re fundi clon of Tirso's Arnar por arte mayor In typical

Calderonian fashion, Tirso's double intrigue has been reduced to a



single one (the number of characters being correspondingly reduced),

the Duchess Flerida is the one who tries to abuse her situation (she

obviously corresponds to Blanca in Tirso's play), and the key to the

lovers' -code (the production of a handkerchief) is introduced quite

early on in the play; such a code is promised at the end of Act I, and

v/e know Ys-hat it-is to be early in Act II» This simplification is,

of course, much better suited to Calderon's linear or syllogistic

plot-construction, whereas the more complex intrigue is admirably

suited to Tirso's "telescopic" structure. The use of a secret code

by the lovers and the outrageous burla practised on Flerida are the

vital features Calderon adopts from Tirso's play, Calderon's light-

hearted treatment of the theme, with its tragic overtones, also recalls

Tirso's play.

All the same, it is perhaps significant that Calderon was interested

in this play of Tirso's to the extent that he re-cast it. Arnar por

arte mayor, we remember, Yvas first published in Tirso's Ouinta parte

(Haririd, 1636) and is the first play in that collection. This parte

is interesting in that it bears an aprobaciin by Calderon himself,
, ■ .n ■
dated 16th July, 1635» in it, he states: "hay en ellas [i.e., the

conedins] mucha erudicion y exemplar doctrina por la moralidad que

tienen encerrada en su honesto y apacible entretenimiento". Professor

c. X. Wilson has commented with his usual insight on this aprobacion:

The tribute to Tirso, when Calderon was only 35,
is more important. Here charmingly enough is a
young man's homage to an elderly master, whom he
praises for his religion and morality as well as
for his art. The delicate acknowledgment of Tirso's
leadership ("los que mas deseamos imitarle") and the
implied challenge to the ecclesiastical opponents of the
popular theatre by the claim that Tirso's plays are
religious, moral and exemplary are both noteworthy.
In so far as he attempted to follow the older man's
example, his plays would have, the readers would
suspect, the same aim. (15)



My superficial comparison of /.mar por arte mayor with 81 secrcto

a voces supports this view fully. Calderon's homage to Tirco was

thus carried a step further in 1642 when he wrote -.1 secreto a voc-^-s.

That homage is made even more explicit in Arnesto's speech in Act III

Los cuerdos amigos son
el libro mas entendido
de la vida, si, porque
deleitan aprovcchando. (16)

The technical influence of Tirso's play is obvious. Nor are the

moral and exemplary aspects of the theme ignored. But, we suspect,

Calderon's play is less "dangerously" presented than Tirso's. I

shall return to this point presently.

But first I should like to refer briefly to three of Lope's

plays. 0. IS. Anibal, in his article, draws attention to two of them.

As he says, there is a striking resemblance between Lope's Cervir

con mala estrella and La Lstrella de Bevilla. Furthermore, a

similar situation is to be found in Lope's hi coder en el discreto

(8th May, 1623), which is reflected in Calderon's Amor, honor y poder

(staged 29th June, 1623). Finally, there is the curious case of

81 castigo sin venganza (1631)» which was withdrawn after its first

performance. It is supposed that the Duke's association with

"nujercillas viles" may have been taken as an indirect allusion to

17
Fhilip's philandering.

The above points may be helpful in dating Amar por arte mayor.

s
,Dona Blanca de los Rios assigns the play to 1635• ^ the actual

text of the introduction, however, she adduces no evidence which can

point to later than 1630-1631. C» L. Wade has suggested that it is

/• 19
unlikely that Tirso wrote any plays after 1631. Dr. A. K. G.

i aterson has also suggested that by this date Tirso's own statements

indicate that he was moving away from the theatre to other literary



pQforme.'1 These, it is true, are only tentative suggestions adduced

on the basis of circumstantial 'evidence, but they may be borne in

mind as we consider some other, more 'suggestive points.

The tone of the first two acts of Tirso's play is comparatively

sombre, especially in view of the generally light-hearted third

act. It is interesting to examine the criticism contained in some

of the speeches in these acts. Most of the attacking passages deal

with the theme of the abuse of royal power, fello describes Sancho'

polite threat to Lope thus:

CTLLLOij y si celos son gigantes
en pretendientes humildes,
4que aeran en pechos reales?
Llamo a don Lope su primo,
y declarandole aparte
sentimientos de su ofensa,
mas que severo amigable,
le pidio que desistiese
do deseos principiantes,
sin competir con coronas
jubiladas de rivales.

I.i. pp.n67b-n68a.

Loj^e's jealous outburst seems to hint at more than Llvira's social

ambitions. (One is inclined to suspect that one of Tirso's reasons

for making Lope easily jealous was that such criticism could be more

natural and more extreme.)

[LOPL:j ' 4No os parecio muy bizarro?
Pero 4que principe hay feo?
£No es su aiscrocion notable?
Pero icuondo un rey fue necio?
No hay Haves que no falceen
coronan; y segun esto,
poco importo el advertirle
tenerle cerrado el pecho.
Alojabame en el yo
confiado y indiscrete;
hallele en mi companxa;
es rey, tuvele respeto;
despejclc la posada,
porque en lugar ton estrecho,
no saliendo el uno, icomo
un vasallo y rey cabremos?

I.viii. p.1177a.



The gracioso is more .outspoken v/hen he finds himself in prison:

BERMUDO: i^ue quieres? alia van leyes
hit caetera. Estrellas son;
naciste en oposicion
de 'las damas y l'os reyes.
El leones te tiene preso
por dar gusto al navarrisco,
y a su infanta basilisco
cuyo amor le quita el seso.

II.i. p.1l8la.

Lope corrects Dermudo's analysis of Ordono's motives:

[LOPE:] Celos que tiene de mi
le abrasan el corason,
y ocasionan mi prision.

II.i. p.1181a.

Lope, too, complains that the egoism of kings leads to the violation

of human rights:

[LOPE:J Hame el rey favorecido,
amor, porque mas me enciendas
mientras con celos me cfendas;
que ya, atropellando leyes,
interesables los reyes,
si fian, es sobre prendas.

II.iv. p.1182b.

Elvira comments on the tyranny of Crdono:

[ELVIRA:] Celos, si no tiranias
de Ordono, le tienen preso [a Lope]

• ••••••

cuantos le temen, me avisan
que el poder, si injusto, real,
le intenta quitar la vida.

II.v. p.1l8i+a.

This is aiythe result of hubris:
[ELVIRA:] No sufre la majestad

por la lisonja aplaudida,
inobediencias amantes;
que ee sol y facil se eclipsa.

II.v. p.1l8ita.

Lut if the self-conceit of kings is fattened on flattery, flattery

can be deceitful, and it is by pretending to surrender to the demand

of Ordono and Blanca that Elvira and Lope can live in safety and

preserve their love. The criticism of the abuse of kingly power is



clearly expressed. With this goes an equally clearly declared

intention of resisting tyranny. Ordono may think that his power and

status give him illimitable rights:

ORDOnO: Tu, que mides.
desbaratados deseos
ccn mi poder, tu que humilde
en lo exterior, apeteces
prendas mxas.

Ill.vii. p.1201b.

But Blvira affirms from the very beginning that the individual has

certain inalienable rights, one of which is jthe right to love the
person of one's choice: the King's jurisdiction cannot be extended

to cover one's will and emotions:

[BLVTRA:] Heine Crdono alia, que yo
dentro de mx misma reino
tanto mas majestuosa
cuanto mayor considero
la jurisdiccion de -on alma
cuyas potencias gobierno,
mejor que el aduladores,
ya nobles, o ya plebeyos.

I.viii. p.1178a.

Bhe maintains this attitude to the very end, and, in her letter to

Lope, encourages him to resist, for the ultimate victory will be his:

CLOPK:J "La razon de Bstado obliga;
su podcr es riguroso;
resistilde generoso;
que el valor vitorias gana."

Ill.viii. p.1203b.

It is clear why the overwhelming majority of the comedias

seem to centre around apparently frivolous love-affairs. There is

something more to it than the intrinsic interest they provide. Drama

can be said to deal primarily with relationships: the ways in which

individuals, members of society, social groups communicate or fail to

communicate with one another. The couple, a man and woman, form,

of course, the basic social unit. The nature of their relationship

may remain on the personal and private plane. But these individuals
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are also members of society, and an examination of their relationship

can be a springboard for the discussion of larger problems. When C

interferes with a system of communication set up by A and B, we got

a "simple" case of love and jealousy. However, when C is King and A

and B are his subjects, the whole question of social relationships

arises, and this, as we have seen, happens in this play. The duty

of the King to respect the rights of his subjects (in this case, the

right to love and marriage) and his moral obligation not to abuse

the power which is his for the purpose of protecting his subjects'

rights by violating those very rights in order to satisfy his

selfish desires are the problems treated in Tiroo's play. But the

tone of the play, it must be emphasised, is not wholly grave: serious

ideas are adorned in pleasing garb. I shall now try to show that in

this play Tirso does not seem to be stating general principles only;

ho is apparently criticising an existing state of affairs as well.

There is a curious passage in Bermudo's>speech in which he

reproaches Elvira for her apparent fickleness and ingratitude:

[BERMUDO:] For ella olvido a Isabela,
la mujer mas resabida,
mas discrcta, mas hermosa,
mas gentilhombra, mas rica
que una abadesa en las Huelgas,
que una condesa en su villa,
y una dama de teatros,
que es mas que todas las dichas;
quien tal hace, que tal pague.

II.v. p.1183b.

Cur attention is drawn to it by the unusual comparisons Bermudo

makes, which arc apparently irrelevant to the context, if, indeed,

not wholly pointless. However, the triple combination is too con¬

spicuous not to arouse our suspicions, and it seems, in fact, that

these references are to actual persons.

Fortunately enough, it appears reasonably easy to identify the



'•'abadesa en lac Kuelgas" as Ana do Austria (1567?-l65»••?)• Cw

page 206 of the first volume of the Diccionario do Victoria de

Lsrafia (Madrid, 1952), we are given an account of her life, from

which the following extracts are taken:

Dona Ana de Austria era hija natural de don Juan
de Austria y dona Maria de Mendoza, dama de honor
do la princesa dona Juana de Austria. ... desde el primer
mornento, se hizo cargo de la nina dona Magdalena de
Ulloa, que con tanto amor habia cuidado de don Juan
durante su ninez. Abandono dona Magdalena la corte
y se reliro a su palacio de Villagarcia de Campos para
consagrar por entero su vida a criar y educar a la niSa.
Cuando dona Ana curnplio siete anos de edad, fue colocada
en el convento de Agustinas de Madrigal, donde mas tarde
profeso

Hacia 1591, la vida sencilla y apartada de dona
Ana sufrio una fugaz transformacion con motivo de haber
tornado parte Inocente en las tramas del Sebastianismo.
... Descubierta la trama por la justicia real, ... dona
Ana fue trasladada al monasterio de Avila, se la castigo
a reclusion en su celda durante cuatro anos y a ayunar
todos los viernes a pan y agua, perdiendo ademas el
trataniento de "excelencia". Pero al poco tiempo se
levanto el cactigo; dona Ana fue llevada al monastorio
de Las Iluelgas de Burgos, donde fue elegida abadesa
perpetua.

Sn 1615 dona Ana recibio en el monasterio a Isabel
de Borbon, que llego en visita acompanada de Felipe III
y de su futuro esposo el principe Felipe [IVj; ... Se
sabe que dona Ana aun vivia en 1625, pues 3altasar Porreno
le dedico su Vida de Juan de Austria en dicho ano.

The exact date of her death has apparently not yet been

established, but the unlucky lady was still alive on the 20th of

June, 1627, for, in the Noticias de Madrid, we read among the entric

for that day the following passage:

Este dia llego nueva de Burgos, que pasando por
aquella Ciudad mi Cenora la Marquesa do Charela
y sus hijas, salio a recebirlas el Arzobispo,
con grande ostentacion, y con orden secreta que
tenia de su Majestad so color que visitasen a la
Senora Dona Ana da Austria, Abadesa perpotua de
las Iluelgas. Estando dentro, rnostro el Arzobispo
la orden de su Majortad para que una de las hijas que
tenia mi Senora la Marquesa, que tenia titulo de
Princesa, quedase en deposits en aquel convento
hasta que su Majestad mandase otra cosa y asi se hizo,
despidiendose de ella su madre con muchas lagrimas. (21)
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The entry is enigmatic, but perhaps not excessively so. G.

Mai-ahon elucidates the difficulty for us:

an la Biblioteca Nacional hay copia de una carta,
muy probablenenteautentica, de la Marquesa de
Charela, dirigida al Conde-Duque, que da a entender
el rigor con que el ministro trato a esta senora.
Ls interesante, por tratarse de la madre de una
amante famosa de Felipe IV, madre, a su voz, de
uno de los hi,jos bastardos de este, Don Fernando
Francisco de Austria, al que llamaban "el Charelo",
que a poco murio; la que, segun se dice, dio lugar a
la fundacion del ccnvento de las Calatravas, cuya
iglesia aun existe, con este nombre, en Madrid. ...
La I'arquesa madre negocia en eota carta, con poca
dignidad, mercedes para su inarido, en premio de que
su hija "haya asegurado la sucesion del Key con tin
hijo". Go queja al Conde de no ser atendida:
"Acuerdese V.E, - le dice - de que pedi las Galeras
y me propuso la Caballerxa [para su marido], que jamas
mo contento con ella ni el Marques la quiere."
Asegura que no son ciertas las voces que han corrido
de que ella trataba de enganar a Glivares, y las llama
"chismes insubstanciales", atribuyendolos al P.
Calazar. Kstos Charela eran gente alborotada. Un
hermano de la Marquesa, Don Alonso bnriquez, murio en
Flandes, en 163&, en un decafio con un Conde frances,
cuyo criado, que era por cierto espanol, atraveso
por la espalda, con un estoque, a Don Alcnso. La
infeliz amante del Fey, "que tenia titulo de Princesa",
fue enclaustrada en las Kuelgas, de Burgos. (22)

It seems probable, then, that 1'irso's "condesa en su villa"

is, in fact, La Charela. The juxtaposition of the "condesa" and the

"ab&desa en las Huelgas" is far too obvious. The affair with La

Charela seems to have been the first known affair of Philip's.

Dcleito y Pinuela gives the folding information:

LI primer amor extralegal de Felipe IV, conocido,
parece que fue la hija del conde de Chirel, dama
de afamada beldad, alia hacia 1625, cuando el rey
frisaba en los veinte ahos, aunque-antes coraenzaran
sus fugaces aventuras.

Corao su familia era de ilustre prosapia,
emparentada con el almirnnte de Gastilla, para
facilitar aquella relacion se aletjo de la corte al
padre de la joven (que era casi una nina), dandole
rnando en las galeras de Italia. La madre si fue
sabedora del suceso. Coronamiento natural de el
fue que naciese al siguiente ano un vastago, el



primero de los bastardos reales, al que se 11amo
don Fernando Francisco de Austria, y que fallecio
prematuramente. (2j5)

Fernando Francisco, then, was torn in 1626, and, as we have

seen, just a year later his mother was immured in Las Huelgas,

although the Cartas de los Jesuitas seem to indicate that she was

in Italy in I63& (was she set free or exiled?). The encloistering

of royal mistresses and bastards seems to have been normal procedure

of the period, but there was probably an additional reason for La

Charela's sudden and obviously unexpected immurement.

Perhaps the most famous of Philip's mistresses was "La Calderona

Tirso's "dama de teatros / que es mas que todas las dichas" seems to

be La Galderona herself. It is well known that Philip's passion for

her was more than a superficial and passing attraction. When this

affair with La Calderona started has not been exactly determined,

but, as Amez.ua has pointed out, La Calderona*s son, the second Don

Juan de Austria, was born on 7th April, 1629, and must thus have
25

been conceived in July, 1628. Deleito has stated, however, that
26 *

Don Juan was born two years after the beginning of the affair,

which can thus be put back -by' a further year. Now, Amezua has

pointed out that La Calderona worked in the company of Andres de la

Vega along with the latter'3 wife, Amarilis, during the period

1627-1629. In 1626, Vega's company performed before the King and

Queen in Aranjuez. Amarilis was there and Amezua thinks La Calderona

may possibly have been there too. In November of the following year,

1627, Amarilis acted in a performance of Las paredes oyen by her

husband's company before the King. La Calderona probably took part

in this performance. The company returned to Aranjuez in 1628 at

the command of the Infante D. Carlos. Amezua points out that Amarili

and La Calderona must have worked in the corrales in Madrid during



the summer of 1628. Andres de la Vega's company played in Valencia

from 24th September to 29th December of that same year. La Calderona

went to Valencia, but seems to have returned soon afterwards to

Madrid because of her pregnancy, which she revealed to the Duke of

Medina de las Torres, who, according to Amezua, "liizo volver a la

comica a Madrid, aposentandola en las caeas de un tal Ferroche, sitae

en la calle do Leganitcs",

In the light of the preceding information it seems reasonable to

suppose that the immurement of La Charela w<-ks due to Philip's

incipient passion for La Calderona. It is one of those grotesque and

ironical twists of fate that the natural daughter of the first Don

Juan de Austria should have played a part, albeit an incidental one,

in clearing the stage for Philip's new affair, which was to lead to

the birth of the second Juan de Austria. To complete the ironical

circle, Amezua quotes the following entry from page 644 of the

Genealogia, origen y noticias de los comediantes de Espana (B.N.M.

V'<- 1 •

Calderon. Lsta fue (sin auerse podido averiguar
el nombre con quien caso) la tiadre del Dehor don
Juan de Austria, y luego que pario la puso en un
conbento de un lugar de la Alcarria el Fey Phelipe
4o, en donde ir.urio Abadesa, y al tiempo que estaba
prehada estubo representando en Valencia.

If the above identifications are accurate, the gracioso's speech

quoted earlier is an obvious reference to events during the years

1627-1628.

Before passing on to my next main point, I should like to mention,

en passant, two curious details which arise frcra the preceding para¬

graphs. The first is Deleito's statement concerning the father of

La Charola: "para facilitar aquella relacion ac alejo de la corte
0 in

al padre de la joven ..., dandole mando en las galeras de Italia".'-



l.'hat is obvious here is the bestowal of an honour which simultan¬

eously paves the way for subsequent dishonour. The case of

Peribanez immediately comes to mind, but such equivocal honours are

granted in the plays v/hich I have been discussing, e.g., those given

to Eusto in La Estrella and to Lope in Amar por arte mayor. Perhaps

even more repulsive is the character of the Harquesa de la Charela

who, as Maranon makes clear, sought to exploit her daughter's dis¬

honour in order to obtain further honours for her husband. The

second detail is an even more curious one, and provides an example

of the coincidence of art and the popular imagination (although

there may be more to it than this). The situation in Amar nor arte

mayor in which the King and Princess are deceived is not only

ingeniously contrived, but also a very suggestive one. Lope and

Elvira continue to love each other, but.pretend to love Blanca and

Crdoho respectively. How, rumour has it that the first lover of La

Calderona was Olivares'son-in-law, the Duque de Medina de las Torres,

who, afraid of losing the King's favour, surrendered La Calderona

to Philip. Amezua gives Mine. D'Aulnoy's version of the story:

Un dxa Felipe IV - siguo rclatando la fantastica
Condesa - sorprende juntos a los dos amantes, y
en el arrebato de su coler^, saca un punal para
matar a su rival; pero entonces ella se interpone
y se ofrece como victims propiciatoria y salva al
Luque. LI Key destierra a este; pero los dos
ainantes continuan comunicandose por cartas.
Lntonces el Monarca obliga a la Calderona a que se
encierre on un raonasteric, corno era costumbre con
las favoritas regias cuando dejaban de serlo,
recibiendo el velo de religiosa de manos del Nuncio
de Espana.

Deleito y Plnuela agrees that this may be all pure gossip. Maranon

dismisses the story out of hand as a complete fabrication:

Todo es, sin duda, invencion. Baste consiuerar quo
la aventura de la Calderona ocurrio en 1627, pocos
meses despues de rnorir la hija de Don Caspar, la
dulce Maria, dejando a su viudo, el Duque, sumiao
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en un deoccnsuelo no may largo, pero no tan corto
que haga voroslnil la sospecha do su enredo con la
cornica; y a su padre el Conda-Duque,apartado para
siempro do toda liviandad. (p.33^. (28)

Finally, wo may consider briefly Dona Dlanca de los Kios'
two main arguments for assigning the play to 1Cj>0 or later. Dhe

claims that Tirso satirises Lope in this play because in 1630 Tirso

kabia recibido de Lope dos grandes ofeneas: el
indisculpablo deaden con que le trata en K1 laurel
de Apolo y la carta en qua conenta perfidamente
,-.1 Chiton de las tnmbillaa. sangrienta satira de
quevedo contra Tellez. Lata evident; hostilidad entre
Lope y Tirso explica la lluvia de satiras que Tirso
disparo desde esta comedia contra las perfidias y
agresionea del Fcnlx, siempre aquejado de celos esteticoc
contra Fray Gabriel. (29)

How, in the first place, it is hard to see how Tirso could know what

the contents of Lope's letter to Desa were. Secondly, a3 His3 Kennedy

has pointed out, relations between Tirso and Lope were strained as

early as 1623."^ Thirdly, Da. Blanca gives no examples of anti-

Lopeon. satire in the play and such satire, in fact, seems non¬

existent.

Secondly, Da. blanca*** takes Dlanca's complaint:

Triste cosa es que hayan dado
liis corona.'3 sobernas
en desterrar ous heraanas

por sola rason de estado
l.ii. p.11?0a.

as an "ovidonto alusioa al casamienfco de la infanta Dona Maria,

henaana de Felipe IV, con ol rcy de iiungrla" (p.11oi+). As Da.

Blanca points out, the Hungarian ambassador arrived in Madrid cn 3rd

October, 1629, and the new queen left at the beginning of 1630. On

the other hand, the marriage contract was signed in September, 16-28,
and the marriage was effected by proxy on 25th April, 1629« The

51
ambassador arrived with presents in October, 1629. Thus any public

protest could have been made as early as the latter part of 1628. but



there is little evidence that public feeling against this marriage

was great.

We may recall, however, that there was violent opposition to

the earlier attempt to marry the same Princess to the Prince of Wales

in 1o23» ouch a marriage would have been regarded as a real desticrro

because of the difference of religion, whereas the King of Hungary

was Catholic and belonged to the House of Austria. It is possible,

then, that the passage refers to the negotiations of 1623« (If

this play was a particular or intended for performance at court, this

•hypothesis would be considerably strengthened.) One other detail

would seen to indicate that the reference i^ to the earlier courtship

of 1o23. Ha. Blanca, taking I63O as the teijrninus a quo for the date
of composition, supposed, from the mention of Cviedo and Leon, that

Tirso had visited those places at some time during the period 25th

July, 1630 to l8th November, 1631. This, of course, is quite possible

but there is another detail which merits consideration. In I.iv,

Bermudo advises Lope to flee:

Gijon es fin do la tierra
de Luropa, y de Inglaterra
huele el puerto y besa el mar
una nave de Plemua

aguarda, las vergas altas;
si su plaza de armas saltas,
y calles de golfos rua;
trocando espanolas cortes,
sus soplones dosnentimos;
y si aqui prxneipes fuimos,
seremos alia milortes.

I.iv. p.1171a.

Now, Tirso's love of the exotic is obvious. (In Lsto si que es

ncgoclar. e.g., we are introduced' to a Scottish Duchess). But this

reference to Lngland would seem gratuitous, especially as Lope and

Bcrmudo are in prison at the beginning of Act II. It seems probable,

then, that there is an allusion to the events of 1623 in the play.



There are two possibilities here. The earlier speech of Bermudo

may have been inserted into the play during a revision in 1627-1629*

That is, the play may have been written c.l623 and revised some

five years later. There is a reference to the secret preparations

made for Blanca's marriage to the bake:

[SANCHA:] y en Leon nos alegramos
de que a pesar del secreto
que amor hasta aqui ha tenido
(si es posible que en el le haya)
viene el duque de Vizcaya.

I.ii. p.1169b.

This may be an allusion to the secrecy which attended the Prince

of V,ales'. visit to Madrid to court Maria. Alternatively, the play-

may have been written after the failure of the negotiations in 1623.

a small point seems to support this. Blanca, we note, does not marry

the Duque de Vizcaya, who is too busy fighting the French, but King

Dancho of Navarre. (This may be an allusjion to her marriage to the
King of Hungary.) ^nd, as I have suggestbd, there seem to be echoes

°^" La Pstrella (l62A?) in this play.

To end, I shall sum up a few of the points made above. Internal

evidence seems to suggest that the play was perhaps written (or

revised) not later than 1630, and possibly some time during the

period 1627-1629. If it was intended to be performed at court and

the allusions are to the Infanta, the play must have been written

and staged before her departure from Madrid early in 163O. But the

next point raises difficulties. The play seems to be an attack on

Philip IV, or, at least, could have been so interpreted at the time.

(Is the opening scene in which the King is shown hunting an indirect

reference to Philip, whose skill with the gun was notorious?) By

virtue of its theme, it seems to belong to a group of plays, almost

all apparently written between 1623 and 1631, which are bound together



oral plays and ordered

by the theme of the abuse of royal power for the satisfaction of
'

I
passion. From this, two points arise. In 11625, Tirso was censured

by the Junta de Reformacion for writing immc

to be exiled. The real motive behind the decree of the Junta,

Glivares*brainchild, has been a matter for conjecture. The theory

that Tirso came into conflict with the authorities because of his

outspoken political criticism seems to find support in this analysis

of Amar por arte mayor, which indicates that the events of 1625 had

not muzzled Tirso. (If the play was written before 1625, it would,

of course, contribute towards these events.) In the second place,

the sequence of events during the years 1620 to 1625 appears to

offer an intriguing pattern. Miss Kennedy has recently shown that

Lope's friendship for firso began in late 1621 and lasted for only

about two years. In 1625, Tirso's complaints against Lope's attitude

begin to appear, as, e.g., in Antona Garcia. Tirso's embarrassing

defence of Lope in La fingida Arcadia (1622) must have hastened their

estrangement. At this time Lope was courting Olivares and resentful

of the fact that the Conde-Duque favoured Velez de Guevara. In 1525,

the surprise visit of the Prince of Wales caused a great stir in opsin.

The fiestas in his honour, Anibal argues, found an echo in La Dstrella

de Levilla. written in late 1o23, or, as I have suggested, early 1624*

In 1625 v/e meet the edict of the Junta de Reformacion. Now, Leavitt

lias suggested that some of the scenes in La Lstrella may have been

influenced by some of Tirso's plays. Miss Kennedy has also pointed

out other details which la Lstrella and some of Tirso's plays have
32in common. Lope's wooing of Olivares would add further weight to

the evidence against lis being the author of La Estrella. Velez's

favour with the Conde-Duque would seem to weigh against Anibal'3

suggestion that he may have had a hand in its composition. Tirso,
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around this time, was attacking Lope, Velez and the Conde-Duque.

Anar por arte mayor bears, as we have seen, a thematic similarity

to la hstrella. and other probable echoes of the latter in Tirso's

comedy have also been mentioned. Tirso's play furthermore seems to

contain additional criticism of l-hilip. Could Tireo have had a hand

in the writing or planning of La dstrella? And could this have any

connexion with the Junta da Kaformacion's edict in 1625?

This is a question which I cannot pursue here. To end, I can

only repeat that, in the two plays examined in this section, Tirso's

disapproval of the high-handed attitudes and actions of the upper

nobility and evon the King is clearly indicated. This point leads

cn to the last two plays I shall examine in this thesis.



SECTION SIX

THUGTURING OF SOCIETY,
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

MART-HERNANDEZ LA GALLEGA



With the two plays in this section, Hari-Hernandez la gallega

and hntona Garcia, we come full circle back to the mu.jer varonll«

There are, however, some significant differences between the treat¬

ment of this figure here and that in the plays examined in the first

section of this thesis. The stress here is rather on the masculinity

of the protagonists (which, however, does not detract from their

basic femininity - if the paradox is not too violent) than on male

disguise, although disguise does play some part in Mari-Keraandez

la galloga. More important, however, is the conspicuous social element

in these two plays. They thus contain a fusion of the principal

elements of the plays analysed in the two parts of this thesis. In

other v/ords, to the element of the disfrazada de hombre and its

accompanying theme of personal relationships is united is v..L LsaL the

theme of intcr-class relationships.
1

The story of Mari-Hernandez is simple enough. Don Alvaro is

forced to flee from Portugal for political reasons. Moved by jealousy,

he falls in love with the peasant-girl, Maria, on the rebound, so to

speak, and woos her in an idyllic Galician pastoral valley. When

Dona Beatriz, his first love, reappears with adequate explanations

(v/hich are really unnecessary), he abandons Maria, who, offended,

swears revenge. Bhe succeeds in persuading the King to force Alvaro

to marry her and not Beatriz.

This story, simple though it is, contains a number of interesting

features. The marriage between Alvaro and Maria is an inter-class

union, the partners coming from virtually opposite ends of the social

scale: he is a count, she a pea.sant-girl.

Secondly, the marriage raises an elementary question of justice.

It may be argued with some justification that Beatriz, whose claims are

just as strong as Maria's - perhaps even more so, since Alvaro loved
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her first and she is his social equal is unfairly treated. But

it is clear that, on the other hand, the marriage ensures justice

for Maria. As I shall argue, this marriage is important for Tirso's

basic thesis.

Alvaro must marry Marin, not only because the King orders him

to do so, but because his treatment of Maria was irresponsible (as

was his treatment of Beatriz). It is this theme of personal and

social responsibility which underlies the play. A lack of a sense

of responsibility among the members of one class towards those of

another produces social disharmony, which it is the aim of the action

of the play to resolve.

But social harmony is clearly only one aspect of an overall,

larger context of disharmony in which the action of the play is

situated. This is, on the international level, the state of hostility
2

between Castile and Portugal. Curiously enough, in this opposition

between Castile and Portugal, Portugal is presented in an unfavourable

light. It is Castile and the Castiiians, the Peyes Catolicos and

the Conde de Monterrey who are the repositories of justice, legal and

social, and true nobility. Persecuted Portuguese nobles seek refuge

in Castile:

[ALVAP9Q • Dos hermanos y tres hijos
van a Castilla a ampararse
de Fernando e Isabel.

I.x. p.6Qa.

Alvaro and Beatriz, too, flee to Galicia. And in Il.iii-vii, the

generosity, nobility, courtesy, and affability of the Condc de

Monterrey are emphasised. Consider, for example, the comments of the

peasants:

[MARlA:] IQue apaciblej
C-APClA: »Que Hanoi
MAPIA: lis conde.
GARCIA: hs Acebedo.
DOMINGA: Bs castellano.

II.iv. p.83a.



The international disharmony of the Castilian-Portuguese

opposition is reflected in the national, internal conflict in

Portugal between the King and the nobles. John II's policy of

ci-ushing the power of the nobles is, of course, a historical fact,

^o the bloody events narrated by Alvaro in I.i have some justification

in history. But there are gruesome details in Alvaro's speech (also

historically true) which suggest wilful, gratuitous, and vindictive

cruelty on the part of the King. Compare, for example, this detail:

[ALVAKO:] A1 Conde de Montemor,
su herraano, y gran condestable
de Portugal, aunque ausente,
ha mandado el hey sacarle
su estatua, y en la villa
y plaza mayor de Abrantes
la espada y banda le quita
cuadrada, que es degradarle
de condestable y marques,
y luego degollar hace
el simulacro funesto,
saliendo (irigor notable!)
sangro fingida del cuello
de la inanimada imagen.

I.i. p.66a.

Obviously the King is not merely excessively severe. However, what

make his actions more culpable are his lack of judgment, his willing¬

ness to listen to traitors, and his readiness to act on the information

they give him.

These are, of course, evil advisers, which lifts a little of

the blame from the King's shoulders. He, as Alvaro says:

dando a traidores orejas
que persiguiendo leales,
quicren de bajoj principios
subir a cargos gigantes,
ha cortado la cabeza
a don Fernando Alencastre

• • • •

I.i. p.65a.

At the head of this band of traitors to the state, who, devoid of

civic responsibility, seek only their own advancement, is Don Hgas,
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the evil genius of the play. He remains in the background for cost

of the time, but he is not any less culpable. Since he, in a sense,

is the person who is ultimately responsible for the disharmony of the

play, it is he who is punished by death towards the end. His presence

is convenient for two main reasons: he, rather than the King, is ,

overtly punished; and since he is the one who wrongly advised the

King, the latter can be presented in a more favourable light towards

the end.

The presence of these traitors symbolised by Don Kgas, does not,

however, absolve the King of all blame. The picture Alvaro paints

of him in I.i is none too flattering (although we must bear in mind

that Alvaro is an interested party and also that he himself is not

a model of responsibility). The King is precipitate in his actions,

and his judgment is blinded by his passions: he is all too ready to

jump to conclusions:

[ALVARO:J Verosimiles indicios
no admiten en pechos reales,
cuando la pasion lo& ciega,
argumentos aisculpables.

I.i. p.65b.

(It is this tendency in the King to be convinced by a superficially

plausible case which allows him to be taken in by Maria's lie in

Ill.ii - and so execute justice). All this implies that the King's

attitude towards the nobles, his subjects, is unfair and unjust.

A specific example of this injustice is his treatment of

Alvaro, The latter, being a noble, is also threatened by the King's

wrath:

lALVAH0:3 Yo que, ccmo primo suyo,
soy tambien participants,
si no en la culpa, en la pena,
para que tambien alcance,
estoy dado por traidcr

• •••••

I.i. p.66a



But there is more to his persecution of Alvaro.

The King is Alvaro's rival for Beatriz's affection. What makes

his persecution of Alvaro more than an abuse of royal power is the

fact th.it he is already married. Beatriz does not accept the King's

courtship:

Norona soy, si el es rey;
esposa tiene a quien ame,
y ilegxtimos empleos
no han de ofender mi linaje.

I.i. p.67b.

In I.iii, the King makes a surprise visit to Beatriz at night -

to inform her that he intends to marry her to Bgas. He seems to

have realised his folly:

CRiiYsJ constante habeis resistido
mi poder y voiuntad,
porque mienta la experiencia
que afirma no hay resistencia
contra un gusto majestad;
y yo tambien, vuelto en rnx,
cuerdo he juzgado a verguenza
que una mujer reyes venza,
y un rey no se venza a si.

I.iii. p.68b.

At the same time, it is clear that the King has not ceased to love

Beatriz. One is led to suspect that his attempt to marry her to his

privado. Ggas, is simply a convenient way of making her his mistress,

apart from preventing her from marrying Alvaro, which he could not

allow from the point of view of honour. Alvaro manages to escape

to Gahcia, but she is imprisoned on the King's orders.

It is this interference by the King in the relationship between

Beatriz and Alvaro which leads to the latter's flight to C-alicia

and his wooing of Mari-Hemandez. Galicia is presented as a haven,

where innocence and simplicity dwell:

ALVARO: Calde/ra, esta es
No vive en estas s

lalicia.
ierras la malicia

de envidias y traicicnes,



de lisonjas, engailos y arabiciones.
Los que en mi busca vienen,
aqul jurisdiccion ni ayuda tienen.

I.vii. p.7

Here dwells, too, the pastoral shepherdess, Maria, whose beauty

Alvaro finds so striking. The pastoral context is emphasised:

ALVARO: Bien haya aquesta aspereza,
que os puede ver cada dia,
este urroyo y fuente fria,
cristal de vuestra belleza.
Las aves que os lisonjean,
el prado que os rinde flores,
el pastor que os dice aaores,
lt\s almas que en vos se emplean,
el gusto que en vos se hechiza,
la libertad presa en vos,
y yo que os ho visto ...

I.x. p.77b.

The pastoral aspect of Maria is also evident from the start, '••.hen

she first appears (I.ix), she is culling flowers with her companion,

Dominga, for her birthday party. Her concern for her beauty reveals

the coquette, but also has Neo-1latonic overtones:

MARlA: iHay mas aborrecible cosa
que una vieja que fue hermosa,
la cara llena de pliegues
y aojanao con la vista?
Doninga, morir me agrada
raoza, y de todos llorada,
mejor que vieja y malquista.

I.ix. p.75a.

It is this rustic beauty whom Alvaro regards as an antidote for his

love for Beatriz, a love which he mistakenly thinks no longer exists

[ALVARO:3 Beatriz, si de mis desvelos
fuiste causa y te has mudado,
ya en estas sierras he hallado
contrayerba de tus celos.

I.x. p.79a.

Maria, too, falls in love with Alvaro at first sight. But she

is not entirely sure of his love for her. In an intensely lyrical

scene, she voices her fears:

[MARlA:3 Dejareis en vuesa ticrra
la memoria y volunta;



traireis las cobras aca

para qua a mi me hagan guerra.
Pues tambien los de la sierra
son personas, lisonjero.

■>'v II.xi. p.88b.

These words are, of course, a part of Maria's coquetry: she wants

Alvaro to affirm his love and thus reassure her. But they are,

ironically, much nearer the truth than she thinks. She is afraid

he will abandon her:

MARiA: Ni en mi el dudar
que quien se olvida y ausenta,
haciendo de su amor venta,
querra comer y picar.

Il.xii. pp.88b-89a.

Alvaro reassures her:

Tu sola eres mi querida.
Il.xii. p.89a.

lie even goes further:

MARlA; ,Fues jurad, si sentis eso,
sobre esta cruz.

ALVARO: Juro y beso.
Il.xii. p.89a.

It is precisely at this point that, ironically, Beatriz enters. The

bitter puns and sarcasm of her words reveal her anger and jealousy:

BEATRIZ: Marquesa soy,
que a marcar agravios vengo,
en vez de marcos de amor.

Quien tan bien penas divierte,
y con tanta prevencion
a enfermedades de ausencia
tan presto antidoto hallo,
no morira malogrado.
IQue cortesano que soisl
Besamanos dais Cumplidos;
que hasta aqui pensaba yo
que se daban de palabra,
mas puestos por obra no;
si no es que le dais el pulso
vos enfermo, ella dotor.
IBien pagais obligaciones
de quien desprecia por vos
creditos que, ya fallidos,
pone el vulgo en opinionI

Il.xiii. p.89b.
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explanations follow in Il.xvi, and Alvaro apologises:

disculpen esa mudanza
celos, ocasion y ausencia.

Il.xvi. p.92a.

With this reconciliation, Maria's earlier fears are realised.

Alvaro, in an off-hand way,tells Maria that their romance is over,

and, adding insult to injury, gives her a ring as a souvenir:

ALVARO: De la voluntad que os debo,
y es imposible pagaros,
servira de desempeno,
serrana, aquesta sortija.

KARlA: hi es senal de matrimeno,
y conmigo heis de casaros,
espetadmela en el dedo.

ALVARO: Yo, Maria, soy el conde
de Bilveira, y es mi dueno
Beatriz, marquesa de Chaves.

KARlA: Fues echalda con mal huego.
ALVARO: Adios, graciosa serrana.

II.xviii. pp.92b-93a.

Co Alvaro's wooing and promises were little more than irresponsible

trifling with Maria's affections. His moral irresponsibility is

clearly linked to social arrogance. For Alvaro, Maria is not a

"persona" (compare her words in II.xi: "Fues tambien los de la sierra /

son personas, lisonjero"), but a mere instrument of pleasure and

amusement, to be taken up or cast away at will, Maria is furious at

such treatment and determines to seek vengeance.

First, by means of a lie (technically), she gets the King to

premise to compel Alvaro to marry her. This suits the King perfectly.

Anything is acceptable, so long as Alvaro and Beatriz do not marry:

RHY: No goce el a la Marquesa
y pideme a Portugal.

III.ii. p.96a.

Dominga has scruples of conscience over Maria's lie, but Maria basing

herself (unconsciously perhaps) on Biblical and religious arguments,

defends her actions. The Biblical overtones of this passage are

obvious:



DGMINGA: £No es pecado levantar
testimonies y mentiras
a don Alvaro?

MARlA: JYo en que?
DOMINGA: in que al Rey Don Juan le digas

que te gozo.
MARlA; La mujer

que de un hombre fue querida,
ya es gozada en el deseo,
y la afrenta si la olvida.

Ill.vii. p.98a-b.

Now, this is a witty justification on Maria's part. As such,

it is comic. But it is simultaneously a very serious point: the

Biblical overtones not only ensure the comic effect, but also

underline how serious Maria is* Her attitude, one nay object, is

much too serious, when one considers that Alvaro was merely flirting

with her. But that is precisely the point. Alvaro's casual attitude.

which is fully within the literary conventions of the time, is morally

wrong.^ That is why there is a criticism in the play both of this

literary, conventional attitude and Alvaro's behaviour.

But before I discuss that more fully, I must refer to Maria's

second step in securing her vengeance. This is concerned with the

social problem of class. Alvaro has treated Maria badly because

she is only a peasant-girl, and, as such, hardly a person to be taken

seriously. The undermining of the attitude of those nobles who

pride themselves on their blue blood and look down on the lower

classes is effected humorously.

To be sure, the King in Ill.ii promises to make Maria a

Marchioness (i.e., make her the equal of Beatriz):

MARlA: Ms caballero, y dira
que no soy yo caballera.

RJSY: Aunque mi sangre tuviera,
el Rey calidades da.
'Noble y Marquesa os hare,
antes de ir a Portugal.

Ill.ii. p.95b.



This is what happens at the end of the play, of course. But Tirso

has a point to prove before that.

As so often in Tirso, the point is proved with rigorous logic

in a comic scene.^ In III.v, Maria, dressed an a man, presents herself

before the Conde de Monterrey, claiming to be a blood relation. Juan

Garcia de i.orrazos' father was cook to the Count's father. Therefore

they ate the same food. Bo, Maria continues:

Das comidas inon se faz
o sangue con que se crian
os corpos?

AQuien duda deso?
Pois si a cOmer ambos vinan
dia e noite d'hum manjar,
craro esta que ambos dois tinan
hum sangue mismo em dois corpos, '
sendo ansi, bem se averigua
que descemdemos d'hum sangue
eu, e vossa senoria,
e que sendo seu parente
me ha de facer cortesia.
No puedo negar el deudo;
que es la prueba peregrina
bastante a ejecutoriarse
en cualquier chancilleria.

III.v. p.97a-b.

Alvaro is immensely tickled:

ALVARO: Que, ocasionando la risa,
viene un cocinero a ser

el mas noble de Castilla.'
III.v. p.97b.

But the point has been made.

Morrazos, having proved his nobility, is now content to enjoy

the rights accruing to him:

MARlA: Os pes
rne dai, nom porque vos sirva
(que non sirven os Morrazos),
mas porque desde hoje viva
a vossa custa em descanso.

III.v. p.97b.

On the comic level of the thesis of the play, this parasitic attitude

MARlA:

CONDM:
MARlA:

CONDE:

has not a little in common with that of nobles such as Alvaro who



consider that their status confers nobility on them which exonerates

them from responsibility. But on the level of the plot, Maria is

thus enabled to live in the Count's palace, where she can thwart

Alvaro's plans.

This she does easily in III.xv. Alvaro has just promised to

marry Bcatriz and is explaining that she has no grounds for fear or

jealousy of Maria:

[ALVARO:J iComo os puede a vos dar celos
una pastora grosera,
ignorante en facultades
de amor, que estima agudezas?
iQue hermosura ha de tener
una tosca montanesa,
que adornan sayales pobros,
y soles y aires afeitan?
4Tan mal gusto tengo yo,
que permita competencies
de una villana, vos noble?
4De una simple, vos discreta?

III.xv. p.TCi+a.

Maria's challenge underlines Alvaro's unwoithy behaviour:

[MARlA:3 Vos si que el villano sois,
pues que por no pagar deudas
de quien de esposa os dio mano,
poneis en su honor la lengua.

III.xv. p.10Aa. '

Boatriz withdraws, offended. In the duel scene (Ill.xix), Maria,

on seeing Alvaro threatened, attacks his attackers and wounds Lgas

mortally.

There are two important points to be noted here. Alvaro now

ov/es his life to Maria's noble action. Secondly, there is the obvious

justice of Lgas' death at Maria's hands. The implications of the

noble peasant-woman killing the ignoble nobleman are not to be missed.

Maria, morally noble, is elevated to the ranks of the nobility by the

King.

The movement towards reconciliation, set in motion from the

beginning of the play, is now completed. Lgas' confession of his crim
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and sins and his death lead to reconciliation. On the international

level, Castile and Portugal are now at peace: war is brought to a

halt by the exercise of generosity. Cn the civil level, Kgas*

death implies the end of the persecution of the nobles and their

reconciliation with the King. The marriage of Maria to Alvaro is

symbolic of moral and social harmony.

I should now like to take up the point made earlier that

Alvaro's behaviour can be seen in terms of a literary convention and

that both arc criticised in the play. The overall theme of the play

is that of responsibility in social and personal relationships. This

is connected with various aspects of the play's structure.

I have already mentioned the lyricism of Il.xi-xii, but it

actually begins in II.x. I cannot here undertake a close analysis of

the style of this section. A few brief remarks must suffice. The

verse-forms are the romance and, later, the redondilla. There is a

slightly archaic flavour to the ballad which opens this cuadro:

DOMINGA: Mai segura zagaleja,
la de los lindos ojuelos,
grave honor de los azules,
dulce afrenta de los negros.
ic.ue tienes de ayer aca,
quo a lo(s) que colijo dellos, '
desveladas inquietudes
les tiranizan el sueno?

II.x. p.86a.

The setting is, appropriately, the woods. But note how the words

are chosen for effect: "mal segura", the archaising "mal" rather

than "no" or "poco", and the litotes, produced by the negating of

the positive "segura". The diminutives "zagaleja" (instead of "zagala")

and "ojuelos". This romance.'as Da. Blanca points out in her introduction,

and as I have mentioned in note 1, is "culto" and not traditional.

Tirso's decision to use it to open this scene was certainly an

aclcrto. The wistful, bitter-sweet flavour pervades the scene:



sweet because there is love; bitter because there is deceit. But

perhaps what contributes most to the lyrical effect is the rhythm of

these lines and their soft, feminine cadences. That is why the

irruption of Beatriz into this idyllic scene is so violent and brutal.

The octosyllables are preserved, but how jarring is the sudden switch

from redondillas to Beatriz's romances with "their masculine endings

and harsh assonance in "o", their bitter punning and sarcasmJ This

is not to say that this bx-utal irruption is not foreshadowed. It is

in the wistful air pervading the love-scene and in the flashes of

burlesque in the midst of the most intense lyricism. Consider the

effect in these lines:

[DOMINGA:] Aojado te han, mi serrana:
mucho lloras; mal te han hecho.
IPregue a Dios quo no te opilen
pensarnientos indigestosl

II.x. p.86a-b.

The last two lines effectively prevent sentiment from degenerating

into sentimentality. A similar effect is produced with Dominga's

words:

illasete antojado algo?
Que diz que en aquestos tiempo3
hay doncellas con antojos.
iilas coraido barro o yoso?

II.x. p.86b.

The pastoral setting and mood coincide. But it is important

to remember that this is literary and artificial. The style is culto.

This: istquite evident in Alvaro's opening speech in II.xi p.88a.

Bccondly, this idyllic episode is an interlude, clearly framed by the

tone and the incidents of the enclosing scenes. The change in tone

with Beatriz's entrance is no less definite than the change in tone

from the romances with assonance in "i - a" in II.ix to the softer

assonance in "e-o" in II.x. But the whole episode which starts with
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II.x and ends with the reconciliation of Alvaro and Beatriz form a

larger unit which is framed by the Conde'c departure to see the bear

(Il.vii) and his return"(II.xvii)•

In the interval between these two points in the action, Alvaro

has moved, I suggest, from play-acting (his wooing of Maria) to real-

life actions (his reconciliation with Beatriz). Maria was only a

dream-like episode in his life. When he awakes, he is re-integrated

into life and society, and bids his dream farewell: "Adios,

gracioca serrana" (Il.xviii. p.93)»

My interpretation of this episode as a pseudo-dream and a literary

device seems to be supported by an earlier scene in the play where the

hint is more explicit. Cur first view of Maria is as a pastoral

shepherdess, as I have already remarked. Eut this is unreal. Real

shepherds and mountain-dwellers have appeared earlier in I.v-vi.

Their preoccupations are not with death and beauty, as are Maria's,

but with more worldly things:

OTERO: No hay son matar y corner.
I.v. p.?Cb.

They are concerned with hunting animals - and Jews. Their love

for the beautiful Maria is neither Tlatonic nor courtly:

■ OTERO: Par Dios, que cuando la veo
de manera me emberrincho,
que como rocin relincho.

CARRAbCO: SMas arre alia!
MARTIN: Yo baboo

siempire que la llego a habrar.
I.vi. p. ?2b. ■ i, .

This bit of pastoral realism has, of course, burlesque overtones. Its

factual realism is anti-pastoral. But these serranos are also clearly

burlesque knights-errant. Benito, "Yo que so / gala desta serrania"

(I .vi. p.72b), will not allow Otero to aspire to Maria's hand any more

then the King will tolerate Alvaro as a rival in Ic e. Bo the two



shepherds decide to have a duel. But, uncourtly as they are, instead

of arming themselves to do battle, they undress to have a tussle.

The winner's reward is not to be a love-token,, but a goat.

Maria's initial appearance in I.ix, therefore, is, in part,

unreal. And this is so, I suggest, because, from one point of view,

she can be regarded as a literary creation of Alvaro's dream. Note

that Alvaro has just arrived in Galicia, to him a refuge, a place of

safety, and falls asleep in I.viii. He is assimilated into the rustic

setting when he dons, along with Caldeira, the garb of the shepherds.

But this assimilation is only partial. As is the case with all pasture

shepherds, his courtly dress can be discerned beneath his rustic clothes

[MARIA:] Desde la cintura arriba
es pastor, y lo que queda
esta vestido de seda.

1.x. p.75b.

i'he symbolic significance of this is clear enough. What one must

remember is that this dress is only a temporary disguise, which is

abandoned when Beatriz re-appears.

But, to return to the scene under discussion, soon flashes of

burlesque appear. There is an inter-play between dream and reality

as Maria the shepherdess is transformed suddenly into Maria, the

mujer varonil, a real-life serrana who is not averse to killing Jews

for the good of her soul and the Church (the thematic link with the

earlier scene with the shepherh is obvious):

[MARIA:] Mate sera algun judio
de los que andan a prender
porque no quieren comer
tocino, ique desvarioi
Yo quiero dar hoy venganzas
a la igreja y sus denuestos;
que quien raata alguno destos
diz que gana perdonanzas.
beta media lancha tomo.

I.x. p.75b.
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Like Maria Harmiento, in Antona Garcia, she is about to hurl this
r

boulder on to Alvaro, "y a nuestro jodio ahorro / de dotor, cura y

entierro" (I.x p.75H)» but is smitten by a sudden love for him. Don

Alvaro awakes, and, as if in a dream, begins to court Maria. His

dream ends, as we have seen, with his reconciliation with Beatrix.

The fact that some of the crucial scenes in the play are thus

framed-in appears significant. They can be said to represent one

view of life (idealistic and literary) which contrasts with the view of

life present in the framing-scenes (a realistic one). The idealistic,

literary view, the play argues, when transposed into real life pro¬

duces irresponsible actions. The resultant chaos is in no way

different from that which ensues when man attempts to act out his

dreams in real life. Alvaro, in wooing Maria, is playing a game,

acting out a dream. For him, this courtship is a sort of therapeutic

psychiatric treatment: Maria is an instrument, not a person. That he

is insensitive to the consequences of his actions is due to his

particular way of viewing the members of the lower classes.
g

For Maria, however, all this is not a dream. That is why we

get glimpses of the grotesque in the midst of the idealisation of the

country. Maria is transformed from a shepherdess into a mu.jer varonil

and then into a normal peasant-girl who falls in love with the hand¬

some stranger. At the end, it is the varonil aspect of Maria which

is exploited in order to restore harmony and order to a disturbed

world.

It is clear now why Alvaro is made to marry Maria and not

Beatrix. It is vital for the thesis of the play. But Beatriz, too,

contributes to the ending. Her behaviour in Il.xiii is anything but

dignified. Under the stress of jealousy and anger (intensified by



her recent experiences), she loses her self-control. The duel between

her and Maria is an inversion of the motif of the earlier fight between

Otero and Benito. The burlesque of the chivalresque convention is
7

carried a step further; we see two women fighting over a man. what

makes the scene more grotesque is the fact that one of them is actually

a Marchioness. The idea that love is a leveller of ranks is given a

new twist here. The weapons used in this duel are not heroic either:

they are a dagger and a sling. (Is this intended to be an echo of

David fighting Goliath?)

The burlesque of conventions is continued in the sub-plot, which

contains the parallel love-affair between Caldeira and Dominga. In

the true tradition of the gracioso. Caldeira satirises Alvaro's

behaviour by imitation and amplification. The love of Caldeira and

Dominga for each other also provides a cynical comment on the tradition

of pastoral love.

In II.i, Dominga proposes a sound, business-like attitude as

the basis for their marriage s

CDGMINGAsJ ... cinco ducados gano.
Giete da a cada vaquero;
si el os recibe y conoce,
ciete y cinco seran doce.
Juntaremos el dinero;

• •••••

y los diez ahos parados,
podra envidiarnos, casados,
el conde de Monterrey.

II.i. p.SOa-b.

The basis of this marriage is clearly interes. kor does Caldeira seem

unduly worried over Dominga's supposed promiscuity. The financial and

social benefits which would accrue from their marriage would be an

adequate compensation.

In Il.xviii, Caldeira reflects and amplifies Alvaro's treatment

of Maria in his own treatment of Dominga. The cynicism is further
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amplified later:

con la mondonga, rae avisa
el sabado mondongar,
y con Domingo, mudar
cada domingo camisa.

Ill.viii. p.lOGa.

But even here, as in Il.xviii, Caldeira still affirms his deter¬

mination to marry Dominga; in this he shows a shadow of the decency

which Alvaro lacks. Here we have satire by contrast and parody. The

parallelisia between the sub-plot and main plot is systematically
8

maintained, but the point I wish to make is, I think, clear enough.

To sum up, the play can be said to contain a criticism of an

irresponsible attitude towards life. Such irresponsibility is

associated with and illustrated through certain literary conventions,

which are also shown to be false. Literary and social satire, then,

are united in this play, as they are in the next.



CHAPTER TWELVE

ANTCNA GARCIA.

Que vos parais
Iob hijos y yo las hijas.

(Antona Garcia Ill.viii)
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Antona Garcia, a "historical" play, first published in Tirso's
1

Parte cuarta (1635), is episodic in structure. The story itself

deals with incidents in the "Guerra de la Beltraneja". Two factors

give a sense of direction to the incidents. The first is that they

centre around the capture of Toro, The second, and perhaps more

interesting and important, is the progress of the love-affair between

Antona and the Conde de Penamacor. Other formal aspects help to ensure

structural unity. The most obvious is the insertion of one conflict

into a larger one, which in turn is inserted into an even larger one,

forming a structural pattern similar tc the ones already noted in

hard-Hernandez la gallega. Amar por arte mayor, and Don Gil. The

Cactilian-Portuguese conflict is reflected in the more local conflict

between the peasants and nobility of Toro, and this, in turn, is

reflected on the individual level in the conflict, on the one hand,

between Antona and Maria, and, on the other, the much more attenuated

initial tension between Antona and Penamacor which finally resolves

into an implied union, which echoes the larger reconciliation and

forgiveness with which the play ends. Other, smalleyxactors also
contribute towards structural unity. Ouch are the deliberate and

frequent use of parallelisms and contrasts (the behaviour of Antona

ana that of the Conde; that of Antona ana Maria; the resemblances

between Antona and Isabel; and so on), the use of connecting thematic

motifs within the body of the play (e.g., Bartolo's grotesque courting

of C-ila, narrated in I.iii, foreshadows the Conde's flirtation with

Antona in I.vi), and the recurrence of the opening motifs at the end:

Toro is captured; the Reyes Catolicos are on stage with Antona, etc.

But what is perhaps the central feature of the play is the presence of

three mu.jeres varoniles, the most important of them being, as the

title implies, Antona Garcia. It is in the comparison and contrast of
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those women that the central interest of the play lies.

While, as I shall argue, the presence of Isabel and Maria in the

play serves to draw attention to Antona through her being compared and

contrasted with them, the portrayal of Antona herself lias been regarded

as a problem. Miss McClelland, in her sensitive analysis of the

dramatic realism of the nob-scene in the play, has some interesting

remarks to make about the heroine. She draws attention to Antona's •

femininity, her maternal instinct, drawn out by the Ventera, the

strength of her personality, the skilful way in which she can handle

the mob, and, of course, her masculinity: "The disconcerting fact about

Antcna", says Miss McClelland, "is that sometimes she has a man's might
2

and a woman's mind, and sometimes a man's might and a man's mind too."

This constitutes a dramatic weakness, according to Kiss McClelland:

"... the dramatist ... failed in this instance to portray Antona con-

positely." (p.7^)» The specific weaknesses in portrayal are pointed

out: "... instead of showing combined, or even convincingly at variance,

in her peasant nature the masculine qualities of leadership and a

feminine intuitiveness - or possibly a strong maternal instinct - she

is disintegrated; and not all the dramatist's amendments nor all the

spectator's goodwill can put her tidily together." (p.70). Miss

McClelland suggests that the imperfection may be attributed to Tirso's

carelessness, and that there is no unified picture of the heroine: as

a result, she has to be seen in bits and pieces: "... Tirso never

stopped to imagine her as a whole and therefore never supplied all the

clues to her hypothetical completeness. Che is best appreciated in

part - that is, in each of her characteristics separately; and, had she

existed for the "mob" scene alone, she would still have been among, the

most promising of Tirso's creations." (p.73)« As will be realised, this

is a serious criticism of Tirso's dramatic technique. It cannot be



denied that there are contradictory and conflicting sides to Antona'n

character. But these, perhaps, do not necessarily need to be attri¬

buted to a faulty dramatic technique.

Miss Wilson offers a different interpretation of Antona's

character. Antona is "desmesurada. larger than life .... She is

alive, just as Bon Juan is alive; but in both cases it is the

exaggerated, quintessential life of the artistic creation, rather

than a convincing verisimilitude. It is easier to believe in Lauroncia

[of Fuentoovejunaj as a real woman, but Antona is a more compelling v/crl

of art" (p.xxi). As is evident, Miss Wilson concentrates on the

artistry of the portrayal and the exaggeration which is an inherent

part of it, These are, I think, important factors in any just assess¬

ment of Antona,

The clement of artistic exaggeration which Kiss Wilson points to
3

is stressed even more strongly by a. Boons. He sees Tirso as a

mannerist dramatist: "By a process familiar from our knowledge of the

plastic arts of the triumphant period of manierismo he has allowed

his emulation of previous works to stop at an ingenious "disposition,

of materials"; Lope's skilful "inv ntion"-of a theme in ignored. In

Antona Garcia Tirso has recurred to what has been assented to by the

spectators of his age, and dramatic means have become confused with

ends." As a result of this approach, Boons argues, Tirso seems to

create dr. la which one may describe as parasitic: "This adherence to

proven practice rather than to what his prod

allows the.dramatist to create plays out cf

jcessors have venerated

xis own and others'

'stock'." But, adds Boons, "He also needs to convey his impression of

life poetically, if. only to reject other authors' efforts as absurd -

or even to reject as absurd human efforts in general - and for this

reason Tirso floods his play with unserious and parodistic features.
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His own series of "strong" women-characters are travestied in Antona

Garcia; peasants are stage-peasants; a Portuguese will have to be a

stage lortuguesc; a stirring fable of heroism, once the source of local

patriotic pride, v/ill be converted into burlesque by a succession of

facetious situations. Tirso is apparently repudiating previous drama

on serious subjects Boons, I think, is right in calling

attention to the absurdity some aspects of the play and the burlesque

nature of the characters, but, for reasons which I shall make clear,

I think that he perhaps overstates his case, especially in the con¬

clusions he draws, I am not sure that I properly grasp the point

Goons is making, but insofar as his argument implies that Tirso is

more questioning than Lope, it is a suggestive one.V
chat I shall try to do in this analysis is bring together and

develop points which have been made by these critics. I shall suggest

that the apparent inconsistency in Antona's portrayal, noted by Hiss

McClelland, is deliberate, part of the "desmesurada" Antona who is a

ci-eution of Tirso's artistic vision. .The exaggeration, however, is

part idealisation (as Miss Wilson implies) and part burlesque (as

Scons suggests). Again, as Scons seems to imply (if I understand him

correctly), this technique can be related to Tirso's questioning

attitude. But I should also suggest (and here my view differs somewhat

from Goons') that this attitude is not wholly negative. It is not,

it seei..3 tc me, primarily in the "conflict of legalities" (to use

Goons' phrase) that Tirso is interested in this play. He is interested

in Antona. And the appeal is not to legality, justice, or philc-

sophy, but to morality (and, therefore, religion). In other words,

1 shall argue that Antona's grotesque portrayal is an aspect of the

literary satire of the play, and that this is linked to a social

thesis which is, at bottom, the same as is present in Mari-Hernandcn



la gallega and, in general, in the plays examined in the second part

of this thesis.

The exaltation of Antona is central to the play. It is about

her, above all else. There are two basic reasons for this. The first

is historical and extra-literary. The play is probably connected

with the lawsuit conducted by Antona Garcia's descendants, as Miss

Kennedy has pointed out. It was therefore of topical interest. But

the exaltation of a worthy peasant is a theme dear to Tirso's heart,

as we have seen, although it appears frequently enough in other authors.

Thus, as in the case of Sixtus V, history provides poetry with its

material. This is certainly the second reason for the writing of this

play.

Comparison and contrast, i.e., the exploitation of the harmonic

structure, are the fundamental technical features in Tirso's portrayal

of Antona. Parallelisms are established between Antoha, on the one

hand, and Isabel and Maria on the other. Secondly, there are parallel¬

isms between the actions of Antona and those of the Conde do Fenanacor.

These are especially important in view of the implications of the love-

intrigue.

First, I shall discuss the three mu.jeres varoniles who form the

central core of the play. Isabel and Maria are connected directly with

the basic, historical story of the play, while Penamacor, whom I shall

discuss subsequently, is more important for the love-intrigue, and,
*

consequently, although a Portuguese nobleman, is not wholly identified

with the side represented by Maria. Antona is compared and contrasted

'with the two women, and the portrait which thus emerges is all the

more striking. The fact that three mu.jeres varoniles are presented

(Maria indirectly) right at the beginning of this play is itGelf

grotesque. It is an embarrassment of riches, and it is significant.



The grotesque is often a sign of the satirical, and grotesque

details are evident in Antona Garcia. An excellent instance is the

method, invented by the eighth Castilian, of dying eyes black (Ill.iii)
which is a reductlo ad absurdun of a well-established joke, and a

satirical comment on the fashion of the day, which would even defy

nature. There is an obvious connexion between this joke and one of

the central problems in the play, which hinges on the urge to social.

conformity. If we examine the portrayal of Antona Garcia, too, we

can easily see that she is a grotesque creature. Cne way in which

Tirso hints at this is by contrasting Antona with an authentic rnujei-

varonil. Isabel. In Antona, we get, to a certain extent, a dis¬

figuration of Isabel.

The Queen may be regarded as the authentic warlike woman. That

cho is in military garb is made clear from Antona's words: "tan apuecta

y guerreadora" (I.ii. p.h11a). By appearing at the very opening of the

play, she fixes herself in our minds as .the standard by which Antona

and Maria may be measured. Her harangue to the troops opens the play .

and reveals her as warlike, imperious, and not lacking in valour. As

Miss Wilson says, she shows a "spirited resistance even when the out¬

look is black" (p.xvii). It is not her femininity with which we arc

primarily impressed: the Almirante refers to "esa virtud atractiva"

(I.i. p.^C9b) with an awesome admiration. Her military ambitions make

her in a way the rival of Fernando, her husband. Wa see her half hqpin

that Fernando will delay long enough to enable her to have the glory cf

taking Zamora, as Miss Wilson points out:

y si so tarda, gozare la gloria
yo sola desta hazana.

II.iv. p.if27b.

In the same scene, she reveals that she even aspires to the Portuguese

crown: . .
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Antes espero que podre en la silla
suceder portugucsa.

II.iv. p.*+27a.

It in no surprise that the Almirante's admiration finds expression in

the words: "Valor de la Demiramis do hcpahal" (II.iv. p.^27b).

Eut her ardour for v/ar is not all: she is a well-balanced character:

Lxclto es en los trabajos
buscar honestos alivios,
que un pecho real es tan ancho
quo pueden caber en el
aprietos y desenfados.
Gocemos la villanesca.

I.i. p.i+10a.

the is a gracious queen, and her conduct towards her followers and her

subjects reveals this, The is also generous to her defeated enemies,

and issues a general pardon at the end. But the most human side of

her character is revealed in her affection for Antona.

Isabel is, too, an embodiment of decorum. She advises Antona to

renounce hor warlike nature:
«

No hagais de hazanas alarde
porque el mismo inconveniente
hallo en la mujer valiente
que en el marxdo cobarde.

I.ii. p.qi2a.

This is the decorum of the sexes. A woman should be womanly, and bo

subordinate to man (and here we can guess how hard Isabel must strive

to subordinate herself to Fernando):

No os precieis de pelear,
que el honor do la mujer
consists en obedecer,
como en el hombre el mandar,
y vedmo cuando entre en Toro.

■ I.ii. p.^12b.

And not even Isabel is spared Tirso's irony, as the last line reveals.

This irony is underlined: Isabel condemns I aria in her opening speech:

Dona Maria Darmientc
su mujer, vituperanqo
su misrna naturaleza,



on el acero templado
truoca galas mujeriles;
plaza ae armas es su estrado,
sua visitas, centinelas,
y sus doncellas, soldados.

I.i. p.408b.

But Isabel is conscious of what is proper, and in the antepenultimate

scene of the play (Ill.ix), she constrains herself to follow Fernando'

lead, suppressing her own desire to punish the rebels.

Finally, it is important to note the parallel that Tirso

establishes between Isabel and Antona. Miss Wilson has referred to

this: "Isabel advises Antona at her wedding to settle down and become

a submissive housewife; but she does not practise what she preaches,

arid nor can Antona resign herself to domesticity." Both Isabel and

Antona are described as "Semxramis". "This reflection of the Queen

in the local heroine", says Miss Wilson, "is obviously meant as a

measure of the letter's importance" (p.xviii).

The relationship between the two women is reinforced. Antona

and Isabel are both beautiful and warlike. Miss Wilson notes that

Antona "describes the Queen's beauty unashamedly to her face in such

rustic terms of comparison as parsley, wheat, milk, onions and garlic I

(p.xv). This point can be taken further. Just as the Queen is

described in rustic terms, Antcna is praised by the villagers thus:

Mas valeis vos, Antona,
que la corte toda.

I.ii. p.410b.

And the 'parallelism is carried to details. Antona is praised in more

or less culto terms:

OTRO: Oois ojicsmeralda,
sois carirredonda,
y, en fin, sois dc cuerpo
la mas gentilhombra.
as hay quien vos semeje,
reinas ni eehoras,
porqua sois mas linda.

I.ii. pp.410b-411a.
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But in Antona's praise of Isabel, the latter, also, we learn, has

green eyes - "vuesos doc ojos parecen / do3 matao de perejil" (I.ii.

p.if11a») - and she, too, is "cariharta". That this parallel is

deliberate and symbolic is perhaps suggested by the fact that the

Conde refers to Antona's "dulces ojos rsorenos" - which we may safely

regard as a more accurate and factual description. It is obvious,

then, that v/e are invited to compare and contrast Antona and Isabel,

The importance of this will become obvious when I discuss the social

thesis of the play. On a purely literary level, it will be clear that

the grotesque aspect of the heroine's portrayal is stressed in this way*

Dona Maria Surmionto, "vituperando / su misraa naturaleza", con¬

stitutes our second mu.jer vnronil. In hiss Wilson's words, she is the

"hard, vicious villainess he tfirso] needs as a worthy antagonist for

Antona," (p.xvii). Eartolo's judgment only confirms this:

un dimuno de moger,
llamada Dona Maria
Sarmiento, de una ventana
medio tabique arrojo
con que en la cholla la dio
ihazana, pardiez, villanal

II.v. p.^28b.

It will be noted that, just as Antona is referred to in courtly terns

and compared with the Queen, Maria is here likened to a "villana" -

her action was a bane one. She was the only one to have recourse to

the most primitive of weapons, a stone, or, rather, a rock ('which

was more in keeping with her Titanic character - even the peasants

used agricultural implements: "ANo hay palas, bieldos, / trancas,

arados?" asks Antona, (Il.iii. p.«T25a) and her attack was a

treacherous one. This is significant, for Maria, of all the characters,

is the most contemptuous of the peasants: her speech in II.ii expresses

her occrn for the lower classes, whom she regards as inferior in

every respect and whom she is prepared to bring to heel by the use



of force if necessary, if bribes cannot tempt thein. Bhe berates the

Ccncle for loving Antona:

Bclipsa sujhangre< clara
quien como vos se enamora
de una rustics villana.

II.ix. p.'+32b.

I shall discuss this point again later, but it is clear that

Maria is an interesting study in her own right, since she serves as

a contrast to two other variants of the mu.jer varonil type. She,

unlike Isabel, is a one-sided character, driven, as Isabel puts it,

by "la pasion y el interes" (l.i. p.i*08b), and this i3 more a patho¬

logical than an artistic defect.

Karia is more of a demagogue than her husband. Her speech,

though insulting to the peasants, almost cows them into surrender.

Arguments, proofs, abuse follow in torrential flow; a bribe is bolster

with a sinister threat of force. But her judgment is prejudiced: in

fact, her speech and her actions verge on the hysterical, Bhe acts on

prejudice: the villanos are inferior because they are villanos; the

nobles are superior, therefore the nobles are right; in addition, the

letroriog support the nobles. Therefore, when she comes up against

Antona, her fury does not allow her to think clearly, for Antona's

arguments are as subtle as any letrado can produce. Maria is moved

by envy to the verge of madness: "mi envidia vos tiene loca", says

Antona to her, and this is revealed in her relentless pursuit of the

wounded peasant woman. Ahe is obsessed by one thought - the need to

kill Antona, who is an obstacle in her way, and, after her treacherous

attack, urges the soldiers to finish her off: "Acabalda de matar 1

(ll.iii. p,^26a). Face to face with Antona at the end of Act II,

i aria.panics: all she can do is shout for help and flee when the Conde

opposes Antona, although only a moment before she was urging him to



kill the peasant woman.

'.Go the last we see of Maria is a clean pair of heels - most

unbecoming in a mu.jer heroica-rruerrcra. Her influence does not end

here, however, since Antona's desire to be bevenged on her is a further

and delightful motive behind Antona's actions; the latter's hatred of

Maria reveals a very feminine aspect of her character. To see a feud

existing between two Amazons is not unamusing.

To sura up, Maria is an anti-muior varonil. As a psychological

study, she borders on the pathological: she is ruled by prejudice,

hate and envy; her obsession with the need for Antona's death - pro¬

phetic, as she herself declares - reveals her unsettled mental state.
t

Her hysterical outpourings can cow a mob, even though Antona can sway

and lead them better. For Maria is, in short, a deformed character:

her lack of virtues and feelings make3 her almost inhuman.

Antona, our third rnujer varonil. is a "prodigio". she is not

deformed in the way Maria is: she is not dominated by one obsession.

•Jhe is a more fully drawn character than Isabel. Miss Wilson has

accurately described her as "desmecurada". Cn the other hand, she docs

not conform to the ideal type of the mujer heroica-guerrera. notwith¬

standing the parallel established between her and Isabel: "la sarta

que a^cuello llevo / rnos encadena a los dos" (I.ii. p.h12b). she is

very much larger than life, but is also exaggerated to the point of
J

caricature.

The first thing we notice is a tension between Antona as a woman,

end Antona es a gmjcr varonil. Che is an extremely beautiful woman

with a woman's feelings and sensitivities. Miss McClelland, though

unhappy over what she regards as Tirso's artistic inconsistency, rightly

sees at the bottom of Antona's portrayal "an idealistic peasant woman

with a dominating personality, strong as a man, sometimes both mentally
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and physically so; a woman with insight and something of a sense

of humour", (p.69). This is quite accurate. The Conde is witness

to her strength and beauty. Her sense.of humour is evident when she

offers to make Fenamacor "Conce del rastrillo" (I.vi. p.klcb). Her

woman's feelings are revealed when the Vcntera gets her to confess

her love for her daughter. At other times, too, we catch glimpses

of a sensitive nature. Miss Wilson has observed how Antona's sorrow

for hez- dead husband expresses itself as a sudden outburst of hatied

for the Conde. The fact that she immediately turns her mind to thoughts

of vengeance does not prevent her from expressing in surprisingly
0

restrained and effective language the nature of the relationship

between her dead husband and herself: "he que era, en fin, dueno

mxo, / no le imagino llorar" (Il.vii. p.^31a)»

But Antona is of a practical nature, and she is, says Fero

Alonso, a "mujer de digo y hago" (Ill.viii. p.M+ob). Che is not

devoid of feelings, although her practical nature leads her to suppress

them, or rather channel their energies into action:

lagrimas trueque el pesar
en vengansas, que yo fio
que mi mudo sentimiento
por su muerte, ha de encender
a Toro, aunque soy mujer.

Il.vii. p.A3'lat

This is one aspect of her varonil character. She explains to the

Count that she is "a la guerra inclinada" (I.vi. p.^17a). Che there¬

fore consciously and deliberately plays a part for which she is fitted

by nature; but because this aspect of her nature conflicts with the

truly feminine one (and this dual aspect is surely characteristic of

any well-developed human being), she exaggerates the masculine aspect

of her nature, of which she is too conscious. Therefore, while she

parallels the prototype of the mu.jer heroico-guerrcra. Isabel, she at



the same time tries to out-Cemiramis seajiramis. Thus, when Tirso,

os Miss McClelland says, "obstinately recalls her at every turn to

a strong-man exhibition" (p.69), he is not guilty of an inconsistency,

but rather faithfully representing the inner tension of an exceptional

character.

The integrity of Antona's character is evident, she is not to be

suborned. In her counter-speech to the mob, she combats Maria's

arguments, subtly countering each reason with a counter-reason - even

though she insists she is no more than an ordinary peasant woman. Hie

three speeches of Isabel, Maria and antona help to bring out the

resemblances and differences of the three women.

Her sense of decorum equals that csT her Queen's, Che realises her

duties as a married woman: "que yo hago lo que debo" (l.iv. p.^l^b),

ohe recognises the need .for social decorum:

que como al reya la lanma
honra a la mujer el huso.

I.iv. p.QlQb.

..nd she reminds the Conde of the social difference between them, she

observes the rules of marital decorum: she rejects the advances of the

Count and forbids amorous conversation; she will not enter into any

irregular liaison:

Porque pretender de mi
lo que el bien querer procura,
si no es por mano del cura,
es, ya lo veis, frenesi.

II.vii. p.Qyla.

Her self-control reflects Isabel's, although only up to a point:

she regrets the death of her comrades, but "... aunque en el alma los

lloro, / los disimulo en la cara" (Ill.i. p.^y^a). Che makes an effort

to restrain herself when the Portuguese chaff her in the inn. Put the

parallel with Isabel inevitably breaks down, as it must if Antona is to

be other than a mere reproduction of Isabel. Che must go beyond the
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conventional ideal type - and thus enter the realm of the grotesque.

David Worcester, discussing grotesque satire, observes that often

the grotesque enters into character-drawing of the most delicate order.

The tendency of burlesque satire is to particularize, and the detail

chosen is unusual and eccentric. Worcester refers to its "pursuit of

the odd, macabre and eccentric", in which it is fantastic rather than

realistic. It is satire by description. "A clash of ideas is implicit

in the process of creating a scale of values at variance with the

5
common standards of mankind."

This is surely the point behind Tirso's unusual portrayal of

Antona. She is a burlesque mu.jer varonil, and the details Tirso

chooses to exaggerate reveal this. In the portrayal of Antona we note

the consistent use cf exaggeration and violent contrast. Antona differs

from the traditional line of mu.jeres heroico-nuerreras in being a

peasant woman rather than a queen c1* noblewoman. The anecdotes which

introduce her indirectly strike a grotesque note, Ohe is not only

strong but incredibly so:

[ANTONIO:] Tira a la barra y al canto
con el labrador mas diestro.

I.i. p.^f*1Oa.

.'.he is, in fact, something of a champion athlete. She apparently
dees not always agree with the law, as she shows when she rescues her

cousin from its clutches:

[ANTONIO:] cogio al jumento y al henbre,
y llevandole en los brazos,
como si de paja fueran,
los metio on la iglesia a entrambos.

I.i. p.MCb.

She does not hesitate to shut up troublesome soldiers in the corral.

Yet,when we first meet her, she enters as a bride, and later on

carries on what almost amounts to a mild flirtation with the Condc.

But we are not allowed to forget the mu.jer voronil. Her conversation



is punctuated with a violent war-cry: "Reine Isabel" and ends with,

her crushing the Conde's hand. The behaviour is, to say the least,

highly eccentric, more so in a woman occupied with domestic tasks.

These she executes with a characteristic brio and seems to enjoy her

position as a housewife. Far from trying to escape her femininity, she

marries, becomes a widow, and, before promising to marry for the

second time, she has twins almost on the stage - in an almost heroic

manner; not quite, however, for she finds her labour pains hard to

bear, and realises that she is, after all, only a woman in some respects.

Nevertheless, in the famous scene at the inn, where we see her tired and

hungry - human, to say the least, and a woman (now a viuda varonil) -

and witness her discomfort, she continues her strong-man act. She

beats up four Portuguese with a bench, though having confessed to boing

tired and hungry; announces a secas to the Ventera: "Sabed que preSada

esto" (Ill.iv. p.if^lb) - and few things can be more grotesque in a

mu.jcr varonil. especially under the circumstances; is delivered of a

child, delivers the Conde from his captors, forcibly ejecting them from

the inn; reluctantly tears herself away from the Conde's interesting

account of the war in order to be delivered of another child, and

straightway returns to hear the rest of the story, only to sea that she
'

y
must sling her twins over her shoulders and set off. The major varorll

is obviously reduced to absurdity. This grotesque alternation is constant

throughout the play. Antona turns from a fervent admiration of the

■ueen to an enthusiastic application to her household duties, from

which she hurls herself into battle for the Queen:

[BARTOLO:j sin estorbarle la ropa,
diez mata y tantos heridos

«•••••

II.v. p.if2Sb.

For this is the one duty which overrides all other considerations.
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The above remarks make it plain that Antona is an obvious

caricature of the mujer heroico-rruerrera. ideally represented in the

play by Isabel. In the first place, we note that Isabel and Antona

are both opposed to Maria. The Queen and Antona are on the same side

politically, and, being of similar natures, feel a mutual admiration

and friendship. Maria, by her base actions, shows up the nobility of

the peasant woman and also emphasises the true nobility of the Queen.

The parallelism between the Queen's opening speech and Maria's in

II.ii emphasises the contrast between them. Maria is thus an important

character foil to these two and drives them closer together.

But this very affinity, carefully eked out by stylistic parallels,

loads us to compare and contrast Isabel and Antona. It "will be noticed

that the aspects of Antona's character which are grossly exaggerated

are precisely those which are not consonant with our idea of a mujer

veronal. This tends to emphasise the grotesque aspect of her portrayal.

Antona is subject to love from the very beginning. Unlike Isabel, she

is a housewife full of zest. Ghe lacks Isabel's absolute self-control.

Ahe is impetuous. Ghe agrees to submit to her husband's authority,

but will fight for Isabel if the need arises.

On the other hand, her warlike nature makes continual irruptions

into her emotional life: she speaks of war to the Conde when he would

court her; beats up the Portuguese and frees the Count during her con¬

finement; and her woman's hatred for Maria is one of the reasons for

her eagerness to lead the surprise attack on Toro. Antona's is a

grotesque portrayal: she is a woman who wants to be both man and woman.

Tiroo is obviously stretching this figure as far as it can go; a basic

and realistic psychological tension is exaggerated out of all pro¬

portion, for he is satirising a literary type.

This, of course, can be linked with the definitive appearance of



a realistic literary trend at the beginning of the seventeenth century.^
The female warrior was essentially a creation of idealistic literature,

thile the existence of the tnn.jer varonil, in real life is not to be

doubted, she is the exception rather than the rule. If Antona is

ridiculed in this play, one reason for it is that she is trying to

act like an essentially literary type. The tensions between her

artificial persona as a mu.ier varonil and her "real" feminine nature

produces a grotesque character. In this rejection of a "literary"

approach to life, Antona Garcia and Mari-Hernandez possess a factor

in common.

If, in the figure of Antona Garcia, Tirso has compared a literary

convention with reality and found it absurd, on the social level he

compares an uspect of seventeenth-century reality with an ideal and

finds it equally absurd. Antona Garcia is an absurd character because

she is unnatural; a petrified social structure is absurd because it,

too, is unnatural. And Maria is the representative of such a structure.

T have already drawn attention to the parallel established between

Antona and Isabel - a parallel in character, supported by parallels in

imagery and situations. Tirso's intention is obviously to point out

the affinity between these two characters. In opposition to them stands

Maria, who is presented, morally, as the real villana. Antona, the

peasant woman, acts nobly. Maria's real dramatic function (apart from

being a political and personal enemy to Antona and, consequently, one

of the motivating elements of the action) is to serve as a character

foil to Antona. But these two details are only part of a larger pattern.

Maria represents the attitude of the nobles who are hostile to _sabel

and .Fernando and who support the Portuguese Her attitude towards the

Castilian lower classes is one of contempt and this is why she is the

enemy of Antona and berates the Conde for loving her.



The love-affair between Antona and Penamacor, a conventional

element of the comedia. is an integral part of the theme. The love

turns from a mild flirtation in I.vi to a promise of marriage in

Ill.viii. The unusual nature of this proposed marriage is evident,

as Miss Wilson observes: "... great emphasis is laid on Antona's social

status" (p.xv); she "repeatedly tells the Count she can never marry

him because of the difference in rank between then" (p.xv). "Yet",

continues Miss Wilson, "at the end this barrier is disregarded and there

is a hint of possible union between the peasant woman and the noble.

Here too we have a typically Tirsian trait, a 'desenlace' which unites

'cayados con cetros', 'seda con sayal'." (p.xv). Miss Wilson goes

on to comment: "His relative indifference to social distinctions

clearly divides Tirso from his master Lope de Vega, who always retained

a strictly hierarchical view of socieby .... Tirso's nobles are often

genuinely in love with women of lower rank and end by making them

their wives. This is virtually the case in Antona Garcia; to be sure,

Antona jokingly imposes an impossible condition to her acceptance of
■

the Count, and Tirso thus cleverly safeguards historical truth, for

of course, no such marriage ever took place; but to all intents and

purposes the play may be said to lead up to it, and thus the class

struggle is resolved." (pp.xv-xvi).

In fact, right through the play there is a stress on social

decorum. Isabel advises Antona to subordinate herself to her husband

in I.ii and Antona comments:

Kande y rija mi marido,
pues Dios su yugo me ha puesto.

I.ii. p.L12b.

Isabel herself does the same:

LI rev, mi senor, pedra
hacer lo que sea servido.

Ill.ix. p.'Mt-9b.



ohc thus forgoes her desire for vengeance. Antona stresses in I»iv,

v/hen she sends Bartolo off to guard the flock, that social duties must

be conscientiously fulfilled. Ulloa's speech to the peasants affirms

that the duty and function' of the nobles are to guide the lower

classes. Let them submit to their rulers:

Honbres buenos, reducios;
y lo que no os pertenece-
dejad a quien tiene el cargo.

II.i. p.423a.

Antona repeatedly points out to the Conde that social barriers are an

obstacle to their marriage:

la seda junto al sayal,
fuerza es que parezca mal,
porque ni pega, ni cuaja.

Il.vii. p.if31a.

how, the theoretical arguments advanced are fundamentally right,

because they ensure the smooth working of society. But there are other

arguments put forward in the play which, though they may seem to develop

logically from the above, are really instruments of social injustice

and oppression. In. I.vii, Don Basco gives his opinion of the villar.es:

pero pecheros villanos
de poca importancia son.

I.vii. p.l+22a.

Their only use is to pay taxes; their opinion regarding government is

not wanted. Maria's speech in II.ii is full of abuse for the peasants.

They are "barbaro3n, blind and unlettered; she believes that they can be

suborned or, if they prove recalcitrant, intimidated. Again, the

Conde's love for Antona is, from Murxa's point of view, degrading.

The two points that emerge from all this are, first, the assumption

of the innate inferiority of the villanos because of their socj .1
(]

status, and, secondly, the insistence on keeping the different social

classes rigidly separate (to ensure, of coiirse, that the economic burden

of the country should fall on the villanos. and that the nobility
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maintain their privileged position.)

Against this unjust attitude stands Antona. As a representative

of the people she is set on par v/ith the nobility: "Mas valeis vos,

Antona, / que la ccrte toda". She is in no way an inferior person, but

treated as a friend by the C^ueen. Her speech is a vigorous defence

and oven an exaltation of the villnnos. She opposes her rustic, honest

common-sense, clear and unprejudiced, to the "argucicnes" of suborned

"lctrados". She sees facts and is not interested in legalistic niceties;

she prefers certainty ("una herrnana con certeza") to doubt ("una

hija ... en duda") (Il.iii. p.^2^b). Moreover, "voz del puebro es

voz de Dios" (p.i+2^b), and no judge can argue against that. It is

-therefore no surprise that the definitive triumph of the Reyes Catclicos

is associated with a popular movement, or that MaA"ia, D, Basco and the

Portuguese are eventually defeated.

The point Tirso is making is clear enough. If the existing social. .

conventions produce a state of affairs in which the socially noble are

morally unworthy, then those conventions must be modified so that

society can be re-structured. This re-structuring of society is what

is implied in the love and courtship of Antona and the Conde,

The progress of their courtship is parallel with the various

stages in the taking of Toro. There are various obstacles in the way •

of their love. At the beginning of the play Antona is presented as

being near the top of her class. Bhe is rich, and of unadulterated

blood, proud of her status. Her marriage to Juan brings her fulfilment,

and thus we can see her as the perfect, contented housewife in I.vi.

Tut sho is worthy of a higher status. This is symbolised by To ;amacor,

and she must show herself worthy of being his wife. There are two main

aspects concerning her rise, and it will be helpful to discuss them

separately.



Antona rises above her social status by surpassing herself. Jhe

models herself on Isabel, and being exceptional herself, easily proves

her moral superiority to Maria. (That Antona is never really allowed

to demonstrate her physical superiority over Maria, although this is

clearly suggested, while Maria's treacherous act causes Antona severe

physical injury may be significant: it is morality, nobility of soul

Tirso is interested in, not brute force.) At'the sane time, she is the

natural leader of the peasants (i.e., she is at the top of her social

class), and fights on behalf of the Keyes Catolicos. By this action

she at once goes beyond her social as well as sexual sphere of action,

i.e., she acts as a member of the noble or fighting class, and as a

man. As she proves her worth, the obstacles to her union with Penanacor

are removed. Thus Monroy's death can be seen as symbolical. Having

fulfilled the duties of her class and exceeded them, Antona can now rise,

ohe, like Penamacor, (but for different reasons) can be regarded as an

exception to her class.

The Conde, we must remember, is himself an important character in

the play and much more than the conventional, love-sick Portuguese

Boons sees. Since he is a Portuguese, he is Antona's political enemy.

But he is also truly noble; his actions are worthy of his status; he

is just - impartially so, for ho saves Antona from iiaria and Maria fioa

Antona; he has a strong sense of duty and his political loyalty is

firm; he is compassionate. In short, he is the true nobleman, as

opposed to the Maria Sarmicnto type. He sees in Antona qualities which

fit her to be his v/ife, and, instead of choosing a wife of the Maria

typo, he subordinates political and social differences to love.

The extent to which Antona has risen is underlined by the

parallelism of the scenes in which she and Penamacor appear. At first

(I.vi), their basic equality as human beings is evident. Antona is a



match for Penemacor: she can discourse on war, keep Penamacor under

control. But the social inequality is still there. This is also

stressed when in Il.iii Penamacor protects her and saves her from the

vindictive hatred of Maria and the Portuguese soldiers. Penamacor's

nobility of soul is evident. But Antona cannot long be his captive;

she breaks loose. In her ascent upwards, it id emphasised that her

masculinity is not a negation of her femininity (hence the birth-scone).

In the midst of her labour, literally and symbolically, she rescues

Penamacor from his Castilian captors, the parallel with the earlier

scone being reinforced verbally:

ANTONA: AAcordaisos cuando hcrida
mo defendisteis en Toro
de aquella Dona Maria
y de todos sus parientes?

PBNAMACOR: Pendiendo de vos mi vida,
no hico raucho, si era fuerza
morir yo sin vos.

ANTONA: No olvidan
deudas de tanta importancia
las que son agradecidas.
Golaatios, o lo que son,
vuelvanso a Zamora y digan
al Don Alvaro que lleva
al conde Antona Garcia,
que ella dara cuenta del.

III.vi. p.^i+i+b.

/*ntona stresses that she is repaying a debt to the Count (which implies

their social equality):

ANTONA: Si los avisan

que es Antona quien lo manda,
y que asi se desobriga
de otro tanto que hizo el conde
,por ella y que queda viva
y a su servicio corao antes,
darales buenas albricias.

lll.vi. p.^+if5a.

It is at this point that Penamacor repeats his offer of marriage

which, as Miss Wilson says, is accepted by Antona, but with an impossible

condition attached to her acceptance:
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PANAMACOR:
ANTONA:
FBNAMACOR:
ANTOHA:
PF.NAMACOR:
ANTCNAS

iCn fin, Apromoteis ser mia?
Si, con una. condicion.
AY es?

AJurais Vos de cumplirla?
Claro esta.

kue vos parais
los hijos y yo las hijas.

Ill.viii. p.H9b. '

Antona is thus, at the end, raised up to be the Conde's wife and so her

olovation to the top of Toro's battlements is clearly symbolical.

For when the hereditary nobility have become degenerate, the only true

regeneration can be effected by introducing fresh, healthy blood

from the lower classes where it runs red but true. Considered within

this context, Antona's parting joke to the Count opens to reveal a

sublimely beautiful symbolism for all its outward grotesqueness: "iuo

vos parais / los hijos y yo las hijas". This, surely, is the theme

of the play. That is why I am inclined to offer a different inter- .

probation to Coons'; for if this process (by which the civilised

elements receive and sublimate the tremendous powers of nature, which,

though noble are uncontrolled - hence the dichotomy of Antona's

character) is not archetypal, one would be at a loss to say what is.

The second point concerning the elevation of Antona is the

grotesque nature of her portrayal. I have already suggested above one

reason for the dichotomy in her character. But there are others,

which become clearer if we consider the conventions of the literary

context in which Golden Age plays were written.

In the play, two peasants, Antona and Bartolo, rise socially.

Both are treated grotesquely in the course of the play, but both are

7"redeemed" at the end. Now, if we hark back to the three women in

the play, we shall see that their simultaneous presence is one of its

key features. They represent three different social classes and arc

treated in three different ways. Isabel, despite the ironical touches
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<ic notice, is treated nobly. Maria is condemned, but we feel sorry for

ier: the essence of her plight is that her values are the wrong ones:

she is concerned only with the accidents of her social status, and con¬

sequently, of life. Antona is ultimately to marry a Count, and she

~ains the glory of the capture of Toro (whereas Isabel had to be content

vith entering Zamora with Fernando) and she wins our hearts, for she is

sir.ipatica and her character is truly noble. But, like Bartclo, she is

treated grotesquely.

Here we have, of course, the threefold division of styles - high,
g

nixed, and low - in Isabel, Maria,and Antona. This, as Auerbach ias made

;lcar, was a stylistic convention based on literary and, ultimately,

social prejudices. From this point of view, Antona is treated

grotesquely because, first, she is a member of the lower classes;

secondly, she is "wrong" in being a mu.jer varonil (Isabel - not even

laria - can be varonil. for she is Queen and ruler, and that only when

Fernando is absent) and thus "wrong" in usurping the social functions of

sen: she fights, leads the villagers, carries the standard; and thirdly,

she is "wrong" in usurping the political duties of the upper classes,

;he nobility.

But, at times, two wrongs can make a right. The real nobility

lave forgotten their social functions and duties: this is what Maria's

ittitude signifies. They are, in fact, degenerate. The "mixed" style

Ls a debasement here, for it looks downwards instead of upwards.

To whom, then, is one to turn to effect a regeneration of the

lobility but the peasantry? Antona symbolises all that is noble in

luman nature: she saves the Conde, for example, from his Castilian

:aptors as he had saved her from her Portuguese enemies. Her nobility

shines out through all the grotesque trappings.

Tirso points to Antona's redemption from her grotesqueness by her

:oming marriage to Penamacor, and this welds together the literary and



social aspects of the play, strengthening its organic unity. The

final vision we have of Penanacor and Antona walking hand in hand into

marriage, this symbolic union of the highest and lowest rungs of

society, reveals, in one brilliant flash, Tirso the idealist behind

Tirso the satirist. Thus the fact that the play is unfinished can

be considered a positive virtue, since we are left with the feeling

that the achievement is within grasp. (But do we, at the same time,

see the pessimistic scepticism of the practical idealist? Despite the

optimistic ending of the play, we know that historically the ending

was otherwise.) Yet, it is this vision of Tirso's which enables us

to see a bit more clearly Tirso the man: the vision of the nobility

producing worthy sons of the country (and, on this symbolic level,

there is no absurdity in Antona's condition to the Count) who will

turn to the daughters of the earth and, by lifting them up and not

despising them, will themselves be renewed and reinvigoratea, supported

and enriched in a full and active social harmony.



CONCLUSIONS



, The main points which have emerged from my analyses of Tirso's

plays have been summarised at the end of each section in the body

of the thesis. Here, I shall only attempt to bring together some

of the more important conclusions. I shall consider, first, Tirso's

view of society; next, seme features of his art-form; and, finally,

I shall make some suggestions concerning his place in the historical

development of the comedia.

In my introduction, I stated that critics, with some exceptions,

have traditionally argued that the morality of Tirso's comedies is

suspect and his technique primitive, if not carelessly incompetent.

In this thesis, I set out to examine the validity of these

judgments by analysing closely a number of his comedies. The hypo¬

thesis I simultaneously put forward was this: that if the comedies are

seen as satirically conceived, the traditional view must be modified.

In my attempt to test this hypothesis, I examined plays in which the

satire of social and/or literary conventions plays a crucial role.

This general hypothesis seems to have been confirmed. I have

shown that, if we see Tirso's comedy as satiric comedy, our response

to it must differ from the traditional one. The two main points

established are these: first, that the plays are concerned with

exploring moral and social problems; and secondly, that they are by-

no means technically unsatisfactory.

As regards the morality of Tirso's comedies, I have tried to

show that there is a fundamental concern with personal and social

relationships and, especially, the attitudes and values on which

these are based. For Tirso, the ultimate foundation on uhich these

relationships are to be built is the morality which is grounded in

religion.
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' This means that, within the context of seventeenth-century society

in particular, and human life in general, the assertion of moral

values as the touchstone of valid and genuine actions and attitudes

leads to a challenging of the conventions and assumptions which often

in practice govern personal as well as social relationships. Quito

often Tirso supports a violation of existing conventions and what

may appear at first glance to be a violation of morality in order
/

to affirm deeper, genuine moral values.

This makes it clear that Tirso is not suggesting that the

existing social structure should be bodily inverted or destroyed. •

If people were guided by moral values, Tirso would, we feel, have no

quarrel with the traditional social structure. But, in that case,

we should also have to grant, the structure would be different, and

similar to the one proposed by Tirso. What he advocates is a more

radical re-structuring of society on the basis of criteria moral and

religious, and not secular and worldly. Within this proposed structure,

each individual would be accorded the position he truly deserved.

This is probably the basic reason why the figure of the illegitimate

son or the cegnndon occurs so often in Tirso's plays: they are

individuals who have to prove their worth, since they do not auto¬

matically inherit a safe niche in society. By showing how they

attain their positions in the social- structure, Tirso puts forward
his own views on society.

Ultimately, Tirso is advocating a flexible approach to life.

That is why he concentrates on the nature of a particular situation

and the appropriate response of the individual to it. This, perhaps,

is the explanation for his use of extreme or highly ambiguous

situations, where the automatic, conventional response proves to be



invalid. Thus any petrification in social conventions or in the

personal response to life is the butt of his satire.

The implications of this view of Tirso's comedies for the

theories of comedy which I have considered in relation to the plays

analysed will be evident. I am not convinced that the application

of the theory of the comic catharsis to Tirso's plays is wholly valid.

There v/ould seem to be a socially subversive element in Tirsian

(and Golden Age) comedy mainly because the Christian way of life is

socially subversive. The analyses of plays in which Tirso suggests

that social barriers are not inviolable seem to imply that Lope's

LI perro del hortelano makes the same point. Tirsian comedy (and

therefore Golden Age literature in so far as Tirso's comedy is

representative of it) is problematic and, ultimately, serious.

Perhaps the most serious point Tirso's comedy makes concerns the

absurdity of life. This pervades Tirso's drama and is the view to

which all the merriment leads. This, in a way, is a pessimistic

view of life. In this, Tirso's comedy supports Kerr's theory.

But it would be wrong to conclude that Tirso makes his point with

puritanical righteousness and severity. Tirso's view of life is more

balanced and humane, and takes into account human weakness and needs.

It has been argued that satire and comedy are irreconcilable, and that

one crucial difference between the two is the entirely subjective

viewpoint of the satirist. That, I suggested, is taking too narrow

a view of the tern "satire".

In so far as Tirso's comedies criticise certain aspects of life

and art by ridiculing them, they can be regarded as satirical. But

Tirso is not a didactic, morulising playwright, burning with righteous

indignation against the crimes and sins of mankind, and with a
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message for humanity which they'must heed if they would not perish,

he ic, first of all, a superb writer of comedy. His satire can, if

we sp wish, be seen simply as basic material out of which he builds

his comedies. But I think that we can go further than this and sec

his own view of life reflected in his work. His comedies aim to

show how absurd man and his follies can be, Thus, Tirso has a stand¬

point outside himself. This is seen most clearly in his ironical

attitude, which produces an extremely eubtle form of comedy.

Tirso*s sense of the absurd, reinforced by his ironic attitude

towards his creations and his audience, seems to me to be the real

distinguishing feature of his comedy. It is this which tempts one

to regard his plays as examples of comedy of the absurd, using this

term, however, without its modern, existentialist overtones. I shall

return to this presently, but first I should like to discuss some more

specific aspects of Tirso's comedies.

As regards Tirso's dramatic art, it is clear that a central aspect

is the satire of literary conventions, which parallels the satire of

social conventions. Here, again, it is the petrification of dramatic

devices into automatic dramatic conventions which is ridiculed. But

it is precisely this ridicule which re-invests these conventions v.dth.

new life.

The conventions Tirso satirises are varied: they include con¬

ventional literary and dramatic types and figures, the conventional

use of figures and situations, and the burlesque of the causal dramatic

structure.

This seems to point to the following conclusion: that Tirso's

plays can, on the one hand, be regarded as conscious experiments in

dramatic structure. This explains the use of unusual structural forms,
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which hitherto had been regarded as haphazard, make-shift constructions#

uch experimentation meuns that some brilliant solutions are found,

but, also, that come experiments do not progress beyond more explora¬

tions ox possibilities.

Tirso's experimentation means that he uses a loocer dramatic

structure than does Caldaron# On the one hand, this looseness is part

of the Lopean horitaga; I^ope hao fixed the form of the corneals, but the

structure is not yet fixed. The theatrical conventions of the time,

v/horeby plays were written with specific companies in mind, also con¬

tribute to this looseness in structure. Cn the other hand, Tirco

turns this fault into a virtue. The interplay of ideas, charactex*-

ictic of wit, needs ample room, and the structuring element in i'irro's

plays is predominantly wit. It is this which links causally un¬

related scenes, incidents and episodes. The harmonic structure,

therefore, is of crucial importance in Tirco. It is usod, of course,

by Caldercn, but in conjunction with a causal structure. Tirso*s main

contribution in the historical evolution of the structure of the
1 ' • - ' ' • ' • A ij. i

co'.iodia is the perfecting of the dramatic structure of wit.

Another characteristic of Tirso's comic art ia his sense of the-

absurd. The experimenting, questioning, critical approach noted

implies a highly intellectual form of drama. Here it may be con¬

venient to recall Dr. iatorson's observation that Tirco's characters

often seem to bo arguing a case. The proliferation of miniature

debates (conducted according to formal rules and using formal termin¬

ology, although in a burlesque manner) is adequate proof of this.

■uito often, it has been noted, the point is couched in a humorous,

if not absurd, form and is intended to expose an absurdity. \ cleat*

feature of the later Tirso is the complex use of irony which points

the absurdity of a situation., n .
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The shift from a simple to a more complex use of irony reflects

what is a characteristic feature of Tirso's art, namely, his

developing technique. By this, I mean his tendency to develop in

what appeai to be later plays situations which occur in embryonic
*

form in earlier ones, i.e., a kind of refundicion. though of his

own plays, not those of other writers. This developing technique

covers not only situations and figures but also structures, themes

and styles. This aspect of Tirso's technique, of which his so-called

"self-plagiarism" is one manifestation, is of some help in establish¬

ing a relationship between various plays of Tirso's, and also a

rough chronological order of certain plays. But much more work needs

to be done on the way in which Tirso's technique develops- before

definite conclusions can be drawn.

One aspect of Tirso's art in which this development can be traced

is his style. From any point of view, the question of style is a

crucial one in tho study of Tirso's theatre. Attention has already

been drawn to his argumentative style, used constantly in establish¬

ing a point.

But there is also the more properly "poetic" use of style: the

structural function of images; the use of imagery to embody implicit

comments on characters, etc. There is, finally, the development

from an early freer style to a more Calderonian style in Tirso's

late manner.

This point brings us to Tirso's position in the historical develop¬

ment of the comedia. He, of course, always acknowledged his debt

to tho great master, Lope. The latter, however, did not regard

'i'irso's successes graciously. This is perhaps indicative of the

fact that Lope recognised Tirso's genius and realised that he was no
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more second-rate imitator of himself.

This is indeed true. Tirso is already striking out in various

new directions. Several of them lead to Calderon. At various places

in my thesis, I have pointed out features of Tirso's art which anti¬

cipate Calderon. Some of the problems Tirso examines are later
explored by the younger writer - the father-child relationship, the

question of authority and obedience, etc. More striking are some of

the basic concepts central to Calderon's dramatic world which we

surprise in Tirso, such as that of "diffused responsibility", shown

by Professor Parker to be at the heart of Caldoronian tragedy.

What is particularly interesting, however, is the extent to which

Tirso foreshadows various formal and structural aspects of

Calderonian drama. There is, above all, the artificiality of Tirso's

plays; in tone, the ironical, self-conscious attitude towards con¬

ventional dramatic situations; in structure, the systematic use of

parallelisms and symmetry; in style, the structural use of imagery
» >

(already present to some extent in Lope), and the development of a

more artificial, courtly style.

In Tirso, in short, wo can discern a movement away from Lope

towards Calderon. Tirso's experiments allow Calderon to perfect

one of the possible forms into which the structure of the comedia

could have crystallised. There are other potential forms, however,

which are not developed. It is perhaps the rigour of logic,

anticipating the more rigid conventions of the latter part of the

seventeenth century, which imposes itself on the comedia with

Calderon. After him, it leads into that petrification against which

Tirso constantly fought. Tirso belonged

freer mind; his a freer art-form. It is

to a freer age: his was a ,

in this freedom, reflected

in his flexible, happy approach to life and art (even in their most:



Goriouc aspects), that the source of his essential originality lies.

It was the loss of this freedom for Tirso and, ultimately for .Spain,

which the Junta do Reformacion's decree of 1625 symbolised.
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I.a rru.jer per fucrza exemplifies the conventional use of the

dramatic device cf the female page. A very brief lock at it, therefore,

will enable us to see how far Tirso, in the three plays analysed in

the first section of this thesis, moved away from a well-known dramatic

formula. Secondly, although it is not say purpose, in this thesis, to

examine the question of the authorship of doubtful plays, it is

interesting- to note that, whil.e this play may not be wholly by

Tirso, certain features in it echo situations found in some of his

authentic plays, a fact which suggests that he may at least have had

a hand in the planning and writing cf it.

The fact that La rnu.ler por fuerza appears in the enigmatic

r-unda parte raises doubts as to its authorship. Of the four plays

in this parte which Tirso claims to be his, only the two which b:ar

his name can be identified with any certainty. The fact that h'sto

quo es negociar is an obvious refundicion of LI melancolico

suggests that the former is the third of these four plays. Dr. A.

L. G. Paterson has shown that LI condenado por desconfiado is .

1
almost certainly by Tirso.

*

While no documentary pi oof of the authorship of la mu.jer ror

faorsa has been discovered, many critics have argued on behalf of

'firco'e authorship of this play, and, in the absence of a conclusive

refutation of this hypothesis, it is at least possible that Tirso

collaborated with another author. Ilartzenbusch was inclined to suspect:

that the play v/as Lope's rather than Tirso's, but admitted Tirso as

the author on the grounds that "Lope no necesitaba imitar a Tirco ni
,2 3
a'radio". Cotarelo decided that the play viae by Tirso, while

i enendez y Pelayo thought that it was written by an imitator and

disciple of Tirso's, since it slavishly imitated other plays of Tires' a
If

an 'which a disguised woman appears. Da. Blanca, on the other hand,



tmes this resemblance not as imitation, but as one of Tirso's early
5

..reatments of a dramatic formula lie found attractive. Holding that

all the plays in the begunria parte are wholly or partly by Tirso,

La. hlanca has no doubts about attributing La major nor fucrza to

iirso. The discovery that La re.lra de Ion royes is not Tirso's

rather weakens her argument, but does not necessarily invalidate her

statements as regards this particular pluy.^ Lore recently, L.

baldera implicitly assumes that the play is Tirso's, seeing it as an

7
initial version of plays such as Don oil. In this, of course, he

agrees with ha. lilanca. This view is worthy of consideration, if

.only because of the fact that it fits in with what we know of one

aspect of fix-so's dramatic procedure, namely his tendency to re¬

write plays or, rather, re-work and develop situations found in

embryonic states in other plays. This is a process akin to the self-

plagiarism noted by some critics, ilorloy's views on the authorship,

on the basis of an examination of tho verse-forms used in the play,

are tint the versification is "entcraaente normal", but that no firm

w „ 8conclusions can be drawn.

A stylistic analysis o; the play could conceivably produce more

positive conclusions, but that cannot be undertaken here. Superficia

stylistic features, of course, cannot be considered as valid evidence

ox authorship. Attention can only be drawn to soma other features of

the play which seem to point to Tirso's handiwork.

The most obvious is perhaps the basic ai

which is presented in.the play and which is reflected in the title,

hoderico "promises" to marry a woman whom he has not seen, and is

therefore forced to marry her in order to see her.

This situation is obviously a skit on the conventional one we go

in comedy (compare, e.g., La celosa de si misma) in which a man docs

osurdity of the situation
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not or cannot see the woman to whom he is engaged until just before
Q '

ko actually marries her.' Federico says he will marry Finea if he

sees her, and that starts off the action. The ensuing complication

can only be resolved when the Count discovers who Finea is, i.e., sees

her. But to see her, he must fulfil his earlier "promise" and marry

her. In other words, Fcderico, by his rash, initial act, sets in

otion a conventional situation which must unfold to its inevitable

end. What is absurd is that the Count sees her all the time — she

ic Celio, which means that his denials are "lies" - but he docs not

realise that Celio is Finea, a situation again akin to the one in

celona.

The successful clothing of this skeletal frame with dramatic

form depends on this: that certain characters in the play deliberately

interpret literally and seriously words which are not intended to be
10

taken at face value. It is on this that the plot anti much of the

comic effect depend. The two basic instances of this are, first,

the Conde'n initial offvr to Alberto to marry Finea (I.iii), and,

secondly, F.1 orela's teasing invitation to the Count to bring Finea

into her presence (II.v). Both Federico and Florela are made to

regret their words. The first action provides the moral "justification"

for the success of Finea's schemes, the second partly justifies the

frustration of Federico's marriage to Florela.

Thece two actions are crucial moments in the plot, and, because

they raise an interesting point, permit a slight digression here.

The point I have in mind is what is known as the "conte;t of
11

situation". Although Malinowski's idea has been broadened end

Modified by later linguists, his original statement concerning it is,

in broad terms, valuable: "... the situation in which words are

uttered can never be passed over as irrelevant to the linguistic
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expression". The "context of situation", as it is now understood,,

comprises many things; but for the jfresent purpose, the most pertinent

aspects are the following: the social class ot classes to which the

speaker and the person spoken to belong; the social conventions of

their community and class; the linguistic conventions proper to those;

and, finally, the intention underlying the words uttered and the

interpretation given to these words by the hearer.

To return to the .lay, the point to which I would draw attention

is this. What starts off the action is Federico's offer to marry

Finea:

[CCNDE:] Hoy he sabido que teneis hermana;
solo el favor de verla me ha faltado,
que a haberla visto, fuera cosa liana
vclver, Alberto, a Napoles casado.

ALBERTO: Finea ha dado en retirada y vana:
por esta causa no le habeis hablado;
y por 16 que decis del casamiento
besoos las manes.

CCNDE: Cigo lo que siento.
ALB;,kTO: Gran honra para mi serviros fuera.
CCNDE: i'.ccribire on llegando.

I.iii. p.^ooa.

Taken in isolation, the Count's words are an unambiguous offer 01

marriage, and this is reinforced by his affirmation: "Digo lo que

siento". But the context of situation must be taken into account if

we would see the ambiguity of intention conveyed by the speech. One

< un interpret I'erierico's words literally; but, at first, it is only

the servants who do so. That is only to be expected: the lower classes

are not a sophisticated lot. This point is made twice. First, Alberto

has to correct his servant gently:

CRIADO: Hi sehora estuviera bien casada
con tal valor y terminos tan buenos
en Napoles.

ALBERTO: No quicc que la vieee,
que fuera obligacion que la sizviese,
que para dalle joyas coir.petcntcs
a su valor y al ae Finea, mi hermana,



se pudieran seguir inconvenientes:
la nobleza se yo napolitana.

I.iv. p.5C6b.

As the servant is inclined to press the point, Alberto makes it clear

that he realises Federico's words were-a mere formality:

ALBERTO: Si el Conde
me escribe, y a su intento corresponde:
(que si palabras son de cumplimiento,
porque en mi casa al Conde he regalado,
no es junto que le obligue a casamiento,
ni todo huesped a volver casado),
las cartas nos airan su pensamiento;
tan noble soy coir.o el.

I.iv. p.506b.

This is confirmed almost immediately, when Clarin, like Alberto'

servant, reveals his ignorance of the finer points of social etiquott

CLAHlN: En lugar de lo que suele
entretenor los caminos,
reprehenderte quisiera,
genercso senor mio.
ATienes a Florela amor?
ASirves a Florela?

Sirvo,
y tengo amor a Flcrelr.
APues no ec cruel desatino
el decir a la partida,
sin haber de Alberto vinto
la hermana, que te casaras
con ella?

CCNDL: Pues Aque hay perdido?
CLAA("(4 Gi el otro te respondiera

tan nocio y no tan araigo,
Acomo volvierac?

CCNDL: Casado.
CLAP,IN: AKso dices?
CCNDL: Lso he dichc.
CLARiN: ABurlaste?
CONDm: De ti me burlo,

que aquella palabra ha sido
solo por honrar al huesped;
que aunque el es tan bien nacido
y debe de ser cu hermana
un angel, el excesivo
amor que a Florela tengo
no me hubiera permitido
casarme si el Hey de Hungria
me diera a su hija.

I.v. p.507a.

'lore, Fodcrico makes it plain that what he really meant was to expreo

nis gratitude and thanks to Alberto for his hospitality. *.s wo Iiave

CGNDL:

CLARIN:



seen, Alberto, a cultured nobleman himself, understood this. There

has been no insincerity on Fererico'3 part, of course. But the

ambiguity still remains. Clarln rams this home:

[CLARlNxJ Decir puede un hombre a otro
a cuenta de los servicios

que ha rocibido en su casa:
"Cenor, mi hacienda, mis ftijos.
mis caballos, mis criados,
mis pajaros y mis libros
a vuestro servicio estan;
siempre tengo de serviros."
Pero "yo me casare,
y con mujer que no he visto",
no lo ha dicho caballero;
caballero no lo ha dicho,
aunque fuera Lansarote
cuando do Bretana vino.

I.v. p.507a-b.

The point here is that Federico's words, as an expression of thanks to

his host, are unusual. But a difference in the conventions of two

nations appears to be the explanation for this. Alberto has already

dram attention to the unusual nature of Neapolitan customs among the

upper classes: "la nobleza sa yo napolitana" (I.iv. p.5P6b).

Thus Federico can laugh at Claris*s naivete because he reasonably

(as he thinks) assumes that the context in which his words were

uttered and the person to whom they were addressed would make it

impossible for them to be interpreted literally: ho has never seen

Finea (and one would suspect that he realise^ that Alberto had

deliberately hidden her from him), nor did he learn of her existence

until the day of his departure.

Eut that is taking too much .for granted. If the basic situation

were to remain unchanged, there would be no difficulty. But no man

can count on external circumstances remaining immutable. V.hen Finea

disappears from home, the ambiguous balance hitherto maintained

between the literal and the non-literal interpretations of Federico's

words is disturbed: they can now be interpreted literally even by the



noble Alberto. Words, so to speak, are enabled to assert their right

to mean what they do mean.

A similar feature is to be noticed' at the second crucial moment

in the play. This is when Federico is first accused of having enticed

Finea away from home. - .Floreln is quite naturally angry, jealous and

insecure. But she expresses her need for reassurance in a perversely

oblique manner:

CCNDEs iVive Dios, que mi inocencia
de voces a tu razonl

Juzga si quieres de mi,
como es justo.

FLGRBLA: Ya he juzgado
que te ausentuste y he hallado
que duro el amor cn ti
hasta que viste esa darna.
ADonde la tienies? Bien creo

que puedes de mi deseo
fiar lo que el tuyo ama.
AFor que no la traes aqux?

CGA'DBs <Gh pesar de mi desdichal
FINuA (aparte):Por aqui^ha de entrar mi dicha.
CCNDiiil i que tu/^?rates asii

APues satisfacese el Bey
y el mundo de mi inocencia,
y tu en mi propia presencia
contra toda justa ley
de amor y de obligacion,
por culpado ya me nombras
por imaginadas sombras?

FLORCLA: Kuy justas sospechas son,
que el Rey no te ha de querer
ni tener celoo de ti,
y yo, Federico, si,
quo pifinso ser tu mujer.

II.v. pp.52^b-525a.

Again, the context in which the speech is uttered would help us to

understand its ambiguity. Cn the literal level, Florela is inviting

the Count to produce Fineaw. But this is a scene of jealousy. Con¬

sequently, the real, ulterior meaning of Florela's remarks is that

she wants to be reassured of the Conde's leve. The last person she

would like to see, surely, is her presumed rival. Federico, however,

does not respond on the psychological level; instead, interpreting her

words literally, he flares up and complains bitterly of the injustice
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of her accusations. The two are talking at cross purposes. «s

in the previous instance, there is an ambiguity of intention in this

speech of Florela's.

Here, again, if the circumstances were such as would make it

clear that Finea could not be produced (because the Count had not

enticed her away), this would bo a "simple" case of pedir celos.

But Finea can be produced: Florela's words, not intended to be taken

literally, are taken literally. In both cases, then, the comedy

arises out of the fact that, in the play, it is deliberately assumed

that the utterance of certain words corresponds exactly to the

speaker's intention, in other words, that people mean what they say.

Whereas, in "real" life, this is not alwaysthe case. Federico does

not seriously wish to marry Finea, nor does Florela really want to

see her. They say they do, but they mean something else. The play

ironically insists that what they say is what they mean, or that, if

that is not so, they are insincere and must, consequently, be "punished".

Cne must beware of reading such a light-hearted comedy as thi3 too

seriously, but, even on the comic level, Federico has clearly acted

imprudently. He himself recognises this:

COh'DK: iAy Florela! Ji fue agravio
del amor quo te he debido
y del que debo tenerte,
perdona mi desvarxo.
Cumplimiertto y necio fue5
pero por disculpa ha sido
el no haber visto a Finea;
no me des mayor castigo,
ni alia te rebele el alma

por desloaltad, por olvido,
obligar a un caballero
quo con generoso indicio
de su valor me ha obligado.

I.v. p.5C7b.

Furthermore, he tends to use language in a curious way. His love-

lc-tter to Florela expresses his love by saying he is jealous, afraid,

and suspicious:
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[FLOESLA:J "No se como declarar
lo que siento, pprque sientas

, a lo que obligan temores
y a lo que sospechas llegan.
Celos quo alia no sabia,
aqui, mi bien, me atormentan,
que los sostituye amor
a falta de la presencia:"

I.viii. p.511a.

,V>'e can see this as an expression of the Conde's love only if wo realise

that it is written by a man who is confident of his love for the

woman he loves and of hers for him.

This naive confidence of Federico's in the immutability of

external reality and circumstances is set against the psychological

insecurity of Florela. Che is unsure of Federico's love and seeks

reassurance by playfully accusing the Count of flirting with the ladies

at the Hungarian court (and the irony of the last four lines is not

to be missed):

FLGHELA:

CCNDHj

FLORELA:

CONDEi

FLORELA:

Kejor pudieran pasarse Clos diasj
entre las hungaras damas,
que vuestra persona y talle
y esto del ambajador
obligan a muchos lances.
ACon quien tuvisteis lugar?
AQue os dijeron? No se calle
ninguna ccsa conmigo.
Hoy quieres desesperarme;
esto si que fue querer
templarme el gusto.

Dejadme
pensar en que tuve celos.
fuvisteis celos de balde,
que yo no sabia la lenguas
y en llegando dama a hablarme,
ella se entendia a si
en el hungaro lenguaje,
y yo, ni a ella ni a mi,
respondiendo disparates.
ADieron os algun favor?
For vida mia, mostradme
banda, flor, papel o cinta;
que aunque en palacio oxcusaso
la novedad estas cosas,
no pudieron excusarse
en casa de vuestro huesped.



CCNDE: Florela, un rayo me abrase
si vi la hermana de Alberto.
Y aqux llegan mis dos pajes,
de quien podreis informaros.

J.xiv. pp.5l6b-517a.
b

Federico, curiously enough, who himself practises the art of saying

one thing and meaning another, apparently fails to realise that
A

Florela is here doing the same thing. Ho takes her literally and in

exasperation declares his innocence. The full irony of this statement

becomes clear when this lovers' game is turned into something more

sinister by the formal charge brought against Federico of having

abducted or enticed away Finea from her home. Florela's accusation

can no:; be taken, and is meant, literally, while Federico's denials

are considered lies.

Now, the starting-point of Finea's intrigues can, in one sense,

be seen as Federico's initial offer to marry her. But her intrigues
i

cannot succeed solely by her attempting to force a literal inter¬

pretation on to Federico's words. Finea's real chance, as she sees

it, comes when Florela's insecurity turns into distrust and fear.

Fearing that Federico has indeed brought Finea with him, she perversely

expresses a desire to see Finea - a desire which she soon regrets,

since Celio is quick to oblige her.

A final aspect of Florela's character is brought out by her

flirtation with Celio, in which she encourages an ambiguous relation¬

ship: Celio is to love her and simultaneously not to love her, i.e.,

not to declare his love. The discrepancy noted in Federico and

Florela herself between speech and intention is deliberately per¬

petuated here. We wonder whether Florela's declaration that she loves

Federico, not Celio, is to be taken at face value. Our suspicions that

they are not are confirmed at the end of the play when we learn that

Florela wishes to marry the Aragonese prince, Celio, whom she considers
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a better "catch" than Federico. While her decision may in part be

motivated by a desire to avenge herself on Federico, social honour

surely also plays a part in it. Her,love for Federico could hardly

have been genuine, and we feel that Federico is better off without

her for his wife. At the same time, Florela's attempt to subordinate

emotional values to social and material ones is frustrated when Cello's

real identity is revealed, and she has to be content with Alberto.

The marriage of two profoundly distrustful persons does not offend

us.

The preceding remarks, although concerned primarily with drawing

attention to the satirical treatment of certain aspects of the play,

also indirectly indicate some of the subtle touches in the character¬

isation of Florela. The lightly ironical treatment of some of the

more absurd female weaknesses is characteristic of Tirso: witness, e.g.,.

hiG portrayal of Magdalena in la celosa de si misma. The subtlety in

female portraiture is also to be seen in Finea in this play.

The conventional use cf the device of the female page characterises

this comedy. Finea dresses as a man in order to pursue the man she

loves. She enters his service as a page, and, exploiting her role as

an intermediary, successfully prevents the planned marriage of

Florela to the Count. This betrayal of confidence because of love

in a stock comic situation, and is parodically paralleled by Celio's

"betrayal" of Clarin in the vestigial sub-plot.

Finea's success depends on her ability to exploit the weaknesses

in the relationship between Florela and Federico. ohe is quick to

perceive that their relationship is a shaky one. Federico's tendency

to take too many things for granted and Florela's emotional insecurity

(to which can be set down even her flirtation with Celio and her being

attracted by his superior social position) are a dangerous combination.



Those weak points are systematically attacked. Federico regrets

ever having mentioned marriage with Finea and Florela similarly regrets

having expressed a perverse desire to see her.

There are some interesting features in the portrayal of Finea.

One of these is the consequences of her having to act the part of a

man. This leads to a conflict between her own feminine personality

and her male persona. A good example of this is to te found in I.xiii,

where Celio, to assert "his" manliness, asks Clarin to introduce him

to a girl. But Clarin's rather crude language offends Celio, a woman

herself:

[CLAhlN:J Ven y veras dos infames
que pueden prestar contento
al diablo.

FINBA: I Que otrevimientoi
No quiero que asi las llamas.

CLAIilN: iFues que quieres que te diga?
iQue son reinas?

FINEA: Que honres quiero
las mujores.

i.xiii. p.515B.

Disguise also produces ironic situations such as that in Il.viii,

whore Federico invites Celio to join him in calling curses down oil

Finca's head. Here the irony springs not from the consequences of the

sexual opposition of person to persona, i.e., of the female Finea to

the male Celio, but from the identity of Celio with Finea. Celio's

gallant defence of women is only a humorous attempt at wound-licking.

The irony in these situations is an integral part of the overall

conic effect of the play. Although rather lacking in subtlety in

come respects, they call attention to the absurdity they contain, an

effect which is often found in Tirso. There are other situation, also,

v/here closer parallels with situations in the three plays of Tirso'o

examined in the first section are noticeable.-

There is first the obvious similarity with the initial situation



in /.I amor medico: a brother prevents his sister from coming into

contact with their house-guest, who is nevertheless observed and then

pursued by the sister. In both plays, the sister's success depends on

the frustration of another love-affair. In both plays the heroine's

love initially seems hopeless and is recognised by her as such. In

dl amor medico, however, there is a complexity of motivation in the

heroine which leads to a witty play of concepts but which is absent

from la mu.jer nor fuerza.

The number of roles played by Finea has been noted by Da. Carmen

Bravo-Villasante, who finds that this echoes the situations in Don Gil

(arid, one may add, £1 amor medico). However, here again, La mu.jer nor

fuerma does not have the complexity of these latter plays. Tinea's only

other role on stage is that of Celio. The latter's claim to be Don

Alonso of Aragon is only contained in the yarn he spins to Florola,

while f'enisa is used when Celio wishes to show Finea to Florela. The

latter fact is especially significant when compared with parallel

situations in the other two plays. The use of Fenisa can be seen as

a concern with verisimilitude on the part of the author(s). On the

other hand, the way in which the Don Gil-Llvira and the Barbosa-Larta

pairs are impudently introduced reveals an ironic attitude in the

author's handling of his material which is absent from La mu.jer nor

■'uorna. In the two Tirsian plays, there is a deliberate, almost

insolent stress on a lack of verisimilitude which contrasts with tho

"serious" handling of the situation in La mujer. In other words,

situations and devices are treated seriously in order to produce

comic effect in La mu.jer, whereas in the other two plays, part, at

least, of the comic effect - and an important part, at that - arises

from tho ironical, deliberately non-serious use of these situations

and devices as dramatic material. The impression we get of Tirso as'
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a self-conscious, detached, ironical playwright, abused with the

situations he produces and contrives is a curious one (which is inherited

to a certain exlent by Calderon). Paradoxically, we also feel that

the problems around which Tirso's plays centre are more serious than

the one treated in La nu.jer por fuerza.

An example of an unorthodox handling of conventional dramatic

situations is found at the end of the play when Celio, whose real

identity is suspected by no one, asks the King for permission to

marry Federico. There are implications of sexual jerversion here,

which echo similar situations in til amor medico and Don Gil,

II.iv is interesting for two reasons. First, there is the yarn

Celio spins to Florela: the intention is to divert Florela's

attentions and affections from Federico to Celio himself. A similar

use of an invented story is to bo found in Llvira's story to Ines in

Tirso's Don Gil and also in Barbosa's reference to his sister, Karta,

in 1.1 amor medico. Secondly, the actual content of the story is an

embryonic version of a plot-situation which recurs in Tirso and is

evident in, e.g., £1 vergonzoso en palacio and £1 melancolico.

Celio-Alonso's actions are also a repetition of his father's, even to

the detail of having an illegitimate child by one woman and wanting to

marry another, i.e., Florela. The latter's subsequent resolve to

marry the disguised Alonso does not say much for her moral standards,

especially when we recall that a similar situation in Kscaraientos

para el cuerdo leads to a terrible punishment.

Finally, the persecution of the Conde by the "invisible" Finea

recalls Don Gil's persecution of Martin. Just as in Don Gil, the

ghost-like Gil is, in a sense, Martin's conscience, so in La mu.jer

por fucrza the invisible Finea is a haunting reminder to Federico of

his thoughtless "promise". Again, Finea's harrying of Federico almost

drives him insane, just as Martin is almost drivan mad in Don Gil. Hie



final step in this systematic persecution is the accusation brought

against Federico of having murdered Finea (IH.xvi), an incident which

is also paralleled in Don Gil.

To sum up, then, while it is hard to make any definite statements

about the play's authorship, there are certain features which are

typical of 'i'irso's approach: such a^ethe basic absurciity which serves

as the skeleton for the plot, a number of situations which recall

similar ones in Tirso's plays, and the portrayal of the female

characters. The serious use of the female page device is not typical

of Tirso, but it could occur in a very early play. In any case, a

comparison of this play with those in which Tirso used the female

page figure illustrates clearly the unconventional manner in which

Tirso handled this device.
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SATIRE AND SYMBOLISM IN THE STRUCTURE OF
TRSO DE MOLINA'S POE EL SOTANO Y EL TORNO

There is no doubt that some of the most brilliant Golden Age comedies
ave been written by Tirso de Molina. Don Gil de las calzas verdes, La
'losa de si misma, El amor medico, and Maria la piadosa are cases in point,
[any of Tirso's dramatic virtues are to be found in Por el sotano y el torno :
lasterly use of language, convincing characterisation (especially of the
rincipal female characters—as is usually the case with him), realistic
tmosphere, perfect symmetry of construction, and logical development of
re plot up to and even beyond the climax. Yet faulty structure, often seen
3 a basic weakness in Tirso's art, seems to mar the essential economy of
ramatic means and, more important, the self-contained unity of the action,
l the first place, the economy is violated by the insertion of Luis and
[elchora into the action to enable Tirso to get over two awkward moments,
sign, all too common in Tirso, of a carefree attitude to technique. Since
lese two characters do not affect the main plot structure of the comedy,
ley need not concern us in this article. In the second place, the solution to
le conflict is brought about by what, on the level of the action, seems a rather
:ude deus ex machina—the discovery that the clash of wills and interests
hich constitutes the conflict can, after all, easily be resolved by breaching
wall. The purpose of this paper is to show that the play, notwithstanding
s asyndetic structure, possesses a perfectly coherent unity if the torno and
le sotano which motivate the action are seen as symbols.1
The aim of the play is to satirise and partially frustrate cupidity. Ber-

arda's love of money, by leading her into a number of absurd situations,
roduces the complications of the plots. Everything turns on Bernarda's
lan to marry her younger sister to an old man ; since he is rich, her motive
cupidity :

POLONIA : Vala a casar a Madrid
con setenta anos, dorados
de mas de cien mil ducados,
de un viejo, hermano del Cid,
que en mas de treinta la dota ;
y a la viuda ha prometido,
porque la tercera ha sido,
para la primera flota
(que es el novio perulcro)
diez mil pesos ensayados,
con que olvidando cuidados

*1 am indebted to Professor A. A. Parker for having clarified for mo the relation
*

these symbols to the theme of the play, and also for numerous holpful suggestions
the writing of this paper with respect not only to the argument but also to its

•esentation.
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del matrimonio primero,
busque nueva comparua.2

olonia'8 long speech in this scene furnishes us with further details regarding
ernarda's character. The widow is searching not only for money but for
ve as well. However, she thinks she can only find love through money,
nee would-be husbands expect to be presented with dowries. The basic
inflict in the play arises out of the fact that Bernarda's pursuit of money
itails depriving her sister (who is also her ward) of her liberty. Naturally
lough, Jusepa is far from keen to marry an old man, but is too young and
amature, too well-trained by the conventions of her upbringing, to do
nything but submit passively :

POLONIA : En fe de la cual promesa,
aunque a la nina le pesa
mezclar con su sangre fria
la de edad tan floreciente,
calla y sigue el parecer
de su hermana, por no ser
a su gusto inobediente.

(I. iii. 92-98).
s in so many other Spanish comedies, the authority-obedience structure of
mtemporary society leads not only to Bernarda's complacently violating
er sister's liberty, but also to her taking it for granted that she is acting in
er sister's interest; as a result, she pays no attention to Jusepa's protests,
t does not occur to Bernarda that what she considers to be in her own
lterest may not be in her sister's. In fact, her cupidity is only one mani-
istation of her self-centred attitude towards life. Duarte refers to " com-
etencias narcisas " (I. xv. 953) as being the obstacles Bernarda places in
re way of Pernando's love for her.
A second element contributes to the development of the plot : this is the

inary symmetry of the play. The grouping of the characters is symmetrical :
rere are two pairs of lovers ; the servants pair off to assist them : Santillana
nd Mari-Ramirez try to influence Bernarda, while Santaren and Polonia
re on Jusepa's side. Looked at from another angle, the characters can be
rouped in a different way : those inside the house, and those outside ; the
ction of the play aims at the assimilation of these groups into a larger
nity, an assimilation which is completed with the marriage of Polonia to
antaren. This, however, is not all. More important, from the point of
iew of the development of the action, is the system of parallel, counter-
alancing forces set up in the play : Bernarda and Jusepa are sisters, while
ernando and Duarte are bosom friends. The latter meet the former under
imilar circumstances :

'Act I, scene iii, lines 79-91. The lines refer to A. Znmora Vicento's edition of the
lay (Buenos Aires, 1949). Act and scone will help the reader to find the context in
10 edition of Da. Blanca de los Rios (Tirso de Molina. Obras druindtiea# completas,
[I, Madrid, 1958). The practice of marrying a young girl to a rich old man is, of course,
equently treated in Golden Age literature. Similar situations to the one in this play
re to be found in, e.g., Rojas' Entre bobos anda el juego, Cervantes' El celoso extremeiio
nd El viejo celoso, and Tirso's Maria la piadosa.
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DUARTE : Este, amigo, es mi suceso ;
de dos hermanas los dos
a un tiempo somos amantes,
uno de otro imitacidn.
Una caida fue causa

de vuestra enajcnacidn ;
de la mia un estropiezo ;
;Que semejanza mayor ?

(II. xiii. 1677-84)
Fernando agrees :

No fuerades vos mi amigo
con tanto extremo, si el dios
de amistades y de amores
no enlazara ansi esta unidn.

(II. xiii. 1689-92)
In other words, there is a mutual correspondence between the actions of
the two sisters and those of the two friends. Fernando's falling in love is
followed by Duarte's ; Bernarda's is followed by Jusepa's, while Jusepa
imitates Bcrnarda's " fall " with the same result. A sort of moral causality,
not depending on the linking of incidents, is thus established in the play,
making Duarte and Jusepa imitate the actions of Fernando and Bernarda
respectively. The effect on the plot of these two elements—Bernarda's
character and the symmetrical demands of the play's structure—can be
traced in this way.

In pursuance of her plan, Bernarda brings Jusepa to Madrid where the
viejo has provided a house for them. This house, as the sisters discover at
once, is virtually a prison. It clearly symbolises Jusepa's loss of liberty—
the result of her sister's tyranny as well as of the impotent viejo's use of
force to retain a wife who will not be able to love him. Jusepa goes to church
and there sees Duarte, with whom she falls in love. The house and her
sister's authority are the obstacles to the fulfilment of their love. This
constitutes the main strand in the action.

The second strand, though less important from the point of view of the
mechanics of the plot, is nevertheless central from the psychological point
of view, in that it involves Bernarda. The discovery that the house destined
for them is virtually a prison comes as a surprise to both sisters. It is to
be a prison for Bernarda no less than for Jusepa, since, in order to earn her
diez mil pesos, Bernarda must be not only Jusepa's guard, but ipso facto,
her co-prisoner. The absurdity of the situation is obvious : Bernarda, in
her attempt to deprive her sister of her liberty, finds herself deprived of
liberty as well. At first, Bcrnarda can accept the situation with a shrug of
the shoulders, for there is money to be had :

No hay prebenda sin pensidn.
(I. vi. 326)

But hardly has she settled in the house when she falls in love with the false
barber and her situation becomes even more ridiculous. Bernarda is a self-
constituted prisoner of her cupidity, the satisfaction of which she hopes
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ill bring her a husband. She now finds love wooing her but is unable to
icept it because she is the prisoner of another passion : her love for the
ejo's diez mil pesos. The house therefore also represents Bernarda's self-
ustration. The second strand in the action is the obstacle that Bernarda's

lpidity places in the way of her own marriage to Fernando.
The third, and final, strand in the action consists of the love-affair be-

veen Polonia and Santaren. A convention of the comedia does not allow
lem to marry before their master and mistress, so that even here Bernarda's
ipidity controls the plot. Their love-affair parodies in its frankly physical
iture the timidity of Jusepa's love for Duarte and the dissimulated love
'

Bernarda for Fernando. Even more important, as will be seen later, is
le part these servants play in the denouement.
The climax of the play comes in Act III, scene ii, where Bernarda com-

ents on the conflict between love and money which is taking place within
jr breast :

La codicia y la aficidn
pelean dentro en mi pecho,
y cada cual el derecho
alega de su opinion.

(2189-92)
he understands why the fifteen-year-old Jusepa should be reluctant to
iarry a seventy-year-old man. Bernarda, however, decides in favour of
le marriage, because she argues that it is a better deal for Jusepa :

El viejo la esta mejor
que es una boba mi hermana,
pues cien mil ducados gana
al primer lance de amor.

(2209-12)
ut this is only a rationalisation of Bernarda's own cupidity, for she admits :

pues perdiendo diez mil pesos
no tengo con que casarme.

(2207-08)
he falseness of her argument is evident. She does not need the old man's
,oney to marry Fernando (who is himself rich enough), but automatically
isumes that she does, forgetting that Fernando had, in his letter, offered
ir his " scis mil ducados de renta asking her only to be " agradecida "
id love him in return. More crucial is her failure to realise that it is the
ostinate pursuit of her golden quarry which is leading her away from love,
ernarda is thus frustrating herself by the very means by which she seeks
) attain happiness. So long as she insists on selling her sister, she must
•main within the prison, inaccessible to Fernando. Bcrnarda, moreover, is.
nfair not only to herself but to Jusepa, since she now has absolutely no

;ason—apart from her own cupidity—for wanting to sell her sister. She is
sing Jusepa as a mere instrument and depriving her of her right to freedom,
hile at the same time she is also attempting to deprive Jusepa of what
le herself wants (and mistakenly hopes to get by selling Jusepa)—marriage
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to a rich, young man. Her attitude may conform to society's rules, but it is
immoral and, because it frustrates nature, anti-vital.

The first stage in the denouement takes place in the very next scene
when Bernarda is informed that she has a rival for Fcrnando's love. The
introduction of jealousy tips the scales in favour of love, and Bernarda's
main concern now is not to lose Fernando and his seis mil ducados. Jealous,
confused, insecure, and desperate, Bernarda pays two surprise visits to
Fernando. The parallelism of the play's structure requires Jusepa to visit
her wooer. She is locked in, but the servants intervene and, with their help,
Jusepa parallels Bernarda's exit through the torno by going through the
solano. Jusepa is compromised, Bernarda's monetary expectations are
frustrated, and all ends happily.

The introduction of the sotano as the complement to the torno does not
come as a complete surprise, since it occurs in the title, but the audience
have been kept guessing till near the end how it will intervene in the action.
The ending reinforces the play's symmetry and the trick devised unravels
the three strands in the action. The " discovery " of the secret passage
(which is in fact created by the servants, since an opening must be made in
the intervening wall) is, as has been already stated, a deus ex machine
because it docs not grow out of anything that has gone before. This, how¬
ever, is a fault in the action, not in the theme, and an analysis of the sym¬
bolism employed in the play will establish that the comedy has a soun'd
structural unity. Character and parallelism have produced the plot-struc¬
ture of the play ; the symbols provide the logic which establishes the unity
of that structure.

The house can be regarded as a prison because it symbolises, first,
Bernarda's and Jusepa's loss of liberty, and, secondly, the amorous and
sexual frustration of the sisters. It is thus the concrete representation of
the effects of Bernarda's cupidity on her sister as well as on herself. The
house, however, is clearly a special kind of prison : its walls are white, there
are no balconies, the windows that do exist are protected by a red, and a
torno stands at the entrance. Now, a torno is the revolving dumbwaiter for
passing objects into and out of a convent with enclosed nuns, i.e., those
whose rules keep them immured for life, as distinct from the nuns who can
come and go from and into the streets. The house is thus a convent. There¬
fore Bernarda announces to Jusepa her fate in these words :

que entre tanto que no venga
el capitan que te adora
has de ser monja.

(I. vi. 379-381)
Jusepa rebels, with this deliciously ironical remark, against the kind of life
offered to her :

i Yo monja del matrimonio ?
(II. vii. 1231)

Fernando describes the situation in similar terms :
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Prevenido desta suerte
este humano monasterio,
donde en alios primerizos
vive el amor recoleto3

(I. xv. 743-746)
Bernarda's speech later on confirms this view :

y esta casa es un convento
que los trae de dos en dos

(III. i. 2151-52)
The house and a convent both curtail individual liberty. But much more

important is the fact that celibacy reigns in each. In a convent this is
willingly self-imposed for the love of God ; in " este humano monasterio
on the other hand, it is enforced on unwilling subjects for the sake of social
" honour and the deity Bernarda worships is the golden calf. The irony
of the comparison introduces into the dialogue an important element of
religious imagery. Not only is its ambivalence consistently exploited, but
it is given a structural function.

Much of the wit and brilliance of the dialogue springs from the religious
imagery. Some of it is of the kind frequently found in Tirso and does not
follow necessarily and directly from the house = convent equation. Thus
Polonia describes her reluctance to act as go-between :

En aquesto del terciar,
tengo cartujo el humor.
No soy tercera persona.4

(I. iii. 177-179)
And Santillana gives a grotesque twist to his description of the barber :

mas almas tiene en el cielo
que un Herodes y un Neron ;
conocenle en cada casa :

por donde qidera que pasa
le llaman la Extrema-Uncion.

(I. xiii. 606-610)
Gold has a rejuvenating power which likens it to the baptismal waters of
the River Jordan :

3 " recoleto " : not only does this mean " recollected ", i.e., secluded, but it also is
the name of a religious Order. Cf. " Adj. que se aplica al Religioso que guarda y observa
recoleccion : y tambi£n al Convento o Casa de la misma Recoleccion " (Diccionario de
Autoridadcs). Thero is an ironic contradiction implied in the phraso " amor recoloto "
(as also in the immediately preceding " humano monasterio "—as opposed to a religious
monastery of celibates). The insulation of love is absurd, since this implies the negation
of its very essence.

4 " cartujo " : the Carthusian monk lived in an isolated, individual cell and was
committed to a vow of silence for the greater part of his life. A per"on of his tomper-
ament would, consequently, be unfitted to serve as a moans of communication between
two parties—tho joke, of course, being that a tercero is tho intermediary between lovers,
and is also a "Tertiary", i.e., "el que professa la Regla de la Tercera Orden de N. P.
S. Francisco, Santo Domingo y N. Seiiora del Carmen " (Diccionario de Autoruladee).
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FERNANDO : . . . . un viejo
remozado en el Jordan
de un pedazo de aquel cerro
genoves, puesto que indiano.

(I. xv. 722-725)
Much of the tone of Tirso's comedy depends on reverential things being

touched on light-heartedly in this way. But the organic function of this
kind of imagery becomes subtly apparent in Act III, scene i, which is surely
one of the finest scenes in the play. Here, the sisters, by pretending not to
understand each other, and by speaking in an esoteric language, make their
meanings very clear : Bernarda, herself guilty of being in love with Fer¬
nando, cannot openly accuse her sister. Jusepa has matured enough to
stand up to Bernarda, and her naive words are most eloquent. The religious
imagery is all-pervading :

BERNARDA : que eres un alma de Dios,
y esta casa es un convento
que los trae de dos en dos,
si no son de ciento en ciento.

JUSEPA : i Que es lo que trae ?
BERNARDA : Los devotos

de quien es el andadera
la esclava . . . .5

JUSEPA : i Conmigo ? j Jesus ! j Conmigo ?
Yo, i cuando al torno llegue ?

BERNARDA : j Bonita eres ! j Tii ? Jamas.
Estas ya beatificada.

(2150 ff.)
In the midst of all this delicate, amorous sophistication, the physical love
of Santaren and Polonia has a healthily pagan ring :

SANTAR^N : . . . . " Hermana perrenga,
duelete dc Santaren
que en ti desde ayer desea
dar dos nietos a Mahoma,
que vayan despues a Meca.
—I Quien te echo por estas partes
si no eres anima en pena ?—"6

(III. vii. 2698-704)
The activities of Mari-Ramirez would also seem to qualify her for a mitre
of sorts :

5 " andadera " : " La muger que en los Conventos do Monjas va a los recados "
(Dice, de Autaridades). Henco, in this context, a go-between.

6 Though the humour of this passage is obvious, its precise meaning is rather obscure.
The reference seems to be to an infidel religion (i.e., Islam). In the context of the play,
if the " true religion " is the Platonic, non-sexual love enforced upon tho sisters, the
physical love of the servants would appear to be a " false religion "—hence " anima
en pena " (2704). This interpretation of the passage may bo open to question, but it
fits into the overall tone of the play. Tho fact that Tirso is laughing at a non-sexual
married lovo (a Neo-Platonic concept) does not necessarily vitiate the interpretation,
this " religion ", of course, being " false " from tho point of view of the galanes de
mangas. The fact that the servants' offspring will, in due course, go on pilgrimages to
.Mecca means that they, too, will not hold to the celibate view of human love. Wo may
also note the equivocal use of " hormana " (2698).

n
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SANTAREN : Di parte a Mari-Ramirez,
y como obispar desea
ai vaca Corozain,

(III. vii. 2735-37)
Since the celibacy of convent life has, by the irony of comic inversion,

)ecome the sexual frustration of the two enclosed " nuns ", Fernando and
Duarte are galanes de monjas, and the whole situation of the play is turned
nto a witty, ironical comment on the unreality of the spiritual idealisation
rf love that has run through literature, and which Tirso never plays up to
—human love should never be celibate, i.e., Platonic. The play demon¬
strates the triumph of a natural (because sexual) marriage over an unnatural
(because unwillingly celibate) one, and the conflict between the two is
indicated by the fact that a superstructure of ambivalent, religious images
is built upon the incidents of the plot. The stages in the development of
this imagery are these.. The house is first transformed into a convent, and
Fernando and Duarte are galanes de monjas :

BERNARDA : y esta casa es un convento
que los trae de dos en dos

(HI. i)
Then, from the climax of the play onwards, the humour of this beginning
is converted into irony (note the clash of the sisters in III. i) and the em¬
phasis shifts to the real, erotic meaning of the religious terminology ; thus
the love of Santaren and Polonia, by being referred to in terms of an
" infidel " religion, is revealed as sexual rather than Platonic or spiritual
love ; instead of Polonia's wry humour : " tengo cartujo el humor " (I. iii),
we get Santaren's reference to the pretensions ofMari-Ramirez to a " bishop¬
ric " : " y como obispar desea / si vaca Corozain " (III. vii). The final step
in this process comes now in the denouement where erotic terms are not just
replaced by religious ones but religious situations are made to symbolise
erotic ones.

The substitution of religious for erotic terms is begun so cleverly and
progresses so imperceptibly that, at the climax of the play, we are agreeably
surprised to discover that Bernarda is an immured " nun " because of her
cupidity. The entry of jealousy into her emotional struggle gives the advan¬
tage to love. If the erotic-religious system of imagery is coherent, we should
expect to see a new " religious " development in Bernarda, and this, in fact,
takes place. On being told that Fernando is dallying with another woman,
Bernarda not only grows jealous, but is fired with an evangelical desire to
save Fernando's soul from hell-fire ; she hastily throws her manto over her
shoulders and bursts into his room :

Lastimada de que en vos
tan gallarda edad se pierda
en contagiosos peligros
donde el cuerpo y alma enferman,
olvide mi propia causa
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por la de Dios, cuya ofensa
siento tanto, que a los ojos
salen compasivas muestras.

(III. v. 2575-82)
However, there is a further reason for Bernarda's increased " religiosity
and to understand this we must examine the final and most important
aspect of the house—the underground sotano that parallels the above-
ground torno.

That the torno is a symbol and not an actual barrier sealing the house
off from the outside world is shown by the fact that the sisters can leave the
house. But they leave it, in fact, only to go to church, which is, of course,
consonant with the celibacy that the torno symbolises. At the end, this
becomes a pretext, but it is kept up. Bernarda, tormented by jealousy,
leaves her convent to preach a " sermon " to Fernando. Later that night,
she repeats the trick : her thoughts torture her ; she must see Fernando
again. In beata fashion, she tells Jusepa she must go to church :

Yo prometi una novena
y la quiero comenzar
desde hoy en el Buen-Suceso.

(III. ix. 2793-95)
Now, a novena is a petition of prayer lasting for nine days. But the ambi¬
valence of this religious language is exposed when Jusepa, who is not duped
by it, comments cynically on her sister's sudden religious fervour, and
reveals why Tirso chose a devotion of nine days rather than any of the
numerous other devotions that Catholic practice could offer :

Estas novenas de hogano
suelen volver intereses
novenas de nueve meses

cuando las hace el engano.
Vislumbres muestra de amor
esto que la inquieta el seso.
j Plega a Dios que al Buen-Suceso
no vaya del sangrador !
Que en Madrid alivia penas
si fe a fabulas dar quiero,
en las damas el acero,
y en las viudas las novenas.

(III. x. 2827-38)
Jusepa, for her part, does not need the subterfuge of going to church in
order to attain her parallel end. The wall dividing the cellars of the houses
in which she and the man she loves live is broken down from the man's side.
The fact that Duarte becomes united in marriage with Jusepa by passing
through this secret tunnel makes the sotano a clear sexual symbol.7

7 Professor A. A. Parker has pointed out to me the similar sexual symbol in Calderon's
Apolo y Climene. The priestesses of the temple of Diana are vowed to chastity, Climene
being one of them. Yet all the others carry on secret love-affairs, their lovers entering
the temple through a mina, or underground tunnel. Apollo, when exiled from his divinity
and succumbing to sensual love with Climene, does so by falling into the mina and
finding his way into the garden. The theme of Calderon's play is, of course, different,
and is given a serious, philosophical treatment, for which see A. A. Parker : " Metajfora
y simbolo en la interpretacion de Calderon in Adas del primer congreso internacional
de hispanistas (Oxford, 1964), pp. 141-160.
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The creation of the secret passage by piercing the wall which separates
the cellars is effected by Polonia and Santaren, with the help of the tercera,
Mari-Ramirez. Polonia and Santaren, as we have seen, represent the sexual
aspect of love, and Polonia is Jusepa's guard. It was Polonia who allowed
Santaren and Mari-Ramirez, disguised as a hawker and a toquera, to enter
the house. Again, it was Santaren's love for Polonia which led him to recog¬
nise her voice in the cellar, and they, in collaboration with Mari-Ramirez,
arrange for Jusepa to meet Duarte. Thanks, then, to the efforts of nature
(represented by Polonia and Santaren), the inmates of the house merge
with the outside world, and not only do Bernarda and Jusepa get their
men, but Polonia gets Santaren as well as her freedom, for nature is no
longer fettered. The struggle of love to attain fulfilment, in the face of the
obstacles presented by Bernarda's cupidity and the fact that society con¬
doned the " celibate " marriage of a young woman to an old man, is the
central problem of the play and ends in the triumph of nature and love. .

Love and marriage, for Tirso, must be frankly based on the physical. Celibacy
is an ideal only for real nuns, leading a real spiritual life ; it should have no
place in the love of man for woman, and sexual frustration, outside real
convents, should not be falsely endowed with spiritual value and dignifiod
by the language of religion.

Tirso does not, of course, make the point solemnly like this. He makes it
with a delightfully humorous zest. The satire is witty from first to last.
One amusing aspect is the " logic " of Bernarda's progression from cupidity
to love. Bernarda's cupidity is obviously anti-vital : it leads her into the
symbolic prison, which represents not only her loss of liberty in the attempt
to deprive her sister of it, but also her own amorous frustration. Bernarda's
actions thus boomerang upon herself. To escape from this prison—as she
must, if she would find love—, Bernarda's cupidity must be frustrated, and
it is made to frustrate itself : Bernarda loves Fernando not only for himself,
but in large measure for his seis mil de renta :

BERNARDA : Alto, viudcz, esto es hecho.
Perdone Dios al difunto.
j Seis mil ducados ! Hoy junto
a mi amor honra y provecho.
Su talle me ha satisfecho ;

Aragon es su apellido,
j quien duda que es bien nacido ?
j Seis mil ducados de rcnta !
Mejor me sale la cuenta
de lo que yo habia entcndido.

(II. xii. 1501-10)
It is precisely as a result of Bernarda's eager pursuit of Fernando's seis mil
ducados that she is frustrated in her attempt to sell her sister in order to
get the old man's diez mil pesos and finds love instead. Money thus proves
to be for Bernarda by turns an obstacle to her love, a bait, and thereby her
ultimate salvation. Since this is comedy, she is saved in the long run by
her own foible.
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The second witty aspect of this process consists in the fact that a moral
weakness can only be transformed into a saving virtue by means of religion.
When Bernards enters the house she undergoes a sea-change : she goes in
as a prisoner and comes out as a " nun By ostensibly leaving her " con¬
vent " to worship God, she in fact leaves it to find a husband (who fortun¬
ately happens to be rich). Love and marriage are a natural and human
" religion which love of money by itself is not.

The creation of a secret, underground passage (" underground because
it stands for the earthiness of human love as opposed to the ideal of celibacy
which is " above ground " because it is supernatural) and Duarte's passage
through it to unite with Juscpa cannot after all be regarded as constituting
an arbitx-ary dens ex machina to bring the play to an end. The ending is, on
the contrary, a logical outcome of the symbolical structure of the play. The
way in which torno and sotano are linked into a structural unity by a whole
system of appropriate imagery is an outstanding achievement of Tirso's
brilliant wit. Por el sotano y el torno, a sadly neglected play, proves to be
a structural tour de force in a highly original way and thus a superb example
of Tirso's comic art.

★ ' ★ ★

An epilogue seems to be demanded by the closing speech of the play,
which runs thus :

FERNANDO : Esto sirva
de entretener solamente ;
no por que haya estas malicias,
que Por el sotano y el torno
Tirso escribe, mas no afirma.

(III. xxi. 3264-8)
Two important points arise from this speech. The first has been noted by
all Tirsian critics : the last line affirms Tirso's authorship, which, in view of
the fact that the play was printed in the enigmatic Segunda parte, is of the
utmost importance. It is thus one of the four plays which Tirso claims to
be entirely his own.

The second point, which has so far escaped comment, is the fact that the
closing formula is an unusual one, and, at first sight, seems to provide us
with a further example of Tirso's curious sense of humour. Critics have
often drawn attention to the supposed inverisimilitude of Tix-so's plots.8
Professor Aubrun sums up this view in a reference to Por el sotano y el
torno : " La comedia est caractcristique do la maniere romanesque de Tirso
avec soix appareil de passages souterrains, de tours mysterieuscs et ses

8 Cf. A. Valbuena Prat: "En doterminadas formas, Tirso juega con la intriga, y
compono una especie de " ballet " maravilloso, de gracia y malicia, pintoresco on las
costumbres do ciudad y do aldea, en que la trama inverosimil so combina con la parodia
de motivos usuales en el drama do honor o caracteres " in Historici de la Ixteratura
espanola II(4th ed., Barcelona, 1953), 413. Komera-Navarro, also, in his Historia de
la literatura espanola (Boston, 1928), affirms that Tirso's theatre is " el do situaciones
y lances mas inverisimiles " (p. 346).
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quiproquos. . . . Remercions M. Zamora Vicente d'avoir donne sous une
forme agreable cet amusant et espiegle produit de la folle imagination du
mercedaire comediographe."9 There is a strong possibility, however, that
there is a point to Tirso's express " warning "—" no por que haya estas
malicias "—, and that there were other sources of inspiration for the play
besides Plautus' Miles gloriosus, which is mentioned in Act III, scene vii.

In one of the amusing " Cartas de jesuitas ", written from Salamanca
by Andres Mendo and dated 4th February, 1634, we find an incident, some
details of which remind us vividly of the action of the comedy :

Aqui ha sucedido un caso escandaloso : en el convento de monjas
de Santa Ana estaban dos senoras seglares, y un coadjutor del arce-
diano de Alba de esta iglesia y un colegial del arzobispo don Jose
Pantoja, cuyo padre esta en esa ciudad ; hicieron un agujero por una
casa pegada al convento, y entraban los dos 6 salian ellas, durando
algun tiempo este trato. Descubriose el caso ; prendieron al eclesi-
astico (que no esta aun ordenado) en la carcel del Obispo, y al colegial
le dio el maestreescuela por carcel la casa del corregidor con cuatro
guardas. El Pantoja se huy6 antes de anoche, temeroso de la vida,

. porque el Consejo llevo sangrientamente este caso y ha de venir juez
pesquisidor, y uno que esta ahora en Zamora sobre otro semejante
de un caballero que entro a una monja, le tiene ya para cortar la
cabeza. Las guardas tambien huyeron, y el corregidor se partid al
punto a dar cuenta al Consejo.10

This story lends further support to the theory that there is a fairly close
correspondence between the comedia and life in Golden Age Spain. Some
details, such as, for example, the presence of " dos senoras seglares " in a
convent, tempt one to try to seek a closer correspondence between the play
and the incident than a mere similarity of situation. This, however, seems
impossible. Miss R. L. Kennedy has made a strong case for supposing the
play to have been written after late January, 1623.11 The fact that it was
produced by Prado seems to lend support to this argument.12

On the other hand, a curious coincidence must be noted. The Segunda
parte was published in Madrid in 1635, with an aprobacion dated 10th
November, 1634.13 It is not impossible that Tirso knew of the incident
related in the letter and, when preparing the play for publication, altered
the ending, so that he could refer maliciosamente to the scandal, which may
have been common knowledge. A small detail may possibly lend further
support to this theory. Besides this play, there are only two others which

* In his review of A. Zamora Vicente's edition of the play, in BH LI (1949), 452.
10 Memorial histdrico espanol XIII (1861), 15.
11 R. L. Kennedy : " On the Date of Five Plays by Tirso do Molina ", Hit X (1942),

183-214, and " Studies for the Chronology of Tirso's Theatre ", 11R XI (1943), 17-46.
12 E. Cotarelo y Mori gives this information in his book, Tirso de Molina. Investi-

gaciones bio-bibliogrdficas (Madrid, 1893), p. 83. On p. 214 he suggests that Prado
produced the play during his stay in Madrid between 1621 and 1623. This seems quite
likely. We learn from Rennert {The Spanish Stage, New York, 1909, pp. 560-562) that
Prado was in Madrid in the first half of 1623, and again in 1635, spending most of the
intervening years in Seville. Shergold supports this in his A History of the Spanish
Stage (Oxford, 1967). It is obvious that the play was originally intended for a Madrid
audience.

u See Cotarolo, op. cit., p. 84, note 1.
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are described as " written viz., Antona Garcia (" y el poeta que lo ha
escrito ") and El melancolico (". . . Tirso la ha escrito "). Miss Wilson has
convincingly argued that Antona Garcia may have been revised as late as
1625.14 Tire date of El melancolico, published in the Primera parte (1627)
is more of a puzzle. Dona Blanca de los Rios, in her introduction to the
play,15 suggests that internal evidence points to the year 1611 as the date
of composition. Miss Kennedy, on the other hand, also basing her arguments
on internal evidence, argues that the play was written between 11th Novem¬
ber, 1622, and 11th February, 1623, and thus suggests, not very convincingly,
however, that El melancolico may be a rejundicion of Esto si que es negociar.16
The bulk of the evidence would point the other way, but there is a possibility
that El melancolico was retouched some time before publication. Thus it is
possible that Por el sotano y el torno, which also is a " written " play (" Tirso
escribe, mas no afirma "), was retouched before publication so as to allow
Tirso to make a sly reference to the incident alluded to in the letter, and
thus bring the play "up to date ".

That such behaviour as is described in the play and the letter was not,
in any case, untypical of the period is further confirmed by an account of
one of Felipe IV's adventures with a nun in the convent of San Placido.
This, according to Hume,17 took place about 1638, three years after the
publication of Tirso's Segunda parte and four years after the incident described
in the letter. Maranon describes how access was gained to the nun's cell J
" Vivia, en efecto, el protonotario en unas casas que se habia hecho construir
en la calle de la Madera, pegadas al convento, y le fue facil abrir una comuni-
cacion, que daba a la boveda donde guardaban el carbon las religiosas,
dentro ya de la clausura. Por esta via sacrilega se proyecto el asalto a la
monjita."18 Maranon refers to other similar incidents, which provide further
proof of the frequency with which such adventures took place. It is clear,
therefore, that the plot of Por el sotano y el torno was very likely based on
an incident in real life and was not entirely the product of Tirso's overheated
and " folle imagination ",19 %

P. Halkhoree
London

14 In the introduction to her ed. of the play (Manchester, 1957), p. ix. Miss Kennedy,
of course, suggests that the play was written in February or early March, 1623, in " On
the Date of Five Plays by Tirso de Molina ", HR X (1942), 183-214.

15 In Tirso de Molina. Obras dramaticas completas I (Madrid, 1946).
16 Ri L. Kennedy : " Studies for the Chronology of Tirso's Theatre ", Hit XI (1943),

17-46.
17 M. Hume : The Court of Philip IV (London, 1907).
18 G. Maranon : El Oondc-Duque de Olivares (Madrid, 1952), p. 207. Maranon

seems to be sceptical of tho authenticity of some of the details in the story.
18 It may be argued, on the other hand, that Tirso's play served as an incentive

to such adventures, and, in fact, Tirso was censured by tho Junta de Reformacion in
1625 on precisely such grounds. It is hoped, however, that it has been shown that
Tirso's play is satirical and is meant to ridicule such behaviour and, above all, the social
conventions which led to such absurd situations. The very definite " warning " at the
end of the play obviously seems to be intended to reinforce tho audience's awareness
of a parallel situation (or situations) in real life.
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1. /'Comedy has received comparatively little attention from critics,

perhaps because its ingredients are more varied and its lines

of development less obvious than those of the well-marked forms

cf tragedy and history. Yet comedies out-number tragedies

on the Elizabethan stage by nearly three to one."

M. C. Bradbrooks The Growth and structure of Elizabethan Comedy

(Peregrine Books, 19&3* 1st published 1955), Chap. 1, p.13«

Professor K. Whinnom, in his inaugural lecture: Spanish Literary

Historiography (Univ. of Exeter, 19&7), stresses that neglect

of the comedies has "distorted" the picture of the Golden Age

drama.

2. B. de los Bios de Lamperez: Tlrso de Molina. Obras dramaticas

completas. Vol.1 (Madrid, 19^+6), Vol.'. II (2nd ed., Madrid,

1962), Vol.Ill (Madrid, 1958).

3. In the introduction to Tirso's Parte tcrccra. it is stated that

he had written some ^GO plays. Cotarelo draws attention to this

on p.79 of his book: Tirso de Molina. Investigaciones bio-

biblioTraficas (Madrid, 1S93)»

h» In his thesis: Tirso de Molina. An Edition of 'La venganza de

Tamar1 with Bibliographical, Textual and Literary Criticism.

Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge, 1965. His findings have also been

published in his article: *Tirso de Molina: Two Bibliographical

studies', HB, XXXV (1967), ^3-68.

3. o. Mcntoto: 'Una comedia de Tirso que no es de Tirso', Archivo

Uispalense, 2a epoca, VII (l9'+6), 99-1&7*

6. Cotarelo believes that La mujer por fuerza is Tirso's. Cee his
* r _ •* •

introduction to his ed. of Comodias de Tlrso de ' * vol.1
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(liadrid, ^)QG), pp. lxi-lxii. It does seem that the play has

much In common with other plays of Tirso's, as I shall argue.

Gince hi condenado is now almost certainly known to be Tirso's,

there arises the possibility that hsto si que ee negociar may

not, after all, be by him. But this is a problem for which I can

as yet offer no satisfactory solution.

7. Cf., e.g., his prologue to III vergonzoso en palacioi "Intitulabaco

la coraodia hi Vergonzoso en Palacio.celebrada con general aplauso

(aSos habia), no solo entre todos los teatros do Lspana, pero en

los mas celebres do Italia y da entrambas Indias, con alabanzas

do su autor ... ." Quoted in A. Castro's ed. of the play in

Clasicos Castellanos (7th ed., Madrid, 1963), p.2.

8* Cervantes, in his Via.je del Parnaso (l6li+), seems to allude to

Tirso in these verses:

hi otro, cuyas sienes ves cenidas
con los brazos de Dafne en triunfo honroso,
sus glorias tiene en Alcala esculpidas,

an su ilustre teatro vitorioso
le nombra el cisne encanto no funesto,
sifimpre el primero como a mas famoso.

A los donairos suyos echo elresto,
con propicdades al gorron debidas,
por haberlos compuesto o aescompuesto.

Cotarelo comments: "Este elogio que, como tantos otros del

ilustre manco, me parece algo equxvoco, cuaclra exactamente a

Tirso en lo mas importante." (Investigaciones ..., p.29)«

9. Kefs, to envious persons constantly recur in Tirso's plays.

Cf., e.g., these words in Ventura to de Dios hi.jo:

DUQUJS: Gi probases
lo que acabas do afirmar,
yo la dicha trocarxa
de Oton, de suerte que hides©
que envidiosos no tuviese.

Ill.vi. p.l673a.

It is a note which is struck in an early play too, La eleccion

por la virtud (1612).
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10. See, e.g., the power of attorney granted by Ti'rso to a lawyer
to defend him against charges and the punishment following upon

the visit of Fr. Marcos de Galmeron to the monastery in Madrid,

reproduced in Vol.Ill of Da. Blanca's ed. (pp. 32 A/B). Tho

relationship between the two men is discussed by Fr. G. Placer

Lopes in his article: 'Biografxa del Ilmo. Fr. Marcos LalnerSn',

Fstudios. IV (19L8), 55ii-~60.

11. See, e.g., her article: 'A Re-appraisal of Tirso's Relations to

Lope and his Theatre', EC, XVII (1965), no.2, 25-3*+ sad XVIII

(1966), no.1, 1-15.

12. Cotarelo notes this on p.59 of Investigaciones.

13. 'Lpistolario do Lore de Vega, ed. de Agustin G. de Amezua, III,

pagina 206. Habla de una pelea: "... con tantos donaires, voces

y desatinos, que se llegaba rnas auditorio que ahora tienen con

Don Gil de las calzas yerdes.desatinada corned!^ del Kercedario".

No a be duda de que lo que lo picaba era el exito del fraile.'

D. Alonso: Poesia espafiola. (5th ed., Madrid, 1966), p.21^.

1A. D. Alonso remarks: "Saltemos dhora al siglo XVII. Hojeemos el

epistolario de Lope. Lncontrsnos alii ir.uy curiosos juicios. Por

ejemplo, a Don Gil de las calzas verdss. la rcgocijada farsa do

Tirco, la califica de "desatinada comedia". ids posible que

Lope - el gran conocedor do teatro - no se diera cuenta de que

la tocnica do la comedia por el introducida, Tirso la llevaba a

r>us ul.timas consecuencias al apurar hasta el lxmite la intriga,

prodigioso hilo que en la marana nunca se quobro? APodxa no ver,

en fin, que la tecnica de Tirso era en algunas comedias una

superacion de la suya propia?" In Poosia espanola (5th ed.,

Madrid, 1966), p.21A.



13. i'Or a still valuable summary of some of the pros ana cons of this

controversy, soo. a, Cotarelo: Biblioprafla de las controver"las

cobra la licltud del teatro en LopaKa. (Madrid, 19C4).

16. K. L. Kennedy; 'Attacks on Lope and hie Theatre, 1617-1621',

in Hi."- nnic studios in Honor of K« B. 'Adams, edo. J. B. Keller

and K.-L. delis, Univ. of Berth Carolina. Studies in Romance

languages and Literatures. no.59» (Chapel Hill, 1966). See also;

A. Gonzalez Falor.cia: 'Quevedo, Tirso y lan comedies ante la

Junta de Ileformacion', BKA.S. XXV (19^6), A3~8^. Cuaderr.os

CXVII-CXVIII.

17. This valuable defence has been reprinted in A. Castro's ed.

of LI vergcnzoco en palacio. in Clasicos Castellanos (7th ed.,
U,A «jt» ' 1

Madrid, 1963)# My rofs. will bo to this ed. A survey of the

main points of this defence lias been made by J. H. Parker; in his

article; "firno de Molina, defensor de la comedia nuova', Revista

Univ. de San Carlos. XII (1998), 39**i*8.

1o. A, H. Buofcoe, in Three Centuries of 'firro de Molina (Philadelphia,

1939), attributes this mainly to tha fact that the theatres viere

closed in 1696-1699 and when they were re-opened, Calrfercr.'s

plays held sway. Tirso, we recall, died in 1698, and by th"n had

lens oince ceased writing for the stage.

19. Here,of course, are the seeds of Romanticism. The revival of

interest in the coaedia was undoubtedly one aspect of the more

general reaction against Nco-Classicism. I do not know whether

there is a direct influence of German criticism on Upanish

criticism here, as distinct from the more general one of a new

"atmosphere". That there was a sort of cultural exhange by

the end of the century is certain.



20. For details, see A. H. Bushee, especially chap.V: 'The Guzman

edition of firso do Molina's Comedias'.

21. I. L. McClelland: Tirso de Molina. studies in Dramatic Realism

(Liverpool, 19^8), especially the "Introduction".

22. Da. Blnnca has drawn attention to this. Lee Vol.1 of her ed. of

Tirso (Madrid, 19*1-6), pp.13,' 22.

23. Cf., e.g., Martinez de la Rosa's statement: "... mostrose superior

a todos ellos en maldcia y sal comica". In Cbras lLtcrarias, II

(Paris, 1827), AA9-50. Quoted by Bushee, p.21.

2*t. Lee the comments of Hartzenbusch in his two eds. of Tirso'a

plays: (1) Teatro escogido de Bray Gabriel Tollez. 12 vols.,

(Madrid, l839-*+2); and (2) Comedias escogidan de Fray Gabriel

Tellez. B.A. .E., V (Madrid, 18A8). The introduction to the latter

contains articles by Duran, Lista, Javier de Burgos, etc. It is

these critics who first put forward the view that Tirso's men

are all shy and his women impudent and bold. Hartzenbusch's

comments on the plays (in the first of the eds. mentioned) are

important, though of necessity brief. He frequently condemns

Tirso's lapses in matters of taste, but he commends his style, Ms

dialogue, his character-drawing. As will be clear, I do not
'

'.
I

always agree with his comments on the structures of Tirso's plays.

Hartzenbusch's great interest in Tirso is rather surprising. His

best-known play, Los Asian tea de Tcruel is, of course, based on a

traditional story which also served as the basis for a play of the

came name attributed to Tirso. The Romantic view of life was not

consonant with comedy. Tirso's popularity in the early nineteenth-

century is thus even more surprising, unless political factors are

the explanation here.
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25. P. Kunoz Peha: PI tcatro del Maestro Tirso de Molina. Fstudio

crxtico-Iiterario (Valladolid, 1889). He quotes with approval

one of the more purple patches from A. F. SchackJ Geschichte dor

dramatischen Literatur und Kunst in Spanien .(Berlin. 18^5~6;

Frankfurt am Main, 185^. Spanish transl., Madrid, 1885-7).
Schack does not add much that is new to the views of Hartzenbusch

ct al. He is more sympathetic to Tirso's art (but this may be

just Romantic effervescence). He draws attention to the fact that

most of Tirso's plays are comedies, that they contain obscenities

(which he attributes to a difference in customs between the 17th

century and the 19th century), and that they are constructed in an

original way. He mentions their daring satire (though he does not

elaborate on this remark). He does not completely agree with

Duran's remarks about Tirso's timid men and bold women. He is

inclined to think that Tirso's virtues - style, wit, characterisa¬

tion, originality, etc. - outweigh his defects. His actual

comments on the plays, which he considers as some of the best'

comedies ever written, are largely descriptive.

26. In his Investigaciones. Much of this information with some

codifications, is also to be found in the intro. to his ed. of

Tirso's plays in N.B.AA.iSE., IV, IX, (Madrid, 19C6-19G7).

27. PI enigma biografico de Tirso de Molina (Madrid, 1928). Her

arguments are reprinted in the introduction to Vol. I of her ed.

of Tirso.

28. bee, e.g., M. L. Exos: 'Tirso de Molina no es bastardo',

Cstudios. V (19^9), 1-13; M. H. Hios and J. Nunez Barbosa:

'La hipotesis de dona Blanca de les Rxos de Lamperez sobre la

fc de nacimiento de Tirso de Molina', Atenea, XC (19^8), 299-31^;

M. Penedo Rey: 'Ampliacion al trabajo del Rev. P. Fr. Miguel L.

Rxos "Tirso de Molina no es bastardo".', Lstudios, V (19^9)« 1^-18.
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A summing-up of the situation is made by A. Cioranescu in his

article: 'La biographie de Tirso de Molina. Points de repere ot

points de vuo', BH, LXIV (1962), 157-92, part of which is re¬

printed as an appendix to K. Vossler: Lscciones sobre Tirco do

Molina (Madrid, 1965).

29. See, e.g., her introduction to la celosa de si mistna in Vol.11

of her ed., and also various of her remarks in her introduction

to Vol.1, e.g., pp.59, 47-50, 63; see also her remark on the

"Calderonian" monologue of D. Manrique in her introduction to
/

Oomo han do ser los aminos in Vol.1, p.267b.

30. £. W. Hesse: 'Catalogo bibliografico de Tirso de Molina',

Estudios. V (1949), 7S1-889. Supplements are in later numbers

of Istudios.

31. G. E. Wade: 'Tirso's Cigarrales de Toledo: Some Clarifications and

Identifications', HR, XXXIII (1965), 246-72; 'Tirso's Friends',

EC, XIX (1967), nc.1, 1-6. A. Nougue's book is 'L'Oeuvre en nroso

de Tirso de Molina. 'Los Cigarrales de Toledo' et 'Deleytar

arrovochando'. (Paris, 1962).

32. See, e.g., 'Certain Phases of the Sumptuary Decrees of 1623

and their Relation to Tirso's Theatre', HR, X (1942), 91-115;

'The Hew Plaza Mayor of 1620 and the Reflection in the Literature

of the Time', HR, XII (1944), 49-57; and 'The Madrid of 1617-25.

Certain Aspects of Social, Moral, and Educational Values', in

Estudios hi.-panicos. Eomena.lo a Archer K. Huntington. Vol.1

(Wcllcsley, Mass., 1952), pp.275-309.

33* Gee, e.g., 'On the Date of Five Plays by Tirro de Molina', HR.

X (1942), 183-214; and 'Studies for the Chronology of Tirso's

Theatre', HR, XI (1943), 17-46.
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3-'+. 'La nrudencia en la mu.jcr and the Ambient that brought it forth',

I'KLA.. LXIII (191*8), 1131-90.

35. 'Literary and Political Satire in Tirso's La, flngida Aracadia'.

in The Renaissance Reconsidered. Smith College Studies in History.

XLIV (Northampton, Mass., 1961*), pp.91-110.

36. A. Castro, in his ed. of the play in Clas. Cast. (Madrid, 7th

ed., 19b3). Casalduero in his articles: *L1 desenlace de LI

burlador de Levilla', in Studia philologica et litteraria in

honorem 1. Dpitzer. (Berne, 1938), and 'Contribucion al estudio

del tema de Don Juan en el teatro espanol*, &mith College Studies

in Modern Languages. XIX, (1938), nos. 3-1* «

37. See D. Rogers: 'Fearful Symmetry: The Lnding of LI burlador de

Oevilla', DIID. XLI (196'*), 11+1-59; end a more idiosyncratic study

by K. Bihler: 'Mas detalles sobre ironla, simetria y symbolismo

on LI burlador de Devilla de Tirso de Molina', in Ac tap del

primer congrfso internacional de hispanistas. (Oxford, 1961*),

pp. 213-18.

38. oee T. h. May: 'LI condenado por desconiiado'. BHS. XXXV (1958),

138-56.

39. H. A. Peyton: 'Dome Baroque Aspects of Tirso de Molina', RR,

xxxvi (191*5), 1*3-69.

1*0. Madrid, 1959.

1*1. -.studios. V (191*9), pp. 1*73-655.

1*2. Don Giovanni e il mistero di Tirso (Turin, 1958).

1*3« Antona Garcia. Act III, scene iii, page !+39b.

1*1*. II. L. Kennedy: 'A Reappraisal of Tirso's Relations to Lope and

his Theatre', EC, XVIII (19(6), 1-13.

1*5. Da. Blanca, of course, suggests that certain plays, notably

itarta la piadooa and LI amor medico, are sustained satires

G



directed against Lope de Vega. I an not convinced that her

arguments are conclusive; at the moment, they seem to be no

more than interesting hypotheses.

J. Sutherland: hnglish Satire (Cambridge, ' 1962) .

H. Bergson: Le hire (Paris. 1900). See also B. Aubouin:

Technique et psychologic du Comioue (Paris, 19A8).

48. L. J. Potts: Comedy (Ath impression, London, 1966. 1st pub¬

lished 19W), especially chap. 6: 'The boundaries of comedy'.

k9» These two essays (Bergson's in an Lnglish translation) are

reprinted in Comedy, with an introduction and appendix by

W. Cypher (Doubleday Anchor Books, New York, 195&).

50. A. Nicoll: The Theory of Drama. (London 1931)*

51. K, 0. Jones: 'LI perro del hortelano v la vision de Lope',

Filologla. X (I96L), 133""L2. This theory has much in common

with C. L. Barber's Shakespeare's Festive Comedy (Princeton,

1959).

52. R. Piddington has put forward the theory that laughter performs

a compensatory function in society. It arises when two sets of

conflicting values are shown to be simultaneously valid. Laughter

is then an attempt to gloss over a socially embarrassing situation

and to affirm that there is, in fact, nothing unusual in the

situation. Lee The Psychelo; y of Laughter (2nd ed., 1963, 1st

ed., 1933).

53. 2. Auorbach, in his brilliait work, Mimesis, has asserted that

Golden Age literature is not problematic, it does not question

tho existing order in any way.

3km R. C. Llliott: The Power of Latire (3rd printing, Princeton

University Press, 1966. 1st published 1960).

33» J,:Kerr: Tragedy and Comedy (London, 1968).



56. This is, of course, one aspect of the principle of poetic

justice which, as Professor Parker has pointed out, is a

characteristic feature of the coiaedia. See A. A. Parker;

The Approach to the Spanish Drama of the Golden Age (London,

1957)• Professor B. Wardropper has, in a recent article,

pointed out the close resemblances between Golden Age comedy

and tragedy. See B. W. Wardropper: tCalderon,s Comedy and His

Serious Sense of Life', in Hispanic Studies in Honor of

Nicholson B, Adams (Chapel Kill, Univ. of North Carolina Press,

1966), pp.179-93.
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oethan Drama (New York,1. V. 0. Freeburg: Disguise Plots in Eliza

1915).

2. R. 0. Jones: 'El perro del hortelano y la vision de Lope',

i'ii.. x (196U, 135-^2.

3. A. Nicoll: The Theory of Drama (London, 1931)*

A, E. W, Hesse and W. C. McCrary: "La balanza subjetive-objotiva

in el teatro de Tirso: ensayo sobre contenido y forma barrocos."

Hispanofila. no.3 (1958), 1-11.

5. E. W. Hesse: "The Nature of the Complexity in Tirso's Don Gil."

Hispania XLV (1962), 389-9W

6. C. Bravo-Villasante: La mu.jer vestida de hombre en el teatro

espaffol. 68. XVI-aVII. (Madrid, 1955), 11V-15.

7. A. Valbuena Prat: Historia de la literatura espanola. II, 5 th

od., (Barcelona, 1957) p.'If 13»'

8. All quotations are taken from Tirso de Molina, Obras drc aticas

completas. I, ed.'B. de los Rios, Madrid, 19^5* The references

are to Act, scene and page.
<

9. G. S. Wade: "On Tirso's Don Gil". MLN. LXXIV (1958), 609-12.

Perhaps some of these "slip " cam be seen in a different light.

One may regard Ines's mistake (Miguel de Cisneros instead of

Miguel de Ribera) as the result of her own confusion (she gets

the name correct as Elvira is telling her about her woes). Pedro

of course, correctly repeats what he heard from Ines. Juan could

easily have learnt about Miguel off-stage.

10. This, surely, is where Clara fits into the play's structure. Hcs

states that she forms part of a sub-plot which also involves Gil

and Antonio. This is true, but my viewpoint is slightly differen
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The sudden appearancejof Antonio at the end as a husband for

Clara is a small flaw in the play's construction.

11. As Hesse points out, Elvira's story is an oblique truth, i.e.,

an indirect reference to the story of Martin and Juana.

12. M. C. Bradbrook: English Dramatic Form (London, 19&5), especially

chap. X. I owe the idea about the ghost in El caballero de

Clmedo to Prof. J. E. Varey. Gil de las calzas verdes is also,

of course, Martin's conscience.

1p. w. A. Peyton: "Come Baroque Aspects of Tirso de Molina." RE,

XXXVI (19^5), 4>69.

1^r. E. Gijon: EI humor en Tirso de Molina. Madrid, 1959•

13. Martin excuses himself thus:

Mi padre la culpa tiene
destas degracias, Quintana,
su codicia y interes.

Ill.i. p.1?A5a.

16. I owe this coinage to Prof. A. A. Parker.

17. The irrationality of courtly !bve gradually comes under attack

towards the end of the XVc and this
1

course of the XVIc. This irrationality is still evident in early

Neo-Flatonic works (Montemayor's Dians). but irrational love is

gradually equated with amor loco, and superseded by rational love

* (Gil Polo's Diana cnsmorada). which coraes to be regarded as the

genuine I.'eo-Platonic love. Cee, e.g., R. 0. Jones: "Ariosto and

Garcilaso." BHS, XXXIX (1962), 15>{&; A. Sole-Leris: "The Theory

of Love in the Two Dianas: A Contrast." BHG. XXXVI (1959), ^5~79j

et. al. But Neo-Platonism, because it is, to a large extent,

merely a dressing-up of courtly love in pseudo-Platonic guise,

cm lead to bewildering contradictions, and in this speech Tirso

points up one of them. Nature's perfection depends on her variety,

itack is intensified in the
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and it is in this that Ines finds a "logical" justification

for her inconstancy, which is theoretically inconceivable within

the "rerious", Neo-Platonic scheme of pure, constant love.

Tirso, as we shall see in the course of this study, takes

delight in exploding false and artificial ideals.

18. The symbolical use of night scenes is a recurrent feature in

Tirso's plays. Here, it stands for Ines's emotional blindness

as well as for the disfraz which has caused so much confusion

in the characters. E. H. Templin has analysed night scenes in

"Night Scenes in Tirso de Molina r" RR, XLI (1950)» 2o1-73» but does

not point out the symbolical significance of this scene, although

he does discuss one aspect of it.

19. Hartzenbusch, in his noteo to the play in the 3rd vol. of his

Teatro escogirio de Fray Gabriel Tollez. (Madrid, 1839) is

puzzled by this aspect of Ines's character: "La fria crueldad

que alii manifiesta la dana, de nada sirve, no es propia de su
t

caracter y con nada se justifies." (p.128) We can only share in
'

this reaction if we see Ines as a naxve, innocent ^irl. It is
clear that Tirso did not intend to portray her as such. To

sympathise to such an extent with Ines is to be completely

impervious to Tirso's masterly satirical irony.

20. Cf., e.g., "Lo que si cansa es el prinipio de la Comedia. La

esposicion es penosa y sin artificio, la preciosisima relacion

de Caramanchel, plagada de rasgos satiricos muy felices, es

inoportuna." (Hartzenbusch, p.126.) . I may add here that the

summings-up of the action at various points throughout the play

may strike the reader as a violation of dramatic economy; but in

view of the complexity of the action, these summaries nay well

be of considerable help to an audience.



21. Perhaps the unreality of the action in Don Gil is worth

stressing, if only because of the fact that the play has been

censured as lacking in verisimilitude. Cf., e.g., Munoz Pena:

hi teatro del maestro Tirso de Molina. Kstudio crxtico literario

(Valladolid, 1889), chap. XI, p.653, ancl Ildefonso-Manuel Gil's

introduction to the play (Madrid, 1964), pp. 17-18. Such critics

seem to assume that verisimilitude is a sine qua non of a literary

work, without realising that all literature is more or loss

unrealistic, since all art operates at at least one remove from

reality. In this play, travesty (both of a dramatic situation

and of human behaviour) has been shown to be the central feature,

And all travesty is a systematic deformation of the matter

travestied, which makes it even more artificial and unreal. If

the anrovechnr element is to be seen as no less important in

Golden Age literature than the deleitar aspect, we must recognise

the need for an unreal or stylised situation to bring out the

"message" (which is always an abstraction from life). The real-

life situation in this play (i.e., the Juana-Martin one) is

potentially tragic. The action of the play is intended to make

us aware of this, so that the real-life tragedy may be averted.

All criticisms of the play's inverisimilitude are therefore doubly

irrelevant.

22. Mr. A. D. Deyermond has pointed out to me that the confusion of

the four Giles may be compared to the confusion of tongues which

brought down the tower of Babel (in both cases a limitation imposed

by God being ignored). Also that Babel = Babylon (cf. Camels'

Babel e Sjao).

23. J. B. I.omland draws our attention to this passage in his article:



"A Laughter Analysis of Three Conedias of Tirso de Molina.."

MLP. XXXI (19A-6), 38. He seems to regard it as one of Tirso's

less successful frivolous puns because he does not take into

account the absurdity which Caramanchel i3 stressing. Note

how the "-il" echoes through the passage like a mocking laugh.

In his article: 'Tirso's Cigarrales de Toledo: Lome Clarifications

and Identifications', HR, XXXIII (1965), 21*6-72, G. L. Wade has

n dravm attention to the name "Don Gil de Albornoz". There is,

first, the Cardinal Gil de Alvarez Albornoz, Archbishop of Toledo,

buried in the chapel of Can Ilhefonso in Toledo. The banda of

the Albornoz coat-of-arms, Lade notes, was green in colour.

(Gee the allusion to this Don Gil in the 'Cantica de los clerigos

de Talavera' in the Libro de buen amor). A more immediate

reference, according to Wade, would probably have been to the

Cardinal Gil de Albornoz, Inquisidor de la Guprcma in 1627, and

made Cardinal in that year. Wade suggests that he may have been in

Toledo in 1615 (the place and date of composition of Don Gil) and

perhaps also in 1621 v Wade comments: "it appears that Tirso was

making fun of a clerical friend ... We feel quite sure that it

was this don Gil de Albornoz whose name TiCrjso gave to the pro¬

tagonist of Don Gil de las calzas vcrries. with its mu.jer dlsfrazada

de hombre and its malicious homosexual implications."

2k* The same image recurs, for example, in La venganza de Tamar.

Il.xii; Ill.iv.

23. Nomland draws attention, briefly, to this, but, unfortunately, he

does not develop his point.

26. Gee, e.g., G. G. h'orley: "ColcTr Symbolism in Tirso de Molina."

RR, VIII (1917), 77-31. He bases his analysis on findings in

H. A. Kenyon: "Color Gymbolism in Larly Gpanish Ballads." HH, VI
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(1915), 327-^0. Curiously enough, Morley does not «\ention

Don Gil in his article. W. L. Fichter also analyses this

phenomenon in "Color Symbolism in Lope de Vega." RR, XVIII

(1927), 220-51. For Calderon, too, green symbolises hope (See

E. 1-i. Wilson and J. Sage: Poesias llricas en las obras dramnticas

de Calderon. (London, 196^), p.^5» No.59J "SI JULGO es de las

colores It is bright green, of course, which symbolises

hope; dark green may suggest its frustration. This distinction

is clearly seen in Alcnso de Ledesma's "LI juego de las colores"

(In Juegos de Noches Buenas a lo divino. Barcelona, 1605. In

BAE. XXXV, (Madrid, 1885), p.179b): "Tomo el limbo verde claro, /

viendo a su Dios en el suelo, / y el jidio verde obscuro, / pues

hoy ole espera protervo." I am indebted to Mr. J. Cage for this

reference and also foaf some references in the following note.

27. In the Lnciclopedia del idioma III, ed. M. Alonso, (Madrid, 195$),
we find the following (12th) meaning given to verde: "fig. s.

XVI al XX. Libre, indecente, obsceno. Apl. a cuentos, comedia^

poesxas, etc. Gongora: Obr. II - 102." The ref. to Gongora is

also to be found in B. Alernany y Selfa: Vocabulario de las obras

de Don Luis de Gonrora y Argote (Madrid, 193C0 : "^0 fig. Inmodesto,

obsceno. ( uantas en vano / tiernas derrame lagriraas, temiendo,

/ •••/••• algun siempre verde. siempre cano / Latyro de las

aguas. II, 102 y 103." Quevedo also uses verde with similar

overtones. Cf., e.g., his "Desmiente a un viejo por la barba":

"Viejo verde, viejo verde, / mas negro vas que la tirfet, / pues

a pcder de borrones / la barba llevas escrita. / Recoger quiere la

nieve / que tus edades ventiscan / ..." The green-white contrast

is interesting, as it recurs a few liiffe later: "Sobre bianco capa

negra // es mocedad dominica;" (Quoted from Obras completas. Verso.
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ed. L. Astrana Marin. [3rd ed., Madrid, 1952.J, No. LCII, p.39l)«

Tliis green-white contrast, as we shall see, is also exploited

by Tirso in the play. (In the Enciclooedla del idioma. we are

informed that, in this sense, verde is used from the XVIIIc to

the XXc. XVIII is surely a slip for XVII). Verde is more

explicitly associated with indecency in another poem of (jievedo's

(ed. cit. No. LXXXVII, pp.383-8^), entitled "Quejas de una

cortesana viendose ociosa" (dated 1626): "A la jineta sentada /

sobre un bajo taburete, / con su avantjalillo bianco / y su
vestidillo verde ..." Here again the white (because she is

"ociosa") -green contrast recurs. What is curious about this

romance is that later on there appears the refrain: "Kolinico,

ipor que no mueles? /Forque me beben el agua los bueyes", which

also appears in Tirso's pi; y (I.viii. p.1725&). The bueyes

in Tirso's play symbolise suspicions, while in Quevedo's poem

they represent married women of easy virtue who force the

courtesans to live a life of enforced and unwelcome chastity.

28. Come of the words in this passage perhaps call for brief comment,

"motolito": "lacil de ser enge.Sado u vencido, por ser poco

avisado, o falto de experiencia y manejo en lo que se trata"

(Dice, de Autoridades). "gazmio": Gazmiar « "guitar y andar

comiendo golosinas." "Se toma tambien por quejarse y resentirse.

Hs voz burlesca, y en este sentido verbo neutro." (Aut.) Here it

seems to mean "$educe" or "catch". The latter sense is reinforced

by "garlito":"Especie de nassa ^nodo de orinal de vidro, y en lo

mas estrecho de el se hace la red de unos lazos, que en entrando el

pez no puede salir, porque se enreda en ellos". "Metaphoricanente

significa celada, lazo o assechanza, que se arma a alguno para



raoleatarle y hacerle dano." (Aut.). i.e., a trap. More interesting,

perhaps, is "arador": it is, of course, a ploughman and also the

ring-worm: "Piojitelo o gusanillo cagi imperceptible, que se cria

lo mas ordinariamente en las palmas de las manos, que sacado y

puesto al Sol, se ve mover: y con ser tan pequeno,tiene una manchita

negra que parece cabeza. Dixose Arador, porque parece va formando

surcos, como hace el arado" (nut). Caramanchel may be comparing

Don Gil to this almost invisible mite; but, in the context of the

passage, the word seems to have sexual overtones, by a metaphorical

extension of the basic meaning. Of. the Elizabethan image,

exemplified in the lines from Shakespeare's sonnet: "For where

is she so far whose un-ear'd womb / Disdains the tillage of thy

husbandry?" However, I have been unable to find any allusion to

such sexual connotations of "arador" in the dictionaries, etc.

I have consulted. I may, of course, be reading into the Spanish

term a meaning which belongs only to the English equivalent,

but the overall context in which the word appears would suggest

that I am not. Alternatively, Tirso's use of the word- here may

possibly constitute an isolated, original metaphor.

29. This sociological dimension, arising out of a social structure

in which the male and female roles are clearly defined, is

.. discussed more fully in J. G. Peristiany (ed.): Honour and Shaac

(London, 1965)t PP« 7G-71. The figure of the mu.jer varcnil.

examined, though not very satisfactorily, by Da. Carmen Bravo-

Villasante in her book already referred to, is the subject of a

Cambridge Ph.D. thesis by Dr. M. Jones: The Mu.jer Varolii in the

Drama of the Golden Age. (A Uocial and Literary 3tudy of a Dramatic

Type). [19673• As the existence of this dissertation did not come

to my notice until after this chapter was written and my thesis



nearing completion, I have not been able to make use of its

findings.

G. E, Wade in "Notes on Two of Tirso's plays" EC, XII (i960),

no. 2, 1-6, has suggested that Don Gil was written between

21ct January and 25th June, 1615. It was produced by Valdes

in Toledo in July, 1615. Wade does not agree with the date of

composition (l6lit) D. Blanca assigns to the play in her intro¬

duction to it in her ed. The date of Amar por arte ...'.yor is

discussed in a later chapter, where it is suggested that internal

evidence seems to point to the years 1627-29 as the period of

com position.
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1. An ed. of this play lias only now been done as a Ph.D. thesis

at Pittsburgh University by Dr. 0. Giardini. I have not yet

been able to see it.

2. In vol. II of his Teatro escogido de Fray Gabrial Tellez.(Madrid.
»

_ 1839-42).

3. Hartsenbusch (op.cit.) is, however, correct in saying that "solo

puede notarse que el personaje de don Luis, sin ser inutil, no

sea tarr.poco completamente necesario." Hartzenbusch's view of liis

function as serving to excuse in part Kelchor's treatment of

Kagdaiena is justifiable: "La escena VII da a conocer que T§llez

introdujo en la comedia el personaje de don Luis para hacer a

don Melchor mas disculpable, si se apartaba de los conciertos

tratados, pues asi queaaba a dona Magdalena un novio de su misraa

sangre, y mas rico que el leones ..." Apart from the final scene,

where all the characters gather on stage, Luis appears thrice in

the course of the play. In I.vii and Ill.vii, he serves as

Melchor's confidant. Their conversation also allows Magdalena

in Act I and Angela in Act III to change, while the situation as it

stands is reviewed. The symmetrical placing and function of these

two scenes is obvious. Luis's other appearance is in Il.iii,

inhere, unknowingly, he acts as an intermediary between the veiled

Magdalena and Melchor. This is an ironical moment when the poor

Luis urges the tapada to ensnare Melchor so that he, Luis, can

marry Magdalena.

4. Lee E. Schanfcer's article: 'A Midsummer-Night's Dream' (In

Lhakcspeare. The Comedies, ed. K. Huir. Prentice Hall, Englewood

Cliffs, New Jersey, c 1965, 3rd printing). The structural function

of setting in Ghakespeare and other Elizabethan dramatists is



examined by M. Doran in Endeavors of Art (Madison, Univ. of

Wisconsin Press, 195'+), chap.X. This analytic method owes

much'to the "Lexicon Bhetoricae" ofK. Burke's stimulating

Counter—statement (End ed., Los Altos, California, 1955)*

, ^notations are by Act, scene and page. The ed. used is Da.

Blanca de los Rxoc': Tirso de Molina. Obras dramaticas complctas.

vol.11 (Madrid, 1962).

"PechcPlingue". Da. Blanca suggests that here the word means

"pirate", and at other times "heretic". However, in the intro.

to Amar por arte mayor (vol. Ill of her ed, p.1l66b) she gives

what appears to be a more acceptable meaning, viz., that the

word is a phonetic transcription of "speech English". I have

been unable to find the word in such dictionaries of the period

as I iiave consulted. It seems to be one of Tirso's inventions.

The fact that it occurs in Amar por arte mayor may suggest a

chronological proximity with La celosa. although, as I shall

argue in Chapter Ten, the former appears to be considerably

later than La celosa. (1627-29 as opposed to 1622).

Vol, IV of the Dice, critico etimolo-ico de la lengua castellans

(Berne, 1957), PP» 60i+-05.

The function of the tropelxa motif in Cervantes' Movela ejcmolar

has been brilliantly analysed by Prof. L. J. Woodward in '21

casamlento engaHoso y El coloouio de los perrcs.' BH5. XXXVI (lS59)f

80-87.

M. A. Peyton: "Some Baroque Aspects of Tirso de Molina" PR. XXXVI

d9'+5), '+>69.

In her intro. to the play, oo.cit., p.1i+36b.

S. E. Leavitt has analysed examples of "strip-tease" in Golden

Ago drama in his article: 'Ctrip-tease in Golden Age Drama',
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Homena.je a Bodriguez-Honino.I (Madrid, 1966) pp. 3O5-3IO.

He does not, however, refer to this scene which is much core

delicate, but, perhaps, even, more suggestive than the ones he

discusses.

12. 'This farcical scene, we may note, is based on the deception motif,

and is thus thematically linked to the main section of the play.

But in addition it also performs an important structural function

in the play as a whole by helping along the complication.

Thus a small deception scene is organically fitted into a play

about deception, .furthermore, Santillana's deception (in part

motivated by interes)produces no result, for Ventura refuses him

his "cuatro reales". Similarly, in the main action, the practice

of deception will eventually prove fruitless. To anticipate a

later phase in this discussion of the play, note, too, how on the

stylistic level, the whole of I.iii grows out of the tro-nelia

motif. Bven Melchor's story about the purse-thief fits into the

pattern of an inconsistency between appearance and reality.

13. Cne wonders here whether Sebastian's early description of Angela

v/as a complete fabrication. The Sebastian-Angela relationship is

a curious one. They seem to work in concert with each other, and,

in fact, Sebastian's description of his sister in I.ii nay have

been no more - and no less - them an example of high-powered

. salesmanship. It is a curious man who would invite his

acquaintances to amuse themoives at his sister's expense! When «

Sebastian discovers that Angela's plan to marry Kelchor threatens

to ruin his own, he would murder her. Also, periodically, as in

II.vi. p.Tf68a, Angela threatens to leave her home if she cannot

have her desires fulfilled. This would be a serious step to take

in the XVIIc. Are Angela and Sebastian a professional "brother-
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and-sister" team, companions in business rather than, relations

in blood?

1£f. We note tint almost all the characters contribute in some way

towards the failure of the device. In Don Gil, too, Martin's

uncomfortable poation towards the end is not wholly due to his
own fault. This process (but on a different level and in a

different key) bears some resemblance to the working of what

Prof. A. A. Parker has aptly termed "diffused responsibility"

in Calderon's tragedies (in 'Towards a Definition of Calderonian

Tragedy', BHS, XXXIX (1962), 222-37). - .

15. Cartas do los .jesuitas. vol.1 (Madrid, 1861) p.**5« Letter

dated Madrid, 6th May, 163^, from Franciscjo de Vilches to
P. Hafael Pereyra.

16. Sae, e.g., P. W. Bomli: La Femme dans I'Sspagne du siecle d'or

(La Haye, 1950), p.115. Borali confirms that all foreigners spoke

of the liberty of the mu.jer tapada.

17. "Confision que hacen los >T)9.ntos de sus culpas en la prematica de

no taparce las mujeres." No. LXX in Obras comrletas. Verso, ed.

Astrana Marin (3rd ed., Madrid, 1952), pp. 361-64. Quevedo in

chap. XXI of his Buscon (ed. Castro, Madrid, 1965> p.226) refers

to the art of wielding the manto. In chap. XVIII of the novel

(pp. 194-95) he also refers to a girl who never tired of displaying

her beautiful hands. This may help to support the view that Melchor's

praise of the tapada's hand is intended to strike us as ridiculous

and that we are not to take it seriously.
18. This is pointed out by Cotarelo in Tirso de Molina: Investi-

/■; 1ciones bic-bibliograficas (Madrid, 1893) &nd by Miss Kennedy

in 'On the Date of Five Plays by Tirso de Molina', HH, X (1942),

183-214. The satire of Gongorism is one of a number of details



which lead Hiss Kennedy to suggest that the play was writtbn
' '
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between Dec., 1619 and 1st March, 1624. Da. Blanca assigns

it to the years 1621-22. (Cotarelo's dating - I0C7 - is curious

and rejected by Kiss Kennedy, but a possible explanation for his

dating, if this is not based on a conjecture that Tirso cay

have seen some of Gongora's Gongoristic works at an early date,

may be the fact th t he thought that it was connected with the

1610 nrematlca against the manto.) One fact which may help to

su2"port the view that the play may have been written c. 1622-23

seems to have passed unperceived so far. There are two obvious

references (both in Act III) to homosexuals in the play. The

first is Santillana's humorous rejection of Ventura's embraces:

SANTILLANA (A VENTURA, que porfia en abrazarla):
iQuerois apostar, hermano,
que os he de hacer acusar?

Ill.ii. p.1V?7a.

The second is when Melchor asks Ventura to allow him to climb

on to his'back so that he can take the Condesa's hand: in this

latter speech there is an open attack on certain persons in Madrid:

VENTURA: IMai ano! Busca una yegua
o el banco de un herrador,
que soy macho y no eres herabra.

MZLCKCR: Hazrae esta merced, que asi
quiero llamarla.

VENTURA: Dij e ras
servicio, quo agora hay hartos
que a todo Madrid inciensan.

KELCRGR: Enojareme contigo.
VENTURA: £Yo debajo de ti? SAfuerai

Ni aun de burlas, vive Dios.
Echa esa carga a otra bestia.

Ill.xviii. p.1A88a.

It may not be rash to suppose that this is a reference to Villa-

mcdiana and his circle of homosexuals. He was assassinated in the

Calle Mayor on 21st Aug., 1622. Miss Kennedy states that if the

play was presented by Manual Alvarez de Vallejo, it was probably

staged during his stay in Madrid between Oct. 3th, 1622 and
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Feb. 8th, 1623.

19. A. Valbuena Prat: La vida esnaflola en la edad de oro

(Barcelona, 1943), p.251.

20. The first passage is obviously an echo of the parable of the

marriage feast (Matthew, chap. 22, w. 1-14, and, in particular,

v. 14: "For many are called, but few are chosen"). The second

passage is a ref. to the story of Lsau and Jacob (Genesis, chap.-27).
21. Go, too, is God. Thus the parallel of the religion of love is

valid hero too; the goddess of this religion is also a hidden one.

22. Cn the level of the religion of love, these are the "revelations"

granted to the "worshipper" in Church. Kelchor, in fact, had

asked for such a "revelation":

Ln fin: imi amor no os obliga
a que lo que por fe adoro
vea?

II.v. p.1466a.

23. Here, too, there are religious overtones. Human eyes cannot look

upon the Godhead. Also, it is clear that this play wittily

establishes a relationship on the stylistic level between

C-cngoricm and Neo-Platonism. Prof. R. 0. Jones, in various

studies, see, e.g., 'The Poetic Unity of the Soledade3 of

Gongora' BUS. XXXI (1954), 189-204; 'Reo-Paltonism and the

Colcdacles'. BUS, XL (1963), 1-16; "Gongora and Heo-Platonism

Again", BUS. XLIII (1966), 117-20 - has, on the other hand,

sought to establish a serious, ideological connexion between tho

two, which is suggestive.

n
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if 0 I 3 S TO CHAPTER THREE

1. In her introduction to this play in Tirso de Molina, Obras

dramaticas cenroletas II (Madrid, 1962), pp. 961-69•

2. G. E. Wade: Rev. of For el sotano y el torno.ed. A. Eamora

Vicente (Buenos Aires, 19^9)» in fyrrnosium. IV (1950), l37-90»

3. Cf. R. L. Kennedy: 'La prudencia en la mu.jer and the Ambient

that brought it forth' PMLf«. LXIII (19^8), 1131-90. The point,

as Miss Kennedy notes, had been made by Da. Blanca de los Rios

in an article in La esfera. XVII (Cct.Ath, 193^)*

fi. This date is suggested by Miss Kennedy in her article,

'On the Date of .Five Flays by Tirso de Molina' HR, X (19^+2),

163-21(i-. It will be noted that the element of medical satire

links El amor medico with plays which are now assigned by

critics to the period 1622-1623# C. Bruertcn, in his review of

Tirso de Molina. Comedies II (Clas. Cast., Madrid, 19^7) in

HRFH, IV (1930), 68-71, assigns the play to the period V22-

16255 "El percentage de romance (kk»9°/o) y silva (3.06°/o)
indica claramente que la obra es posterior a 1620, y, a juzgar

por la versificacion, hasta podria ser de 1625# 2°r raucnes que

no pusdo divulgar, la pieza probablemente no se escribio antes

do los ultimos racsee de 1622. La fecha seria, pues, 1622-1625"

(p.69). As I point out below, other features link si amor

medico with plays probably written around the year 1622.

Incident"-lly, this dating would make El amor medico fall

within that period which Miss Kennedy shows to be a critical

one in the relationship between Tirso and Lop, , and would thus

.'Som to lend indirect support to Da. Blanca's suggestion that

Tirco is satirising Lope in this play. This point is touched qn



briefly at a later stage of this analysis.

R. bancho de ban Roman: La mcdicina y los medicos en la obra

de Tirso de Molina. (Salamanca, I960), p.65*

San Roman (or. cit., p.10) makes the following comment; "algunac

citas exprecas parecon indicar c.ue [TirsoJ conocio a cstas

"autoridadcs" de la antigiicdad clasica mas xntimamente de lo

que podria deducirse por una mera informacion cultural; asx, en

algunos parlamentos de LI amor medico (Acto II, Escena VIII),

La findda Arcadia (Jornada II, Escena XV), y Don Gil de las

calzas verdes (Acto I, Escena II)".

This feature is, of course, similar to Tirso's so-called "self-

plagiarism", already noted by critics. See, e.g., G. E. Wade:

•Tirso's 0elf-Plagiarism in Plot' HR.IV (1936), 55-65. One

aspect of this developing technique is also discussed by E.

Caldera in ' Un motive delle commedie "de enredo": 1' ela'corazicne

de "El melancolico".' in Studi tirsiani (Milan, 1958), 95-110.

This date is suggested by Miss Kennedy in her article 'Cn the

Date of Five Plays by Tirso de Molina.1 HR,X (1 i*2), lS3-21'r.

This is noted by A* Zamora Vicente and Da. Ma. Josefa Canellada

de Eamora on p.88 of their ed. cf this play (Madrid, 1956).

In his review of Tirno de "olina: Corjiedias II (Clas. Cast.,

Madrid, 19^7). eds. A, Zamora Vicente and Ma. J. Canellada dc

Zamora, in MRFH. IV (1950), 68-71. Bruerton refers to "esus

dos piezas, que no son ciertaraente de las mejores de Tirso"
• ... . S

(p.68).

In his examen of the play in Teatro escogiao de Fray Gabriel

Tcllez. vol VIII (Madrid, 18^0).

Hartzcnbusch, of course, makes this point: "ho3 pareco que

Tellez debia haber empezado y concluido la accion del Amor



Kcdlco en Coimbra, porque el acto primero no es mas que una

ecposicion axaplificada, que podia reducirse a. un par de escenas:

as! hubiera quedado fuera el personage de don Gonzalo que de

nada sirve." (hxar: en. p.390)* This structure (which seems

typically Tirsian) in which Act I serves as the exposition to

the action proper in Acts II and III can also be noted in

hi vergonroso en palacio.

13, C, Bruerton (loc. cit.. p.69) draws attention to this curious

feature of the play.; He considers that the roles especially of

Martin, Machado and Delgado have been truncated and concludes:

"Cabria pensar que hubo una version anterior, en la cual sua

papeles eran mas extensos". This is a definite possibility

(of. Brito's role in Calderon's hi princi^e constante) although

it must be borne in mind that Tirso is not over-nice about such

technical details. Cn the other hand, scenes ii to vi constitute

the second cuadro of Act I, and, as I point out below, there is

a symmetrical pattern established in it by the crescendo-

decrescendo build-up and reduction of the characters on stage.

From the purely visual point of view, therefore, Machado is an

important element here. "Gtage-business" also provides an

explanation of sorts for Delgsdo's presence in Il.i-iii (or

i-iv?). This opening cuadro builds up to the important third

scene between Tello and l.'elgado. The function of this scone

will be examined later on, but the linguistic ambivalence, wo

may note, is reflected visually in the presence of two characters

cn stage. Since the dialectic in the play is important, Tirso

needs a partner (largely passive, here) for Tello when the two

gentlemen leave the stage. Delgado's being an old friend who has

just arrived in Coirnbra makes the ensuing conversation more
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natural. Considerations of visual symmetry nay also help to

account for Martin's largely silent presence in Il.vi-viii, and

Ill.i-ii. His return in III.xx forms, of course, part of the

final gathering of all the characters on stage - apart from the

dead Gonzulo.

14. That complexity which U. Kllis-Fermor, in the opening chapter

("The Limitations of Dx-araa") of her stimulating book, f'e

.^rentiers of Drama (2nd ed., London, 1964)}sees as an element
recalcitrant to dramatic treatment is, in a sense, clearly

present in this play of Tirso's. The two themes might easily

have produced two separate plays. That he chose to yoke them
V" *; , . . ■ J

, , •: ■ ■ /• . I

together ±o form a single play would make us suspect that Tirco

was indeed working on the "frontiers of drama". Cthor plays,

such as si condenado por oesconfiado. where we have a treatment

'

of a genuine religious experience in a complex dramatic mould -

"the experience is presented in both its positive and negative
i

forms - and the Pizarro and Canta Juana trilogies (not to mention

the large number of plays whose sequels were either never com¬

pleted or have been lost) help to confirm this view.

15. Jeronima is, of course, one version of the rnu.jer varonil. This

figure has been studied by Dr. M. Jones in her Ph.D. thesis:

The Mu.jer Varonil in the Drama of the Golden r.--e. (A Uoclri and

Literary .-tudy of a. Dramatic Type). (Cambridge, 1967). For

the reasons stated in chapter one of this thesis, I have been

unable to make use of Dr. Jcnes' findings.

16. J. M. Viqueira, on p.299 of his interesting monograph, 'La

lusofilia de « Tirso de Molina »' (Biblos. XXXVI O96O,

265-489), sees the play as exemplifying two types of freedom:

the freedom to love and the freedom to act. This, in a sense,
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is true enough. Yet, there is an assumed incompatibility

between these tv/o types of freedom in the play - until a way

of reconciling them is found. One type of freedom, in other

words, limits the other type. This is what helps to maintain

tho dramatic tension in the play.

1?. Cf. tho following passage- from Harta la niadosa:

JUAN : Don Diego, hele do matar.
DILGG: iDois vos medico?

Ill.xviii.

18. Jose Ka. Viqueira, in his study, Coimbra en las letras esoaRolas

(Coimbra, 196'*) refers briefly to the play's dualism which, as

he points out, suits the character of the city: "Verdaderament^

Jdonde major podria localizar, en aquella epoca manuelina, e?

dualismo amonciencia. sino on la(a) Atenas lusitana que era, y

es, ademas, la tierra do los amores?" (p.Vt). Because of the

nature of his study, Viqueira does not develop this point much

further, save to link vaguely this dualism to the shift in

sotting in the play: "La piesa se titula LI Amor Medico, y r

aqui se revela el citado dualismo. su primer acto se desarrolla

en ->evilla, y los otros dos en Coimbra." (p.'+lj. Viquiera

further notes that Jeronima-Barbosa "va desarrollando el duplo

proyccto amoroso-cientifico de su vida, con tanta habilidad y

perspicacia, que, naturalmente, triunfa en toda la linea:

consigue el objeto de amor, y es doctorada en la Universidad y

nombrada medico de palacio" (p.^1). As I hope to chow, the

point can be developed a step further in order to bring out the

way in which the dualism is, to a large extent, ultimately

resolved. I have not yet seen Viqueira's Coimbra y Tirso de

Lolina (Coimbra, 1995)» whore, as he states elsewhere, he examines

LI amor medico more closely.



In this, Tirco is only following a long tradition in European

literature which describes lovo as an illness. The sick doctor

must therefore cure herself in the play.

Quotations are taken from Da. Elanca de los Rios* ed. already

mentioned. References are to Act, scene, and page. In a few

cases, ZamoraVicente's ed. in Clas. Cast., mentioned above,

provides a more satisfactory reading. Where there is a signifi¬

cant difference between the two texts, this is noted. Cbvious

misprints have been corrected.

In The Structure of Literature (Univ. of Chicago Press, 19^>2,

c 195U, Chap.Ill, "Comic Plots", pp.82ff.

P. Goodman (op. cit.) sees the complex plot (in the Aristotelian

cense) as being composed of an apparent and a hidden plot. The

emergence of the latter constitutes the Aristotelian reversal.

For Goodman, the complex plot properly belongs to tragedy, as it

is tiere that the undermining of the surface plot can be exploited

to the full. However, as Goodman admits, the complex plot, with

modifications, may also be found in comedy. F.I amor medico

seems to be an example of what Goodman is trying to express,

although the hidden plot is hidden only to Jeroniraa's victims.

As will become clear, it is this "hidden plot" which is the

ultimate motivating element in the structure of the play.

In his examen of the play, already mentioned.

F, Halstead: 'The Optics of Love: ilotes on a Concept of Atomistic

Philosophy in the Theatre of Tirso de Molina' r;HLA, LVIII (Tl'+p),

108-21. One may make a few rcparos with respect to Halstend's

article itself. It contains the odd factual inaccuracy: e.g.,

he says that "Jeronima is herself the object of Sodrigo's

desires, and hers the eyes that sot him aflame" (p.11Q, note Ry).



Again, Kalstead reasonably concludes that Jeronima'e long

medico-philosophical speech is carefully planned and deliberately

included. However, he can only explain its inclusion by regarding

it as "yet another of the digressions not uncommon to his theatre"

(p.121), as he is unwilling to accept that Tirso may have had

"an object in mind" in the writing of the speech. But it is

clear that the speech (1) adds to the comic effect of the play

by its mystifying effect; (2) is an integral part of the play's

medical satire; (3) contributes to our sensing the element of

caricature Tirso is introducing into the portrayal of Jeronima.

These are, perhaps, good enough organic reasons for the shakincss

of the philosophical argument in the speech, although I have no

intention of implying that Tirso's knowledge was less incomplete

than Kalstead claims. At the same time, the "tendency to cries-'

cross along the lines laid down by the various schools" (p.120)

is hardly important in strict dramatic terms, although it could

just conceivably bear seme relation to the basic ambivalent

pattern which characterises the comedy. Finally, Halstead's

comments in notes 31-33 on p.117 are themselves open to doubt

as regards interpretation. The passage commented occurs in

III.v. 1GG5a-b. The expression "a su modo" can be taken in a

literal sense to mean simply "in a suitable, i.e., digestible or

easily assimilated, way". Halstead's translation of mcdo by

"mode" in this context seems to do violence to the sense, apart

from being syntactically unusual. The "entendimiento agente" is,

surely, the factor which mediates between the external, corporeal

process and the inner, spiritual one. Once the information

obtained by the former ha3 been "spiritualised" ("que las

immaterialice, / y vuolva espirituales"), the inner process
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starts. The will's coming into operation is therefore quite

normal, especially as it controls the emotion of love. The

assertion of the control it has over the individual is, of

course, partly comic: but this control is not absolute.

Jeronima, in a sly remark later on, Opposes it to the albedrio,

on which the ultimate decision rests; "que el sabio siempre

resiste". The point is, ultimately, that this speech of

Jeroniran's contains an ambiguous irony which we must perceivo if

we are to respond meaningfully to it on the dramatic level.

2Cf. [SANTILLANAj s ipao almas tiene en el cielo
qua un iierodes y un Keron;
conocenle en cada casa:

por aonde quiera- qua pasa
le llaman la .sxtrema-Uncion.

(I.xiii. p.561b in vol.Ill of
3. de los Rios' ed., Madrid, 195>8.)

26. Tho large number of Jewish doctors in Spain and the essentially

social reasons for this have been noted by 3. Glaser in

•kefercncias anti3emitas en la literature, peninsular de la

edad de oro.« NRl'Tl. VIII (195<+), 39-62.

27* Quiteria, of course, frequently stresses that Jeronima's actions

only tarnish the family honour. Cf., e.g., the following passage:

JEuen fin a nuestro viajo
ha dado tu ciego amor,
bv ma disculpa a tu honor,
buen fin a nuestro viajei
Don Gonzalo esta en Pamplona
pcleando, y cuanto gana,
echalo a perder su hermana.

Il.xii. p.997a.

28. The emphasis on personal merit as the basic criterion in

determining the individual's position in the social hierarchy

is a constantly recurring theme in Tirso. Da. hlanca do los

Rios lias sought no connect this with her hypothesis of Tirso's

illegitimacy and his consequent attitude toward: bastards and

c?
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sa^undones. G. Kancini has pointed out, however, that the

segundon is a common enough character in the drama of the period

in his article: 'Caratteri e problem! del teatro ai Tireo' in

..'tuni tirsiani (Milan, 1938), p. 12. The self-made man who stakes

all on merit and personal achievement is, of course, a typical

figure of the Renaissance.

29* Viqueira recognises this: ,"... el motor de toda la accion

dramatics es el amor: por el, se hacen viajcs largos y cansados,

por el, se arrostran peligros, y por el, incluso, se victo de

hombre una mujer para frecuentar la Universidad" ('La lusofilia

p.ii-02).

jO. 'The Feminist Theme in the Drama of the Siglo de Gro.' RR,

XXVI (1935)j 191-231. Feminism is, of course, also a real-life

social phenomenon of the period. Both Da. Blanca and Zacora

Vicente discuss some feminists of the day in their introductions

to the play. Bomli, in chap. IV of the first part of Ms La

Pemrne dans l'Lsnagno du snecle d'or (La Haye, 1950) examines the

phenomenon, making passing reference to this play of Tirso's.

31. Da. Blanca claims to see in tide speech seme autobiographical

echo of Tirso's own life, viz., Figueroa's attack, in 21 pasa.jero,

on Tirso personally as well as on the Lopean comedy (pp.966-7)*

Ker argument seems, perhaps, a little over-subtle, although one

might be prepared to see the speech in part as Tirso's personal

attack on slanderers - perhaps even his own personal enemies.

32. The tendency to arrange marriages between members of rich

families for almost purely socio-economic reasons was a pressing

social problem of the tine. Zamora Vicente draws attention to

this on p.32 of his ed, A more detailed discussion of the

phenomenon especially among the upper classes and its implications



may be found in A. Doralnguez Ortiz: La sociedad espanola en el

sirlo XVII Vol.1 (Madrid, CSIC, 1963), Fart II, chap. 2.

"Importo / corto": this is Saaiora Vicente1 s reading.

I am not sure that Da. Blanca has proved herjpase conclusively.
At the same time, the sequence of names and the implications of

some of the incidents seem to point to more than a series of

mer coincidences, The fact that Tirso and Lope were not on

friendly terms at the time this play was probably composed nay

be of some significance here. 'Therefore, while not considering

Da. Blanca's statements as more than an interesting hypothesis,

I shall review hero some points which seem pertinent to it. Any

definite conclusions will have to be reserved until such time as

the exact nature of the relationship between Tirso and Lope is

fully clarified. (This is a subject on which Hiss Kennedy has

been working.) Lope's love-affair with Amarilis, i.e., Marts de

Nevares, seems to have begun late in 1616. Their daughter was

born in August, 1517 and Roque Hernando . died towards the end

of 1618 or the beginning of 1619. One may recall Lope's

glorification of death and its assistants, illness and the

doctors, on this occasion. A convenient resumejof the affair may
bo found in Lope's Gbrao escogidas. Teatro. Vol.1., ed, F. C.

Cainz do Robles (5th ed., Madrid, 1966), pp.137-i+8. There seen

to be other echoes of Lope's love-affairs, perhaps, in the play.

Da. Blanca proposes that Caspar's Micaela is an echo of Lor>o's

Micaela de Lujan. Bainz da Roblcs suggests (p.87) that Lope

probably met her in Toledo c.1597. Da. Blanca also makes the

point that there may be some significance in Tirso's choice of

the names Jeronima (=Jeronima de Burgos) and, of course, Marts.

Gacpar has had to flee from Toledo to e.: cape the law-officers,



after attacking his slanderers. Lope himself was exiled from

Madrid because of his libellous attacks on Siena Osorio. Part

of this exile was spent in Valencia (the town of D. Jaime in

Tirso*3 play). Lope went to Lisbon, where he joined the Armada

in order to escape from his newly-married wife, Isabel. Caspar,

in the play, plans to go to Lisbon and embark for the La. t, but

eve-'dually finds himself in Coimbra.

P.. L. Kennedy: 'A Reappraisal of Tirso's Relations to Lope and

his Theatre'. BC, XVII (1965), 2>3T and XVIII (1966), 1-13.

We may note, incidentally, that the situation in which an

unidentified wc, :an pursues a man, claiming he promised to marry

her, although ho has not really done so, or, atjleast, has no

recollection of having done so, is central in the problematic

b rnu.jer por fuerza.

Tirso'u rough-and-ready Portuguese, to which Hartsenfcusch has

drawn attention, obviously turns out to be a virtue here. The

perhaps deliberately imperfect Portuguese employed facilitates

the word-play in the comedy.

H, Cantei in his article: 'Le Portugal dans l'ceuvre de Tirso do

Molina', in Melanges d'etudes portugaises offerts * M, Georges

le Gentil (Chartres, 19^9), PP» 131-53» notes that: "Le portugai

est plus qu'un simple element coraique dans LI amor medico. II

permet d'introduire une serie de quiproquoc qui embrouillont les

pcrsonnages et il devicnt ninsi un des elements de 1'action dans

la piece." Cantei, however, does not develop his statement.

S. Korby, in his article, 'Portugal and Galicia in the I lays

of Tirco de Molina.' HR, IX (19A1), 266-7A, states that

i ortuguese is used as an element of di.< guise in .H amor medico.

Viqueira points out that Tirso uses Portuguese in this play for



comic effect (Tello's word-play) and to bring out the element of

coquetry in Jeronima's character. ('La lusofilia pp.

He also adds: "... no veo que ce pueda tachar de incorrecta csta

lengua lusitana usada por nuestro dramaturgo, en el siglo XVII:

era la misma, con levisimas diferencias, cue el leia y oxa en

sus Portugueses coetaneos" (p.A52).

2&mora Vicente makes a brief reference to the relationship

between language and personality in K1 amor medico in 'Portugal

en el teatro de Tirso de Molina' in De Garcilaso a Valle-Inclan

(Buenos Aires, 195^): "a cada aparicion y desaparicion del

portugues coao medio expresivo corresponde una transmutacion do

la personalidad en el hablante. n tal punto llega la identi-

ficacion de la mudanza y su valor, que no serxa entendida la

comedia de no comprender este portugues. ...Es, incluso, la

piedra de toque para el reconocimiento, para la iaentificacicn

del voluntariamente borroco personaje." Viqueira, as has been

already pointed out in a previous note, makes a similar point.

For a discussion of this point, see Jan Kott's "Shakespeare's

Litter Arcadia" in Shakespeare our Contemporary (2nd ed.,

London, 1967).

The phrase is, of course, taken from U. Lllis-Fermor's book:

The Frontiers of Drama (2nd ed., London, 1964).

See Appendix A of this thesis.

A similar point has also been made with respect to Calderon

by Professor Parker in his article: 'History and Poetry: the

Coriolanus theme in Caldcron'. In Hispanic Studies in Honour

of I. Gonzalez Llubora (Oxford, 1959), pp.211-22'). Of. also

K. Kuir's statement on Shakespeare's heroines: "It is character¬

istic of nearly all Shakespeare's comedies that Ihe heroines



should largely escape his satire and that it is their

qualities (wit, hut? or, generosity, initiative, balance, courage)

which bring about a satisfactory resolution of the plot. Portia

Rosalind, and Viola embody the values of the plays in which they

appear; and the falsities of society and the corruption of

sentimentality are revealed for what they are in the clear

light of the comic spirit." In his introduction to Chakesneare.

The Comedies, ed. K. Muir (Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs

N.J., £ 1965), p.7. This view of woman in drama may perhaps be

linked to the feminist question and this, in turn to the

general ferment in the intellectual and social climate of the

seventeenth century. See, e.g., P. W. Bomli: La j'emma dans

I'Espagne du siocle d'or (La Haye, 195^) Ha. del Pilar

Cnate: El feminismo en la literatura espanola (Madrid, 1958).
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N 0 IE G TO CHAPTER FOUR.

1. G. 0. Wade: 'Notes on Tirso de Molina'. KR, VII (1939), 69-72.

2. Reprinted in E. Cotarelo's introduction to his edition of

Comedias de Tirso de Molina. I, (Madrid, 1906), p. lxvii.

3. L. K.^Wilson: 'Seven Aprobaciones by Don Pedro Calderon de la

Barca'. In Homenaje a Damaso Alonso. Ill (Madrid, 1963)* PP*

605-18.

k. In my analysis of Amar por arte mayor.

5. 'La beata enamorada o Marta la piadosa. Comedia de Tirso de Molina,

refundida en cinco actos'. 11 Censor. X (1821), i+i+9-53*

6. In his examen of the play in Teatro escop;ido de Fray Gabriel Tellez.

I, ed. J. L. Hartzenbusch (Madrid, 1839).

7. P. Chasles: Italie et Lspagne. Voyages d'un critique a travers la

vie et les liVres. II. (Paris, 1869), PP«337-5^*

8. Cf. "LI arte de Tirso ha logrado ... hacernos tolerable y a ratos

simpatica a la protagonists: es hipocrita soncillanente porque

ama con pasion a un hombre y no quiere entregar su cuerpo a otro."

M. Romera-Navarro: Iiistoria de la literatura espanola (Boston,

c 1928), p.337.

9. A. F. G. Bell: 'Gome Notes on Tirso de Molina'. BBS XVII (19^0),

1?2-2©3.

10. A. Valbuena Prat: Histor.La de la literatura espanola.ll. (Ath ed.

Barcelona, 1933), p.A©9.

11. M. Penna: Don Giovanni e il mistero de Tirso (Turin, 1958).

12. Penna argues that the nature of the subject leads us to expect a

tragic ending similar to that in Lope de Vega's LI caballero de

Clnedo. in which the tragedy, so to speak, atones for the

profanation of religion. The justification for the tragedy in



Lope's play is not as Fenna supposes, and has already been

discussed by Professor Parker who has drawn attention to the

similarity in situation and difference in treatment between the

two plays, (dee A. A. Parker: The Approach to the Spanish Drama

of the Golden Ape. London, 1957, pp.10-12.) Gomez is not dishonoured

by the deception practised on him by Marta and Felipe, and, as is

obvious, Gomez's character is very unlike that of Don Pedro.

13. Clasicos <fbro, Zaragoza, 4 th ed. 1958 (1st ed., 1943).

14. 'De Tirso de Molina al refundidor de "arta la piadosa. Carta'. In

Del siKlo de oro (Madrid. 1910), pp. 81-97.

15. Act I. scene xiv. page 358a. All quotations are by act, scene and
'

page and refer to vol II of Tirso de Molina. Obras dram£ticas

completes, ed. B. do los Flos (Madrid, 1962).

16t A. Urtiaga: LI indiano en la draraatica de Tirso Molina (Madrid,

1965), pp. 116-121+, 174-175.

17. In. fact, the style of the whole play is worthy of being closely

analysed. The action of the play, by itself can be seen as largely

farcical. It is a stock situation in comedy. It is the subtie-ties

of language in the dialogue which raise the play to the level of

high comedy.

18, Incidentally, the fact that this hasty journey of Gomez's to Illescas

is motiviated essentially by his love of' money and thus serves to

illustrate his character answers Hartzenbusch's somewhat unnecessary

complaint that the journey is useless and violates the unity of

place for no sound reason. It also helps to explain Gomez's

readiness in Act III to make a journey to Seville, here again

enticed by the prospect of acquiring Felipe's wealth.



NOILS TO CHAPTER FIVE

1. Act I. scene iii. page 553&. References are to Tirso de Molina,

. Cbras dramaticars completes. Ill, od. B. do los Rxos (Madrid, 1958)•

A. Eamora Vicente's ed. of the play (Buenos Aires, 19^9) has extremely

the text. The practice of

is, of course, frequently

helpful notes for the understanding of

marrying a young fljirl to a rich old man

treated in Golden Age literature. Similar situations to the one in

this play are to bo found in, e.g., Rojas' Kntre bobos anda el jueco.

and Cervantes' El celoso extrcmeno and El vie.jo celoso.

2. "rccoleto": not only does this mean "recollected", i.e., secluded,

but it also is the name of a religious Order. Cf. "Adj. que se aplica

al Religioso que guarda y observa recoleccion: y tambien al Convento

0 Casa de la misoa Recoleccion" (Diccionario de Autoridades). There

is an ironic contradiction implied in the phrase "amor recoleto"

(as also in the immediately preceding "humano monasterio" - as opposed

to a religious monastery of celibates). The insulation of love is

absurd, since this implies the negation of its very essence.

3. "cartujo": The Carthusian monk lived in an isolated, individual cell

and was committed to a vow of silence for the greater part of his

life. A person of his temperament would, consequently, be unfitted

to serve as a means of communication between the two parties - the joke,

of course, being that a tercero is the intermediary between lovers, and

is also a "Tertiary", i.e., "el que professa la Regla de la Tercera

Graen de N.P.E. Francisco, Canto Domingo y N.' Senora del Carmen"

(Diccionario de Autoridades).

This js a reference to Naaman's leprosy. Gee II Kings, chap.V, w.1-14.

1 am grateful to Dr. J. Lowe of Edinburgh University for drawing my

attention to this.
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5. "andadera": "La muger quo en los Conventos de Konjas va a Ioq recados"

(Dice, de Autoridsdes). Hence, in this context, a go-between.
"the

6. Though^humour of this passage is obvious, its precise meaning is
rather obscure. The reference seems to be to an infidel religion

(i.e., Islam). In the context of the play, if the "true religion" is

the Platonic, non-sexual love enforced upon the sisters, the physical

love of the servants would appear to be a "false religion" — hence

"anima en pena". This interpretation of the passage may be open to

question, but it fits into the overall tone of the play. The fact

that Tirso is laughing at a non-sexual married love (a Keo-Platonic

concept) does not necessarily vitiate the interpretation, this

"religion", of course, being "false" from the point of view of the

galanes de mon.las. The fact that the servants' offspring will, in

due course, go on pilgrimages to Mecca means that they, too, will

not hold to the celibate view of human love. We may also note the

equivocal use of "hermana".

7. ■ I am indebted to Professor A. A. Parker for having clarified for me

the relation of these symbols to the theme of the play. He has also

pointed out to me the similar sexual symbol in Calderon's Apolo y

Climene. The priestesses of the temple of Diana are vowed to chastity,

Climone being one of them. Yet all the others carry on secret love-

affairs, their lovers entering the temple through a mina, or underground

tunnel. Apollo, when exiled from his divinity and succumbing to sensual

love with Climene, does so by falling into the mina and finding his

way into the garden. The theme of Calderon's play is, of course,

different, and is given a serious, philosophical treatment, for which

see A. A. Parker: "Metafora y sxmbolo en la interpretacion de Calderon1

in Actas del primer congreso internacional de hispanistas (Oxford, 19&+),

pp.141-160.
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8. In his "Mxamen" of the play in Teatro escorido de Fray Gabriel

TSllez. X (Madrid, 1841), p.123.

9. In his ia. comedie eopagnole. 1600-1680 (Paris, 1966).

10. Of. A. Valbuena Prat: "iin deterrninadas formas, Tirso juega con la

intriga, y compcne una especie de "ballet" rnaravilloso, de gracia y

malicia, pintoresco en las costurabres de ciudad y de aldea, en que

la traraa inverosltail se corabina con la parodia de motivos usuales

en el drama de honor o caracteres" in hie Kistoria de la literatura

espaflola II (4th ed«, Barcelona, 1953), P»413* komera-Navarro, also,

in his Historia de la literatura csoanola (Boston, 1928), affirms that

Tirso's theatre is "el de situaciones y lances mas inverisimiles"

(p.346)

11. In his review of A. haraora Vicente's ed. of the play, in BH.LI (1949),

452.

12. Memorial historico espanol. XIII (1861), p.15.

13. h. B. Kennedy: 'On the Date of Five Plays by Tirso de Molina', HX, X

(1942), 183-21'+, and 'Studies for the Chronology of Tirso's Theatre',

HR» XI <1943), 17-46.

14. 4. Cotarelo y Mori gives this information in his book: Tirso de Molina.

Invcstiraciones bio-bibliograficas (Madrid, 1893), P»83. On page 214

he suggests that Prado produced the play during his stay in Madrid

between 1621 and 1623. This seems quite likely. We learn from Xennert:

The • ■.anish Bta ge (New York, I9O9), pp.560-562, that Prado was in Madrid

in the first half of 1623, ^nd again in 1635, spending moot of the

intervening years in Seville. Shergold supports this in his A History

of the • oanish Stare (Oxford, 1967)• It is obvious that the play was

originally intended for a Madrid audience.

15. bee Cotarelo, op.cit.. p.84, note 1.
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16. In the introduction to her ed. of the play (Manchester, 1957), p.ix.
: ■ n

Miss Kennedy, of course, suggests that the play was written in February

or early March, 1o23, in 'On the Date of Five Plays by Tirso de Molina'

HP, X (191*2), 183-21'+.

17. In Tirso de Molina. Qbras dramaticas completas I (Madrid, 19*+6).

18. R. L. Kennedy: 'Studies for the Chronology of Tirso's Theatre' HR,

XI (19^3)» 17-^6. See ray discussion in a later chapter of the two

plays in question.

19. M. Hume: The Court of Philip IV (London, 1907)*

20. G. Mara&on: si Conde-Duciue de Olivares (Madrid, 1952), p.207.

MaraSon seems to be sceptical of the authenticity of some of the

details in the story.

21. It may bo argued, on the other hand, that Tirso's play served as an

incentive to such adventures, and, in fact, Tirso was censured by the

Junta de Reformacion in 1625 on precisely such grounds. It is hoped,

however, that it has been shown that Tirso's play is satirical and is

meant to ridicule such behaviour and, above all, the social conventions

which led' to such absurd situations. The very definite "warning" at the

end of the play obviously seems to be intended to reinforce the audience's

awareness of a parallel situation (or situations) in real life.

The main substance of this analysis has been published in article

form , under the title: 'Satire and Symbolism in the Structure of Tirso

de Molina's Por el sotano y el torno' in FMLS. IV (1968), 37^-85.



In her article: 'Notes on Two Interrelated Plays of Tirso;

.ML amor y el amistag and Ventura to de Dios. hi,jd, iill, XXVIII

(1960), 189-21L. The t.-rmini set by Miss Kennedy (1621-162A-)

encompass the period in which some of Tirso's best (and most

committed) plays were probably written. Hiss Kennedy, draws

attention to the political satire in Ventura te de... and to

the play's relation to Ml amor y el amistad and La fingida

'i-rcadia. For Miss Kennedy, this is an important play in Tirso's

political theatre, and one which is critical of Philip IV's

government. I am not here concerned primarily with Tirso's

political satire, which is being studied by Miss Kennedy, but it

is it ieresting to note that if, as Miss Kennedy suggests, the

play was staged before the Queen in T623, Prado was very naive

or Tirso was very daring. This play, therefore, must have

contributed its bit to the events of 1625* This supposition

is strengthened by the fact that lots of indirect hints concerning

the behaviour of prince and privado are scattered throughout the

play: the Luke's resistance to Cesaro's Machiavellian suggestions

in Ill.viii is a good example of this. Miss Kennedy's view

ap ears more convincing than La. hlanca's argument for 1615 as

the date of composition of Ventura te de.... in her introduction

to this play in Tirso de Molina. Gbras dramaticas completes.I

(Madrid, 19^6), pp.1627-1637• The Matter's arguments are not

always persuasive here, and her reference to Don Quixote seems

to me too subtle if not far-fetched. Lven Gton's remark on the

importance of travel in the formation of character (II.vi) can

be taken as referring to Tirso's own experience as a consequence

of his visit to the Indies. Another passage (see note 7) would



seem to support this. At the Game time, there can be no doubt

that the play bears.some resemblance to the early hi vergonsoso.

en palacio. The similarity in the endings is obvious and there

are moments when the Clcmencia-Gton relationship seems to be

drawing upon the Mirenft-Magdalena one. There is also the

curious episodic structure of the play which might lead one

to presume that it belongs to Tirso's early period. But I shall

return to this later. Furthermore, as Da. Blanca also notes,

there are a number of points which Ventura tc de... and La pena

de Francia have in common. Da. Blanca assigns the latter play

to 1611-12(?). Whether this dating is accurate or not, I am

inclined to suspect that "Lr. pona de Francia is indeed an early

plays and not only because, as Da. Blanca says, it has some points

in common with LI Vergonsoso and Nari-Hernandez la gallega.

Tfre technique seems less skilful. It also probably antedates

Ventura te de...„ for it states more explicitly what is often

implicit in the latter play. For example, in I.i,ii of la peHa....

we are told explicitly that learning, arms and business are the

three occupations which society respects most. Simon Vela

rejects these for religion. The theme is the same as in

Ventura te de.,.„ but in the latter play it recurs, so to speak,

in a more secular mode: the religious values are implicit and do

not, as in I-a pena. imply a total rejection of the world.

2. Prof. M. C. Bradbrook has drawn attention to the existence of

the same theme in Shakespeare's comedy in her article: 'Virtue

is the True Nobility: A Study of the Structure of All's Well

That nds Well', reprinted in Shakespeare*. The Comedies, cd.

K. Kuir (1965), pp.119-132. This article is extremely interest¬

ing also for the light it casts on the social and courtly con-
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v.ntions of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries which

underlie many of the assumptions of Lhakespeare's comedy. It

will be evident that the same assumptions underlie Tirso's comedy

In his Lxamen of the pi y in Teatro escogido de Fray Gabriel

Tellez. Ill (Madrid, 1839),

In her introduction to the play.

Refs. are by Act, scene and page to Da. BJoLnca's ed. already

referred to in note 1.

S, Langer: Feeling and Form (1953^* ^be implications of this

view are considered by H. Gardner in her essay: 'As You Like It',

reprinted in Shakespeare. The Comedies, ed. K. Muir (19S5)»

pp. 58-71.

The ilrst four lines probably refer to a trait of the West

Indians perceived by Tirso, and seem to lend support to the view

that the play was written after his visit to the Indies. A.

Urtiaga draws attention to Tirso's views on the intelligence

of the best Indians on p.2Ci* of his El indiano en la dramatics

de Tirso do Molina (Madrid, 19^5)» quoting frora the Cronica de

la Merced: "porque aquel clima influye ingenios capacisiaos,

puesto que pere-zosos..

For Miss Kennedy's dating of La erudencia. see her article

'La prudencia en la tnu.jer and the Ambient' that Brought It Forth',

HILA. LXIII (19^8), 1131-90. C. Samona, in the introduction to

his ed. of the play (Milan, 19(>7), makes some interesting comment

on its structure, which he likens to the diseminativo-rscolectivo

pattern analysed by D. Alonso in some poetic structures. Gee

1). Alonso and C, BousoSo: dels cales en la expreslon literaria

esTTanola (Madrid, 1963). The coi-relation between the sin of

pride and the frustration of Don Quixote's apparently noble aims



has been pointed out by.Prof. A. A. Parker in his articles:

•El concepto de la verdad en el •- uilote'. HFE, XXXII (19T3j,
and 'fielding and the Structure of Don juixote'. PI'S, XXXIII

(1956). Incidentally, iss Kennedy, in her article on

Ventura te dc..«, suggests that the original title of this play

may have been Atrevlmicnto y Ventura. I should be inclined to

think that the title Ventura te de bios, hi.jo is authentic rather

than a title given to the play by Morales, as Kiss Kennedy

suggests. This does not exclude the possibility that the title

Atrovimier co y vontura is also authentic. As Miss Kennedy points

cut, it is a perfect title for the play. Eut three facts support

Ventura te de Dies, bi.jo. as at least an authentic alternative

title, first, it is part of a proverb, which, in its complete

form, provides the closing lines of the play. The title is also

used as a recurrent tag in the course of the play. Secondly,

the thematic opposition ventura-saber obviously derives from the

proverb. And, finally, it is clear th t we must take God into

account if we are to make sense of the play's structure and not

see it as a haphazard series of incidents.

9» "••• the harmonic structure: the structure which by parallel,

contrast, or cross-reference, independent perhaps of the cause-

and-effcct connections of the progressive action, makes us

compare one passage or person of the play with another, and so find

an enriched significance in both". In 'Themes and Structure in

The Comedy of Errors', reprinted in Shakespeare. The Comedies,

ed. K. Kuir (1965), pp.11-25* The quotation occurs cn p.12.

10. The ambiguity noted in these words is a feature of the play. Of.

Grimaldo's use of vlrtud. to which I have already referred

(=valour/virtuc). The most obvious example is, of course, the



term Ventura itself, v/hich appears to be the luck of the

ignorant man but which is in reality the reward of the good

man.
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H 0 T h S TO CHAPTER SEVEN

1. The most important of these studies is, of course, J.

Casalduero's brilliant analysis!' 'Centido y forma de hi

vergonzoso en palacio'. NRFH. XV (1961), 198-216, reprinted

in his book! Kstudios sobre el teatro espanol (Madrid, 1962),

pp, 83-112. My page references will be to the latter. Aspects

touched on by Casalduero are developed by the following critics:

F, Ayalai 'Lrotisjgo y juego teatral en Tirso', Insula. XIX

(dept., 19oif), no.21^, pp. 1,7; R. F. Glenn! 'Disguises and

Masquerades in Tirso's hi vergonzoso en palacio'. BG. XVII

(1965), no,2, 16-22 (in some ways, I think Glenn overstates his

case - as in his assessment of Antonio). J. M. Viqueira, in his

monograph: 'la lusofilia de "Tirso de Molina"', Eihlos. XXXVI

(196C), 2o5-j+89, has some interesting remarks on the Portuguese

characters and setting (love, passionate emotions), and the social

problem (honour vs. love).

2. hi vcrgongoso was first published in the Cigarrales (1624-). As

A. Castro pointed out, there exist two mss. in which the letter in

the- first act is dated 15th July, 1611. The play was therefore

presumably written in that year. (See Castro's ed. of the play

in Tirso de Molina. Comedlas I. Clas, Cast., 7th ed., Madrid,

1963)• Miss Kennedy:has convincingly argued for a revision of

the play (and especially of Act II) in her article: 'A Reappraisal

of Tirso's Relations to Lope and his Theatre', EC, XVII (1966),

no.1, pp.1-13 (the first part of the article being in EC. XVII

(1965), no.2, 23-3^). La. Blanca, of course, in her introduction

to the play, in her ecition of the Obras dramaticas completas. I,

(Madrid, 19'+6) also argued, on different ground^. for a revision in
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1620-1621 (see especially, pp. Qp6ff). A revision during these

years would also help to account for certain similarities between

this play and Ventura te dc Dios. hi.jo.

3. The elaboration of the theme of the timid lover in Tirso's theatre

is discussed by E. Caldera, in his article: 'Un motivo delle

commedie "de enredo"; 1'elaborations de El melancolico*. in

Studi tirsiani (Milan. 1953)•

Q. Quotations are by Act, scene and page. The ed. used is Da.

Blanca's, referred to above in note 2.

5. Cf. Casalduero: "No se trata do un pragreso material ni aun moral.

Vemos el sentido del futuro cristiano: la realizacion de aquello

para lo cual ha sido creado"(p.92). And again: "Esos impulsoo dan

lugar a un movimiento en forma de torbellino, con el eje siempre

en el yo, el cual es una realizacion: la busca de la plenitud

querida por Dios" (p.108). Glenn accepts this when he states that

the primary theme of the work is the search for identity.

6. Casladuero makes a similar point when discussing the ending of

El burlador in his article: 'El desenlace de El burlador de

dcvilla* in Estudios sobre el teatro espahol [first published in

Etudla philologica et litteraria in honorem L. Spitzer (Berne,

1958)3: "No se trata de resumir la comedia en el sentido de Barry,

ni de establecer una prolacion entro la justicia divina y la

humana. Sino de mostrar que la ultima es un reflejo de la

primer^ pero sobre todo lo quo se quiere es realizar la conexion

entro lo terronal y lo supernatural, revelando as£ la justicia

divina, el orden divino que yace bajo el desorden humano." (p.127).

7. J. M. Viqueira: "Puedo quo sea rauy femeiiino, mas aqul creo quo ■

Tirso resbalo hacia un artificio demasiado infantil" (p.JV^).

Cf., too, the crucial mask-scene in Calderon's El pintor de su
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deshonrn, where the licence of Carnival allows the utterance of

anti-social, immoral sentiments. In Calderon's play, the

"acting" is more serious than it should be and is carried into

"real" life with tragic consequences. I owe this idea to Prof.

J. L. Varey.

Bartzenbusch, for example, in his "Lxamen" of the play is sure

that Tirso "al componer esta coaedia, no trato de formar una

intriga regular y ordenada, sino de pintar man bien dos personages

originales ..." (Teatro oscor~ido de Fray Gabriel Tellez. vol. X,

Ladrid, 18^1, p.272). For him, the first four scenes "son

efoctivainente inutiles. La accion debia empezar en la escena dies

y scis, y si Tirso hubiera omitido la mayor parte de los

personages, la comedia hubiera tenido mas interes y regularidad."

(p.273). P. Kunoz Pena, in his book: LI teatro del Maestro Tirso

de Molina. Lstudlo critico literario (Valladolid, 1889) is even

more severe in his criticism: "su mayor inconveniente es tener dos

accicnes distintas que perjudican grandemente para producir la

verdadera ilusion escenica: los amores da D. Antonio y de Lerafina

son balumba y nada mas para la accion de LI Vergonzoso que podia

desarrollarse perfectanente sin necesidad de ellos" (p.V+6). He'

continues: "nada de preparacion armonica de las partes con el todo

nada de regularidad en la fabula, ninguna justificacion en los

dctalles, todo es ruido, accion, tropel y movimiento; escenas sin

relacion unas con otras, o si existe, muy lejana; falta de precisi

y no cinendose nunca el pocta a lo absolutamente indispensable: he

ahi todos los defectos de este drama y de la mayoria de las ccr:.-

posiciones de Tirso q.-.o siguio en esto el desbarajuste de su

maestro Lope." La. Blanca sees the play as unproblematic
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in its implications and undistinguished in structure: "no ec

obra de tecis, ni aspira a reoolver problemas, ni contiene

situaciones suprenias y escalofriantes, ni es dechado de

arquitectura dramatica ..." (p.'+25)* C>n Gerafina's rehearsal

scene, A. Kougue has the following to say: "Ce jeu est en

quelque sorte une prefiguration de ce qui pourrait arriver.

Gette scene n'est peut-etre pas absolumen t indispensable. Cost

lo morceau de bravoure de I'auteur qui montre la fagon dont. il

traite le lyrisnie". [In Ms article: *A propos de 1'auto-

imitation dans lo theatre de Tirso de Molina', BH, LaIV (2),

(1562), 559-566.]

10. E.g., Castro, in his ed. of the play, and a. Caldera in his

article referred to.

11. This technique, of course, is to be found also in Shakespeare.

An interesting example of the introductory sounding of motifs is

to be found in the fierce punning of the opening scene of Julius

Caesar, This is the stylistic manifestation of the basic theme

of misconstruction which underlies the whole play and comes to

the surface at the end. Cf. Messala's v/ords in V.iii:

0 hateful error, melancholy's child,
Why dost thou, show to the apt thoughts of men
The things that are not?

And,more explicitly, Titinius' words:

bid I not meet th^y friends? and did not they
Put on my brow this wreath of victory,
And bid me giv't theo? bidst thou not hear their shouts?
Alas, thou hast miscontru'd everything.

squally important are the religious implications of the puns.

The cobbler is not the only one in the tragedy to "play God",

i.e., to arrogate to himself divine functions.

12. All references are to Da. Blanca's edition: Tirso de Molina. Cbras
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dramatlcns completes, I (Madrid, 19^6).

15. J. Caro Baroja: 'Honour and Shame: A Historical Account of

Several Conflicts', in Honour and Shame, ed. J. G. Peristiany

(London, 1965)« note AJ.

1';-. Da. Blanca, in her introductions to these plays, suggests that

they satirise the Giron family and, in particular, the Duke of

Osuna. The matter is also discussed by R. Avrett: 'Tirso and

the Ducal House of Osuna', HP, XXX (1939), 125"*32; and W. D.

VJilscn: 'Did Tirso hate the Girones?', MLO. V (19^), 27~32.

The former does not think that any personal allusion was intended.

The latter seems to think that there is a personal allusion, but

that it is laudatory, not condemnatory, and that both plays are

connected with the political disgrace of Osuna. I am not sure

that too much can be made of the name of the hero. After all, in

Fuenteove.junn. the Maostre de Calatrava is D. Rodrigo Tellez

Giron. In view of the fact that Tirso moved among the upper

classes, there is, I grant, a possibility that the allusion in

these plays is personal. Eut if they were originally conceived

as narticulares. Tirso may have meroly been indulging in some

log-pulling.

1-5. R. L. Kennedy: 'On the Date of Five Plays by Tirso de Molina',

ira, x (191*2), 18>21A.

16. Gee Cotarelo: Tirso de Molina. Investigaciones bio-bibliografleas

(Madrid, 1893), p.2i*.

17. The information in this paragraph has been obtained from II. A.

Rennert: The Spanish Stage in the Time of Lope de Vega (New

York, 1909).

18. Cotarelo and Da. Blanca have drawn attention to this. The plajr
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thus seems to have been written after the publication of the

Novelas eiemplares (Cervantes' "dedicatoria" being dated July

1i|th, 1613) and before (?) the publication of Don Quixote II

(the "dedicatoria" dated 3^st October, 1615).

19. 0* G« Morley and C, Bruerton, in The Chronology of Lope do Vo-—,'s

'Comedies' (New York and London, 19'>G), give the outside dates

for Bl perro as 1613~15* Incidentally, there seems to be, in

j ;uicn calla, otorga„ a reference (I.xi) to Lope's LI dospertar

* quien duerrae. which Morley and Bruerton assign to the period

1610-15 and probably 1610-12. There also seems to be a ref. to

this play of Lope's in Harts la piadosa (I.viii).

20. G. E. Wade: 'The Literary Sources of LI castirro del penseque

of Tirso de Molina', in South Atlantic Studies for S. E. Leavitt.

eds. T. 3. Stroup and 3. A. Gtouderaire (Washington, D.C.', 193pJ»

pp.81-96. Wade concludes that Tirso borrowed situations from

Lope's LI socretario de si raismo and La ocasion perdida.

According to Wade, Tirso draws his main plot from the latter and

the episode of the letter-to-himself from the former. It may bo

pointed out, first, that there is also a sort of letter-to-hinsolf

episode in B1 vergonzoso. and, secondly, that one cannot validly

say that Tirso plagiarised Lope because he used situations found

in Lope's plays. Burely these situations are, so to speak, th:*

alphabet, the letters and words, of all drama, and the common '

property of all playwrights. Originality is to be sought in the

way in which these situations are arranged in order to form a plot,

a meaningful action. This is not so say that Tirso may not have

plagiarised Lope; but. I doubt whether "plagiarism" in its strict

sense is an appropriate terra to describe what Wade is quite

properly pointing out.



Of course, Cervantes' La ritanilla and la ilustre frer-ona

v;ould fit into this pattern (between L'l version zoso. which

they resemble, and El rorro. which parodies them.)
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1. In her introduction to the play in Tirso de Molina. Obras

dramaticas completas. I (Madrid, 191*6), pp. 207-219. All

quotations refer to this ed.

2. K. L. Kennedy: 'Studies for the Chronology of Tirso's Theatre',

HR, XI (191*3), 17-1*6. This dating, of course, would seem to
destroy completely E. Caldera's theory of an elaboration of a
character type from El raelancoilco to O.iien calla. otorsra.

without, however, necessarily invalidating all his observations

concerning the characters. See his article: 'Un motivo delle
commedie "de enredo": l'elaborazione de El Helancolico. in

Mtudl tirsiani (Milan, 1938).

3. Varela Jacome. in the introduction to his ed. of the play

(Madrid, Aguilar, 1967) refers to it in the section entitled:
'Conflicto social', (pp.22-21*). Dr. Peterson also touches on

this aspect in his discussion of the play in the introduction
to his ed. of La venganza de Tamar (Cambridge University Press,

1969).

1*. Referring to this anecdote, Ilartzenbusch observes: "El

razonamiento de Carlin en la priraera escena de El Melancollco.

cuando compara sus amores con los de su burro, no merecia segura-

mente conservarse". "Observaciones" on Esto si que es negociar

and El melancolico in Teatro escogido de Fray Gabriel Tellez.

IX (Madrid, 181*1), p.332.

'5. "... hay en esta comedia lo que es rarisirno en el teatro de

Tellez, a saber, un caracter principal de hombre, que aunque

bosquejado nada mas, es digno de atencion, porque tiene cosas

muy originales." (p.333).
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6. Varela Jacome, in fact, refers in hi,; introduction to the play to

this so-called "melancolia prercmantica". But the melancholy

individual was well-known in the 17th century. Bee, e.g.,

Prof. L. C. Knights' discussion of this figure in 17th-century

Bnglnnd in Appendix B: 1 Seventeenth-Qentury Melancholy' to his

bock: Drama and Bocietv in the Age of Jonson (Peregrine Books,

1962, 1st ed., 1937)• But what is also very important in Tirso's

play is the relation, asserted by the physicians of the period,

between melancholy and intelligence. K. do Iriarte comments:

'La opinion, muy ropetida por el Dr. iluarte, de que la melancolia
es el humor mas favorable al ingenio, y aquella frase del Begur.do

Froemio: "por dondo dijo Platon quo por maravilla se halla hombre

de muy subido ingenio que no pique algo en mania", las tuvo

presentes Tirso de Molina, al redactar ^,1 Melancolico y

particularmento en los siguientes versos:

Toda melancolia
ingeniosa, es un ramo de mania;
y no hay sabio que un poco
(si a Platon damos fe) no toque en loco.'

(ml doctor Huarte de Ban Juan y su examen de ingenios. Madrid,

C.S.I.C., Jrd ed., 19^8, p.308). As we shall see, Tirso gently

mocks the melancholy intellectual in his play.

7. K. Bentley: The Life of the Drama (London, 1965).

8. Prof. Knights, in his book already mentioned, points out that

melancholy was often an affectation in mngland in the 17th century,

Cne wonders at times in Tirso's plays whether Rogerio is not

delighting in making a martyr of himself. The social objection

he raises to marriage with Leonisa seems deliberately contrived

in order to feed his melancholy love. The obstacle seems to servo

the same sort of purpose as the marriage of the lady in a courtly-



love relationship. It is designed to frustrate possession

and so maintain passion. Is Rogerio, in a way, following Pinardo'i

original advice?

Hartzenbusch has made this point: "La Leonisa de LI frielancolico

dice que ana con violencia; pero este amor vehemente no se

descubre en sus acciones y comportamiento: la Leonisa de nsto

si que es negociar. mas celosa, mas intrepida y arrojada, muestra

su pasion en sus obras, e inspira un interes mas fuerte: el

caracter de la primera es mas moral, el de la sogunda mas

dramatico" (p.332). The difference is, I think, very important,

LI molancolico can be seen as a skit on the conventionally "right"

situations: Leonisa is a loyally passive woman; Rogerio an

absurdly faithful man. The obstacle to their marriage lies in

Rogerio's acceptance of a social convention which keeps them

apart. The result is an absurd impasse which, I thini;, Tirso

deliberately creates in order to satirise the conventions which

lead to it.

The pure, perfect love of the main characters is contrasted with

other forms of love. There is the interested love of Firela:

she is a false friend; she is also prepared to use her love as

a weapon to blackmail Carlin in Il.xiv. Her love for him has

sadistic overtones: we learn that she gives him a sound beating

(I.v). Then there is the unnatural love of the Duke, who,

however, soon sees his error. Finally, there is Lnrique's love,

part passion, part ambition.

In his Observaciones to the two plays, referred to in note ^

above.

In her introductions to the two plays in Tirso de Molina,

Obras dramaticas comoletas. Vol I (Madrid, 19'+6), pp.2C7-219»



and Vol. II (Madrid, 1962), pp.697-702. Bsto si oue en negocinr

is in Vol. II, from which quotations are taken.

13, At other points in Bsto si ... one seems to perceive echoes of

£1 rrelancollco. In Il.viii-x, Carlin brings a letter for

Fogerio, as ho does in BI meloncolico. But there is no real

reason why he should, since Leonisa has already visited Rogerio

in Il.ili. (In £1 nelancolico, Carlin is a valid messenger).

It seems that these scenes were retained in Esto si ... for their

comic content, and especially because they stress the absurdity

of Kogerio's situation. Perhaps one regrets in Esto si ...

the loss of the neat burlesque of a conventional dramatic situation

which is found in Il.xiv of £1 iTelancolico. Here, Carlin appears

just as Firela is deceitfully telling Leonisa that the chain is

Rogerio's gift, brought back by Carl'n. Normally, Carlin's

appearance would mean the unmasking of Firela; but, instead, he is

blackmailed into consenting tacitly to whatever Fircla says.

This burlesque of a conventional dramatic situation can be

seen again in the ending of the play, where the conventional

marriages are delayed. (This ending is kept in Bsto si ....

but in an attenuated form.) The burlesque scenes noted in

£1 melancolico are consonant with the overall intention of the

play, which is to ridicule the literary convention of a perfect
• . \

love, found especially in pastoral (Neo-Platonic) literature.

1fy. Kartzenbusch suggested that the reason for the writing was

Rogerio's close resemblance to Philip II. Tirso may have thought

• "que era una falta de respeto pintar enamorado de una pastora

a un horabre en quien suponian rotratado al adusto Felipe ....

Tellez para librarse de la acusacion do haher intentado sacar



al teatro los amores secretos del rey difunto, escribiria entonces

la refundicion que titulo Esto si que es negociar. sustituyendo

a la melancolia de Rogerio, de la que apenas dejo vestigios, las

ingeniosas travesu.ra3 de la serrana" (p»33l)«

15. This situation is clearly similar to the one in La celosa de ai

mxsma. where a man's emotional attitude towards a woman is

controlled by the letter's dress or disguise.



N 0 T E S TO CHAPTER N I N E.

1. In her introduction to the play in Tirso de Molina. Gbras

dranaticas completas. vol.1 (Madrid, 19A6), pp.315"23* All

quotations, by Act, scene and line, refer to this ed. The

document is on p.109 of this vol. The other two plays are

Como han de ser los aminos and hi saber muardar su hacienda.

2. G. E. Wade: 'Tirso's Cirarrales de Toledo, home Clarifications

and Identifications', HE. XXXIII (1965), 21*6-72. The information

is in note 8 on p.252.

3. The relationship between, the main plot and the sub-plot is the

same as that in Lope's exemplary plays, which has been studied

by D. Marin in: La intrlga secundaria en el teatro de Lope de Vega.

(Univ. of Toronto Press, 1958). Marin points out that the plays

of e.jemplarizacion - historical, legendary, and hagiographical —

(as opposed to the less didactic plays, intended as entertain¬

ment), have "separate sub-plots intended to throw into relief

the main plot and underline the lessons to be learnt from it".
*

[I quote from Prof. J.. E. Varey's review of the book in BH.3.

X IV (1967), p.62.J Here, Tirso is clearly following Lope's

technique.

if. A comparison of the story presented in Tirso's play with the

historical facts of Cixto's life has been made by G. Gunstavino

Calient in his article: 'Sobre La eleccion nor la virtud. de

Tirso', Kevista de Literatura. XXVII (1965), 51-63* It emerges

that Tirso makes some significant changes in his story for the

sake of his thesis. Guastavino has been unable to identify a

definite source for Tirso's play.

5. This has been pointed out by T. E. May in his article:
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'LI condenado por desconfiado. 1. The' Enigmas. 2. Anareto',

DHL. XXXV (1958), 138-56.

There are echoes of this speech in-Ventura te de Di'os, hi.jo:

[GRIMALDO:j y cuando en Cesaro empieza,
acabe en el su linaje.

I.vii. p.l6^5a.

K. Vossler: Leccionos r.obro Tirso de Molina. (Madrid, 198p)t

p.60.

L. L. Schucking: 'Direct Delf-Explanation', in Shakespeare

Criticism: 1919-1935. selected by A. Ridler (O.U.P., 1965» 1st

ed., 1936), pp.152-79.

A. A. Heathcote: The Portrayal of l.'omen Characters in the

-iellgious Plays of Tirso de I olina. M.A. Thesis, Manchester,

195^, p.65.

The use of "Adivas" is curious, and I have not been able to find

a satisfactory explanation for it. It is, of course, a humorous

substitution for "Evas". One is tempted to say that the rhyme

was the main consideration here, but there is possibly another

explanation. The worci is, of course, a genuine one. It means

"jackals" and in the plural also means "vives", i.e., an in¬

flammation in the neck of animals. I can only suggest tentatively

that Tirso deliberately uses a word which refers to an animal to

reinforce his point about the basic equality of all men. This

is consonant with the use of the word "vencejos" in the main

"debate" to refer (metaphorically) to humans.

For the dates, of some of these plays, see R. L. Kennedy's

articles: (1) 'Notes on Two Interrelated Plays of Tirso:

11 amor y el amistad and Ventura te dc Dios. hi.jo', HR, XXVIII

(196c}-, 189-21^; (2) 'Literary and Political Satire in Tirco's

La finpiida Arcadia' in The Renaissance Reconsidered. Smith College
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Studies in History, XLIV (1964), Northampton, Mass., pp.

91-110; and C3) 'Tirso's No hay peor sorrio: Its Date and Place

of Composition', in Homona.je a Kodrlruez-Konino. vol. I (Madrid,

1966), pp. 261-78. Da. Blanca'de los Kxos has suggested that

La huerta de Juan Fernandez is a late play in her introduction

to it in vol. Ill of her ed. Dr. Patersou, in his ed. of

La vengansa do Taraar (Cambridge Univ. Press, 1969), Las
i

assigned the play to the period 1621-1624-.

I'orley and Bruerton in their book: The Chronology of Lope de

Vega's 'ComeBias' (New York, 194-0), assign LI rerro to 1613

and /PL villano to 1611-1616. They record that Montesinos assigns

the latter to 1611. M. Ba tap lion has also linked pi cars,

Ju• tine (I6C3) with certain aspects of the career o? Rodrigo

Calderon. Cee his articles: 'Don Rodrigo Calderon Anversois',

Bulletin de I'Academie'Royale de Belricue (Classe des Lettres).

5e serie, XLV (1999), no.12, 595~6l6; '"La picaresca". A propos

de La p.tcara Justina', in 'Wort und Text, Festschrift fur Frits

Cchalk. (Frankfurt am Main, 1963), pp. 233-50, and 'Los nc yeau*

Chretiens dans 1'essor du roraan picaresc^ue', Keophiloifrus (1964),

2 3~98. In his article: 'LI villano en su rincon'. BII. LI (1949),

3-38, HI (1990), 397, Bataillon links Lope's play with the

political incidents of the time. He does not, however, offer an

explanation for the fact that it is a peasant and his ft lily who

are exalted. In the light of his subsequent findings concerning

La pxcara Justina. it would seen that the play may lave been an

implicit comment on the efforts of Calderon to prove his nobility

and limpieza. A3 Bataillon points .out, his initial moves were to

have titles of nobility conferred on his relatives. Tirso's play,

like Lope's, would seem to argue that true nobility is not to be

acquired by money or schemes, but is nobility of soul. In con¬

sidering the possiblity that Tirso's play may have been revived
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in 1621-22, it rr.ay.be useful to bear in mind that kodrigo

Calderon was executed on 21st October, 1621, which would have

created an ironical background for the staging of the play.

The fact that many people (Tir. o included) were incensed by the

"new-broom" policies of Philip IV and Clivares, i.e., the

disgrace of I hilip Ill's ministers and the advancement of

Olivares and his favourites, not manifestly on grounds of worth

and virtue, would have given extra topical significance to the

play.

1p. Per a discussion of this point, see A. A. Parker's review of

A. G. Beichenberger's ed. of Lope's Carlos V en r'rancia (Univ. of

Pensylvania Press and Q.U.P., 1962) in BUS, XLIV (1967), 129-pl*



fl PTES T 0 C HAPIH T E N

1. First published in Tirso'o Quints, parte (Madrid, 1636). The

title is a curious one. It does not, of course, refer to the

12-syllable line known as the arte mayor. But there is the

implicit opposition between the arte mayor and the arte menor.

the latter being associated with simplicity, the former with

greater artifice and complexity. The arte mayor, therefore,

implies a courtly, discreto way of behaving. This is evidently

the meaning which must be associated with the lovers' code.

The latter is heralded in Lope's final words at the end of

Act II:

De amar por arte mayor
vera el discreto experiencias.

II.xviii. p.119'+b.

The term is explicitly associated with the lovers' means of

communication in Ill.viii. Here, Lope, when about to read the

letter addressed to him, says:

Leedme filosofia
de amar por arte mayor.
Cabra el mundo que es error
decir que es de amor la esencia
inclinacion y no ciencia,
pues ya estudia artes amor.

III.viii. p.1203b.

Here, clearly^ "artes" also means "manas", i.e., "tricks". Love
has got to study "artes" because the King and his sister have

confused the burlas and veras of life. Everything has been

inverted, made topGy-turvy. Love therefore has to be clever and

cunning to survive. The result, of course, is the ingenious

letters composed in Act III, which may be aptly regarded as "obras

de arte mayor": cf. Diccionario de Autoridades: "Obra de arte

mayor. Se dice por ponderacion de la que es mui realzada, prinorosa

y acabaaa". Hartzenbusch comments in his "Hxamen" of this play:



"LI fcxtulo de Amar por arte mayor parece que significa 'amar

escribiendose cartas on versos divididos en dos partes a imitacion

de los de arte mayor.' ...iQueria Tellez tarabien que este

tltulo abrazara dos sentidos, y significase ademas 'amar

arte superior, con un

imposible, y en cualquiora .

correspondiendose con gran arte, con

secreto sumamente ingenicso?' No es

de las dos acepciones es propio." (Teatro escogido de Fray

Gabriel Tellez. XI, Madrid, 1841, p.216.)

All references to Amar por arte mayor are by Act, scene and

page to Tirso de Molina. Cbras dramaticas completas. Ill, ed.

B. de los Rlos (Madrid, 1958).

Lee, e.g., H. Thomas's introduction to his translation of the

play (The Gtnr of Seville, Oxford, 1950, pp.ix-x), and the

introduction by Hill to la hstrella de Sevilla. eds. Reed, Dixon

and Hill, (Boston, 1939) pp.xxx-xxxiv.

A certain amount of confusion attends the story of Philip's

designs on the Duchess of Alburquerque. Mme. D'Aulnoy, in her

Relation du voyage d'Lsname. tolls us that the lady in question

was the above Duchess. Bertaut, in his Journal d'un voyage,

names the lady as the Duquesa de Veragua (who was the sister of

the Duquesa de Alburquerque). It is possible that both references

are to the same incident, though there is some difference in

details. (For details, see J. Deleito y Pinuelas Ll rey se

divierte, 2nd ed., Madrid, 1955» pp.21ff.) Maranon agrees that

there may be some truth injthe rumour (LI Conde-Duque de Clivnres.
3rd ed., Madrid, 1952, p.39)- The only concrete evidence wc have

of a similar incident is reported ir^a letter of 14-th January, IC56,
written by Lor Maria de Agreda, in which she says that she has

received news "que el Rey esta con sus mocedades antiguas y cue
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le habian herido" (quoted by Maranon). Tho date is, of course,

very late, although it is not impossible, as Sor Maria suggests,

that the King had been involved in similar incidents before.

5. C. E. Anibal: 'Observations on La Estrella de bevilla'. KP>. II

(195k), 1-38. According to Morley and Bruerton (The Chronolo-y

of Lope de Vega's 'Comedias'. h'ew York, 19^0, pp.2^1-^2), the

play may have been written between l6Ci* and l608, probably between

l6Ch and 1606.

6. S. E. Leavitt: The 'Estrella de Sevilla' and Claraaonte. (Harvard,

1931), PP.19ff.

7. i'or an account of this trip, see J. Deleito y Pinuela, 0£. cit.«

section LXXXI ("El Key en Cevilla"),

8. Maranon has pointed out (pp.37~6C) tha't Olivares was not Philip's

alcahuete. There is ample evidence, however, as Maranon admits,.

that popular opinion regarded him as such.

9. See the introduction to the play in Don Pedro Calderon de la Barca.

Obras completas, II, ed. A. Valbuena Briones, (Madrid, 1956)» PP»

51-56. The dating of this play and also of Saber del mal y del

bien, to which I refer later, is supported in N. D. Ehergold and •

J. E. Vax-ey: 'Borne Early Calderon Dates', BH3. XXXVIII (1961),

27A-86.

10. The date of Labor del mal y del bien is 1628. I am indebted to

Prof. A. A. Parker for having drawn my attention to its.thematic

connexion with La Estrella and other related plays, and also to

the chronological proximity of these plays.

11. Act I, p.115b. All references are to the ed. of A. Valbuena

Briones: Calderon. Obrar completas. I, (Madrid, 1959)*

12, This play is included in the 2nd vol. of Valbuena Briones' ed.

of Calderon (already referred to), pp. 120^-^3. References arc
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by Act and pace. The accusation levelled at Alvaro is curious.

He is the King's privado and we know that Clivares, Philip's

privado. was popularly supposed to be His alcahuete.

13. E. Cotarelo: Ensayo sobre la vida y obras de D. Pedro Caldercn .

de la Harca. (Madrid, 192A), p.235n.

10. Gee E. Cotarelo: Tirso de Molina: Inyesticaciones bio-biblic-

graflcas (Madrid, 1893), p.168. Also, A. Valbuena Briones, in

his introduction to the play, loc. cit., p.12C3.

15. IP. M. Wilson: 'Ceven Aprobaclones by Don Pedro Calderon de la

Barca', in Homena.je a Damaso Alonso. Ill, (Madrid, 1963), 6O5-S18.
16. Act III. p. 1237a. Tirso's I&eytar aprovechando was published in

Madrid in 1635* in the same year, that is, as his Cuinta parte.

See E. Cotarelo: Comedies de Tirso de Molina. I, (Madrid, 19G6),

pp.xlviii-liii.

17. Gee p.3 of the introduction to C. A. Jones' ed. of this play

(Oxford, 1966).

1e. In her Introduction to the play in Tirso de Molina. Obras

dramaticas completas. III (Madrid, 1958), pp. 1163-60.

19. G. E. Wade: 'Notes on Tirso de Molina', HR, VII (1939), 69-72.

20. A. K. G. Paterson: Tirso de Molina. An Edition of 'La venganza

de Tamar' with bibliographical, textual and Literary Criticism.

Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge, 1965. I am grateful to Dr. Paterson for

having allowed me to consult his copy of his thesis.

21. lioticias de Madrid. 1621-1627. ed. A. Gonzales Palencia, (Madrid,

19^2), pp. 161-162.

22. G. Marahon, note 22, pp.175-6. The letter in the Biblioteca

Nacional is given as Hss. 95^, f.1.^30.

2p. Deleito y Pinuela, p.19. As will be realised, Deleito has erred
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with respect to the name of the parent, which should, in fact,

be the "Harquesa tie Charela". According to an editor's note to

one of the letters of the Jesuits (Memorial historico espanol,

XIV, Madrid, 1862, p.8, note 1): "D. Antonio Manrique ectuvo

casada con una senora Sicilians, que fue marquesa de Ciarella".

The death of the King's bastard son is recorded in these Cartas

de los .jesuitas 0'.H.£., XIII, Madrid, 1861). Diego Ding de

Meneses, writing from Madrid on 28th March, 163^, states: "De

Guipuzcoa escriben que murio alii, en la villa de Heybar, donde

residia, D. Fernando Francisco de Austria, por otro nombre el

Charelo, hijo del rey". (p.30). On p.51 of the earne volume,

Francisco Vjilches, in a letter dated 21st May, I63A, mentions the

suject also: "El nino, hijo del Rey extra matriraoniuni. murio en

Vizcaya, donde. se crlaba: vaco la enc<8mien&a de gran Prior,- que

era, por su muerte; a su madre hara falta: alia esta en Napolcs."

?Jy, See Deleito y Pinuela, o£. cit.. in which a section is devoted to

"Los bastardos realss".

25« A. G. de Amezua: 'Unas notas sobre la Calderona' in Estudios

hispanicos. Homena.je a Archer M. Huntington. (Wellesley, Mass,,

1952), pp.19-37.
»

26. Deleito y Pinuela, pp. 27ff.

27. Deleito, p.19. There would seem to be a contradiction here with

Karanon's account and a possible inaccuracy on Deleito's part if

the "inercedes" the Marquesa pleads for in her letter are the

"galeras".

28. On the other hand, one wonders exactly v/hat part Medina de las

Torres played in the affair of La Calderona. According to

Maranon (p.280), Maria died in July, 1626, and Philip's affair



with the actress seems to have begun in the summer of 1627• Tor

Medina de las Torres, who, in Maranon's words, was a "gran

amigo de comediantas" and "un personaje galante y afortunado

donjuan" (p.279), a year's mourning at the lively court of

Philip IV would strike us as excessive. In any case, as Amezua

mentions, it was D. Ramiro who made a house available to La
Calderona during her pregnancy, end Maranon informs us that the

Luke was an intimate friend of the King's. In fact, "Tan grande

fue esta intimidad con el Roy, que este le confio el cuidado de

Don Juan de Austria, el hijo bastardo que hubo de la Calderona,

que fue educado en Leon, patria de Don Ramiro, donde era a la

sazon corregidor el poeta Ulloa, protegido suyo" (p.279, note 37)
To this one may add the rumour, current at the time, that Medina

de las Torres was, in fact, the father of La Calderona's son.

This rumour may have been quite unfounded, but it is clear that

the Duke was considerably.involved in the Calderona affair.

Deleito gives us a curious bit of information: "pero si es coca

cierta que el destierro sufrido entonces por el duque de Medina

de las Torres so atribuyo entre el vulgo a celos del monarca"

(p.2,7). Co far, I have been unable to discover more information

concerning this supposed exile of the Duke's. This is unlikely

to be a reference to his appointment as viceroy of Naples, con¬

sequent upon his marriage, in 1638, to the Princess of Stigliano

(cf. Karanon, p.283). If D. Ramiro was, in fact, exiled in 1o27

or thereabouts, the parallel between him and the Lope of Tirso's

play becomes even closer.

On p.1166 of her introduction to the play.

R. L. Kennedy: 'A Reappraisal of Tirso's Relations to Lope and

his Theatre', bC, XVII (1965), no.2, 2Jr~y+ and XVIII (1966), no.I



1-13. This article also contains a valuable summary of earlier

work on this topic by Hiss Kennedy.

31• For details, see Deleito, p.40. .

32. R. L. Kennedy: 'Studios for the Chronology of Tirso's Theatre',

HR, XI (1943), 17-46.

33. R. L. Kennedy: *A Reappraisal ...'. See also R. L. Kennedy:

•Literary and Folitical Satire in Tirso's La fingida Arcadia'

in The Renaissance Reconsidered. Lmith College Studies in History.

XLIV, (1964), Northampton, Mass., pp.91-110.



NOTES TO CHAPTER E LEVEN.

1. This play was first published in Tirso's Priraera parte

(.eville and Madrid, 1627)» Da. Blanca de los Rios assigns it

to 1610 or 1611 in her introduction in Tirso de Molina. Obras

dramaticas comrletas. vol. II (2nd ed., Madrid, 1962), pp,5'jr6k»

Her two main reasons for this are as follows. She suggests that

Tirso visited Galicia twice, in 1607-1612 and 1619-1620. She

(right^ly, I think) states that the description of the Galiciaix

countryside and the atmosphere of the play lead one to conclude

that they are the reflection of Tirso's personal experience,

what makes her assign the play to the period of the first supposed

visit is the fact that she sees in the anti-semitic passages in.

the play a reference to the expulsion of the moriscos by Felipe

III in 1608-161L. (See also J. H. Elliott: Imperial Spain. Louden,

1963, pp.299-303, for a brief account of this expulsion). Da.

Blanca also points out some resemblances between this play and

La pena de Francia and La vlllana de la Eagra. These arguments

seem plausible to me. On the other hand, I would tentatively

draw attention to some other points which suggest a much later

date of composition. Mari-Iiernandez and Antona Garcia (a late

play) have a number of features in common. The action of both

plays takes place in roughly the same historical period: Antona

Garcia in the reign of Afonso, Marl-Hernandez in the reign of

his successor, Juan II. The Castilian-Portuguese hostility is

the essential framework in which both plays are set. Both have

long opening speeches, giving a resume of the historical situation

which is largely accurate factually. One wonders whether Tirso

may have been reading up on the history of this period, which would
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suggest that Antona Garcia and Kari-Hernandez may have been

written at about the same time. In Mari-Heraandez. as in Antona

Garcia, the Portuguese are identified, dramatically, with the

enemy, although Tirso normally tends to present them in a

favourable light. In both plays there is a Maria who is a

mu.jer varonil. In both, also, there is a contest between' a

peasant woman and a woman of the upper classes: Maria vs. Antona

in Antona Garcia. Maria vs. Beatriz in Mari-Piemande z. ■ There is

an opposition between nobles and peasants, and some members of

the upper classes show a p<ore just appreciation of the peasants -

the Queen and Penamacor in Antona Garcia, and Monterrey and the

King in Mari-Kemandez. Apart from these common factors (which

may be mere coincidences) it is clear that moot of the plays which

Da. Blanca includes in the so-called "ciclo galaico-portugues"

belong to the period 1619-1622, i.e., they are late plays. A

glance at those she lists on p.5^b is enough to indicate that.

Again, there is a Don Lgas in Mari-Hemandez. and, in Las outnas

de Portugal, probably Tirso's last play, there is a Don bgas de

Muniz. To complete this circle of motifs, the phrase "quinas

portuguesas" occurs twice in the opening scene of Antona Garcia.

(I.i. p.409a, if09b of Da. Blanca's ed., vol.III). As regards the

anti-seraitic references, Miss Kennedy has suggested that these are

not strong in Tirso's plays before 1620. [See her article: 'La'

prudencia en la mu.jer and the Ambient that Brought it Forth',

PKLA. LXIII (19^8), 1131-90.J In view of the historical accuracy

of some of the details in Mari-Hernandez. I see no objection to

regarding the anti-semitic references .\s a reflection of historical

fact. As is wellknown, when the Jews were expelled from opain by

the Reyes Gatolicos, many of them went to Portugal, where John II



extended his protection to them. Furthermore, it seems to me that

Tirso ridicules this anti-semitisra somewhat in the play. Linked

to this is the fact that almost all the political motives in the

play turn out to be mistaken: can one extend this to the policy
n ,.

regarding the Jews? However, it must be admitted that it is

largely the Portuguese policies which are criticised, not the

Castilian. This brings me to another point, "ari-Hernandes

also contains an unfavourable portrait of the King. He listens

to flatterers, he acts precipitately and unjustly. At the end,

he discovers his errors. As will be clear, this treatment of

the King suggests Tirso's later plays - cf. La prudencia en la

mujer. and my remarks concerning Amar por arte mayor. (I shall

develop this point in note 2). There is also an amusing speech by

Caldoira in Ill.xxii. p.107a (in vol.11 of Da. Blanca's ed. already

mentioned):

Li otra ves la hablare mas,
si diere causa a tu ofensa,
plegue a Dios que siendo calvo,
traiga postizas guedejas;
en humo tome el tabaco;
silbeme, siendo poeta;
en comedias de tramoyas,
salgan mal las apariencias.

The image of the wig is, of course, familiar to us from Pedro

Crespo's speech in the first act of LI alcalde de Zalamea. Hut

I should not be surprised if it also contains a topical allusion

in Tirso's play. What I am primarily interested in, however, is

the satirical reference to "comedias de tramoyas" (one wonders

who the poet silbado was: Alarcon?). This may be a reference to

Velez de Guevara. In that case, this play seems to anticipate

the attack on him (and through him on Clivares) in la fingida

..rcadia (1622). Lee R. L. Kennedy: 'Literary and Political Latire



in Tirso's La fingida Arcadia', in The Renaissance Iteconsidored.

Smith College Studies in History. XLIV (196>+), Northampton, Mass.,

pp.91-110. Finally, a word on style. There is Beatriz's sarcastic

use of medical imagery in Il.xiil. p.89b:

quien tan bien penas divierte,
y con tanta prevencion
a enfermedades de ausencia
tan presto antidote hallo

• • • • •

si no es que le dais el pulso
vos enformo, ella dotor.

There seem to be echoes here of Tirso's preoccupation with doctors

(which also occur in La prudencia en la rr.u.jcr and El amor medico.

both late plays). Next, there is the serious use of the culto

style: cf. Alvaro's lyrical speech in II.xi. This more serious

use of an artificial, culto style seems typical of the late Tirsc,

There may be a case for arguing that Tirso's satire of the culto

style comes to a climax in La c.elosa. After that, he moves on to

other things, and is less hostile to it. (To prove this point

would require a close study of Tirso's style.) There are also in

Nari-Hernandez scattered hints of the confusion theme, which is

standard in Calderon. Cf. Alvaro's words: "iHay confusiones ccmo

estas?" (Ill.xix p,1C6a); and again, his soliloquy in Ill.xxi

p.1C6b, and again, his soliloquy in Ill.xxi. p.106b, beginning:

iHombre con amor y celos
por mil Confusas qui®eras
en lugar de averiguaros,
mas mi dicha os enreda.

• • • •

Finally, there is the marvellous lyrical scene in II.x, to which

I shall return later, and which begins with the Romance: "Mai

segura zagaleja". E. M. Wilson and J. Sage refer to it in their

book: Poesias,liricas en las obras dramaticas de Calderon (London,

1964), p.99* The authors point out that it has been attributed to



Villamediana (d.1622) and Antonio de Kendoza (d.l6M*), Kontesinos

inclining tc favour the authorship of the latter. It seems to have

been first published in 1621 in the Primavera y fior de los meiores

romances que han salido aara nueuamente en esta Corte ....

collected by P. Arias Perez (Madrid, 1621), and edited by J. 7.

Montesinos, 195^* Only the first four lines occur in Tirso's

play:

Mai segura zagaleja,
la de los lindos ojuelos,
grave honor de los azules,
dulce afrenta de los negros.

After this, Tirso goes his own way. Nevertheless, the version in

Primavsra advises the "Zagala" to be more sparing of her favours.

By citing the opening lines, Tirso is probably hinting at the course

the courtship between Maria and Alvaro has been taking. However,

what is more interesting is the fact .that Arias dedicates his

anthology to Tirso. Kontesinos can only identify one of the romance

ac definitely belonging to Tirso ("Pero Gil arnava a Menga"). Ho

points out that the one in Mari-Hernandez must have been popular.

There are two possibilities here: either that Arias, on including

the romance, was aware of Tirso's use of it, or that Tirso, having

read the collection, was impressed by the lines and incorporated

them into his play. In the first case, the play would be prior to

Sept., 1621 (the earliest date is that of the aprobacion of the

i rii.navera by Juan do Jauregui - 16th Sept., 1621); in the latter,

it would be some time after 10th Nov., 1621, the date of tho tana.

But, to return to the romance itself, in Tirso's play, Maria's

eyes are still blue, which, if we consider Miss Kennedy's argu¬

ments, would indicate that the play was written sometime before

the sumptuary laws which were in forco from 11th November, 1622 to



22nd March, 162J. See R. L. Kennedy: 'Certain Phases cf the
\

Sumptuary Decrees of 1625 and their Relation to Tirso's Theatre',

IR, X (19'|2), 91-115. In view of these pieces of evidence, none

conclusive by itself, there may be a case for suggesting that

Mori-Hernandez is a late play. If the points I have made have

any validity, they would indicate that the play was probably

composed around 1621. C. Bruerton also comments:,,Con k7'k°/b de

romance y 5*2% de silva, esta comedia es tipica del perlodo

1622-25, al cual otros investigadores la han asignado. Fue

representada en palacio antes de abril de 1625'', in his review cf

Da. Blanca's ed. of the first vol. of 'Tirso's plays (Madrid, 19-t6),

kP;FH« Ill (19^9), 1^9-96. Bee also note 2.

The play is set in the aftermath of the "Guerra de la Beltraneja".

Peace has not been established completely: there are still border

skirmishes. An attempt is being made to ensure lasting peace by

a marriage between the Portuguese Prince and the Infanta of

Castile. This is what the Conde alludes to in Ill.xxiv. p.1G7b.

John sought to bring about the revocation of the treefy of iioura

(which stipulated that the heir to the Portuguese throne should

marry the eldest daughter of Fernando and Isabel). A new agree¬

ment was suggested which would provide for a marriage between the

Portuguese heir and the second daughter of the Reyes Catolicos.

The main reason for John's move was his wish to remove his

children from under the tutelage of the Duchess of Viseu, D.

Eeatriz, in Moura, where, under the terms of the original treaty,

they had been lodged as pledges. John was informed that Bragar.go.

had other plans of his own, viz., a marriage between a bastard

daughter of Ferdinand and a boy of his line. Therefore John

feared for the safety of Prince Afonso. The Castilians were



suspicious and for some time were reluctant to negotiate. The

situation is reflected in Tirso's play. As will be obvious, the

historical allusions in the play conform fairly closely to

historical fact. See H. V. Livermore: A History of Portugal

(Cambridge Univ. Press, 19'+7)» pp.211-221, Chap. XIV: 'The
Renascence Monarchy'. Juan's harsh treatment of the nobles

(most being members of the Bragan$a family) was intended pri¬

marily to curb their authority, Afonso having conferred excessive

favours on them. (The same process was, of course, in progress in

CastiTj? under the Reyes Catolicos.) Apparently, John's harshness
was to some extent justified, although he seems to have been un¬

necessarily cruel. The grisly detail of the execution of

Montemor in effigy is accurate. Alvaro de Ataide was Braganga's

brother. (Tirso makes him his cousin: "Yo que como primo euyo"

I.i p.66a). He was given permission to leave Fortugal. Penanacor,
• V

whom we shall meet in Antona Garcia,fled to London. It is clear

that Tirso paints the King in an unfavourable light: the only

mitigating circumstance is the fact that he is too prone to

listen to traitors. The reason for thi£ is not entirely clear.

I am inclined to suspect that there is some criticism of the

policies of Philip IV here. If this is so, the play would

definitely have been written after 31st March, 1621, the date of

Philip's accession. The same sort of criticism is to be found in

la prudoncia en la mu.jer. Lee R. L. Kennedy: 'La prudencla en la

n.u.jor and the Ambient that Brought It Forth', FHLA. LXIII (1948),

1131-90. (In note 9, P»1135, she refers to a theory of Mille y

Gimenez's that a number of plays whose concluding lines bear

Tirso's name may have been written in 1621-1622. Among these is

Mari-Hornandez.) If there is a connexion between Tirso's play and



the political" events of 1621, is one to see a reference to

liodrigo Calderon's execution in that of Montemor? The fact

that, in the play, the King's actions turn out in the end to

be misguided could be seen as a clear warning to Philip and

Olivares. At the same time, the close historical references to

the events of John IX's reign may have been Tirso's own way of

protecting himself. Yet the implications are ambiguous at the

very least. For example, in the play, the King visits Beatris at

night: he is in love with her and is jealous because he suspects

he has a rival. This action is hardly decorous, which is clearly

implied in the play. The King seems to be abusing his power.

But it has a basis in fact. John made the nobles swear a new

oath of allegiance, "comprising a declaration of vassalage couched

in the humblest style, a promise to receive the King 'at the

top and at the bottom, by night and by day, and at any hour and

time' . . (Liverrnore, p.211). John's order to Alvaro to

marry Maria is, of course, consonant with his policy of supporting

the charges of the peasants against the nobility.

Their meeting is, of course, the traditional encounter of a noble¬

man with a serrana, a situation burlesqued in the Libro de Euen

Amor. There is a burlesque element in the portrayal of Maria

and also, as we shall see, in that of Antona Garcia. At the bottom

of the situation in Mari-Hernandez. there is a clash between cm

idealistic and a realistic convention, the artificial, courtly

pastoral convention and the realistic, rustic one. Idealistic

literature was, of course, considered irresponsible because

escapist and immoral. To carry an idealistic, literary attitude

into"real life" would be doubly irresponsible. For a discussion

of these views on idealistic literature and the rise of a
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realistic literature in the 17th century, see A. A. Parker:

Literature and the Delinquent, (Edinburgh University Press,

1967).

4. It will be obvious by now that such scenes as this abound in

Tirso's plays and are, in fact, mock formal debates, whose aim

is to prove a point. Dr. Faterson has drawn attention to the

fact that Tirso's characters are often arguing a case (in his

Ph.D. thesis: Tirso de Molina. An Edition of 'La venganza de

Tarriar', with bibliographical, textual and literary criticism.

Cambridge, 1965).

5. Cf. the situations in Don Cuijote and La vida es 3ueno. In

this interpretation of Don Quijote. I follow that put forward by

Prof. A. A. Farker in his article: 'El concepto de la verdad en

el Quijote', HFE. XXXII (l9*+8).

6. Hartzenbusch observes that in her lie to the King, "Miente

demasiado bien Maria, porque el espectador la cree" (on p.227

of his Cxamen of this play in Teatro escogido de Fray Gabriel

Tellez, vol. IV, Madrid, l8j$9)» This, I think, is deliberately

intended by Tirso. Alvaro has confused the burlas and veras

of life. The resolution of the ensuing confusion is achieved by

Maria's doing the same.

7. This episode is most likely a deliberate reminiscence of the duel

between Bradamante and Marfisa in Canto XXXVI of Ariosto's

Orlando :'urioso. In Ariosto's account, the two women begin by

fighting with lances on horseback, then on foot with swords,

which they abandon for daggers, which in turn give way to fists

and feet. Just as Puggero parts them here, Alvaro parts Maria

and Beatriz in Mari-Hornandez. As we shall see, Penamacor also

intervenes in fights between Antcna and Maria in Antona Garcia ,



The close and ays teniatic parody of the main plot in the uub-

plot of this play has been noted by £. Gijon in her book: til

humor en Tirso de Molina. (Madrid, 1959), pp.128-32.
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1. Miss R. L. Kennedy has argued that the play was written or

revised in February or early March, 1623, Ln Mer article: 'On

the Date of Five Plays by Tirso de Molina', HR, X (1942),

183-214. Miss M. Wilson, on p.ix of the introduction to her

ed. of the play (Manchester Univ. Press, 1957), suggests that

revision may have taken place as late as 1625» Miss Wilson has

given a summary of the historical background to the play on pp.

x-xiii. 3ha draws attention to the fact that Tirso does not

follow historical fact closely: "... it is pointless to look here

or elsewhere for Tirso's source, since his version is so remote

from historical facts as to make it plain that he did not know

them, and was drawing on the bare tradition linked with the name

of Antona, plentifully eked out by his own inventiveness"

(pp. xii-xiii). Da. Blanca de los Rios assigns the play to the

year 1622, seeing in it reflections of Tirso's quarrel with Lope.

Lee her introduction to the play in Tirso de Molina. Obras

dramaticas comnletas. Ill (Madrid, 195&). Da. blanca did not

live to complete the intro., so her commentary is not as extensive

as is usual with her. My quotations, by Act, scene, and line,

refer to this ed.

2. ,'j. L. McClelland: Tirso de Molina; Studies in Dramatic Realism.

(Liverpool, 1948), Chap.Ill, pp.69-70*

3. C. A. Loons: 'Two Historical Comodias and the Question of

Manioricno'. RF, LXXIII (1961), 339-346. This article, trans¬

lated into Lpanish, is reprinted in his book: Ficcion y conedia

on el siglo de oro. (Madrid, 1967).

4. It does not, however, appear to be wholly valid. Consider the



implications for the social structure of Lope's 11 villano en su

rincon and L.1 perro del hortelano.

D. Worcester: The Art of Satire. (Cambridge, Maes., 19^0).

Chapter III, section V: "Grotesque Satire".

This has been discussed by Prof. A. A. Parker in his book:

Literature and the Delinquent (mdinburgh Univ. Press, 1967).

Perhaps a brief word on Bartolo's portrayal may be added. As

I have stated, his grotesque courting of Gila in I.iii fore¬

shadows Penamacor'c courting of Antona in I.v-vi. (There is a

parallel situation in bl molancolico. as will be remembered.)

Lore interesting is his love of money. In I.ii, he asks the

(jueen for "media cadena". Kis love of money is seen again in

II.v. In this scene, his principal function is to criticise the

barbarous actions of the Portuguese. One of their v/orst actions

was to deprive him of his burra. His grief at her loss and his

description of her qualities make it difficult not to suspect

that Tirso is wickedly hinting at an unnatural love here - to bo

compared, of course, with the other "unnatural" (but right) love

between Antona and Penamacor. However, Bartolo is promised

enough money to buy two more burras - which prevents him from

committing suicide.

For a discussion of the division of styles, see K. Auerbach's

Himesis (New York, Anchor Books, 1957. 1st ed., 19^6). Gee also

L. C. Riley: Cervantes's Theory of the Novel (O.U.P., 19£9f.

1st published, 1962), and in particular, Chap. IV, section 2:

"Style and Decorum". Tirso's handling of the three styles is to

be noticed. While the separation of styles is not a constant

featux-e of his plays, it would seem that at times he deliberately

exploits its possibilities. The clash of styles is evident in



Intona Garcia, perhaps nowhere more prominently than in the

initial interview between Antona ana the Queen. But the

existence of a symbolic counter-current which asserts a certain

eo^uality between Antona and Isabel seems to be significant. Is

this, perhaps, Torso's way of saying that the literary division of

styles is absurd, since noble qualities are to be found in the

lower classes too? It may be said, at least, that, at times,

a deliberate stylistic tension seems to point to a factual one.
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1. A. K. G. Paterson; 'Tirso do Molina: Two Bibliographical Studies.*

HE, XXXV (1967), A>68.

2. 'Catalogo razonado ...' in Comedies escogidas dc Fray Gabriel

[ellez, ed. J. E. Hartzenbusch, B.A.E. vol. V (Madrid, l8i+8)
3. S. Cotarelo y Mori: Tirso de Molina. Investigaciones bio-

bibliograficas (Madrid, 1893)

A. M. Menendez y Pelayo: 'Tirso de Molina* in Lstudics y discursog

de critica historica y literaria. Ill (Madrid, 19^1), pP«7V*9»

3. In her introduction to the play in Tirso dc Molina. Cbras

dramaticas conpletas. I (Madrid, 19A6), PP* ^99-5^ • Quotations,

by Act, scene,and page, are taken from this edition.

6. In his article: 'Una comedia de Tirso que no es da Tirsc*

Archivo hispalense. 2a epoca, VII (19A6), 99-1^7» Santiago

Montoto shows that La reina de los reyes is by Hipolita de

Vergara.

7* In his study: *Un rnotivo delle commedie "de enredo": 1 *elaborazione

de LI melancolico'. In Gtudi tirsiani (Milan, 1998), p»95*

8. S. G. Morley: 'El uso de las combinaciones aetricas en las

comedian do Tirso de Molina.' BH, XVI (191A), 177-208. The

danger of basing any firm conclusions on this (a danger stressed

by Morley) is evident when we consider that La reina de los roves

also has a normal verse-pattern, while El condenado presents so-

called anomalies.

9. I am grateful to Prof. A. A. Parker for having drawn my attention

to this aspect of the play.

10. It will be clear that an analagous situation is central to

Alarcon's La vordad aospechosa and Las paredes oyen.
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11, This term was first used by B. Malinowski. Bee B. Malinowski:

The Language of Magic and Gardening. (Coral Gardens and Their

Kagic. Vol. II). (2nd ed., London, 1966). Malinowski used the term

iii a rather restricted, concrete sense; it was broadened by Firth

and his disciples. Bee the introduction to the vol. mentioned.

12. This statement occurs in Halinowski's appendix to Ogden and

Richards': The Mean in;" of Meaning and is quoted on p.xi of the

introduction to The Language of Magic and Gardening.

15. This would be an example of what S. Berne calls a "crossed

transaction". Florela's "Adult" speaks to the Conde's "Child":

"I want you to reassure me of your love for me". The Conde's

"Child" replies to Florela's "Parent": "You are always accusing

me of flirting with other women". At the same time, it can also

be seen as an "ulterior transaction", i.e., one which takes place,

in addition, between the "Adults" of both Federico and Florela.

Florela: "Show me Finea; I'd like to see her". Federico: "I

can't, because I don't have her with me." The plot of the comedy

depends on the interpretation of thdr words on this, the "social

level". See E. Berne's elementary but fascinating study: Games

Icopte Play (Penguin Books 1968).

1*f. Calderon, of course, uses the same situation in Casa con dos oucrtas.

\
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